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PREFACE 

IN this work the authors have endeavoured to give a 
succinct account of the rise a~d progress of the Swiss 
Confederation through the seven phases of its develop
ment, and of the legislative, executive, and judicial 
authorities which exercise the Federal sovereignty under 
the amended Constitution of 1874. The nature of the 
Referendum, or popular vote, whether Federal or can
tonal, which is an institution peculiar to Switzerland; 

.. the right of Initiative granted to a single voter or body 
of voters to set on foot proposals for new legislation or 
for the alteration or abolition of existing laws; and the 
Communes, which are the basis of Swiss republican in
stitutions, are treated in separate chapters. The Cantons 
and their Tribunals, the organization of the Army, the 
system of Education, Religion, Agriculture, Commerce, 
and some few other subjects, are also dealt with, and in 
Chapter XIX we have attempted a short comparison 
between the political institutions of the ancient Swiss 
Confederation and the more modern Republic of the 
United States of America. 

'Ve have thought that a work treating of more 
serious subjects than those usually to be met with in . 
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publications of the guide-book class might be found 
acceptable to many of our countrymen, whether as 
students at home or as travellers in Switzerland, especi
ally at the present time. Democracy has made undoubted 
strides at home, and it may be well for Englishmen 
to devote a little time to the study of the institutions of 
a singularly democratic country abroad. 

We have been particularly fortunate in the assistance 
we have obtained during the performance of our task. 
In the first place, we cannot prize too highly the 
gracious permission accorded to us by the President of 
the Confederation and the other members of the Federal 
Council to dedicate our book to them. We have besides 
obtained the sanction and approval of Federal-Council
lor Numa Droz, head of the Department of Foreign 
Affair!3, as far as relates to the political chapters, and we 
beg to thank him most sincerely for his valuable sug
gestions and for his ready permission, of which we have 
availed ourselves largely, to make use of his Instruction 
Oitvique, a manual of great intrinsic worth. Federal
Councillor Ruchonnet, head of the Department of 
Justice and Police, has also been kind enough to supply 
us with useful information upon various points requiring 
elucidation. 

To Professor Dr. Konig, a jurist of European reputa
tion, who has been for many years Legal Adviser to Her 
Majesty's Legation at Bern, we are indebted for constant 
assistance in numerous legal and other matters, given with 
equal readiness and acumen; whiJ..e M. Charles Boiceau, 
a lawyer of distinction at Lausanne, and formerly a 
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member of the cantonal government of Vaud, who com
bines superior legal attainments with a thorough know
ledge of our language, has contributed materially to our 
pages, especially with reference to the Tribunals of his 
Cantons. 

We wish also cordially to acknowledge assistance 
kindly afforded to us by the following Swiss citizens: 
Lieutenant-Colonel Albert von Tscharner, of the General 
Staff, with reference to points connected with the Army; 
the late Professor Dr. A. Vogelin, who was a 
member of the National Council; Herr Alfred Frey, 
Secretary of the Swiss Association for Commerce and 
Industry; Herr Heinrich Schneebeli, of the School of 
Agriculture, Ziirich; Herr Kaspar Grob, Secretary to the 
Department of Education, Zurich; and Herr Theodor 
Curti, member of the National Council. 

We close this list of those who have rendered us 
assistance in Switzerland with a hearty expression of 
thanks to Mr. H. Angst, Her Majesty's Consul at Zurich, 
who has been unwearying in, his endeavours, upon all 
occasions, to supply us with the fullest information upon 
a variety of matters connected with his native country. 

We should also not omit to mention that in our com
parison of Swiss and United States institutions we were 
fortunate enough to be able to consult the Honourable 
Boyd 'Winchester, United States Minister at Bern. 

We have also had very material help at home, and we 
desire, in the first place, to tender our sincere thanks to 
the eminent jurists, Mr. James Bryce, M.P., Regius 
Professor or" Civil Law at the University of Oxford, and 
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for some time Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs, and Mr. A. V. Dicey, Vinerian Professor 
of English Law at the same University. They have both 
been good enough to take a most kindly interest in our 
work, and have cheerfully given invaluable advice and 
assistance, especially with reference to the constitutional 
and political chapters, and to the comparison between 
Swiss and American political institutions. 

The chapter upon the Army has, with the full con
currence of Lieutenant-General H. Brackenbury, R.A., 
C.B., Director of Military Intelligence, been subjected to 
the careful supervision of Colonel C. W. BowdIer Bell, 
D.A.A.G., Intelligence Divisio:r;t, War Office; and we 
have also had the advantage of consulting Major E. T. 
H. Hutton, of the King's Royal Rifle Corps, Brigade
Major at Aldershot, whose name is well known in con
nexion with the organization of mounted infantry. 

Both these distinguished officers have lately visited 
Switzerland, the former with the object of studying the 
Swiss Army system, the latter on the occasion of the 
manreuvres in September 1887. 

In our chapter upon Education we have received 
much assistance from Mr. James Blaikie, of the Scotch 
Education Department, Whitehall, late one ~f Her 
Majesty's Inspectors of Schools for Scotland. 

The Reverend William Cunningham~ B.D., Vicar of 
Great St. Mary's, Cambridge, and brother of one of the 
authors, has been of essential use to us, especially in our 
chapter on Religion. 

Mr~ Wynnard Hooper, the writer of the exhaustive 
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article upon Statistics in the new edition of the En
cyclopmdia Britannica, has been kind enough to furnish 
us with interesting particulars relating to Commerce. 

To our friend Mr. ·W. E. Davidson, Legal Adviser to 
the Foreign Office, who was for many years Honorary 
Secretary of the Alpine Club, we owe. a heavy debt of 
gratitude. His extensive legal acquirements have been 
of very great assistance to us, whilst his able criticisms 
have upon all occasions been as readily given as they 
have been constantly sought by us during the progress 
of this work. 

NOTE 

Weare indebted to Mr. H. Angst for most of the information respect
ing Referendum and Initiative, and Political Parties. 



ORDER AND DATES OF THE ENTRY OF THE TWENTY-TWO 

CANTONS INTO THE CONFEDERATION 

FaExCB N.um. GZIUlAlf NAlIE. 

1. Zurich. Ziirich. 1351. 
2. Berne. Bern. 1353. 
3. Lucerne. Luzern. 1332. 
4. Uri. Uri. 1291. 
5. Schwytz. Schwyz. 1291. 
6. Unterwalden. Unterwalden. 1291. 

Le haut. Obwald. 
Le bas. Nidwald. 

7. Glacis. Glarus. 1352. 
S. Zoug. Zug. 1352. 
9. Fribourg. Freiburg. 14S1. 

10. Soleure. Solothurn. 14S1. 
11. Bale. Basel. 1501. 

Ville. Stadt. 
Campagne. Landschaft. 

12. Schaffhouse. Schaffhausen. 11101. 
13. Appenzell. Appenzell 1573. 

Rhodes-Exterleures. Ausser-Rhoden. 
Rhodes-Interieures. Inner-Rhoden. 

14. St. Gall. St. Gallen. lS03. 
15. Grisons. Graubiinden. lS03. 
16. Argovie. Aargau. lS03. 
17. Thurgovie. Thurgau. lS03. 
IS. Tessin (It. Ticino). Tessin. lS03. 
19. Vaud. Waadt. lS03. 
20. Valais. Wallis. lS14. 
21. NeucMtel. Neuenburg. lS14. 

. 22. Geneve. Genf. 1814. 

The general principle has been followed of preserving the German names 
for the first seventeen Cantons, 'except in the case of Graubiinden, to 
which the more familiar appellation of the Grisons has been given, and 
urban and rural Basel have been substituted for Basel-Stadt and Basel
Landschaft. To the eighteenth Canton, its Italian name of Ticino has 
been given; the four remaining Cantons are designated by their French 
appellations, except that Geneva has been substituted for Geneve. 
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CHAPTER I 

HISTORICAL SKETCH 

IT is not proposed in this work to give a detailed 
account of Swiss history from the earliest times;· we 
shall rather confine our remarks to the seven· phases 
through which the Confederation has passed from the 
time of its origin in three small communities in 1291 
down to the Constitutions of 1848 and 1874.1 

The seven phases are ;-

1. The League of three Communities, i.e. the ID:en 
of the Valley of Uri, the Community of Schwyz, 
and the Mountaineers of the Lower Valley, 
which subsequently became part of the Canton 
of Unterwalden (1291).2 

2. The Confederation of eight Cantons (1353). 

1 See particularly, for much of the information in this chapter, the 
second part of the late Dr. Dubs's valuable book, treating of the public 
law of the Swias Confederation (Das .Oeffentliche Recht deT Schweizmschen 
EidgenoSle7l$chaft), Droz's Instruction. Civique, and Magnenat's Abrege de 
f H istoir, dB la Suisse. 

I The plateau of Urseren, belonging then to the Abbeyof Dissentis, 
became later part of Uri. The so-ealled Upper Valley became the other 
part of the Canton of Unterwalden. The two valleys took the names of 
Obwald and Nidwald, i.e. above and below the forest which formed the 
boundary between them. Towards the end of the fourteenth century they 
were definitively divided into two States, or half-Cantons. In their Con
stitutions they are called Unterwalden ob dem Wald and Unterwalden 
nid dem Wald. 

B 
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3. The Confederation of thirteen Cantons (1513). 
4. The Helvetic Republic (1798). 
5. The ,Act of Mediation, with nineteen Cantons 

(1803). 
6. The Federal Pact, with twenty-two Cantons 

(1815). 
7. The Federal Constitution of 1848, which was 

revised in 1874. 

It is particularly to be borne in mind that the League 
formed in 1291 was solely German, and that by degrees 
more German districts joined the first Confederates. It 
was only in 1803 that the Rhoetian Leagues (Graubunden 
or the Grisons), where the language was Romansch 
or Ladin, Italian-speaking Ticino, and French-speaking 
Vaud, actually became members of the Confederation. 

In the earlier times, much of what later became 
Switzerland formed part of the Holy Roman Empire, 
and those deemed themselves fortunate who depended 
directly upon the Emperor, and not indirectly through 
intermediate lords. The rise in the 13th century of the 
Habsburgs, a noble family of Aargau, originally of no 
particular importance, though subsequently destined to 
become the imperial Austrian House, is well known, and 
they ruled over much territory in the name of the 
Emperor. Rudolf of HabsQurg was eventually raised to 
the imperial throne in 1273. Upon his death in July 
1291 a short period of anarchy ensued in the Empire. 

It was then that the three communities above men
tioned felt the necessity, of joining closer together in 
order to defend their common interests. Hence the 
origin of that Pact which was concluded between them 
on the 1st August 1291, and which constituted the 
germ of the Swiss Confederation. 
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The men of Uri were mostly serfs of the German 
Crown; the majority of those from Schwyz were freemen, 
with a few serfs belonging to monasteries and nobles; 
and most of the Nidwald men were serfs of similar 
dependence, the freemen being there in the minority. 
The Pact was termed a perpetual Alliance, and by it the 
Confederates (called Eidgenossen because they bound 
themselves together as comrades by oath) did not pre
tend"to throw off their allegiance to the Emperor or to 
those nobles who possessed land or rights in their terri
tories; their hostility was directed against the despotic 
power exercised over them by bailiffs or middlemen, and 
they swore to sacrifice everything in order to remain 
free, and to afford assistance to each other against all 
who should do violence or injury to the persons or goods 
of any of them. The Alliance was in fact a sort· of 
mutual assurance society, at first purely defensive, as 
each community reserved to itself the right of self
government. The dependence upon the Empire con
tinued, but it was gradually shaken off as the League 
grew in dimensions and strength. It was only nominal 
by the end of the fifteenth century, and was finally 
abolished by the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. 

This, then, was the first phase of the Confederation, 
consisting of what were called the three Forest States, 
and to this period belongs the legend of William Tell. 1 

Later, on the night of the 17th November 1307, in 
the little field of Griitli situated below Seelisberg, on the 

1 Legend we fear it must be called, although there may well have been 
some patriot who rose lI,,<Y&inst some oppressor in the shape of an Austrian 
bailiff. Still the real tradition seems to have come from the far North. 
We once asked a well-known fignre in Bernese society, now no more, 
whether the hero of Schiller had ever existed. .. Not in Switzerland," 
was the answer. " If you travel in the Hasli district (Meyringen, etc.), 
you will find a distinct race of men who are of Scandinavian origin, and 
I believe that their ancestors brought the legend with them." 
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shore of the Lake of Luzern, it is recounted that 'Verner 
Stauffacher of Schwyz, Walter FUrst of Uri, and ·Arnold 
of the Melchthal.in Unterwalden, each ~ith ten com
panions, assembled together alid took a solemn oath to 
deliver -their soil from the oppressors, and, to recover 
their -ancient rights. They were to be "all for each, and 
each for all." 

It was not,.howeyer, until several years had passed 
that the Confederates were called upon to vindicate their 
oath and to defend their country. In November 1315 

. Leopold of Austria. marched into Switzerland an army 
of cavalry containing many powerful nobles, and of in
fantry drawn from cities and towns.1 On the 15th they 
reached a defile, above which, upon the heights of 
_Morgarten in Zug, the peasant soldiers were posted. 
The latter hurled down stones and trunks of trees upon 
their opponents, throwing them into confusion, and 
then, descending from the heights, completely routed 
them. 

Some weeks afterwards deputies from Uri, Schwyz, 
and Unterwalden assembled at Brunnen, on the Lake 
of Luzern, and on. the 9th December c?ncluded a fresh 
Treaty of perpetual Alliance. One Article declared that 
whoever had a lord must obey him in what was just and 
right, but never against the Confederates. By other 
Articles it was laid down that no one of the confederated 
States should engage itself to a lord without the consent 
of the others; that every external negotiation was to be 
conducted and terminated in concert; that all disputes 
between Confederates should be decided -amicably, or 
according to right; and that they would assist each 
other for ever in all matters, inter~al and external, 

1 Ziirich, Winterthur, Zng, Luzern, Sempach, and the towns of 
Aargau, furnished the infantry. 
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against all outsiders. The sovereignty of the German 
Empire was, however, acknowledged. 

In 1332 Luzern joined the Alliance of the three 
communities, and thus the League was increased to four 
Forest States (Vierwaldstatten), the new member being 
a city. 

Bern and ZUrich had now, with other cities and 
towns, become imperial fiefs, and the grQwing power of 
the former excited the jealousy of many nobles towards 
'the West. In June 1339 a considerable force laid siege, 
to Laupen in its territory, but on the 21st of that month 
it was completely routed by the Bernese and their allies 
under Rudolf von Erlach, and a death-blow was dealt to 
the feudal nobility of Western Helvetia. 

In 1351 the imperial city of Ziirich, which had been 
engaged in hostilities with Austria, joined the Alliance of 
the four Forest States, who found in it a wall of defence 
against the Austrians, a market for the~ material wants, 
and an important political centre. 

IIi 1352 Glarus and Zug were freed from Austrian 
rule, and were included in the Alliance, and in 1353,the 
city of Bern was added to the League, the Confederation 
thus attaining its second' phase of eight States. 1 The 
sovereignty of each member of the Confe'deration 
'within its 'particular limits had now become more 
clearly defined, while collective interests led to political 
Acts concluded by the allies in 'common:. 

Three such Acts, of material importance, occur in the 
earlier history of Switzerland :-. 

1. The Priests' Charter (1370). 
2. The Convention of Sempach, (1393). 

, 3. The, Convention of Stanz (1481) . 
. 1 The word" Canton" haJ not, yet been introduced. But" Canton" 

and II State" are words used indiscriminately later. 
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The two latter will be mentioned in their proper 
chronological place. These three, together with the 
Pact of 1291, formed the bases of Swiss constitutional 
law up to the close of the eighteenth century. , 

The Priests' Charter (Pfaffenbrief) was so called, 
partly from its contents, but still more from the facts 
which occasioned it. 

The Provost of the Grand - Mofttier or collegial 
church of ZUrich had, in consequence of a personal 
quarrel, made a sudden attack upon the Avoyer of 
Luzem, and taken him prisoner. This was an offence 
against the sovereignty of Luzern, and it was proposed 
to adopt certain general measures to prevent the re
currence of a similar complication. The Confederates 
(except Bern and Glarus) therefore concluded a Conven
tion which has gone by the above name, and which con
tained provisions for protecting the peace of the country, 
t4reatened equally by ecclesiastics and laymen. This 
document is especially remarkable for having introduced 
the principle of the majority as regards the adoption of 
new Articles. 

In 1386 more fighting ensued, and on the 9th July 
the army of Leopold of Austria (nephew to the Leopold 
who was defeated at Morgarten) was routed by the 
Confederates at Sempach in Luzcrn, and he himself 
was killed.! 

Again, on the 9th April 1388, the Austrians were 
defeated at Nafels in Glarus by men of that Canton, 
assisted by some Schwyzers. 

! This victory was attributed to the prowess of a certain Arnold of 
Winkelried, who, as the legend runs, rushed to 'the front in the thick of 
the battie when his countrymen were being worsted, and seizing a num
ber of the enemy's lances, gathered their points and pressed them a"aainst 
his breast, thus opening a way for the Swiss and turning defeat into 
victory by the sacrifice of his own life. • 
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In 1393 the deputies of the eight confederate States 
and those of Solothum, a city allied to Bern, were 
assembled at ZUrich, and there drew up and signed a 
document whereby the Federal sovereignty was further 
strengthened. This was called the" Convenant" or Con
vention of Sempach. It contained a prohibition directed 
against waging war unnecessarily, together with stipula
tions respecting military organization. Churches and 
convents were to be respected. But the enemy could be 
pursued even into churches. Women were not to be 
proceeded against unless they acted on the offensive. 
Hence the Convention was sometimes called Frauen
brief, or the Women's Charter. 

The victories achieved by the Confederates in the 
fourteenth century have caused it to be termed the 
heroic period of Switzerland. During the first half of 
the fifteenth century the Confederation increased in 
dimensions and influence, each State added what it 
could to its territory, and there was frequently serious 
danger of troublesome questions arising among the 
members of the League. Their institutions were not 
alike. In the three primitive Cantons all the citizens 
were free and had equal rights. The whole people of 
each Canton met together, and in their general assem
blies (Landsgemeinden 1) decided upon all important 
matters. . In the territories of the sovereign cities, on 
the contrary, there were no such popular assemblies, 
and the burghers ruled, without consulting the opinions 
of the country people. This unequal situation was 
aggravated when in 1415, by order of the Emperor, the 
Confederates invaded Aargau, which belonged to the 

1 In t.he Constitution of Uri this word is spelt .. Landesgemeinde II in 
t.he singular. In t.hose of t.he two portions of Unterwalden and Appen • 
• ell, as well .. in that of Glarll8, we find invariably U Landsgemeinde,P 
aud competent Swiss authorities are in favour of t.he latter spelling. 
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Habsburgs, and annexed its territory, Most of it fell 
to Bern, but other parts were formed into bailiwicks; 
and ruled by members of the League, The' Confedera~ 
tion thus. began to possess subject territories, and, 
amongst others, Thurgau came under, its rule in 1460, 
and only gained its independence in.1798. 

Civil war at last broke out between. Ztirich, which 
hfl,d concluded an alliance. with Austria, and the Con
federates. The Federal tie was even in danger, but 
after a series of conflicts peace was restored in 1450. 

In October 1474 the Confederates declared war 
against Charles the Bold of Burgundy,l and they 
defeated him, first at Grandson On the Lake of Neu
chatel; after he had taken the town by treachery and put 
the Swiss garrison to death, then at Morat/ and finally, 
on the 5th January 1477, before the walls of Nancy, 
which was defended by Rene, Duke of Lorraine, assisted 
by 8000 Confederates. Charles himself was among the 
slam. -

After these battles the ·Confederation was once 
more threatened with the .danger of disruption. The 
unequal distribution of the booty taken at Grandson 
and Morat had caused much jealousy and irritation on 
the part of the five rural States (Lander) towards the 
three cities of ZUrich, Bern, and Luiern, who were the 
remaining members' of the League, and several Diets, 
convoked in order to allay these dissensions, served only 
to increase them. The dissolution of the Confederation 
seemed imminent. At .last, thanks to t~eintervention of 
the hermit Nicholas vonder Flue; an understanding was 

1 The causes of this war are fii.llydealt with in Freeman's Es..oay on 
Charles the Bold. It is attdbuted to French intrigues and gold, and to 
Bernese diplomacy. Territorial conquest was evidently the .main object 
in the eyes of Bern, and.an eagerness. for booty was developed later .. 

2 Murten,iuGerman. . 
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effected at a Diet heldinStanz(Nidwald), where a 
" Convenant" or Convention was signed on: the 22d 
December 1481. The'three original Forest Cantons. 
with Zug and Glarus, gave up their ,opposition to the 
admission of two more cities, Freiburg and $olothurn, 
into the Confederation, and these latter became the 
ninth and tenth States, 

By the Convention of Stanz the F~deral sovereignty 
was still further increased. The admission of new States 
brought with it· a more complete development of the 
Confederation, the partition of booty in war was, regu
lated for the future, all separate . alliances between 
confederate States were prohibited, and the mainten
ance of public peace was rendered more secure. 

In 1501 the cities of Basel and Schaffhausen became 
the eleventh and twelfth States of the Confederation, 
and they were followed by Appenzell as thirteenth State 
in 1513. The territory of the latter, ,originally the 
property of the Abbey of'St. Gallen; had obtained its 

,independence at the beginning of the fifteenth,century. 
This was the third phase of the Confederation, which 

now consisted of thirteen States or Cantons. It lasted 
till 1798 without modification, and, was marked by, 
internal discord, religious wars, and revolts of peasants, 
Great numbers, too, of Swiss hired themSelves." out 
as soldiers to foreign princes, and many members of 
patrician families served abroad with distinction. 'The 
mercenary services, which have' often, been made 'a 

reproach to Switzerland, ,date from .the period' of the 
Burgundian War. 1 

,The sixteenth, ~entury saw the rise and progress ()f 
1 NQ dOllbt the reproach was in.~ great degree merited. But the, 

spectacle of some 30,000 Swiss troops mounting guard pver continental 
thrones was not without its grandeur, and made the name of Switzerland 
famous 'in Europe.. ' See' Chapter XI. '. : 
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Protestantism. Ulrich Zwingli led, the van in ZUrich, 
which became the stronghold of the new faith, and 
thence the Reformation spread to Bern, St. Gallen, 
part of Appenzell, Schaffhausen,' and Basel. Blood was 
shed, and at the battle of Kappel in Zurich (1531) the 
men of that Canton were worsted by troops of the 
Forest States and Zug, and Zwingli was killed. ' 

Still the reformed faith, particularly through the 
efforts of Bern, made much progress in the west. 
Geneva, which had been an episcopal city, and, later 
had allied itself with Bern and Freiburg against the 
oppression of the Duke of Savoy, was delivered by 
troops of these States from his rule, and declared itself 
a Republic in 1535. It adopted in 1541 a new civil 
and ecclesiastical legislation, which was the work of 
the famous Calvin, and after the Pays de Vaud, long 
subject to the House of Savoy, was conquered by the 
Bernese in 1536, many of its citizens became'Protestants. 

In 1597, owing to religious dissensionS, Appenzell 
was divided into two parts, or half-Cantons-Inner
Rhoden for the Catholics, and Ausser-Rhoden for the 
Protestants; and in the seventeenth century the Con
federates were more and more divided amongst them
selves, so that the FederAl tie scarcely existed. 

Bern, from being originally of less extent than its 
present Commune, had now become the most powerful 
of the Cantons. It had extended its territory on all 
sides: to tHe south, towards the Oberland and ,as far 
as the Lake of Geneva; to the west, to the Lakes 
of NeuchA.tel and Biel, and the Jura; northwards it 
approached the Rhine; and to the east it touched the 
confines of Luzern and Unterwalden. The burghers of 
the city had constituted themselves into one of those 
close corporations, the nature of which will be explained 
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in our chapter on the Communes; no fresh members 
were admitted, and the government and all official 
places were more and more concentrated in. the hands 
of an ever-decreasing number of patrician families of the 
higher burghers in the close corporation. Similarly in 
Luzern, Freiburg, and Solothurn, certain families had 
obtained permanent rule, to the exclusion from power of 
the mass of the people. These four were the aristo
cratic Cantons. ZUrich, Basel, and Schaffhausen were 
semi-aristocratic, the burghers having a share in the 
elections, from which the country people were excluded. 
The remaining six States out of the thirteen then form
ing the Confederation were democratic,1 ruling them
selves in the Landsgemeinden. 

There were, besides, associated and protected States, 
and the subject territories of more or less extent belong
ing to one or more of the Cantons had increased to 
about twenty in number. 

The relations of the associated States (zugewandte 
Orte) to the Cantons were various. The Valais and 
the Grisons were democratic Republics; Geneva, Biel, 
Miilhausen, and the town of St. Gallen were aristocratic 
Republics; whilst the Principality of Neuch!tel, then 
belonging to the King of Prussia, the Abbey of St. Gallen, 
and the Bishopric of Basel were ruled by real lay or 
ecclesiastical Sovereigns. 

The protected States (schutzverwandte) were the 
domains of the Abbey of Engelberg (Unterwalden), and 
the diminutive Republic of Gersau on the Lake of 
Luzern. 

From an early date the legislative authority of the 
Confederation had been in the hands of Diets (Tagsat
zungen). Originally the right to convoke what was 

1 We 1l8e this word in the SwW sense. 
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called the Federal Sessions-that is, to fix th~ day (Tag) 
for assenibliilg to' discuss: general matters-belonged to 
each State, and the place of meeting was mentioned in the 
letter of invitation, or left to the choice of the State 
which convoked the Diet. The deputies of the States, 
having met together, ,communicated to each other their 
instructions, and sometimes they merely assembled to 
hear and refer to their governments (ad audiendum 
et referenduni), so that the matter to be discussed had to 
be postponed to a further Session. 

This mode of procedure remained essentially un
changed during the epoch of the ancient Confederation. 
Little by 'little the meetings came to be held at fixed 
periods, and the invitations generally proceeded from 
Ztirich,which, as 'the first in order of rank, was called 
the Vorort, or directing Canton. It convoked and 
directed' the Diets, transmitted to the Cantons the 
matters' which concerned them, and served as inter
mediary with foreign States, hut it had no power and no 
initiative. Previous to the Reformation these assemblies 
generally met at ZUrich, but after that event there were 
for: a long' time separate Diets for the _ Catholic and the 
Protestant Cantons, deputies of the former meeting at 
Luzern and ,of the latter at Aarau. 

The essential attributes of the Diets were foreign 
affairs, war, and inter-cantonal disputes and, differences, 
but their authority was, if not entirely at least nearly, 
annulled by the fact that the Cantons were themselves 
sovereign at home, and the deputies' could only act 
according to their instructions. ' 

. The neighbouring States, especially France, exercised 
considerable influence upon political affairs in Switzer
land during the, eighteenth eentury. Louis XVI con
cluded a defensive Alliance with the.thirteen Cantons in 
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1777, had many Swiss mercenaries in his service. and his 
Envoys possessed. up to the Revolution .of 1789. great 
power of action in the Diets and in cantonal matters. 

The internal state of the Cantons clearly· showed 
the need of reforms upon all sides. ZUrich, Bern. an.d 
Basel, though possessing skilful adminiStrations, were 
often ruled tyrannically. and many abuses were prevalent 
in the democratic States. The subject territories had 
particularly to complain of the arbitrary conduct of the 
bailiffs, who in general seemed only bent upon enriching 
themselves as quickly as possible, by whatever means. 
Penal legislation was particularly severe in all parts of 
the country. Meanwhile. commerce and agriculture 
became somewhat developed, and trade flourished in. 
ZUrich. Basel. and Geneva, and in the mountainous 
portion of NeucMtel, where watch-making was intro
duced. Also, a number of illustrious men testified to 
the intellectual development of the country. 

The striking inequalities, however. which existed 
between the inhabitants of town and country. and 
between the bailiwicks and the sovereign States, only 
required the impetus imparted by the breaking out of 
the French Revolution to produce an uprising among 
those who were in. fact subjects and not citizens. Then 
came the intervention of France. and in January 1798, 
the Pays de Vaud having declared its independence, a 
French army. entered its territory to assist it against 
the Bernese; in other parts of Switzerland revolutionary 
outbreaks occurred, and whilst under Colonel voh 
Grafi'enried Bernese troops defeated the French at 
Neueneck (Bern), where an obelisk now marks the spot, 
another body of French, commanded by the. Alsatian 
General Schauenburg, routed the Bernese under General 
von Erlach at Fraubrunnen and Grauholz. The neigh-
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bouring city of Bern was then taken, and the ancient 
Swiss Confederation came to an end.. 

Up to 1798 there had been simply alliances between 
different Cantons, and 'no real Federal Constitution 
existed. The establishment of the Helvetic Republic, 
one and indivisible, was the first attempt at a Constitu
tion and the fourth phase of the Confederation. It was 
imposed upon Switzerland· by foreign pressure, and 
offended against all the traditions of that co.untry; the 
Cantons, from sovereign States, became nothing more 
than Prefectures, or simple administrative districts. 

Some were cut up and divided; others, again, were 
united into one. The whole country was torn by two 
hostile factions, who were continually in dispute; the 
.minority consisted of Centralizers, who wished to preserve 
the Republic, one and indivisible, and to lodge the 
supreme legislative authority in one central power, and 
the majority was composed of Federalists, ~ho demanded 
a return to that Federal form which existed previous to 
1798 and under which the Cantons were sovereig~ 

At last Bonaparte summoned deputies of both parties 
to Paris, and after long consultation with them he gave 
to Switzerland, on the 2d February 1803, a new Con
stitution termed the Act of Mediation. Old names were 
restored, and in some cases what had been subject lands 
were incorporated in the League, which now consisted of 
nineteen Cantons, each having a separate. Constitution. 
The additional six were : St. Gallen, the Grisons, 
Aargau, Thurgau, Ticino, and Vaud. This was the 
fifth phase of the Confederation. 

A Diet was created, there being one deputy to each 
Canton, but still with limited powers, for he could only 
vote according to his instructions. .The nineteen deputies 
had, however, between them twenty-five votes, because. 
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every deputy who represented a Canton with more than 
100,000 inhabitants possessed two votes, and there were 
six of these Cantons. The Diet met once a year in June, 
by turns at ZUrich, Bern, Luzern, Freiburg, Solothum, 
and·Basel, the Cantons of which these were the capitals 
becoming successively directing Cantons. Three were 
Catholic and three Protestant. The head of the directing 
Canton for the time being was Landammann of Switzer
land and President of the Diet. 

The Act of Mediation was not acceptable to all 
parties, and before Switzerland could become entirely 
independent there was to be one more foreign interven
tion. The fall of the Emperor Napoleon brought with it 
the destruction of his work in that country, the neutrality 
and independence of which were recognized by the Con
gress of Vienna, though upon condition of the mainten
ance in the Confederation of the new Cantons;. and in 
1814 the Valais (a Republic allied to the Confederation 
from the Middle Ages till 1798), NeucMtel (which, from 
being subject to the King of Prussia, had been bestowed 
by Napoleon upon Marshal Berthier), and Geneva (which 
had been annexed to. France under the Directory in 
1798, but was now independent and rendered more 
compact by the addition of some territory belonging to 
France and Savoy) were added to the existing Cantons. 
Finally, the perpetual neutrality of Switzerland and the 
inviolability of her territory were guaranteed by Austria, 
Great Britain, Portugal, Prussia,. and Russia, . in an Act 
signed at Paris on the 20th November 1815. N euchA-tel, 
however, only really gained its independence in 1857, 
when it ceased to be a Prussian Principality. 

The Confederation now consisted of twenty-two 
Cantons, and a Federal Pact, drawn up at ZUrich by the 
Diet in 1815, and accepted by the Congress of Vienna, 
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took the place of the Act of Mediation,and remained in 
force till 1848 .. It 'was in some respects a return to the 
state' of things previous to the French Revolution, and, 
restored' to the Cantons a large portion of their former 
sovereignty. But the Federal tie was firmly maintained. 
There was a Diet for general· affairs, . an~ deputies from 
each Canton assembled' at one of the three (instead of 
six) directing Cantons, viz. Zurich, Bern, -and Luzern, 
but they could still only -vote according to their instruc
tions. Each .Canton had one vote. This was the sixth 
phase of the Confederation. ' 

Then' came an epoch of agitation and discord. The 
Confederation suffered .from a fundamental vice, i.e. the 
powerlessness of the· central authority. The Cantons 
had become too Independent, and gave to their deputies 
instructions differing widely from each other. 

The, fall of the Bourbons in 1830 had its echo in 
Switzerland, the patricians of Bern and the aristocratic 
class in other Cantons lost the ascendency which they 
had gradually recovered since the beginning of the cen
tury, and the power o(the people was greatly increased. 
In several months twelve Cantons, among which were 
Luzern and Freiburg, modified their Constitutions. in a 
democratic sense, some peaceably, others by revolution. 
Most of the new Constitutions consecrated the principle 
of the sovereignty of the people, and of the civil and 
political equality of the citizens. In Basel the refusal 
to grant to the country people proportional representa
tion ended in ·bloodshed, and the separation into two 
States, or half-Cantons-one urban, comprising the city, 
and the other rural, comprising the countryl (1833). 
Between 1830 and 1847 there were in all twenty-seven 
revisions of cantonal Constitutions. 

1 .Basel-Stadt and Basel-Landschaft. 
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To political disputes religious troubles were added. 
In Aargau the Constitution of 1831, whereby the Grand 
Council was made to consist of two hundred members, 
half being Protestants and half Catholics, was revised in 
1840, and by the new Constitution the members were no 
longer to ~e chosen with any reference to creed, but 
upon the basis of wide popular representation, thus 
giving a numerical advantage to the Protestan:ts. Dis
content arose among the Catholics, and eventually some 
two thousand peasants of that faith took up arms, but 
were beaten by Protestants of Aargau at Villmergen in 
January 1841, and the consequence was the suppression 
of the eight convents in that Canton, and the confisca
tion of their most valuable property. This measure was 
generally considered to be a violation of the Federal Pact 
of 1815, the 12th Article of which guaranteed the exist
ence of convents and chapters, and although the four 
convents of women were afterwards re-established, the 
whole matter was destined to lead to very serious conse
quences. 

A first result of the suppression of these convents 
was the fall of the Liberal government of Luzern, and 
the advent to power of the chiefs of the tntramontane 
party in that Canton. Two years later, the new 
government convoked delegates of the Catholic Cantons 
at Rothen. near Luzern. and there, in secret conferences, 
and under the pretext that religion was in danger, the 
bases of a separate League or Sonderbund were laid, 
embracing the four Forest Cantons, .Zug, and Freiburg. 
Subsequently the Valais joined the League, which was 
clearly a violation not only of the letter but also of the 
spirit of the Federal Pact. 

In 1844 the Grand Council of Luzern voted in 
favour of the Jesuit~' appeal to be entrusted with the 

c 
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direction of superior· public education, and this led to 
hostilities between the Liberal and Ultramontane parties. 
Bands of volunteers attacked Luzern and were defeated, 
the expulsion of the Jesuits became a burning question, 
and finally, when the ordinary Diet assembled at Bern 
in July 1847, the Sonderbund Cantons declared their 
intention of persevering in their separate alliance until 
the· other Cantons had decreed the re-establishment of 
the Aargau convents, abandoned the question of the 
Jesuits, and renounced all modifications of the Pact. 
These conditions could evidently not be accepted. It 
was reported that Unterwalden had begun to erect 
fortifications at the Brunig Pass, and Uri at the Susten 
Pass, whilst munitions of war were crossing Ticino for 
the use of the seven Cantons. 

These matters were referred to a committee of the 
Diet, consisting of the. following seven members: 
Ochsenbein (Bern), Furrer (ZUrich), Munzinger (Solo
thurn) , Naff (St. Gallen), Kern (Thurgau), Luvini 
(Ticino), and Druey (Vaud). This committee con
sidered its powers to! be general, and to include all 
matters relating to the Sonderbund, and it lasted till 
the refractory Cantons were reduced to submission. 

On the 4th November 1847, after the deputies of the 
Sonderbund had left the Diet, this League was declared 
to be dissolved, and hostilities broke out between the 
two contending parties. A short and decisive campaign 
of twenty-five days ensued, Freiburg was taken by the 
Federal troops under General Dufour, later Luzern 
opened its gates, the small Cantons and the Valais 
capitulated, and the strife came to an end. 

Although a question relating to the Jesuits was the 
pretext, and the Protestant Cantons alleged their fear 
of the influence of that order upon the education of the 
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youth of Luzern, who would later play a considerable 
part in the public affairs of Switzerland, there was no 
doubt a strong and very natural desire on the part of a 
number of Cantons to obtain a revision of the Federal 
Pact, which no longer suited the new cantonal Con
stitutions, modified as they now were in a democratic 
direction. It is easy to understand, moreover, that the 
larger Cantons wished to have a greater voice in Federal 
afiairs than those of small dimensions. 

As soon as the Sonderbund was dissolved, it became 
necessary to proceed to the revision of the Federal Pact. 
Opinions necessarily varied as to. the manner in which 
this should be effected, and four different groups were 
formed. These consisted of:-

1. Partisans of the maintenance of the status quo, 
who were to be found only in the Canton 
of N euchAtel. 

2. Partisans of a moderate reform of the Pact 
of 1815, the bases being preserved, and 
no representation entrusted to the people. 
Amongst the leaders of this group, Furrer, 
Naff, and Munzinger should be particularly 
mentioned. 

3. Partisans of a return to the Act of Mediation. 
The leader of this group was Casimir Pfyffer 
of Luzern. 

4. Partisans of a complete change, with the Con
stitution of the United States as a model. 
This opinion was prevalent in French Swit
zerland, under the leadership of Druey of 
Vaud. and Fazy of Geneva. 

On the 17th February 1848 the task of drawing up 
a Constitution was confided to a committee of fourteen 
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members, the reporters being Druey and Kern, and the 
work was finished by the 8th April. The project was 
submitted to the Cantons, and accepted at once by thir
teen and a half; others joined during the summer, and 
the new Constitution was finally promulgated with the 
assent of all on the 12th September. 

Hence arose the seventh and last phase of the Con
federation, by the adoption .of a Federal Constitution 
for the whole of Switzerland, being the first which 

. was entirely the work of Swiss, without any foreign 
influence, although its authors had studied that of the 
United States; they were at the same time wise enough 
to understand that, in their peculiar country, the 
details must be worked out differently, 1 and they ac
complished their arduous task with much success. The 
new Constitution, as M. Droz well remarks, gave to the 
Confederation the force which it required, on the one 
side to maintain order at home, and on the other to 
represent and defend its common interests with respect 
to other nations. Two legislative Chambers were for 
the first time created: the National Council, to which 
deputies were elected proportionally to the population, . 
thus favouring the larger Cantons and representing the 
Swiss people as a whole; and the Council of the States, 
which resembled the American Senate, each Canton, 
large or small, contributing two members. The two 
Chambers constituted the Federal Assembly, and an 
executive power was created, called the Federal Council. 
It consisted of seven members, like the committee ap
pointed at the time of the Sonderbund, and five out of 
the seven became members of it. Dr. Kern, who for so 
many years worthily represented Switzerland in Paris, 
was replaced by Colonel Frei-Herosee of Aargau, and IVL 

1 See Chapter XIX. 
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Luvini by M. Franscini, also from Ticino. Of the seven 
original members General Ochsenbein alone survives. 

By the Constitution of 1848 the right was reserved 
to the Confederation of disposing of the troops for the 
maintenance of internal order and national independ·
ence. A great benefit was conferred upon the nation 
by the unification of such matters as <:oinage, weights 
and measures, and posts, all of which came under the 
control of the Confederation. The Cantons surrendered 
to it the exclusive right to levy duties at the frontiers 
of the country, and the monopoly of fabricating war
powder, and they abolished numerous internal dues and 
tolls, receiving certain indemnities in return. 

It was clear that there must now be one Federal 
capital, and Bern was chosen. It became the seat of 
the two Chambers, and of the Federal Council. 

The Constitution of 1848 was evidently constructed 
with a view of satisfying both elements, cantonal and 
national. It was essentially a work of compromise, and 
the central power created by it naturally resulted in a 
diminution of the sovereignty of the Cantons, rendering 
them less independent individually, whilst they evi
dently gained in compactness so far as their external 
relations were concerned. 

It was natural that, as in pI:ocess of time commerce 
and industry were developed, and as the differences 
between the legislation of the various Cantons became 
more apparent, a revision of the first really Swiss Con
stitution should be found necessary. This was proposed 
both in 1871 and 1872, but the partisans of a further 
centralization, though successful in the Chambers, were 
defeated upon an appeal to the popular vote on the 
12th May 1872, by a majority of between five and six 
thousand, and by thirteen Cantons to nine. 
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The question was, however, by nO" means settled, and 
in 1874 a new project of revision, more acceptable to 
the partisans of cantonal independence, was adopted 
by the people, the numbers being 340,199 to 198,013. 
The Cantons were about two to one in favour of the 
revision, 14l declaring for and 7l against it. 

This Constitution bears date the 29th l\Iay 1874, 
and has since' been added to and altered in certain 
particulars. 

In concluding this historical sketch we may remark 
that the .swiss Constitution, as at present existing, ful
fils the two conditions which Professor Dicey, in his 
Lectures introductory to the study of the Law of the 
Constitution, lays down as essential to the formation 
of a Feder:i.l State. l 

There must exist, he says, in the first place, a body 
of countries such as .the Cantons of Switzerland, the 
Colonies of America, or the Provinces of Canada, so 
closely connected by locality, by history, by race, or the 
like, as to be capable of bearing, in, the eyes of their 
inhabitants, an impress of common nationality. It will 
also be generally found that lands which now form part 
of a Federal State were at some stage of their existence 
bound together by close alliance or by subjection to a 
common Sovereign. It were going further than facts 
warrant to assert that this earlier connection is essential 
to the formation of a Federal State. But it is certain 
that where Federalism flourishes, it is in general the 
slowly-matured fruit of some earlier and looser connec
tion. 

With 'regard to Switzerland, we have seen that this 
condition is' amply fulfilled. In 1291 three small com
munities, closely connected by locality, race, and other 

1 Pp. 128-130. Second edition. 
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ties, entered into what was termed a perpetual Alliance, 
and the Confederation of to-day is the slowly-matured 
fruit of this earlier connection. 

A second condition,which Professor Dicey declares 
to be absolutely essential to the founding of a Federal 
system, is the existence of a very peculiar state of senti
ment among the inhabitants of the countries which it is 
proposed to unite. They must desire union, and must 
not desire unity. If there be no desire to unite, there is 
clearly no basis for Federalism. If, on the other hand, 
there be a desire for unlty, the wish will naturally find 
its satisfaction, not under a Federal but under an "uni
tarian," i.e. a centralized Constitution. The phase of 
sentiment, in short, which forms a necessary condition 
for the formation of a Federal State is that the people 
should wish to form for many purposes a single nation, 
yet should not wish to surrender the individual existence 
of each man's State or Canton. One may perhaps go a 
little further and say that a Federal government will 
hardly be formed unless many of the inhabitants of the 
separate States feel stronger allegiance t9 their own 
State than to the Federal State represented by the 
common government. 

Here again Switzerland fulfils the second condition 
explained by Professor Dicey. The Swiss Cantons, 
whilst desiring union, do not desire that unity which 
would lead to the habitual exel'cise of supreme legislative 
authority by one central power, such as is found in the 
British Parliament. The Helvetic Republic, one and 
indivisible, only lasted from 1798 to 1803. It is certain 
that at the time of the Sonderbund civil war in'1847 
the citizens of Roman Catholic Luzern felt far keener 
loyalty to their Canton than to the Confederation, and 
that the same thing held true, perhaps in a less degree, 
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of the men of Protestant ZUrich or Bern. The two 
feelings in a Federal State are no doubt to a certain 
extent inconsistent, but they must co - exist. There 
must be a desire for national union, and at the same 
time there must be a determination to maintain the 
independence of each man's separate State. 



CHAPTER II 

THE SWISS CONSTITUTION 

THE internal history of Switzerland clearly shows the 
existence of a double sovereignty 1 in the Confederation, 
the one Federal and th~ other cantonal, and instances 
abound of their frequent opposition to each other. The 
S'W1SS Confederation is an agglomeration of Cantons, 
containing a medley of races, tongues, sects, and creeds, 
within a comparatively small area. Each of these 
Cantons may boast to its heart's content of its sover
eignty, but even when the Confederation consisted of 
only three small communities in Uri, Schwyz, and 
Unterwalden, there was an innate feeling in them that 
where it was a question of mutual defence against foreign 
foes, each would have to give up something of its 
independent action for the common weal. And so it has 
been ever since. Whenever the Federal tie has been 
weakened, the Confederation has beEm in danger of 
falling to pieces. The two sovereignties must be ,co
existing, and the great question IS how to balance them 
against each other in such a way as to prevent any undue 
preponderance of either. Hence the executive govern-

1 Jurists may consider the term" double sovereignty" to be some
what inaccurate, on the ground that there can in no State be more than 
one sovereign or supreme power. But it is the term consecrated by 
universal usage in Switzerland, and cannot well be rep'laced by any other. 
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ment, or Federal Council, established since 1848, is 
perpetually seeking to effect such compromises on the 
various questions of the day as will not trench too much 
upon either sovereignty. 

There are times indeed when, for a brief space, the 
Federal instinct seems almost to extinguish the cantonal. 
This is eminently the case with regard to external 
matters. We have high anthority for stating that never 
has the flame of patriotism burnt more brightly than now, 
and never has there been a more determined feeling to 
preserve that neutrality which has been guaranteed to 
Switzerland by the Powers, and which her sons will, 
should necessity unfortunately arise, undoubtedly fight 
to the last to maintain. An -attack from without, by 
whatever neighbour, would assuredly cause the Cantons 
to sink all their local differences at once. Catholics 
would join with Protestants, German Swiss would fight 
side by side with French Swiss, Ticino from the south 
and Schaffhausen from the north would join hands, 
Zurich and Bern would forget their rivalry, and radical 
NeucMtel would fraternise with ultramontane Freiburg. 

Again, upon public occasions where all the Cantons 
are represented, such as the Federal Rifle Meeting, 
the gala day of an Exhibition, or the inauguration of a 
public building, a stranger, witnessing the unanimity of 
feeling, the cordial greetings, the affectionate manner 
in which each orator addresses his" Dear friends" and 
"Dear Confederates," would be led to believe that no 
more united country than Switzerland could exist in 
the world. W'"hen, however, such festive gatherings as 
above mentioned are over, when the Confederates have 
drunk their last glass together, when they have bid adieu 
to each other and have returned home, each tohis Canton, 
the old jealousy breaks out, the interests of the particular 
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Canton become once more predominant, and the national 
sentiment of yesterday is no longer apparent. 'Ve do 
not, in these remarks, at all pretend to argue that the 
mutual jealousy of Cantons is hurtful. On the contrary, 
it may be affirmed that this feeling infuses additional 
life and vigour into the component parts, and encourages 
a healthy emulation and rivalry amongst them, so that 
Switzerland is materially stronger as a Confederation of 
Cantons than if she were a centralized State. Still it 
seems clear, that the tendency must be towards the 
latter, and, as a matter of fact, Federal laws are gradually 
passed, causing many anomalies to disappear in the 
various Cantons, their separate laws being abolished in 
order to give place to uniform legislation for the whole 
of Switzerland. 

Nevertheless it is the fact that each of the two feel
ings exists in a very remarkable degree. There is a 
sturdy sentiment of cantonal rights, engendered especially 
by a long period of self-government; and there is also, 
when occasion requires, as manifested in patriotic gather
ings at home, and in a firm attitude towards the outer 
world, that aggregate sentiment of nationality without 
which the Confederation would separate into its several 
parts and cease to exist as a whole. 

It is perhaps difficult for the general reader to 
understand how it has come to pass that in Switzerland, 
exposed as she is to powerful influences tending to make 
union difficult. the national sentiment is yet so firmly 
rooted. But, notwithstanding all differences in race, 
language, and religion, the whole Swiss people, knowing 
full well that they are surrounded by powerful countries 
possessing mighty armies, cling the more closely to each 
other as a nation, and there is not one Canton which 
would exchange its national independence for the rule of 
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its foreign neighbour. We have never heard, for instance, 
that to-day Ticino, which is Italian in language and 
climate, and is divided from the rest of Switzerland by 
a chain of lofty mountaips, evinces any real desire to 
separate itself from the other, members of the Confedera
tion, and, giving up its present independence, become a 
portion of the kingdom of Italy. Nor ~o we believe that 
Schaffhausen, situated though it is on the right bank 
of the Rhine, ever shows any tendency to renounce its 
ancient traditions as a free State in order to form a 
minute portion of the German Empire. The very 
position, then, of Switzerland, in the middle of Europe, 
strengthens her steadfast determination to preserve that 
national Union, which exists in a remarkable degree 
throughout the length and breadth of the land, notwith
standing the variety of interests in the several Cantons 
of which it is composed. 

Da.ting from the perpetual Alliance of 1291, Switzer
land now counts nearly six centuries of republican 
governm.ent. It is therefore hardly necessary to remark 
that her ancient Republic differs from modern ones, such 
as those of France and the United States. Indeed the 
saying of a Swiss in authority is to be remembered: 
" We love our own Republic, but not the Republics of 
others." 

The first chapter of the Federal Constitution of 1874 
contains general provisions, and commences by stating 
that the people of the twenty-two sovereign Cantons of 
Switzerland therein named, united by the present Alli
ance, form as a whole the Swiss Confederation. Three 
are divided into half-Cantons. Each Canton, and also 
each half-Canton, is a State in itself. The official order 
corresponds with the historical dates of their entry into 
the Confederation, except that Ziirich, Bern, and Luzern, 
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after joining the League of small Cantons, were placed 
at the head.1 

The object of the Confederation is declared to be to 
insure the independence of tlJ.e country against foreign 
nations, to maintain internal tranquillity and order, to 
protect the liberty and rights of the confederated 
citizens, and to increase their common prosperity. 

The Cantons are stated to be sovereign so far as 
their sovereignty is not limited by the Federal Con
stitution, and, .as such, they exercise all rights not 
delegated to the Federal power. The Confederation 
guarantees their sovereignty within the limits aforesaid, 
the liberty and rights of the people, the constitutional 
rights of citizens, as well as the rights and powers which 
the people have conferred upon the authorities. The 
Cantons are obliged to demand from the Confederation 
a guarantee of their respective Constitutions, which is 
accorded upon condition that the same do not contain 
anything contrary to the stipulations of the Federal 
Constitution, that they insure the exercise of political 
rights according to republican forms,lI and that they are 
accepted by the people, and capable of revision when 
the absolute majority of citizens demand it. 

1. Matters in which the Confederation is supreme. 
It has the sole right of declaring war and of conclud~ 

ing peace, as well as of making alliances and treaties 
with foreign States. It is true that exceptionally the 
Cantons preserve the right to conclude treaties with 
foreign States respecting matters of public economy, 

1 Anciently Luzern took the lead, but when ZUrich entered the 
Confederation as an imperial city in 1351 it displaced Luzern, and two' 
years later Bern joined the Lea,,"Ile, and obtained the second place. 

S These may be either representative, as is the case with the greater 
number, or democratic, i.e. in the form of those primary and general 
assemblies called Landsgemeinden. . 
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and respecting frontier and police relations, but these. 
treaties must not contain anything contrary to the 
Confederation or to the rights of other Cantons. This 
exception is easily understood where a country sur
rounded by other States has a number of relations of 
neighbourhood which do not touch general interests, and 
in such cases agreements can be concluded between 
Cantons and frontier States, the Confederation only 
reserving the right of supervision. l 

It has the control of the Army, and certain Articles 
regulate its organization and disposition. This subject 
is treated fully in Chapter XI, and it is sufficient to 
observe here that there is no standing Army; that no 
Canton or half-Canton can have more than 300 per
manent troops without the authorization of the Federal 
power; and that in principle every Swiss citizen is 
bound to perform military service. . 

The entire postal and telegraphic system of the 
country (which now includes telephones as well) is 
completely under Federal direction, and the receipts are 
paid into the Federal chest. 

The Confederation alone has the right of coining 
money, and the issue and repayment of bank-notes is 
under its exclusive control. It has the monopoly of 
the manufacture and sale of war-powder. Bya recent 
law it has also obtained exclusive control over the 
manufacture and sale of spirituous liquors. It also 
determines the system of weights and measures. Mat
ter~, relating to revenue appertain to it. It levies all 
impor\ and export duties, and these form its principal 
receiP,ts. The principles which are stated to govern 
impoib duties are that articles necessary for the industry 

1 For\~tance, if the Canton of Ticino concludes a treaty with Italy 
for furnish~ salt, this does not affect the Confederation. 
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anrt agriculture of the country, and those necessary for 
life, should.be subjected to as Iowa tax as possible, and 
that articles of luxury should pay the. highest duties. 
Those upon exports should also be as moderate as 
possible. 

The only direct tax which may be said to be levied 
by the Confederation is that for exemption from military 
service, but this is done in agreement with and through 
the Cantons, who collect the tax. Half the product goes 
into the Federal chest. It levies no. stamp d.uties. 

The Confederation alone can legislate upon matters 
involving civil capacity,t copyright, and bankruptcy, to 
which patents have since been added. It also legislates 
concerning measures of sanitary police with reference to 
epidemics of a dangerous nature. 

It has the right to expel. from its territory foreigners 
who compromise the internal or external security of 
Switzerland.I. The expulsions are decreed by the Federal 
Council as being the executive authority of the· Con
federation, charged with watching over that security, 
and they are carried out by the proper cantonal 
authorities. B 

The Confederation has also an optional right, which 
has not yet been exercised, to create, besides the existing 

1 On entering his twenty-first year a citizen acquires the right to bind 
himself by contract. There are exceptions for lunatics, spendthrifts, 
persons who voluntarily place themselves under guardianship, and those 
who are in prison. 

I No Swiss citizen can be expelled from his native soil. A single 
exception was made in the case of Mgr. Mermillod. In order to expel him, 
he had to be regarded as ~ foreigner, the reason given being that, as Viear
Apostolic of Geneva, he was the direct though unrecognized agent in 
Switzerland of the Holy See, which was a foreign government; It was 
only when, after being thus expelled, he resigned his office ofViear-Apos
tolic that he was allowed to return to his native country in his quality of 
a Swiss citizen. 

BSee Chapter XVI. 
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Polytechnic School at ZUrich, a Federal university and 
other establishments for superior education, or to sub
sidize them. 

2. Matters in which the Cantons, not being limited 
by provisions in the Federal Constitution, are sovereign. 

Civil law, except as regards the civil capacity of 
persons; the law of land and land rights; criminal law ; 
adminiStration of civil and criminal justice, including 
the organization of tribunals; cantonal and local police; 
the organization of the Communes; public works in 
general. 

The organization of schools, except where the ·Con
federation steps in by virtue of the Constitution. All 
primary instruction is provided by the Cantons, and it is 
obligatory and gratuitous in the public schools. 

The general administration of justice is left in the 
first instance to the Cantons, but certain matters are 
reserved for the exclusive cognizance of the Federal 
Tribunal. 

Although every particular alliance or treaty of a 
political nature is forbidden to the Cantons, they can 
.conclude conventions with each other, called concordats, 
respecting matters of legislation, administration, and 
justice, so long as these do not contain anything contrary 
to the Confederation or to the rights of other Cantons. 

3. Matters which, being properly within the domain 
of the Cantons, have been placed under the control of 
the Confederation. 

Thus, the Confederation can order at its cost, or en
courage by subsidies, public works for the benefit of the 
whole or of a considerable part of Switzerland. It can 
enforce expropriations; it has the right of supreme 
supervision with respect to dykes, and to forests in 
mountainous regions; it aids in measures for confining 
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torrents within proper channels, and for replanting 
woods at their sources; it can make legislative enact
ments as to fishing and shooting. 

In all these matters the Confederation does not act 
directly; it is the Cantons which are charged with .the 
execution of what is ordained by the Confederation, and 
the latter can only interfere where the former neglect or 
refuse to fulfil their obligations. 

Again, the legislation respecting the construction 
and working of rail ways belongs to the Confederation. 
A short account may be given here of the mode of pro
ceeding when a concession is demanded by one or more 
individuals, or by a firm or a company. The process is 
the same for all railways in Swiss territory, whether con
fined to a single Canton or running within the limits of 
more than one, and of whatever length, from the great 
Swiss lines down to the railway up tbe Rigi and the 
little funicular lines, such as those connecting Territet 
with Glion, and Biel with the Kurhaus of Magglingen, 
which is some 1500 feet above the town. The demand 
must in the first place be addressed to the Federal 
Council, with the necessary documents and information. 
These are at once transmitted to the cantonal govern
ment or governments, a portion of the territory of which 
it is proposed to borrow for the purpose of the line. 
and negotiations take place later between cantonal repre
sentatives and the person or persons demanding the 
concession, under the presidency of a delegation of the 
Federal Council, including the head of the particular 
department. 

Similarly, when Swiss railways have to be connected 
with those in neighbouring States, the Federal Council 
consults with the frontier Cantons as to the stipulations 
of the conventions to be concluded. 

D 
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Mter the Federal Council has settled the terms of 
a concession, it sends a message, with the text of the 
proposed conditions, to the Federal Assembly for their 
consideration. If it disappro~es of the concession, the 
message states the reasons. The Federal Assembly, 
with which the ultimate decision rests, can grant a, 
concession, even if a Canton opposes it. An instance 
of this occurred when in 1887 the Bernese cantonal 
government supported the opposition of the Commune 
of Interlaken to a line connecting that well-k-nown 
resort with Grindelwald and Lauterbrunnen, as well 
as to a funicular railway up to the Schynige Platte, 
nearly 5000 feet above Interlaken. The reason of 
the opposition is evident. The guides and keepers 
of horses and carriages in the· Commune, perhaps 
naturally enough, dislike the making of these lines 
from a similar feeling to that of the English coach
proprietors, coachmen, and ostlers in the olden days 
when railways were first being introduced into our 
own country. 

The Federal Assembly can also forbid the concession 
of any railway which might injure the military interests 
of the Confederation. l 

Other articles of the Constitution are as follows :-

All Swiss are declared to be equal before the law. 
Imprisonment for debt is abolished. 
The freedom of establishing himself upon any point 

of Swiss territory is guaranteed to every Swiss 
citizen, upon certain conditions. 

I By the Federal law of 1872 any railway company which pays a 
dividend of 4 per cent in a year has to give to the Federal chest £2: 16s. 
per kilometre, or two-thirds of a mile. If the dividend is 5 per cent, 
the contribution is £4; if 6, it is £8 per kilometre. The purchase of 
Swiss railways by the Confederation has been much discussed of late, so 
far without any result. 
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Liberty of conscience and of belief is declared tp be 
inviolable, and the free exercise of worship is 
guaranteed within the limits compatible with 
public order and decency. Other provisions 
relating to religious matters are treated in Chap
ter XII. 

It is evident that the Federal sovereignty makes 
itself felt more or less in numerous matters throughout 
the Confederation, such as foreign relations, the army, 
public works, weights and measures, means of communi
cation (railways, posts, telegraphs, and telephones), 
customs, and public instruction. But in most cases its 
power is limited to a general controlling supervision; 
the Confederation lays down the principles, and the 
Cantons provide for the· execution of the necessary 
measures. Posts, telegraphs, telephones, and customs 
are, however, wholly administered by Federal officials. 

The second chapter of the Constitution relates to 
the three authorities by which the Federal sovereignty 
is exercised. They are 1 :-

1. The Federal Assembly, or legislative authority. 
2. The Federal Council, or ~xecutive authority. 
3. The Federal Tribunal, or judicial authority. 

The third chapter treats of the means by which the 
Constitution can be revised. 

Revision (total or partial) can take place at any 
time. When one of the Chambers decrees it but the 
other withholds its consent, or when fifty thousand Swiss 
citizens having the right to vote demand revision, the 
question whether the Constitution shall be revised or 
not is submitted to the Swiss people. If the majority 

1 See Chapters III, IV, and V. 
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of citizens I participating in this popular vote, or Refer
endum/ pronounce in the affirmative, the two Chambers 
are renewed in order to frame the desired measure of 
revision, and when this is adopted by them, the popular 
vote is once more taken. 

The revised Federal Constitution comes into force 
. when it has been accepted by the majority of Swiss 
citizens at the Referendum and by the majority of the 
States, the vote of a half-Canton being counted as half a 
vote, and the result in each Canton or half-Canton 
being considered as the vote of the State. 

It may safely be affirmed that the present Constitu
tion meets with general' favour in Switzerland. The 
Roman Catholic population would no doubt be glad to 
be freer in their relations with their Church, but never
theless no tendency seems to exist anywhere in the 
country to return to the old order of things. The Con
stitutipn of 1874 is clearly much superior to all that 
preceded it. 

To recapitulate: up to 1798 there were only leagues 
between Cantons. Then came the Helvetic Republic, 
one and indivisible, which was created after the old 
Confederation had come to an end in that year, being 
imposed upon Switzerland by the exec.utive directory 
of the French Republic, and, from its nature, only last
ing for a short period, viz. till 1803. It was succeeded 
by Bonaparte's Act of Mediation, which in its turn dis
appeared with its founder, and gave way to the Federal 
Pact of 1815. The latter lasted till 1848. 

The existing Constitution of 1874 is an improvement 
upon that of 1848. It is not of course perfect, any 
more than any other human institution. For instance, 
as will hereafter be seen, it does not clearly distinguish 

1 See Chapter VI. 
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between the executive and judicial functions in all cases, 
and this is particularly to be remarked with reference to 
certain matters in which the rights of religious bodies 
are concerned. 

But on the whole it is popular in the country. 
Those who favour centralization regard it as a station 
on their road, whilst the Federalists consider it to be a 
wall against the encroachments of ceJ;ltralization. Still 
it seems certain, as already indicated, that more power 
must come gradually into the hands of the Confedera
tion. The diversity of legislation in different Cantons 
is clearly productive of much inconvenience and even 
confusion, and besides the Federal laws passed since 
1874, others destined to effect uniformity in regard to 
bankruptcy, to criminal matters by means of a code of 
universal application, and to other subjects of a general 
character, are either being discussed in the Chambers, or 
are in contemplation. 



CHAPTER III 

THE FEDERAL ASSEMBLY 

THE two political powers by which the Federal sover
eignty is exercised are the Federal Assembly and the 
Federal Council. By the Constitution of 1874 the 
supreme authority of the Swiss Confederation is vested 
in the former, subject to the rights of the people and the 
Cantons, acting through the Referendum, or popular 
vote, whether taken with regard to laws and resolu
'tions affecting the whole Confederation, or to the 
revision of the Constitution. The Federal Council 
is elected by the Federal Assembly, and, as will be seen 
in the next chapter, is in the nature of an executive 
committee for the management of business. 

'The Federal Assembly consists of two Chambers, 
viz. the National Council and the Council of the States. 
The former emanates from the people, the latter from 
the Cantons, and together they represent the double 
sovereignty existing in Switzerland. In general they 
sit separately, but for some special purpos~s they 
deliberate in common .. 

Each Chamber originally met in ordinary session 
only once a year. But as business increased it was 
found necessary to have a winter as well as a summer 
session and in December 1863 it was decided that there 
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should in general be a second session in that month by 
way of continuation of the ordinary annual one. Again, 
in December 1873 it was fixed that the Chambers should 
assemble on the first :Monday in June for the first, and 
on the first :Monday in December for the second portion 
of the ordinary session, and these dates are still rigidly 
observed. If there is much unfinished business at the 
close of either portion, the Assembly is adjourned, and an 
extraordinary session is held in spring or autumn. 

The National Council is composed of deputies of the 
Swiss people, each 20,000 of the whole population elect
ing one member. Fractions above 10,000 are counted 
as 20,000. The members are the representatives of 
electoral districts created by Federal legislation within 
cantonal limits, so that inhabitants of no two Cantons 
can vote together in the election of anyone deputy. 
Each Canton, and in the three divided Cantons each 
half-Canton, elects at least one deputy, and the whole 
Chamber consists at present of 145, apportioned amongst 
49 electoral districts. The number of members in a 
Canton varies from one returned in one district, as in 
Uri, etc., to twenty-seven returned by Bern in six dis
tricts. The basis of representation is fixed according to 
the Federal census, which usually takes place every ten 
years. But the present arrangement of districts having 
given rise to a good deal of discontent and to much 
discussion in the Chambers, the last census was taken 
in December 1888 (instead of in 1890), and it is to be 
hoped that a new law will be adopted including a more 
satisfactory arrangement than exists at present. 

Every Swiss, not otherwise disqualified. is entitled on 
attaining his twenty-first year to as many votes as there 
are members for his electoral district, and every lay 
Swiss who can vote is eligible for the National Council. 
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Ecclesiastics, although electors, are not eligible for that 
Chamber. The reason alleged is the fear of acrimonious 
discussiqn of a religious nature becoming prevalent in 
the Chamber and occupying time which ought to be 
given to political matters and to those of general 
interest. But this exclusion only applies in reality 
to Catholics. With them, once a priest always a priest 
is the rule, whereas in Switzerland Protestant ~cclesi
astics can, by renouncing their profession, become 
deputies. l 

The National Council is elected by ballot for three 
. /years, and is renewed integrally on the last October 

Sunday of the triennial period. It is only in case of 
a revision of the Constitution that an extraordinary 
integral renewal of the two Chambers can take place. 
There are registers in each Commune in which every 
citizen having a vote must be inscribed. These registers 
are on view at least two weeks before the day of elec
tion, and are closed, at the earliest, three days previous 
to it. 

The process of voting is entirely in the hands of the 
Cantons, and differs considerably. In one Canton a 
card from the Commune where each voter is registered 
is left at his house; in another he has to present him
self at the proper office in order to obtain his card, and 
so on. The place of voting is very often a church. 

Candidates must be elected by an absolute majority, 
i.e. half the voters plus one at least at the first ballot, 
and similarly if a second ballot is required. If a third 
ballot becomes necessary, the election is decided in favour 

1 In a recent case a citizen belonging to the Bernese clergy sent in his 
resignation as such upon being elected a mellWer of the National Council, 
but only for the period during which he might retain his seat in the 
Chamber. So that if he loses his election in 1890 he may again be 
admitted to preach the Gospel. 
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of the candidate or candidates, as the case may be, at 
the top of the poll 

Upon the meeting of the Chamber, the members 
whose election is not contested are admitted at once; 
where an election is contested, the matter is imme
diately examined by a committee which generally reports 
on the following day, and a further inquiry is seldom 
necessary. 

The National Council chooses from among its mem
bers a president and a vice-president. During the 
triennial period there are four different presidents and 
vice-presidents. These changes give to each Canton a 
greater chance of being represented from time to time in 
the two offices. When a president goes out of office, the 
vice-president generally succeeds him. In voting, if 
there is a tie the president has the casting vote. 
1 Each member is paid sixteen shillings out of the 
Federal chest for every day that he is present during 

{the session, but if he does not answer when his name is 
called he loses his day's pay, unless indeed he comes in 
later and .gives to the secretary of the Chamber a good 
reason for his ta.l1liness. H, however, there is a vote 
necessitating a second calling of names (appel nomi,.ial), 
or if there is a count out to ascertain whether an abso
lute majority is present, unless he then answers to his 
name his day's pay is forfeited. Every member also 
receives travelling expenses at the rate of 20 centimes a 
kilometre, say about 21d. a mile. (1 

The composition of the National Council has changed 
but little of late. Mter the elections of 1881 loud com
plaints were heard. that the Radicals, who were in the 
majority, used their power authoritatively, with small 
regard for the other parties, and the people proceeded 
to reject, from time to time, measures presented to them 
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which had been passed by the Federal Assembly.l This 
proceeding was attributed to a desire to record their 
dissatisfaction with the p:redominant party, independ
ently of the goodness or badness of the measures them
selves. But the elections of October 1884 made hardly 
any difference in the composition of the new National 
90uncil. Great was the disappointment of those whose 
organs in the press had been loudly proclaiming that the 
rejection by the popular vote of a series of measures 
proved that the nation had lost all confidence in the 
Radical representatives, and who had prophesied a 
thorough change, which, in their opinion, would alone 
render useful legislation possible. 

There certainly was considerable apathy shown by 
the mass of electors, but the fact seems clearly to be 
that the ordinary Swiss voter is to a certain extent 
indifferent as to the choice of his legislators. He is 
quite ready to vote again and again for the same candi
dates; he probably looks upon them as good men of 
business with a long experience of Parliamentary and 
Federal affairs, and he knows very well that if measures 
are passed of which for some reason or other he does 
not approve, he and his fellows can combine to reject 
them at the Referendum. This, however, does not 
prevent him from again voting for the old representa
tives at the next election, and he will do so, in many 
instances, time after time. 

In October 1887, again, the elections showed that 
the new National Council would differ but little from 
its predecessor, and the numerous abstentions in some 
important places seemed to prove a certain lack of in
terest in the proceedings. But the power of rejecting 
all measures which are put to the popular vote is the 

1 See Chapter VI. 
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people's stand-by, and makes them masters of the situa
tion when they so will 

The Council of the States is composed of forty-four 
deputies or members. Each Canton is equally repre
sented, and returns two members. ZUrich or Bern has 
thus no preponderance in th~ Chamber over Uri or 
Schwyz. In the three cases where Cantons have been 
split into two, each half-Canton returns but one member, 
so that when, as often happen!\. in a divided Canton, the 
two members vote on opposite sides, the whole Canton is 
neutralized. For: instance, the member for the Catholic 
portion of Appenzell will probably vote one way, and 
the member for the Protestant portion the other way, 
in religious questions. The mode of election of the 
deputies is determined absolutely by each Canton. In 
most cases they arc chosen by the legislative bodies, but 
in some by the people, either in the Landsgemeinden 
or by ballot. The functions of the majority of these 
deputies last for a year like those of the deputies of the 
old Diets, others are chosen for three years like the 
deputies of the National Council, but the duration of 
their functions is left entirely in the hands of each 
Canton. . 

The Council of the States chooses from among its 
members a president and a vice-president in a similar 
manner to that of the National Council, but neither of 
these functionaries can be elected from among the depu
ties of the Canton, a deputy of which was president in 
the immediately preceding ordinary session. Nor can 
deputies of the same Canton fill the office of vice
president during two successive ordinary sessions. In 
voting, if there is a tie the president has the casting 
vote. 

\ The deputies are paid by their Cantons, except when 
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they form part of committees during a recess, and then 
they'receive an allowa,nce out of the Federal chest. 

A great proportion of the members of the Assembly 
are men who have held office, first in their Commune 
and then in their Canton. A certain number are drawn 
from the mercantile class. Contrary to the custom 
which prevailed in the Diets, the deputies in both 
Chambers vote without instructions from their respec
tive Cantons, and they thus occupy a much more in
dependent position than the members of . those old 
assemblies. The subject of political parties is treated 
in, Chapter VII. 

The two Chambers, when deliberating together, con
stitute the Federal Assembly. They elect the members 
'of the Federal Council and Federal Tribunal, the Chan
cellor of the Confederation,l and the General-in-Chief of 
the Federal Army -in time of war; they possess the 
right of pardon so far as offenc~s against, Federal laws 
are concerned; they have also a right of amnesty, which 
was exercised after the termination of the N euchMel 
Revolution in 1856, the Royalist prisoners and deserters 
being amnestied in 1857. They also pronounce upon 
~onflicts of competency between Federal authorities. 
The provisions for revising the Federal Constitution 
have already been given in the previous chapter. 

The matters which lie within the competency of the 
two Chambers, when sitting separately, include the 
following :-

1 This functionary is head of the Federal Chancery, and countersigns 
the notes signed by the president of the Confederation in the name of the 
Federal Council. He is also head of the secretary's office in the Federal 
Assembly. He is elected for three yeal'!!, at the same time as the Federal 
Council, is re-eligible for election, and has been constantly re-elected. 
There have been only two since 1848. His salary, including a house 
allowance, is £440 a year. 
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1. Laws as to the organization and mode of election 
of the Federal authorities. 

2. La.ws and resolutions upon matters which the 
Constitution places within Federal competency. 

3. Salaries and indemnities for the authorities of the 
Confederation and the Federal Chancery. 

4. Ratification of· alliances and treaties with foreign 
States. 

5. Measures for the external security as well as 
for the maintenance of the independence and 
neutrality of Switzerland; declarations of war 
and conclusions of peace. 

6. Guarantee of each cantonal Constitution, and 
, supreme controlling power over the Cantons 

respecting the due observ~nce of Federal pre
scriptions. 

7. Fixing the annual budget and passing the accounts. 
8. A certain control over Federal administration and 

justice. 
9. Railway concessions (see precedirig chapter). 

10. Examination and discussion of the annual report 
of the proceedings of the Federal Council. 

The Chambers can, upon the interpellation or motion 
of any member or members, request the Federal Council 
to adopt a particular foreign policy. In general, dis
cussions upon foreign affairs only occur when the annual 
report of the proceedings of the Federal Council is being 
considered by either Chamber. It is not usual to proceed 
to any formal decision, so that no occasion need arise for 
disavowing the executive power. The latter is perfectly 
well acquainted with the opinion of the majority of the 
Assembly, and will of course take due account of it. 

All Federal laws, as well as resolutions of a general 
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nature which are not declared to be urgent, after having 
been passed by both Chambers, are submitted for adoption 
or rejection to the Referendum, if the demand is made 
either by thirty thousand vote-possessing citizens, or by 
eight Cantons. All measures accepted by the people 
become valid upon being published by the Federal 
Council. There are also Federal resolutions declared, 
perhaps in someinstanees rather arbitrarily, to be of an 
urgent character. These come into operation at once, 
and are not submitted to the popular vote. As to those 
which, being of a general nature and not of an urgent 
character, are therefore liable to the Referendum, it 
must be confessed that the Chambers have not been 
always strict in defining them. The best definition 
appears to be that resolutions are of a general nature 
when they fix permanent and obligatory rules, either for 
the citizens or the Cantons, but not when they are taken 
in special cases, as for instance with reference to a 
particular appeal, or for granting a subsidy, say with 
regard to an exhibition, a road,' or. works in connection 
with the course of a river. 

Neither Chamber can hold a sitting unless those 
present form an absolute majority of all the members, 
and in each Chamber the absolute majority of members 
voting decides. 

The right of initiative, exercised particularly as to' 
bills and motions of vari9us kinds, belongs to each 
Chamber and to each member. Thus, either Chamber 
can recommend to the Federal Council that it shall draw 
up -and present a bill on a particular subject to the 
Federal Assembly, or a member can suggest one to his 
OWR Chamber, and if accepted it will then be referred to 
the Federal CounCil, with a request to draw up the 
necessary bill for tl~ consideration of the Assembly, or 
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the Federal 'Council itself presents one upon its own 
initiative. The Cantons can also exercise the right of 
initiative by correspondence. It is clearly to be under
stood that every bill, from whatever source it has 
originated, must first come into the hands of the Federal 
Council, and be laid before the Assembly by that body. 
At the beginning of each session, the business is divided 
between the two Chambers. When a bill is presented 
to them by the Federal Council, the Chamber which has 
first to take it up begins by appointing a committee of 
members to discuss its provisions, and report upon it. 
When the committee is unanimous, there. is but one 
report; I otherwise there are reports giving the conclusions 
of the majority and the minority. Then comes the 
discussion in the Chamber, and the bill is ultimately 
either passed with or without amendments, or rejected. 
In the foimer case it is referred to the other Chamber, 
where it undergoes similar treatment. If that Chamber 
accepts the text as presented to it, then the bill, being 
adopted by the two sections of the Assembly, becomes 
law, and is published as such by the Federal Council in 
the Feuille federale .'fuisse; subject, however, to the 
Referendum if duly demanded. But if the text is not 
accepted, then the bill is returned to the other Chamber 
with any amendments which may have been made, and 
a second, and sometimes even a third debate takes place. 
If the amendments are adopted, or if a compromise 
between the two Chambers is agreed upon, the bill, 
subject as aforesaid, in its new form becomes law, but 
if both persist in their divergent opinions it is lost. 
Sometimes, too, a bill is referred back to the Federal 
Council for reconsideration, and is subl>equently laid 
before the Chambers in an altered form. 

I Or one in French and another in German. 
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After a: law, a regulation, or a resolution has been 
adopted by both Chambers, the Federal Council publishes 
it officially, stating the date when it shall come into force, 
if that has not been done already in the text. Generally 
speaking, this may be expected to be the day of pub
lication. But for those measures which are liable to 
the Referendum, what is termed a de7ai d'opposition is 
mentioned, being a period of three months during which· 
the right of appeal to the popular vote can be exercised. 
If there is no appeal, the measure comes into force after 
the expiration of the three months. 

The separation of powers is not very strictly observed 
between the Federal Assembly and the Federal Council 
(nor, indeed, as mentioned in our chapter upon the 
Federal Tribunal, between the judicial authority and 
the two Federal political authorities). The duty of the 
deputies is one of control and criticism, and as they 
cannot be expected to be thoroughly acquainted with all 
the minute details of the administration, any attempt 
upon their 'part to carry out reforms in that administra
tion must only lead to a confusion of powers. Still it 
would appear 'that there is no decision of the Federal 
Council which cannot be revised by the Chambers. 
They recommend to that body, by motions called 
postulats, such alterations or reforms as seem to them 
to be necessary. If the Federal Council does not assent 
to a particular postulat presented to it by one of the 
Chambers it makes a report to that Chamber, and if the 
latter insists upon its point of view then a regular· 
proposition is drawn up, and if this is carried in both 
Chambers the Federal Council is bound to execute its 
provisions. 

When it became necessary to pass a law respecting 
railways, and the Federal Council proposed that they 
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should be constructed by the State, the Chambers decreed 
their construction by private enterprise; and, again, in 
the case of the law passed by the Chambers granting a 
monopoly to the Confederation in the manufacture and 
sale of spirituous liquors, they adopted quite a different 
principle from .that. originally proposed by the J.rederal 
Council. Nevertheless, in both instances, the latter 
accepted the measures of the Chambers as a matter of 
course, framed the necessary bills, and loyally executed 
their provisions after they had come into force. 

A notable instance of a- postulat happened with refer.;. 
ence to the revision of the Federal Constitution. In 
1869 M. Ruchonnet, then a deputy in the National 
Council, demanded a partial revision in order to settle 
the question of mixed marriages between Catholics and 
Protestants, a subject which had given rise to continual 
disputes. The motion was enlarged into a demand for 
a total revision, and in this shape ·was adopted by the 
Chamber. In 1872, after the proposed revision had 
been rejected by the people, a postulat voted by both 
Chambers requested the Federal Council to take up the 
matter at once, and the result was the Constitution of 
1874. 

From that time different postulats, or motions, have 
resulted in partial revisions, which are recorded in 
Chapter VI. 

Numbers of such motions respecting laws and other 
measures upon a variety of subjects have been either 
adopted or rejected in one session after another. 

In· 1883, after postulats respecting emigration 
agencies had been presented by two private members in 
the two preceding years, the Federal Assembly, by a 
motion of a similar kind, requested the Federal Council 
to take the necessary steps for remedying certain abuses 

E 
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connected with those agencies, and to propose such legis
lative modifications as might be found indispensable for 
attaining the object in view. 

Again, in 1886, the Assembly, by another postulat, 
.requested the Federal Council to examine whether the 
Federal laws of 1880 respecting these agencies should 
not be revised. 

The general plan with regard to a measure intro
ducing some innovation is for the Federal Council to be 
requested, sometimes by means of a suggestion from 
itself, to present it to the Assembly rather than to take 
the initiative itself.' It is considered that public opinion 
is better prepared, by this mode of proceeding, and if the 
measure be rejected, the Federal Council need not look 
upon the rejection in the light of a defeat. 

Both Chambers a~e stated to be of, the same political 
importance, and any preponderance of the one over the 
other is held to depend entirely upon the capacities of 
individual members. We cannot, however, help think
ing that in practice the National Council has more 
influence than the Council of the States, and Dr. Dubs 
observes that with few exceptions the principal political 
men of the Cantons had in his time come to sit in the 
National Council, one reason being the absence of a fixed 
term for these functions in the other Chamber. 

It may also be remarked that when the two Cham
bers unite as one body for joint deliberation, the presi
dent of the National Council takes the chair, and as that 
Chamber contains more than three times, as many mem
bers as the Council of the States, it can always out-vote 
the latter, because the majority of votes decides. Still 
there is no marked rivalry or hostility between the 
~mbers, so that it cannot be said that the more 
num~rous one really overrides the other. The minority 
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of Roman Catholics and members of the Centre, or 
moderate Liberals, in the Council of the States only help 
to increase the comparatively small forces of these parties 

. in the National Council, and such matters, for instance, 
as the nomination of Federal authorities and the de
cisions on appeals for pardon do not give rise to votes 
in which the Chambers would be in serious opposition 
to each other. 

In the sittings of the Chambers each of the three 
national languages can be used. It is curious to hear a 
speech in German followed by another in French, or 
vice versd, and sometimes even by one in Italian; and 
when a vote is taken by calling out the names, the 
alternations of" Ja," " Nein,'" " Oui," and cc Non" are 
striking to a stranger. If the president is a German 
Swiss he naturally speaks in German, but his remarks 
are immediately repeated in French by an official at his 
side, and with a president who is a French Swiss the 
process is reversed. The deputies who speak Italian, 
from Ticino and sometimes from the Grisons, under
stand French or German sufficiently not to require a 
special translation into their tongue. But the laws and 
resolutions are published in all three languages. The 
Constitutions of 1848 and 18'14 are also published in 
Romansch and Ladin. 

The debates are carried on with much decorum. 
There is seldom a noisy sitting, even when the most 
important subjects are being discussed; interruptions 
are few, and scenes such as unhappily have of late 
been painfully frequent in our House of Commons do 
not exist. It is true that there are but 44 members 
in one Chamber, and 145 in the other. But the 
sittings strike a spectator as being those of men of 
business, though the members are by no means devoid 
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of eloquenc'e. It is worthy of note that whilst the 
members of the more numerous Chamber stand up to 
speak, those of the smaller Chamber speak from their 
seats. This gives a more familiar air to the proceedings 
of the latter, and their debates, generally speaking, are 
shorter than tliose of the National Council. They devote 
more time to business matters and juridical questions. 
Political questions are treated with a greater degree of 
animation in the National Council than in the calmer 
at~osphere of the much smaller Council of the States. 

The public are generally admitted to the debates in 
both Chambers, and there are galleries for their accom
modation. 

The Chambers occupy the two wings of the Federal 
Palace in Bern. They meet every week - day but 
Monday at eight or nine o'clock in the morning accord
ing to the season, and on Monday afternoons at three. 
This arrangement is made in order to allow those mem
bers who wish to go home for the Sunday to leave on a 
Saturday afternoon and return on th~ following Monday. 
The sittings are over not later than one or two 
o'clock, when everyone hurries off to dinner. There 
are seldom two sittings in the day, except at the end of 
a session when there is a press of business. The Federal 
flag floats over the building during the sittings. The 
sessions generally last about three weeks. During the 
recesses committees of one or both Chambers meet, 
sometimes together with one or more Federal council
lors, in different parts of the country, in order to discuss 
subjects which are brought later before the Federal 
Assembly. This proceeding lightens the work of the 
sessions. Objection has been taken to these meetings 
on the score of the extra expense which they entail, but 
they have their advantage. They bring members of the 
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Federal Council ~d deputies of other Cantons in touch 
with the authorities of the Cantons in ~hich they 
assemble. This tends to strengthen· the Federal tie, 
to· promote good feeling, and is a satisfaction to can
tonal authorities, who feel that after all everything is 
not done at Bern. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE FEDERAL COUNCIl. 

IT has been stated in the preceding chapter that the 
National Council is elected for a period of three years in 
the month -of October. After the commencement of the 
session at Bern the following December, the two Cham
bers meet together and elect the seven members of the 
Federal Council, or executive government of the Con
federation, chosen also for three years from among all 
Swiss citizens eligible for the National Council. Two 
citizens of the same Canton of origin cannot be members 
of the executive at the same time. It has been ob
jected that this rule might exclude statesmen of high 
merit, and therefore diminish the resources of the Con
federation, but in. practice we doubt whether this 
imperfection is ever seriously felt. If, during his three 
years of office, any member resigns or dies, his place is 
filled up for the remainder of the triennial period by the 
Assembly at its next meeting. The majority naturally 
come from the more populous German Switzerland; 
ZUrich, Bern, and Aargau have long been regularly 
represented, each by one member, and in the present 
body two others . are citizens of Thurgau and Solothurn. 
The remaining two come from Vaud and Neuch~tel, 

thus representing French Switzerland. Other Cantons 
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have had from time to time their turn. The constant, 
though not invariable, practice since l848 has been 
for each member to be chosen out of the Assembly 
of which he has been' elected a deputy by his own 
Canton. This previous election is considered to be a 
proof of the confidence and attachment of the voters to 
11. fellow-citizen, and he takes his place'in the executive 
government, holding his office indeed directly from the 
Assembly, but at the same time invested with popular 
confidence equally with the other deputies. Supple
mentary elections are then 'held in 'order to fill up the 
seats vacated by those deputies who have become 
Federal councillors, as they cannot, during their tenure 
of office as such, be deputies as well. 

The president of the Confederation and the vice
president of the Federal Council are named for one . 
year by the Federal Assembly from among the seven 
members of the executive. The outgoing president 
cannot be elected president or vice - president for the 
ensuing year, nor can the same member be vice-presi
dent two years running. The vice-president of one 
year is usually elected president of the next year. The 
president receives £540 and each of the other members 
£480 a year from the chest of the Confederation. It 
may seem strange that men of talent should be found to 
accept posts at the same time so laborious and so badly 
remunerated, and sceptics might even throw a doubt 
upon the capacity of individual members. One must· 
perhaps have lived in the country in order to under
stand how this happens. When a place in the Federal 
Council is vacant, and has to be filled up, say, from 
French Switzerland, some leading man in one .of the 
French Cantons will be picked out by general consent 
to be the candidate. He has most probably served his 
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apprenticeship in the administration of his Commune 
and Canton, and though he may have to give up a lucra
tive profession which he has followed as well, his patriot
ism and the interests of his Canton compel him to throw 
it up, to leave his cantonal residence, and to settle down 
in Bern with a moderate income for a number of years. 

The business "of the Federal Council is divided among 
seven departments, each presided over by one of its 
seven members, who probably"keeps his particular post 
for several years, and who has for his substitute, during 
absence, another member of the Council appointed as 
such by that body. According to the Constitution, the 
sole ob~ect of this departmental division is to facilitate 
the examination and despatch of business, all decisions 
emanating authoritatively from the Council as a whole. 
But now, owing to the continual increase of work, the 
independent authority of each member, especially in the 
larger departments, has greatly increased. Nevertheless, 
matters of importance are discussed and decided at theregu
lar Council meetings, which are generally held twice a week. 
A decision is not valid unless at least four members are 
present, and no decision can be reversed except by four 
out of the seven in. a sitting attended by more than four. 

Up to the end of 1887 the president for the year 
had c'harge of what was called the political department, 
including foreign affairs. As it was found that since 1848 
the business of all the departments, with the exception 
'of the political one, had increased very considerahly, 

" particularly those of commerce and agriculture and of 
finance, it became evident that a reorganization was 
absolutely necessary, and the scheme drawn up by the 

• Federal Council was accepted by the Chambers on trial, 
and came into force on the 1st January 1888. The 
seven departments are now thus divided:-
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1. Foreign Affairs. 
2. Interior. 
3. Justice and Police. 
4. Military. 
5. Finance and Customs. 
6. Industry and Agriculture. 
7. Posts and Railways. 

Foreign affairs are no longer in the hands of the 
president of the current year as such, and this is a 
decided advantage. The head of this department, if 
he remains in office for several years, as is most likely, 
will be better able to deal with this important subject, 
and the work of the foreign representatives will mani
festly be thereby facilitated. The new department 
retains what belonged to the political department, with 
the exception of the former presidential functions; 
it is charged with the encouragement of commerce in 
general, with work preparatory to the negotiation of 
commercial treaties and co-operation in drawing up the 
customs tariff; also with matters relating to industrial 
property, copyright, and emigration. It thus embraces 
the majority of questions concerning the relations of 
Switzerland with foreign countries. The new depart
ment of industry and agriculture has a less pressure of 
business than that of 'commerce and agriculture, which 
it has replaced, and the work of the finance depart
ment is also lightened. 

By the actual arrangement, the work of the president 
of the Confederation has been considerably diminished. 
He is of course still head of a department, which may 
no doubt be that of foreign affairs, though he can 
equally direct one of the others, such, for instance, 
as war or finance. But his presidential functions have 
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been lessened by relieving him of a number of matters 
of mere administrative procedure, and of the duty 
of giving numerous' audiences to foreign representa
tives and other persons. He still opens all correspond
ence addressed to the Federal Council, distributes the 
business am!>ng the different departments, presides at 
the sittings of the. body, and signs the notes and other 
official correspondence in its. name; He still receives 
foreign representatives ~n certain occasions, such as the 
delivery of letters from the head of their country, and 
the presentation of their letters of credence and recall 
He .also continues to take the first place, ranking before 
his colleagues, upon public occasions. It is thus clear 
that the president of the Co¢ederation has not a tithe 
of th~ power entrusted to the president of the United 
States. He. may, indeed, without any disrespect, be 
likened to the chairman of a board. 

All the members have the right to speak in either 
Chamber, of which they avail themselves whenever their 
presence is required, or indeed whenever they wish to 
take part in the debates, but they cannot vote .. 

Perhaps the most remarkable sight is that which 
occasionally occUrs when a debate arises in either 
Chamber upon a question where the difference of 
opinion of members of the Federal Council is very 
marked,and it has happened that two of the body have 
risen in succession to support dissimilar views. The 
debate once over, no particular friction results between 
the two colleagues; both victor and vanquished may 
spend the evening at the same cafe, continue their dis
cussion amicably or not at all, and they will sit serenely 
together on the morrow in Cabinet Council as if nothing 
particular had happened. , 

The members of the Federal Council are re-eligible, 
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and in point of fact the same individuals remain in 
office for a number of years, notwithstanding the 
existence of well-known differences among themselves 
and between some of them and a majority in the 
Assembly. 

There have been hitherto only two instances of 
a member willing to serve not being re-elected, but 
from time to ~ime some naturally resign, one for a more 
lucrative post, another to become head of a diplomatic 
mission, another from a desire to retire into private life. 

The Federal Council, having been elected by the 
Federal Assembly for three years, cannot be dissolved 
by that body in the interim, any more than it can itself 
dissolve the Assembly. It does not in any way depend 
upon the majority in the Assembly. Its members, each 
in his own department, prepare bills and resolutions. 
either suggested by one of the Chambers, or of their 
own initiative, and these measures, when agreed to by 
the Council, or even by a majority o( its members, are 
submitted to the Chambers, who deal with them in the 
manner already described. ' 

This Council does not consist, as is the general rule 
in the English Cabinet, of a body of men all holding 
similar views. The majority at present no doubt 
belong politically 'to the Left, which party has the 
majority in the Chambers, but there are also some 
who hold more Conservative views, and amongst these 
one moderate Roman Catholic, who has served for many 
years. There is also one Old Catholic, but there has 
never been ,an ffitramontane .Roman Catholic since the 
creation of the Council in 1848. The practical harmony 
between the members is secured by the minority giving 
way to the majority, if the whole body cannot agree 
among themselves to a compromise. 
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It will thus be seen that the election of the Federal 
councillors cannot accurately be termed a purely party 
business, nor do they represent the majority in the 
Assembly, otherwise they would now be all either 
Democrats or Radicals. There is a· certain understand
ing, one might almost say a certain feeling of fair-play, 
which leads the majority in the Chambers to concede 
the principle that other parties should at least be 
represented in the executive government; and again, 
a Conservative vice-president, who is almost certain in 
any case to be elected president for the ensuing year, 
often succeeds to that office by an almost unanimous 
vote. 

Collisions between the Federal Council and the 
Federal Assembly do not exist. If any measur~ pro
posed by the former is rejected by both Chambers, or 
by one, and thus does not become valid, the Federal 
Council, as seen in the preceding chapter, accepts the 
rejection; it asks for no vote of confidence, nor does 
anything ensue in the shape of what we should call a 
ministerial crisis. Similarly, there is no question of a 
dissolution of the Chambers when the people reject 
measures passed by them. The Federal authoriti~s, 

whether legislative or executive, being chosen for a 
fixed term, remain at their posts during that term. 

In 1882, a measure relating to education, which 
will be more particularly dealt with in Chapter XIII, 
and which was avowedly the work of one member of 
the Federal Council, had passed both Chambers with 
some modifications, but was nevertheless rejected when 
submitted to the Referendum. There was, however, no 
question of its author giving in his resignation, as might 
well have· been expected by many foreigners. So far, 
indeed, from this being the case, an influential Swiss 
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newspaper, totally opposed to him in politics, reI;llarked 
that it was lucky the parliamentary system did not exist 
in Switzerland, as otherwise there would have been an 
immediate resignation of a capable, honest, and devoted 
administrator. Nor did the Chambers for one moment 
entertain the idea of a dissolution consequent upon the 
people's adverse decision. 

With respect to foreign affairs the Federal Council 
possesses a real power, being independent of the Cantons. 
It watches over the interests of the Confederation abroad, 
and is entrusted generally with all that concerns foreign 
relations. 1 

With respect to internal affairs, it watches over the 
due observance of the provisions of the Constitution, 
and of Federal laws and resolutions, and provides for 
the execution of the decisions of the Federal Assembly, 
of the judgments of the Federal Tribunal, and of divers 
matters where disputes arise between Cantons. It has 
to examine whether the articles of the various cantonal 
Constitutions are in harmony or not with the principles 
laid down in the Federal Constitution, and it reports 
upon them to the Federal Assembly; it has also to 
examine laws passed by the Cantons in order to judge 
whether they are in accordance with the Federal Con
stitution and do not conflict with Federal laws. But 
herein lies an imperfection which, we are assured, is 
readily acknowledged by all sound Swiss statesmen. If 
a cantonal government chooses to adopt a measure 
which the Federal Council, when appealed to, considers 
to be unconstitutional, and if it declines to submit to 
that Council's order to cancel or revoke such measure, 
the latter has no direct way of enforcing its order. If 

1 For the mode or proceeding in the Chambers respecting roreigD. 
affairs, see the preceding chapter. 
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the Canton 'continues refractory, it can certainly send a 
special commissary to the spot to negotiate with the 
cantonal authorities, but should hebe unable to settle 
the matter amicably, he becomes powerless. The Can· 
ton, however, generally gives way when the Federal 
Council, upon the failure of its commissary, threatens 
to quarter troops upon it from another Canton, thus 
saddling the offending Canton with a heavy expense 
which it is prone to avoid. So the Federal Council 
indirectly gets its way. 

We may give the following instance of a case in 
point:- . 

On Sunday the 26th October 1884, the triennial 
elections for the National Council were held allover 
Switzerland. Immediately before the closing of the 
electoral registers for the district of Lugano, three days 
previous to the polling day, certain Conservative citizens 
applied to their municipality, who were of a Radical 
hue, to make some considerable changes in the lists. 
To this the municipality agreed only in part, whereupon 
the citizens appealed to the cantonal government of 
Ticino at Bellinzona, who were of their way of thinking 
in politics. The cantonal government considered that 
the changes were lawful, and ordered the municipality 
to make them, under a penalty of £100. This was on 
Saturday the 25th, the day before the elections, and the 
mUll.icipality, alleging that there w:as no time to reopen 
the lists, appealed to the Federal Council by telegraph 
against the cantonal order. The elections took place on 
the unaltered lists upon the following day. 

The Federal Council now requested the cantonal 
government to submit their views, and meanwhile to 
suspend action against the municipality. This request 
was repeated several times by telegraph and in writing 
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during the next fortnight, but the cantonil government, 
setting the Federal Council at defiance and declaring 
their perfect competency in the matter, summoned the 
municipality to pay the fine, and on their refusal ordered 
the Prefect of Lugano to take possession of.a garden 
belonging to one of the municipal officers and have it 
sold by public auction. 

The Federal Council thereupon despatched a member 
of the National Council as their commissary to Bellinzona. 
He was politely received. but could not alter the views 
of the Ticino government. and although he telegraphed 
to the Prefect of Lugano t~ stop the sale, the garden was 
actually sold by public auction.' 

The Federal Council. being informed of this, at once 
sent word to the cantonal government that if they per
sisted in their disobedience force would be resorted to, 
and that a battalion of Luzern troops had been ordered 
to hold itself in readiness to be called out at any moment, 
and would be sent into Ticino, where the soldiers would 
of course be quartered at the Canton's expense. 

This threat was successful. The cantonal govern
ment, whilst still protesting against the action of the 
Federal Council. ordered the sale to be annulled and the 
amount of the fine to be remitted. 

Another plan to which the Federal Council has had 
resort when a Canton is refractory is to keep back sub
sidies which are to be provided for local objects out of 
the chest of the Confederation, and this has been found 
efficacious. 

Similarly, if the Federal Council has to proceed 
against trespassers in the case of royalties belonging to 
the Confederation, it can threaten to have them tried 
before a Federal jury convoked ad hoc (i.e. for the occa
sion). with all the necessary judicial apparatus. This is 
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a very expensive procedure, and being so, the simple 
threat is likely to end, as in the case of the Canton, in 
the speedy submission of the trespassers. 

Again, as the Federal Council has no means of execut
ing the judgments of the Federal Tribunal, it is obliged 
to resort to cantonal machinery for the purpose, so that 
these judgments have in reality to be executed by the 
cantonal authorities. Still this does not appear to give 
rise to any difficulty. 

Other attributions of the Federal Council consist in 
watching over the external and internal security of Swit
zerland, the maintenance of her independence and neu
trality, and the preservation of tranquillity and order. 
It is also entrusted with the administration of the 
finances, it proposes the budget, and renders an account 
of receipts and expenditure. Besides an. annual report 
of its proceedings, it sends frequent messages to the 
Assembly upon a variety of subjects for consideration 
and decision. 

The members of the Federal Council, we will venture 
to affirm, yield to no other government in Europe in 
devotion to their country, in incessant hard work for a' 
poor salary, and in thorough honesty and incorrupti
bility. A diplomatist, who knew them well and appre
ciated their good qualities, aptly remarked that they 
reminded him of a characteristic industry of their own 
co~ntry-of watch-making. For, having to dear' with 
very minute and intricate affairs, their attention is un
remittingly engaged by the most delicate mechanism of 
government, by the wheels within wheels of Federal 
and cantonal attributes, by the most careful balancing 
of relations between contending sects and Churches, 
and by endeavours to preserve the proper counterpoise 
between two (French and German), not to say three 
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(the third being Italian) nationalities. Their task is 
thus essentially one of constant vigilance and careful 
supervlluon. 

From what we have written in this chapter it would 
follow that there are three points in which the Swiss 
Federal Council differs from other executive govern
ments:-

1. It is elected by the legislative Assembly and 
its members take part in the debates of both 
Chambers, but cannot be removed by the 
Assembly during the triennial period. 

2. Although elected by the Assembly it cannot dis
solve that body'. 

3. It· is not a purely party government; it is 
rather an executive committee for the manage
ment of business than a real executive power· 
s..uch as exists in other countries. 

F 



CHAPTER V 

TilE FEDERAL. TRI:aUNAL . 

ON the 21st September 1886, the new Federal Palace 
of Justice was inaugurated at Lausanne in the presence 
of representatives of the Federal authorities, the diplo
matic body, and most of the Cantons, as well as of 
delegates representi~g the law faculties and the 
universities. 

The site is on the height of Montbenon, whence there 
is a charming view of the lake and of the rugged moun
tains on its opposite side. 

Upon the steps M. Cuenoud, Syndic of Lausanne, 
formally handed over the building to the Federal 
authorities, and M. Ruchonnet; head of the Federal 
department of justice and police, in an eloquent 

'speech, accepted it on the ~p~rt of the Confederation. 
The official personages then proceeded to the large room 
destined for the sittings, where M. Ruchonnet, on his 
part, delivered the building over to the Federal Tribunal, 
the gift being duly acknowledged on behalf of the 
judicial body by its president, M. Olgiati. 

The Federal Tribunal was instituted by the Consti- . 
tution of 1848. Its first rudiments, according to Dr. 
Dubs; are to be found in the alliances of 1291 and 1315 
between the three primitive Cantons, and by the latter 
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of the two it was provided that the best and. wisest 
should meet together~ arid put an end to war or discord 
between the Confederates, amicably or according to . 
right. But when ZUrich joined the League in 1351 it 
was agreed that disputes should be decided by tribunals 
of arbitrators, and until 1848 the only mode of settling 
inter-cantonal quarrels was by means of arbitration, a 
system which. could not always be satisfactory. 

Up to 1874 this supreme Tribunal, established .since 
1848, had no permanent seat in anyone particular 
place. It met in different towns, and in general for 
short periods. But when, upon the adoption of the Con
stitution of 1874, its functions were materially increased 
and it rose considerably in importance, a permanent 
abode had to be chosen for the highest Court of 
Justice. Mter considerable discussion Lausanne was 
fixed upon by the Chambers, and on that town was im
posed the obligation of supplying the necessary build
ings. This decision was a concession to the feeling of 
French Switzerland, and it was also perhaps thought well 
that the Federal Tribunal should not be in contact with 
the political atmosphere of Bern. The present structure 
is vastly superior to that in which the sittings were 
previously held. 

1.'he jl?-dges are appointed by the Federal Assembly, 
care being taken that the three national languages are 
represented.. Every Swiss citizen eligible for the National 
Council can be a judge of this court, but he cannot while 
holding such judicial office be a member of the Federal 
Assembly or of the Federal Council, nor an official 
appointed by either of those bodies, nor accept any 

l,er post either in the service of the Confederation or 
of a"'Canton, nor indeed follow any profession. 

The Constitution of 1874 having been adopted, a 
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Federal law was drawn up fixing the organization of the 
Federal judiciary, the number of its members and sub
stitutes, the duration of their functions, their salaries, and 
other matters. It bears date the 27th June of that year. 

The members of this judiciary are nine in number, 
and they are elected for six years by the Federal 
Assembly, which appoints the president and vice
president out of the nine every two years. The judges 
can be, and often are, re-elected at the expiration of 
their term of office. Nine substitutes are chosen to serve 
in case of necessity, also ·for six years. The term of 
service for these judicial posts is thus double that of the 
members of the Federal and National Councils. The 
salary of the president is £440 and that of each of the 
other judges £400 a year. In all cases an uneven number 
of judges must sit, including the president, who takes 
part in the deliberations and in the voting. 

No judge or substitute can exercise his functions 
where he, his wife, his betrothed, a relation in the direct 
line, or in the collateral line up to and including his first 
cousin, or the husband of his wife's sister, has a direct 
or indirect interest; or in matters where his ward is 
concerned, or in which he has already been engaged in 
some other capacity; or where his Canton of origin or 
his Commune is a party; or where appeals are brought 
against the legislative authorities or the government 
of his Canton. . 

Since 1874 the Federal Tribunal has been not only 
11 court of civil and of criminal justice, but it also deals 
with questions of public law. Its attributions comprise 
criminal, civil, and political matters, and its proceedings 

. are governed by certain articles of the Federal Constitu
tion, and by the organiiation law of the 27th June 1874 
already mentioned. 
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The different attributions of the Federal Tribunal are 
the following:-

1. As a court of civil justice. 
It is competent to decide . upon disputes respecting 

civil rights: (a) between the Confederation and one 
or more Cantons; (b) between Cantons; (c) between 
corporations or individuals as plaintiffs and the Con
federation as defendant; (d) between Cantons on the 
o·ne part and corporations or individuals on the other, 
but it is only when one of the p~rties demands it that a 
suit in this category can be heard before the Federal 
Tribunal at once. 

The matter in dispute in the last two cases must 
amount to £120 at least, in order to be judged by the 
Tribunal. In all four the suit is brought directly before 
it, and not on appeal from a cantonal court. 

The Federal Tribunal is alone competent to decide 
disputes between Communes of different Cantons con
cerning citizenship, where one Commune contends that 
a certain individual is not its citizen, and that it is 
therefore not obliged to acknowledge and provide for 
him as such; ordinary disputes between two or more 
Communes of the same Canton are, however, submitted 
to the local courts. 

Questions relating to Heimathlosat,t expropriations 
for the construction of I,ail ways and other works of 
public utility, civil questions between the Confed~ration 
and railway companies, and the winding-up of the latter, 
go directly before the Federal Tribunal. The provisions 
with respect to railway companies are, however, to be 
regarded in the light of an exceptional measure, and as 

":to Homeless persons. Those who .have no home comprise not only 
foreigners who have lost their nationality of origin without having obtained 
another, but also natives who are no.t burghers of any Swiss Commune. 
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such are ~xpressly mentioned in the law of. organi
zation.1 

The Tribunal is MSO bound to judge the following two 
cases: (a) those which by the constitution or the legis
lation of a Canton are entrusted to its competency
such provisions are only valid if they have been ratified 
by the Federal As!;!embly ; (b) those which are brought 
before it by agreement between the parties, where the 
matter in dispute amounts in value to £120atleast. 

2. Asa court of appeal. 
In cases where Federal laws have to' be applied by 

cantonal tribunals, and the amount of the matter in dispute 
is £120 at least, or cannot be estimated,either party has, 
by virtue of an artic~e in the organization law, the right 
to have recourse to the Federal Tribunal against the 
judgment of the highest cantonal Tribunal. 2 

To this category now belong the Federal laws re
specting contracts (other than those relating to real 
estate), copyright, protection of trade ll1arks, and divorce 
and nullity of marriage. 

Contracts relating to the sale and purchase of land, 
easements, mortgages, etc., are· governed by the law of 
each Canton. In general,questions as to the devolution 
of property by will or upon intestacy are regulated 
by the ordinary cantonal courts, and are not within 
the competency of the Federal Tribunal, even upon 
appeal. 

3. As a court for the administration of criminal 
justice. 

The Federal Tribunal, assisted by a jury, takes cog-

I The winding-up of any other company, ·where the value amounts to 
.£120 at least, comes before the Federal Tribunal upon appeal. 

2 The parties can also mutually agree that a judgment given by the 
lower cantonal Tribunal maybe referred at once to the Federal Tribunal 
without passing through the cantonal Court of Appeal. 
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nizance of the following cases: (a) high treason against, 
the Confederation, such as being "concerned in an attempt 
to overthrow the Federal Constitution by force; (b) 
revolt or violence against Federal authorities; (c) crimes 
and offences against international law;' (d) crimes and 
political offences which are the cause or the consequence 
of troubles occasioning an armed" intervention by the 
Federal authority; (e) charges against officials appointed 
by a Federal authority, when the latter" makes ~pplica~ 
tion to the Federal Tribunal. 

For the administration of criminal justice the Federal 
Tribunal is divided by the organization law into three 
sections. There is a Chamber of Accusation with three 
ordinary members and three substitutes; a Criminal 
Chamber with the like number, which takes part in all 
the sessions of the Federal Assizes; and a Court" of 
Criminal Appeal (Tribunal de Cassation) with five 
members and three substitutes. One of the former must 
be the president for the time" being of the Federal 
Tribunal. Sentences are only valid when the court 
consists of five judges. 

The Federal Assizes are composed of the Criminal 
Chamber and a jury of twelve elected in the Cantons by 
the people, and drawn by lot from the list of the district 
in which the Assizes are to be held. The territory of the 
Confederation is divided into five assize districts. There 
is one juror for every 1000 inhabitants in four districts 
comprising the CantoD.$ and portions of Cantons where 
French or German is the national language, and one for 
every 500 in Ticino and the Italian Communes of the 
Grisons, which together constitute the fifth district. 
With certain exceptions, every citizen having the" right 
to vote in Federal matters is eligible as a juror. Those 
are exempt who are of the full age of sixty, whose names 
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were placed on the previous list of jurors, or who are 
incapacitated by sickness or infirmity. The lists of 
jurors are renewed every six years. 

When the. Assizes are to be held, the Crim~al 
Chamber causes the names of all the jurors of the 
district to be placed in an urn, and fifty-four are drawn. 
by lot. The Procureur general, chosen by the 
Federal Council for the partic~lar case, has the right 
to refuse twenty, and the accused twenty also. The 
remaining fourteen are summoned, and two of this 
number are selected by lot to act as substitutes in case 

. of nced. so that the jury consists of twelve, as mentioned 
above. In order to acquit or condemn a prisoner there 
must be a majority of at least ten out of the twel~e, 
otherwise a fresh trial must take place with another 
jury. 

These Federal Assizes are not of frequent occurrence. 
The principal ones which have been hitherto held were 
at Geneva in 1864 with reference to a conflict between 
two parties, Radicals and' Independents; at Zurich in 
1871 after disturbances consequent upon a banquet 
organized by Germans inhabiting that town in order to 
celebrate the proclamation of the Empire at Versailles; 
at Neuch!tel in 1879, when an anarchist was con
demned for a crime against international law (instigation 
to the assassination of sovereigns ).1 

4. As a court to decide upon questions of public law. 
Its powers were very considerably enlarged in 1874. 

By the Constitution of 1848, all appeals in such ques
tions were brought before the Federal Council, and 
there was a further appeal to the Federal Assembly. If 
the two Chambers agreed their decision was final, other-

1 Most of the details respecting the Federal Assizes, etc., are taken 
from Droz's Instruction Cimque, p. 194. 
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wIse the decision of the Federal Council prev~ed. 
The examination and discussion of these appeals 
occupied a large portion of the time of the Chambers, 
and it was found very difficult to establish an uniform 
jurisdiction, because political questions and questions of 
public law could not easily be separated. It was there
fore a great step in the way of progress to place the 
constitutional.rights of Cantons and citizens, by way of 
appeal, under the guarantee of the judicial authority, 
and by virtue of Article 113 of the Constitution of 1874, 
together with certain provisions in the organization 
law, the Tribunal has now ~ognizance of: (a) con
flicts of competency between Federal and cantonal 
authorities; (b) such disputes between Cantons as are 
within the domain of public law; (c) claims for viola
tion of rights of citizens or corporations guaranteed 
by the Federal or by a· cantonal Constitution; (d) 
Federal laws which have been passed in execution 
of the Federal Constitution; (e) claims of individuals 
or of corporations for violation of concordats be
tween Cantons, as well as of treaties with foreign 
countries. 

By this Article what are termed "administrative 
disputes" were reserved to be dealt with by Federal 
legislation, and accordingly the organization law enu
merated certain of these matters which were to be 
treated, not by the judicial authority, but by one or 
other of the two political authorities of the Confedera
tion. Among them are disputes respecting public 
primary schools of the Canto~s, liberty of commerce 
and trade, rights of established Swiss, ·and some 
religious matters to be presently mentioned. 

The competency in administration disputes does 
not therefore belong entirely either to the political 
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authorities or to the Judicial authority, and; according 
. to Dr. Dubs, it is difficult to trace· any guiding principle 
in this separation of powers. He considers that all 
disputes between. the Confederation and the Cantons as 
to the limits of their reciprocal sovereignty should be 
left absolutely to the· .Federal Tribunal, whatever the 
Eiubject >might pe, and he draws attention to the fact 
that certain religious matters are included under the 
head of "administrative disputes." 

When the question Of revising the Constitution of 
1848 was being discussed, the competency to be given 
to the political and judicial authorities in religious 
matters was debated at much length, and it was 
ultimately settled by the Federal Assembly that both 
political authorities should in general have cognizance 
of religious disputes relating to matters of public law, 
whilst those within the domain of private law should be 
relegated to the Federal Tribunal. The Article respect
ing the interdiction upon Swiss soil of the Jesuits and 
societies affiliated to their order was particularly left 
to .be dealt with by the political authorities. 

It surely would have been better, as that great 
authority Dr. Dubs ardently desired, to have given to 
the Federal judiciary cognizance of all these religious 
disputes, whether.inthe domain of public or of private 
law, than (as sometimes happens) that the Federal 
Assembly, which is a legislative body, should be trans
formed for the nonce· into a sort of religious tribunal, 
where such matters are apt to rouse political passions, 
and to be decided by a majority simply upon party lines 
rather. than upon legal principles. 

It has already been mentioned in Chapter IV that 
by the Constitution of 1874 the Federal Council has to 
provide for the execution of the judgments of the 
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Federal Tribunal, and that these must be carried out by 
means of cantonal authorities. 

The deliberations of the Federal Tribunal are public, 
except in the case of juries and of the Chamber of 
Accusation. Each judge records his vote in public, but 
he is permitted to deliver his judgment in his own 
language, whether French, German, or Italian. The 
fact, stated above, that no judge can sit on a matter 
which concerns his own Canton, may on occasion cause 
Jl,nomalous results, inasmuch as i.D. two similar cases the 
majority may decide one way in one .case and another 
way in another. 

It can hardly be expected, considering that the 
judges are appointed by the Federal Assembly out of 
all citizens eligible to the N ational Coun~il, that the 
Federal Tribunal should consist of the best jurists in the 
land. Political appointments of inferior individuals 
might easily be made; the present judges,· however, are 
stated to be men of good legal attainments. 

This chapter gives the actual constitution and 
powers of the Federal Tribunal, but the Federal Council 
has announced its intention or presenting before long a 
new law which will introduce extensive modifications. 
Amongst the contemplated changes it will probably be 
proposed to increase the number of judges to thirteen, 
to divide the Tribunal into two sections, one for civil 
and the other for criminal cases, and when the two 
sections sit together to give them power to act as a 
court of appeal in criminal matters, and to entertain 
and determine other cases which are not under the 
jurisdiction of one or other of the sections alone. 



CHAPTER VI 

REFERENDUM AND INITIATIVE 

REFERENDUM and Initiative are two political institutions 
peculiar to Switzerland. They are the children of 
democracy, whose powerful weapons they have become. 

1. Referendum means the reference to all vote
possessing citizens either of the Confederation or of a 
Canton, for acceptance or rejection, of laws and resolu
tions framed by their representatives. l 

The Referendum is of two kinds, compulsory and 
optional. It is compulsory in certain Cantons where 
.alllaws adopted by the Grand Councilor other repre
sentative body of a Canton must be submitted to the 
people, and optional wher~ limited to those cases in 
which a certain number of voters demand it. 

In earlier times, before any Referendum had been 
actually introduced, the people in Cantons compris
ing cities, such as ZUrich, Bern, and Luzern, where 
there was no Landsgemeinde, were nevertheless from 
time to time formally consulted by their governments 
upon various matters. 

After 1830 several Cantons' introduced a popular 

1 In the time of the old Swiss Confederation, the delegates of the 
thirteen independent States of which it was composed had to refer ,to 
their governments for the confirmation of the decisions taken by the 
Federal Diet. Hence the name of Referendum. See Chapter I, p. 12. 
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veto, which paved the way for the Referendum. The 
first was St. Gallen by its Constitution of 1831. This 
contained an article declaring the sov:ereignty of the 
people, and stating that they had therefore the right of 
passing their own laws, and that every law was subject 
to the sanction of the people, who could, after a fixed 
period, refuse to adopt it. They could thus exercise a 
right of veto. 

In Federal matters there are now two Referendums. 
The first was established by the Constitution of 1848, 
and was limited to one point, viz. the revision of that 
Constitution. All such revisions became subject to 
a compulsory appeal to the people, and the - articles 
relating to this matter were reproduced in the revised 
Constitution of 1874. But, as we have seen, the latter 
also contains an article, extending the exercise of the 
popular vote, when demanded by thirty thousand citizens 
or eight Cantons, to all Federal laws and all resolutions 
of a general nature which have been passed by the 
Chambers. These two Referendums, the one compul
sory and the other optional, are exercised by the collec
tive vote of the citizens of the -whole Confederation. 
By the cantonal Referendum, whether compulsory or 
optional, many important local matters are submitted 
to the' collective vote of the citizens of the particular 
Canton interested, and the institution is now to be 
found all over Switzerland except where there is still 
a· Landsgemeinde, and in Freiburg, where the Ultramon
tane majority are perhaps a little prone to deprecate 
changes. 

The Referendum has struck root and expanded 
wherever it has been introduced, and no s~rious poli
tician of any party would now think of attempting its 
abolition. The Conservatives, who violently opposed 
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its. introduction, became its earnest supporters when 
they found that it· undoubtedly acted as a drag upon 
hal'lty and radical law-making. It has given back to 
the people .of Switzerla':ld rights originally possessed by 
them in most of the old Cantons, but partly or wholly 
lost in the course of time. Prev:ious to the French . 
Revolution, as mentioned in our first chapter, the 
governments of different _ States of the Confederation 
had gradually fallen into the hands of a limited number 
of aristocratic families. That Revolution introduced 
the idea of really representative government, but the 

, period of reaction following the Napoleonic era was 
unfavourable to the development of popular institutions. 
Since 1830, whilst the share of the people in the 
management of affairs has gradually increased, the 
imperfections of the purely representative system 
have been brought more clearly to light. It was. con
sidered by the Radical party that delegates elected by 
universal suffrage were not always true interpreters of 
the popular will, and that class interests were mostly 
paramount in various matters, such, for instance, as 
the framing of laws and the levying of taxes. 'l'hey 
therefore brought forward the idea of the Referendum, 
through which they hoped to recover for the people the 
right to that direct share in legislation which they 
had lost when gov~rnment by representation alone was 
established in mosy of the Cantons. 
. A sufficient period has elapsed to allow the people of 
Switzerlan& to form an opinion of the' working and 
results of ~e popular vote. As regards the former, 
nothing coulle more simple. All the voter has to do 
is to deposit· the urn his voting paper with either 
" Aye "or" 0" written upon it. As to the moral 
effect which t e exercise of this institution has had 

\ 
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upon the people, we are as~ured that it is aqmitted to 
be salutary even by adversaries of democratic govern
ment. The consciousness of individual i~fluence, as 
well as the national feeling, is declared to have been 
strengthened, and the fact of a large and, on several 
occasions, increased participation of the people. in the, 
vote is quoted as tending to prove that' their interest in 
political questions is growing keener. 
. The application of the Referendum as worked· in 

Switzerland and the issues raised by it are so easy to 
.. understand, and in most cases, at all events, are so in

dependent of party maJireuvres, that public opinion 
acquiesces at once in the result, and the general feeling 
entertained in the country with reference to a plJ.rticulal' 
question finds its accurate and, for the time, final ex
pression. Extreme measures, whether radical or re
actionary, have no chance whatever of being accepted 
by the people, who, while in a manner fulfilling the 
functions of a second Chamber, have infinitely more 
weight than any such body usually possesses, even if it 
be thoroughly representative and chosen by universal 
suffrage. 

It would seem that, of the two forms of Referendum 
existing in Cantons, the compulsory is more practical 
than the· optional. Such an eminent authority as M. 
Droz considers that where the latter is in force, the 
agitation occasioned in ·procuring the ;necessary signa
tures produces too much excitement, diverting the 
thoughts of voters from the real question at issue, and 
thus giving an undue bias to public opinion. Hence 
any calm discussion of the proposed measure becomes 
an impossi~ility,. and there is every chance of its being 
rejected without due examination; whereas the system 
which subjects all laws voted by the cantonai legislative 
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bodies regularly to the popular vote is free from any 
such inconvenience. 

2. Initiative is the exercise of the right granted to 
any single voter or body of voters to initiate proposals 
for the enactment of new laws, or for the alteration 
or abolition of existing laws. It is essentially a power
ful engine in a democratic direction. By means of it 
legislative bodies, mostly composed of persons belong
ing to the well-to-do class, can be compelled by the 
people to take up and put to a vote matters which, 
without it, would in all probability never be brought. 
to the front. But it is an institution still in its infancy 
and requiring development. Those who belong to the 
above class have no special desire for reforms which 
would principally be used against what they deem to be 
their interests, whilst those in a lower sphere are not yet 
sufficiently well organized to make. effective use of their 
right to initiate legislation. There is, moreover, great 
difficulty in embodying this right in a form at once 
simple and efficacious. 

It is an important fact, which cannot too strongly 
be insisted upon, that both Referendum and Initiative 
are institutions which have grown up gradually in the 
Cantons, spreading from one to another, till all, with 
the exceptions already mentioned, possess either a com
pulsory or an optional Referendum, and in two instances 
both, whilst a number have introduced Initiative. 

Although the Referendum does not, in strictness, 
exist in the Cantons with Landsgemeinden, most import
ant business, as we shall show with reference to Uri,t is 
settled by the people in those primary assemblies. 

The compulsory Referendum exists in. the seven 
Cantons of Zurich, Bern,Solothurn, the Grisons, Aargau, 

1 Chapter IX. 
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Thurgau, and the Valais, and in the rural half-Canton of 
Basel. In Schwyz and Vaud both forms have been 
introduced. 

In ZUrich, where the institution has been·most fully 
developed under the cantonal Constitution of 1869, the 
popular vote must be taken upon all changes in the 
Constitution, new laws, concordats, and the vote of a 
single sum exceeding £10,000, or an annual expenditure 
exceeding £800. The power of the cantonal Council is 
thus limited financially, and in practice it submits to the 
Referendum many other matters,although they are within 
its own competency. Its power is further limited by 
the Initiative. Any voter, if supported by one-third of 
the members present at its next sitting, or any 5000 
voters may demand the passing, alteration, or abolition 
of a law or of a decision of the Council, and if the 
demand is not accepted by the latter, the question is 
submitted to the people, sometimes together with an 
amended text framed by the Council. That body may 
undertake the revision of the Constitution at any time 
after two separate deliberations and an affirmative popu
lar vote. If the revision is, demanded by the Initiative 
of 5000 voters and is a~cepted by the people, a fresh 
cantonal Council must be elected to frame the new law. 

Such are the popular institutions in the democratic/ 
Canton of ZUrich, where there are many citizens who 
would even increase the preponderating power of the 
people by diminishing the number of the legislative 
body from over two hundred to thirty or forty, and 
thus turn it into a kind of committee, the most import
ant business of which would be limited to preparing 
measures fot: submission to the Referendum. 

A few words must be added upon these important 
subjects with reference to other Cantons. 

G 
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In the'rural portion of Basel, as early as 1831, the 
Referendum was 'made compulsory for all laws, resolu
tions, and conventions, and an Initiative and a vote 
respecting revision was established, upon the demand of 
1500 citizens. 

Similar provisions exist in Bern, Solothurn, the 
Grisons, Aargau, and Thurgau, and also in Schwyz and 
Vaud, with variations in the number of voters required 
for an appeal to the people, and in, the . manner of 
carrying out revision. In the Val3.is there is only a 
Referendum for financial matters. Solothurn, the Grisons, 
Aargau, and Thurgau each possess an Initiative upon the 
demand of voters varying from 1500 to 5000. In Bern 
and the Valais there is none. 

In all these Cantons one of the matters submitted to 
the Referendum relates to a proposal for a single item of 
expenditure, or for a certain fresh annual sum. l 

In both Schwyz' and Vaud there is also 'an optional 
Referendum; in the former, upon' the demand of 2000 
voters, for concordats and for various resolutions 
emanating from the cantonal Council, and in the latter 
for any law, upon the Initiative of 6000 voters. 

There remain seven Cantons and one half-Canton 
possessing only an optional Referendum. These are 
Luzern, Zug, Schaffhausen, St. Gallen, Ticino, N eucM,tel, 
Geneva, and the urban portion of Basel. Generally 

1 The following are the gradations :-

Bern £20,000 at least. 
Schwyz £2000, or over £400 a year. 
Solothurn £4000 at least, or over £800 a year. 
Grisons £4000, or £800 for each of five consecutive years. 
Aargau Over £10,000, or over £1000 a year. 
Thurgau £2000 at least, or over £400 a year. 
Vaud £20,000, not comprised in the budget. 
Valaia £2400, or ah average of £800 during the period of 

three years. 
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speaking, laws, concordats, and sometimes resolutions of 
cantonal councils are submitted to the optiOlial Refer
endum. It exists for financial matters in different 
gradations in Luzern, Zug, and Schaffhausen. l 'l'here 
is an Initiative in Zug, Schaffhausen, Neuchatel, and 
in the urban portion of Basel. Revision is put to the 
popular vote in all upon certain conditions. 
. Since the adoption of the Federal Referendum in 

1874 for laws and general resolutions passed by the 
Chambers, many such measures have been accepted by 
the Swiss people without a vote. Others have given 
rise to much discussion and difference of opinion, some 
being ultimately sanctioned and some rejected by the 
popular vote. The following nine instances occurred 
between 1875 and 1879 1 ;-. 

23d May 1875. Modification of right of 'Voting. 
Rejected by 207,263 to 202,583. 

Marriage law. This abolished cantonal regula
tions and rendered civil marriage compulsory 
throughout the Confederation, Accepted by 
213,199 to 205,069. 

23d April 1876. Bank-notes law. Rejected by 
193,253 to 120,068. 

9th July 1876. Indemnities payable to the Con
federation by citizens dispensed from. military 
service. Rejected by 184,894 to 156,157. 

21st October 1877. Another law on the last sub
ject. Rejected by 181,363 to 170,223. 

Factories law. Accepted by 181,204 to 170,857. 

1 Luzern At least .£8000, or at least .£800 a year. 
Zug .£1600, or .£200 a year. 
Schaffhausen .£6000 at least, or .£600 a year. 

S See the table at the end of Curti's Geschichte def' Schweizerischen 
"olhge.etzgebllng. 
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21st bctober 1877. Political rights. Rejected 
by 213,230 to 131,557. 

19th, January 1879. Subsidies to Alpine rail
ways. This had especial reference to the 
great St. Gothard line. Accepted by 278,731 
to 115,571. 

18th May 1879. Capital punishment. Modifi
cation of the law on a proposal for a revision 
of the Federal Constitution. Accepted by 
200,485 to 181,588,_ and by fifteen Can
tons. 

Next came a period when the conservative and can
tonal tendencies of a great number of the people evidently 
produced a feeling of alarm at the progress of central
ization and the frequency of Federal intervention. It 
seemed as if the majority of the nation had determined 
to reject whatever, as the saying was, came from Bern, 
~thout much consideration or inquiry. 

On the 31st October 1880 they rejected, by 260,126 
to 121,099, a law for the Monopoly of Bank-notes, which 
was proposed by way of a total revision of the Federal 
Constitution. The measure was rejected by 17l 
Cantons. 

On the 30th July 1882 they rejected a law respecting 
certain epidemics by the immense majority of 254,340 
to 68,027, and a Patent law, proposed as a revision of 
the Federal Constitution, by 156,658 to 141,616.1 

1 The defeat of the Patent law was attributed 'to the fact of both 
these measures being presented on the Bame day, and to the great 
unpopularity of the compulsory vaccination clause in the law on epidemics, 
numbers voting against both. This may perhaps be considered an excep
tion to the general rule that questions submitted to the Referendum 
receive from the people their accurate, and, for the time, final expres
sion. A Federal Patent law has since obtained the sanction of the 
people. 
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Again, on the 26th November 1882, the people 
rejected, by 318,139 to 172,010, a law authorizing the 
appointment of a Federal secretary of education, upon 
grounds which are mentioned in Chapter XIII. 

On the 11th May 1884 no less than four measures 
which had been adopted by the Chambers were rejected 
by the popular vote. One was for the creation of a 
special secretary in the Federal department of justice 
and police, with an annual salary of from £220 to £280 ; 
another granted an annual salary of £400 for a secre
tary to the Swiss Legation at Washington; a third 
was to exempt native commercial travellers from 
taxation which those of other countries had not to pay; 
and the fourth would have given large powers to the 
Federal Council to remove criminal cases from a cantonal 
to a Federal Tribunal, whenever confidence in the in
dependence or impartiality of the former· was shaken 
in consequence of political excitement. 

The two measures requiring additional expenditure 
were refused by the largest majorities, owing mostly to 
the fact that the people grudge giving their sanction ·to 
the outlay of money in which they discern no particular 
advantage to themselves. A peasant cannot see why a 
Federal or a cantonal functionary, whom 'he looks upon 
as his paid servant, should draw what in his idea is an 
extravagant salary, and he thinks it monstrous that the 
whole expense of a legation, which already amounts to 
£2000 a year, should be increased by £400 more. The 
measure for relieving native commercial travellers from 
a particular tax was certainly not rejected upon its 
merits, and the remaining one was said to owe its defeat 
to the disinclination of the Swiss people to leave to the 
discretion of a political power the honour and good 
faith of the cantonal tribunals. 
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The folIo wing were the numbers :-

1. Secretary in gepartment of For. 

justice and police 149,729 
2. ~ecretary of Legation at 

Washington 137,824 
3. Commercial travellers' tax· 175,192 
4. Increase of criminal jurisdic-

tion of Federal Council 159,068 

CHAP. 

Against. 

214,916 

219,728 
189,550 

202,773 

Two modifications in the Federal Constitution have 
since been accepted by the Swiss people. 

One, on the 25th October 1885; introduced an 
alteration in the law respecting the manufacture and 
sale of spirituous liquors, thereby granting a monopoly 
to the Confederation ; and on the 10th July 1887 the 
people, reversing their former decision, gave their 
sanction to a Patent law for Switzerland. 

There are of course opponents of the Referendum. 
They argue that a number of measures which can pro
perly and advantageously be discussed and settled in 
the Chambers are of such a nature that they ought not 
to be left to the decision of all the vote-possessing 
citizens. For instance, they consider a law treating of 
higher education, or establishing a Federal code of 
bankruptcy, as much too abstruse to be laid before the 
whole people, and -they would prefer to leave such 
subjects to be dealt with by the two Federal Chambers 
at Bern. There is .no doubt that the Federal Referen
dum has diminished the importance of the discussions 
upon laws and general resolutions in the Chambers, and 
of those bodies themselves in the eyes of the people. It 
would not be surprising if the deputies were to feel at 
times le~s earnestness in their work, since they know 
that, after all, the measures adopted by them, however 
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necessary, are at the mercy of the popular vote, ~o that 
their decision need not be final, and all their time and 
trouble may be thrown away. 

The Referendum does not extend to foreign relations, 
and there would clearly be a difficulty in referring a 
treaty with another country to the vote of the people. 

It is a question for us Englishmen to consider 
whether it would be possible and advantageous to intro
duce the Referendum at home. For instance, it might 
well be that such a vexatious question as Home Rule 
for Ireland could once for all be settled one way or the 
other by a vote of the whole electoral body in the 
United Kingdom. We merely throw out this as a 
suggestion, but of.course the conditions of Great Britain 
are very different from those of Switzerland, where the 
nation is so eminently democratic, and where the 
Referendum has been habitually employed for a variety 
of local matters.1 

1 The provisions of the Free Libraries Acts have introduced into 
British legislation a principle very like that of the Referendum. 

See, too, the notice in the Times of the 8th January 1889, page ll, 
of the Referendum introduced by the Municipality of Cluny with regard 
to a loan, and the adoption by the Paris Municipal Council of a proposal 
to consult the population as to the advisability of constructing a metro
politan railway. 



CHAPTER VII 

POLITICAL PARTIES 

IN this chapter we have endeavoured to place before our 
readers as accurate an account as we have been able to 
obtain from trustworthy native sources of the state of 
political parties in Switzerland. We are fully conscious 
that the subject is a difficult one, but since it has never, 
so far as we are aware, been treated at any length in an 
English work, we feel that it ought not to be passed 
over by us. 

It. cannot be said that Switzerland is divided 'into 
distinct and large political parties, though the two 
broad currents of Liberal and Conservative opinion exist 
there as elsewhere. The thorough Centralizers mentioned 
in Chapter I, who aimed· at the complete unification of 
the country, no longer exist, and the forcible abolition 
of the Cantons, which ,was by many considered pos
sible, nay, even desirable, after the turmoil of the 
French Revolution, is' no longer within the range of 
practical politics in Switzerland. The Centralizers of 
the present day are men who, with due regard for 
cantonal susceptibilities, try gradually to strengthen the 
central power, i.e. the Confederation. The existence of 
the twenty-two Cantons, with a population composed of 
four different nationalities speaking as many languages, 
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prevents that broad distinction of parties of which there 
has been & striking example in Great Britain. Govern
ment by party would be impossible in Switzerland, and 
this fact finds its outward expression in the Federal 
Chambers, where there is no regular division into 
Ministerialists and Opposition. the members being in 
reality seated with little reference to their political . 
creed. 

The average Swiss citizen will usually think first 
of his Commune and then of his Canton, and his 
vote is often influenced more by local and cantonal 
than by general Federal interests. Still, if he be a 
fervent Roman Catholic, he is bound to consider his 
faith first of all, and this. combined with the ancient 
organization of. their Church, has made the Roman 
Catholics the only party who possess real cohesion.1 

The Ultramontane Catholics allover Switzerland, irre
spective of Cantons. race, or language, are ever ready 
to oppose the Protestants and Liberal Catholics upon 
any Federal question which may clash with their re
ligious feelings, or relate even in & somewhat remote 
degree to their faith. But they have at times been 
equally ready to JOIn with what may be denominated 
CQnseroative Protestants against Radical measures. 

The Federal Assembly consists of three political 
divisions-the Right, the Centre, and the Left. 

1. The Right.-There are Roman Catholics in 
each of the other two divisions, but the clerical 
section form one separate party called the Right, 
and number at present thirty-five members in the 
National Council and eighteen in the Council of 

1 The working men are beginning to be organized, but they cannot 
yet be called a parliamentary party. aa no genuine labour representative 
haa so far I&t in the Federal Assembly. 
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the States.' Two shades of opinion are observable 
in this party, one led by members from rural dis
tricts 'of the Canton of Luzern, the other mostly by 
members from Freiburg. The former represent rather 
the views of the Swiss Catholic laymen; the latter 
decline to 'subordinate the rights of their Church 
to those of the State, and they have often proved the 
stronger of the two 'among the rural population, where 
the influence of the parish priests can be more actively 
exerted. In the Chambers the .Right, in spite of fre
quent domestic quarrels at home and lively polemics in 
their own newspapers, generally give a solid vote, and 
always where religious matters are concerned. 

2. The Centre is now reduced from 'the phalanx of 
the' once omnipotent Liberal party to a handful of 
members~fourteen in the National Council and five in 
the Council of the States, Still, through'their intimate 
relations with the Federal' Council (several of whose 
members have been taken from their ranks), and the 
control of old-established newspapers, they command a 
considerable amount of public attention, and have a 
large body of supporters in the country. In fact, the 
Centre may be roughly described as representing the 
political traditions of the Liberal majority of the Swiss 
people. This position they owe also to their conciliatory 
attitude in Fede.ral, and more especially in religious 
questions; the latter being considered by the Centre as 
of minor importance, to' be used chiefly for tactical pur
poses in the Chambers. The Centre see their principal 
strength in the solution of questions of political 
econ.,omy. They are mild adherents of the Manchester 
scho~l and sympathize to a certain extent with the ideas, 
as wcll as the interests, of financiers and capitalists; 
they max" be likened to the moderate Liberals in England. 
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3. The Left, or Radical Democratic party, compris
ing all shades of Liberal, Radical,and Democratic 
opinions, from those held by men whose more advanced 
ideas have drawn them away from the Centre to those 
of the extreme section called Young Democrats, are the 
most numerous in the Assembly., They now count 
ninety-six in the National Council and twenty-one. in the 
Council of the States, so .that they, can . command the 
absolute majority. There are Centralizers a.s well as 
Federalists in this party-. the .former being recruited 
principally from the German Cantons, 'the latter from 
the French. As a whole they are pledged' to support 
political and social progress, but what may be denomi
nated Radicals prope1', forming the great bulk of. the 
Left, have evinced little initiative of late.. They seem, 
in the opinion of many, to show a disposition to rest on 
the laurels won by their party years ago in the arduous 
struggle with church, aristocracy, and privileges of all 
kinds. 

The Radicals from ~he German portion of Switzer
land are strong upholders of the Federal Constitution, 
which, as revised in 1874, conferred upon the Confedera
tion rights not previously existing. They would ad
vance resolutely upon the road to centralization, and 
their war-cry is, in fact, "One law and one army." The 
greater centralization of the army and the partial uni- . 
fication of civil law are principally due to them, though 
it is only fair to add that in these matters they have 
been well seconded by the Centre. 

The Radicals from the French part of Switzerland, be
sides being Federalists, mainly perhaps from some appre
hension of losing their national independence by being 
germanized, have a somewhat authoritative tendency. 
They look upon the emancipation of the lower classes 
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as a task to be undertaken from above, ie. in their 
meaning, by an enlightened government with a strong 
hand. 

The outspoken Radicals of both tongues agree, 
generally, in their political methods. They look upon 
the Roman Catholic Church and the orthodox clergy 
of the two Protestant communions 1 as the great enemies 
of progress. An exception should be made in the case 
of Vaud, where the majority of the members sent to the 
Federal Assembly profess to be stanch supporters of 
the National Church of the Canton, and are thus in 
unison with the sentiments of the rural population. 
Radicals of the above stamp still favour the repre
sentative and parliamentary system, which they con
sider to be the bulwark of intelligence against the' 
numerical superiority of democratic masses insufficiently 
instructed and therefore easily misled. They would 
prefer themselves to regulate the measure of pro
.~ess in the country, and they view with scepticism 
or distrust any further attempt in the direction of a 
greater participation of the people in legislation and 
government. 

The extreme wing of the Radical Democratic party 
is formed by the Democrats. They are a small but 
influential body, who profess to work not only fo'l' but 
through the people and in full sympathy with their 
wants and aspirations. This group made its first 
appearance after 1860 on the occasion of a popular 
demand for a revision of the Federal Constitution, and 
became more important in consequence of the democratic 
movement in the Canton. of ZUrich (1867-1869). The 
Democrats are the exponents of a growing desire among 
the masses for social as opposed to· political legislation. 

1 The Reformed Churches of Zwingli and Calvin. 
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This small knot of politicians, more especially the 
section known as Young Democrats, declare social 
reform to be now the most pressing, mission of the 
Confederation. The social aims of the Democrats find 
supporters among the Right. The leaders of the 
Freiburg deputation to the Federal Assembly, and, 
in particular, one ardent Roman Catholic from the 
Grisons, are earnest advocates of all measures tending 
to substitute social for political legislation, and having 
for their object the amelioration of the condition of the 
labouring class. They naturally endeavour to gain over 
to their side Roman Catholics of this class. 

The Democrats are in favour of Federal monopolies, 
but with the active co-operation of the Cantons, in order 
to procure the means necessary for carrying out great 
social improvements. They are the authors of the law 
establishing a Federal monopoly in the manufacture and 
sale of spirituous liquors which, adopted by the people 
in 1885, came into operation two years later. Some 
time ago one of the leaders of the Young Democrats, 
with the consent of his colleagues, put for~h the 
following programme for Federal legislation of the near 
future:-

1. Extension of labour legislation. 
2. General compulsory insurance against sickness, 

accidents, and death; also against the damages 
caused by hail-storms, which latter was for the 
special benefit of the peasantry. 

3. Federal monopolies for the issue of bank-notes, 
for tobacco, matches, and playing cards. 

4. Purchase by the Confederation of the different 
Swiss' railways, now, mostly in the hands of 
private companies. 
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5. Development of elementary education, and gratuit
ous distribution to all children of school-books 
and writing materials. 

As regards the modus operandi of the parties in the 
country and in the Chambers, the Centre, the Radicals 
proper of the Left, and the moderate elements of. the 
Right have their centre of gravity in the Federal 
Assembly itself. Belie~ing in the efficiency and vitality 
of the parliamentary system, they consider the Chambers 
as their real field of action. The leaders and spokesmen 
of these sections enjoy the confidence of the Federal 
Council, and. with their followers they form together by 
means of a tacit understanding what may be denomi
nated a kind of government party. The Democrats, 
the Ultramontane members of the Right, and the 
Radical Intransigeants (who· do not agree with the 
moderation shown by the Federal Council in religious 
matters) stand aloof from this combination. The 
Democrats, who have to a great extent lost faith in 
the old parliamentary system, seek their support more 
in th~country by attending public meetings and sup
plying the popular public press with stir~ing appeals. 
It is a remarkable fact, which goes far to prove how 
little the parliamentary system introduced into Switzer
land from abroad is still understood, or rather appre
ciated, by the people, that voters as a rule are satisfied 
with general declarations of policy on the part of their 
representatives, without requiring from them detailed 
and clear utterances concerning the great political ques
tions of the day. The knowledge which the people 
possess that the ultimate decision with reference to 
measures passed by the Federal Assembly rests with 
them, works in the same direction. As for personal 
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canvassing, or pledges by candidates at election time, 
little was known of either until. quite lately. The 
people, too, are supposed to take so little interest in the 
debates at ,Bern that the Federal Council have not 
deemed it necessary yet to have 'Verbatim reports 
printed of the proceedings in the Chambers. The 
want of such reports is often felt as a serious drawback, 
and has been much commented upon of late by the 
press of various political shades. 

There is no special class of politicians in Switzerland 
such as is to be found in the United States. The Caucus 
in the English and American sense of the word is 
unknown. On the other hand, there exist a few political 
associations which advocate different sides, su-ch as the 
democratic (or, so far as the leaders are concerned, 
social democratic) GrUtli\'erein and the conservative 
Eidgenossische Verein. The former is composed almost 
exclusively of working men, and thus represents the 
masses; whilst the latter is recruited from the Protestant 
classes. Although neither of these two associations, 
whose political aims are directly opposed to each ot.her, 
is a regular parliamentary organization, they both exer
cise considerable influence at some elections and in the 
case of Federal Referendums. A new and more ad
vanced party, with distinctly socialistic aims, is now in 
course of formation, and may be destined to have a 
marked influence in Swiss politics. It is more particu
larly mentioned in our concluding chapter. 

Journalism, which in France has so often opened the 
door of ministries to clever writers, has not as yet 
achieved any such success in Switzerland, but several 
journalists are coming to the front now, both in the 
country and in the Chambers. 

In some of the ancient democratic Cantons a few 
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families who were at the head of affairs centuries ago 
have still preserved their local influence, though there, 
as well as in the larger Cantons, the old patrician ele
ment may be considered as politically dead. " I had," 
a Swiss statesman onc~ told us, "as colleagues in the 
National Council at the same· time a Reding from 
Schwyz and a Wirz from Unterwalden, each belonging to 
an ancient family in his Canton. I think that a great 
reason of old families remaining at the head of affairs in 
some democratic Cantons is owing to the principle of 
the places not being largely salaried. The people look 
down upon those they pay, and honour those who 
render them, so to speak, gratuitous services. The first 
magistrate in the primitive Cantons, elected only for a 
year, but re-eligible, is paid a very small salary. Hence 
he must be in easy circumstances in order to accept the 
place, and the people have the feeling that he sacrifices 
his time and his convenience to them, and they repay 
him /l.nd his family by their gratitude." , 

This traditional preference for men of certain families 
in the disposal of elective offices where birth carries 
with it no legal privilege whatever is commented upon 
in Freeman's Growth of the English Constitution. The 
election by the La~dsgemeinden year after year of 
members of ancient families to the functions of first 
magistrate is no doubt well suited to raise up in those 
families a succession of men fitted to hold the high 
offices in their own Cantons. " A man," Mr. Freeman 
remarks/ " of the favoured house knew that if he were 
at all worthy of a certain post of honour, he would be 
chosen to it before any other man; but he also knew that, 
if he showed himself unworthy of it, he might either 
fail to attain it at all or might be peacefully removed 

1 Page 27, fourth edition. 
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from it at the end of any twelvemonth. Such an one 
was surely under stronger motives to make himself 
worthy of the place which he hoped to fill than 
either the man who has to run the risk of an unlimited 
competition, or the man who succeeds to honour and 
authority by the mere right of his birth." 

In what were aristqcratic Cantons, such as Bern, 
Freiburg,· and Solothurn, on the contrary, the old 
families have been swept away. They pay for what are 
considered to have been the faults of their ancestors, 
who enjoyed privileges not allowed in these days. For 
instance, since 1830 the patricians of Bern have retired 
from, or been ousted out of, publiG affairs; and in 
October 1884 the sole representative in the Federal 
Assembly of that ancient governing class in the Canton 
was defeated at the elections for the National Council. 
This aristocratic class has given place to citizens who 
cannot boast of their birth; what may be called a new 
order has sprung up, in which are to be found citizens 
of smaller towns, such as Biel and Olten, and also rich 
peasants. The same change is on the increase in 
ZUrich, and even in Luzern. 

In the new Cantons, which only date from the Act 
of Mediation (1803), or from 1814, there are now no 
historical families in power. Thus in Vaud the ancient 
nobility of Savoy were removed from participation in 
public affairs from the time whEln th~t country came 
temporarily under the sway of the flourishing Canton of 
Bern. 

H 
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when it is based upon that of the Communes, when it 
ascends from the lowest organization to the highest, 
progressing from the simple to the composite. l The 
Commune is the base, a number of Communes make up a 
Canton, and twenty-two Cantons form the Confederation. 

A Swiss Commune is an assemblage of individuals 
and families inhabiting a certain defined portion of 
national territory, and possessing intimate relations of 
neighbourhood, as well as common interests regulated 
by a common administration. 2 It is in fact a kind of 
miniature of the State (Canton), and has been described 
as one of the cells of which the social body is composed. 
All the Communes are by no means of one unvarying 
type. Some are rich and extensive, others are poor and 
small in size. Rules and regulations differ, but each 
Commune is free and independent in itself, subject, how
ever, to the supervision of the State. That authority 
must naturally have the right to exercise a certain 
control over communal administration, so that the latter 
may be prevented from exceeding its powers or abusing 
its liberty. 

A Commune provides for all the public services 
within its limits much after the manner of a Canton; it 
generally possesses a sort of local police, which keeps 
order day and night in its territory, is present at fairs 
and markets, has an eye to public-houses, and watches 
over rural property. There are also communal officials 

, who maintain the public buildings, roads, and fountains, 
look after the. lighting, take measures against fires, 

1 See the preface to a little pamphlet published at Thun in February 
1871 by the Societe d'Utilite Publique. It is called" Souvenir de la 
Suisse," and was addressed to the French soldiers of Bourbaki's army then 

< in Switzerland, and distributed among them. The object was to show in a 
few pages the real nature of the Swiss Republic, and to hold it up as a 
pattern to the French at the time they were establishing their Republic. 

2 Droz's Instmction Oiviqlle, p. 108. 
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superintend schools and religious matters, and supply 
necessary aid to the poor both in sickness and in 
health. 

The organization of a Commune depends much upon 
its extent. If its territory be small, a communal or 
municipal council may be sufficient. This is composed 
of several members, and is presided over by an official 
called in different Cantons either syndic, maire, or 
president. In larger Communes there are generally 
two counci1s, one legislative and the other executive, 
and there are frequently speci~l committees charged 
with the inspection of schools or hospitals, or again 
with the superintendence of buildings in course of 
erection; 

Every citizen belongs to some Commune. In France 
a citizen is first a member of the Commune in which 
he is born, but if later he establishes his principal 
domicile in another Commune, he becomes a member of 
it when he has resided there for a certain time. In 
Switzerland this is not so. The place of a citizen's 
birth or domicile does not necessarily alone determine 
to which particular Commune he belongs, but he must 
possess a Commune of origin, which in French is called 
cc bourgeoisie," and in German cc Burgergemeinde," and 
which in English may be denominated "Burgher-Com
mune," being that in which he, his father, or his 
ancestor has acquired certain personal advantages, and 
particularly the right of receiving aid in case of 
poverty. He thus obtains citizenship in a particular 
locality; this makes him a citizen of the Canton in 
which the locality is situated, and hence, according 
to Article 43 of the Federal Constitution, a Swiss 
citizen. 

The Burgher-Communes are an ancient institution 
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in Switzerland, and some particulars as to their origin 
may be interesting.1 

Originally the Communes in Switzerland, as else
where, possessed vast fields, pasturages, and woods 
which were held in common by all the inhabitants. 
But later, as population increased, the share of each 
inhabitant naturally diminished, and the tendency of 
members of poor Communes was to establish themselves 
in more prosperous ones. This immigration was natur
ally displeasing to the members of the latter, and they 
therefore constituted themselves into close corporations. 
Hence the origin of these Burgher-Communes, to the 
members of which the communal property was limited, 
the remaining inhabitants being excluded from parti
cipation in it, as well as in the local administration. 
The Burgher-Communes were bound to receive their 
own members at all times, and to give them aid if 
required. The right of burghership, as already indi
cated, passed from father to son. Each burgher must 
be inscribed in the books, and when going to be married 
or changing his residence to some other place, must 
obtain his Act of origin, i.e. a document certifying to 
his Commune of origin. -

As time went on, trade became developed, increased 
facility of communication rendered a change of domicile 
much easier, and so it came to pass at last that in most 
Communes the majority of the inhabitants were not 
burghers. Now it was necessary to raise taxes to meet 
the public expenditure, and it was not admissible that 
the burghers alone should administer the Commune, while 
the rest of those who dwelt within its limits should have 
nothing to say to its administration. This would have 
been contrary to the principle of equality. 

1 Droz's Instruction Civique, pp. 110,111. 
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On the other hand, the burghers were averse to 
giving up their property, and thus allowing the other 
inhabitants to have a share in it. Hence in a number 
of Cantons there came to be a double Commune: that 
of the burghers, who kept their property and only 
looked after the interests of their own members, especi
ally of those who were poor, and that of the in
habitants, forming the municipality, embracing the 

, whole of the population, and providing for the public 
service. l 

The relations between the two kinds of Communes 
have no doubt been a source of trouble in some Cantons, 
and this duality has given rise to much political dis
cussion and difference of opinion between Radicals 
and Conservatives. Tp,e former desire to abolish the 
Burgher-Communes and to establish what is termed 
an "unique" Commune of all the inhabitants, but to 
this Conservatives of all shades are strongly opposed. 

Some Communes also contain guilds (Zlinfte), all 
the members of which must be 'burghers of the par
ticular Commune. 

We will now proceed to give some account of the 
communal organization in one particular Canton, £.e. 
that of Bern. 2 

In each Canton a greater or less number of Communes 
form a district. S Bern contains thirty such districts 
(Amtsbezirke), each presided over by a prefect (Regie
rungsstatthalter). He represents the cantonal govern
ment, the seat of which is at Bern, and he has various 
officials attached to him. 

1 Commune des boul'geoill or B1II'[J/JI'[Jemeinde, and Commun6 des habit
ants or Einwohnel'gerneinde. 

2 See the pamphlet" Sonvenir de la Suisse," and the general cantonal 
law of the 9th December 1852. 

8 These districts are, of course, quite distinct from the electoral districts. 
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The Commune of Bern possesses, within the limits 
of the city, no less than thirteen Ztinfte or guilds, 
including the tanners, the butchers, the carpenters, the 
weavers, the' blacksmiths, and one all the members 
of which belong to patrician families. 

Now the number of burghers isverY'small, and has 
remained almost stationary, whilst the population of 
the city has increased rapidly. The non-increase of 
burghers is ,attributed to the amount charged for admis
sion into their close corporation. He who aspired to be 
a burgher of Bern must not only be received into the 
Burgher-Commune, but also simultaneously into one of 
the thirteen guilds. 1 

In future, however, owing to changes voted by the 
Bernese burghers on the 23d April 1888, an individual 
may become a burgher without belonging to any of the 
guilds. He must have been established two years in 
Switzerland, and prove that he possesses £400 free from 
all debt or obligation; if he has been established in the 
country for ten years he need only possess £200. The 
price of admission is fixed at £20, half of which is to go 
to the burghers' hospital, and half to their orphanage. 
If the candidate elects not to be a member of a guild, 
he must also pay £20 for the poor, and £4 for each of 
his children. If he is a foreigner, he will be charged an 
additional twenty-five per cent upon the total of the 
above sums .. 

The administration of each Commune in this Canton 
is divided between two governing bodies-the communal 
Assembly, which is the legislative, and the communal 
Council, which is the executive authority. There are 
also parish officials for religious matters. 

The principal qualifications which entitle every 
1 Compare the older constitution of the City of London. 
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citizen' within the Commune who possesses them to 
a vote in the communal Assembly are the following: 
he must have attained his twenty-first year; he must 
have the right to administer his own property, not· 
being under guardianship, i.e. in technical phraseology 
sui juris; he must be in full enjoyment of the general 
civil and political rights of a citizen, and must also 
be under no temporary civil or criminal disability, such, 
for instance, as arises in the case of a person other
wise entitled to vote but at the moment undergoing a 
sentence of imprisonment as a criminal, or being an 
undis'charged bankrupt; he must pay either a public 
direct tax or one destined to be applied towards the 
general expenses of the communal administration; or, if 
he pay neither of the above taxes, he must be a burgher 
of the locality, or have been established for two years in 
the Commune. 

It is a curious fact that although women having 
the free administration of their property and paying 
communal taxes have the right to vote, they can only 
exercise the suffrage through their male representatives. 

Paupers, and those who have not paid their taxes, 
cannot vote. Those, too, who from intemperate habits 
have been prohibited for a limited period from frequent
ing public-houses are not allowed to vote during that 
period. This punishment is inflicted by the communal 
authorities with the sanction of -the prefect of the 
district, and a notice thereof is put up in all the public
houses of that district. 

There is a register in each Commune of all citizens 
who have the right to vote. It is open to the inspec
tion of the public, and, if demanded, is placed upon the 
table at communal assemblies. 

The following branches of local administration are 
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within the exclusive jurisdiction of the communal 
Assemblies: election of the president, secretary, ~nd 
members of the communal Council; creation of per-

'manent and salaried places, and determination of the 
salaries to be attached thereto; acceptance or' modifica
tion of all communal regulations; foundations of 
churches, charitable institutions, hospitals, school-houses, 
and prisons; levy of communal taxes; erection of build
ings, where the cost exceeds the sum fixed by the com
munal regulations, and similarly in the case of the sale 
and purchase of landed property, where the estimated 
value exceeds the fix'ed sum; loans to be contracted in 
the name of the Commune; certain judgments in legal 
matters where the communal Council is not competent; 
fixing the annual budget and passing all the accounts. 

There are ordinary and extraordinary meetings of 
the Assembly-the former being held at fixed periods~ 
the latter whenever required. 

A communal Council is composed of a president and 
at least four other members. They are elected by the 
Assembly, and the president is the head official of the 
Commune both in administrative and police matters. 
Every citizen is eligible to the communal Council who is 
domiciled in the Commune, and is personally capable of 
voting in the communal Assembly. Any decision of 
this Council, in order to be valid, must be taken in the 
presence of at least half the members, besides the 
president or his substitute, and by an absolute majority. 
The president has a casting vote. 

In general every citizen of the Commune must serve 
two years in any office to which he is elected, unless 
he can give a valid excuse, such as the fact that he 
already exercises other public functions, that he is sixty 
years old, or in bad llealth. 
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The principal matters assigned to the direction of 
the communal Councils are :-

1. Local ,police, i.e. the duty of watching over 
public security and tranquillity, and managing all 
II,latters concerning residence and establishment in 
the Commune. Non-members of the Commune, if 
Swiss citizens, have within it equal rights with those 
who are born there, excepting in respect of the com
munal property. 

2. Guardianship. It is the duty of the communal 
Councils to take care of orphans and of those who are 
not capable of managing their own property. They 
are responsible for the affairs of such persons, and must 
furnish accounts of their stewardship once a year. 

3. Poor. When a Commune possesses insufficient. 
funds or no frind at all for the poor, the latter are 
;relieved by voluntary contributions, and this matter is 
in such circumstances left as much as possible to charit
able associations, the establishment of which the com
munal authorities must endeavour to promote.' The 
communal Councils can also institute special committees 
for charitable purposes (Armen oder Spendcommis
sionen). 

4. Public instruction. The primary schools are 
administered by the" Communes, which appoint the 
teachers and pay their salaries, the State granting a 
subsidy. 

5. Administration of communal property. The ex
penses of the Communes are covered, in so far as the 
revenues of the communal. property are insufficient to 
meet them, by taxes levied upon landed property, 
capital, and revenue. 

All the Communes and communal authorities in 
a Canton are placed under the supervision of the 
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cantonal ,government. The communal accounts are 
submitted to it for investigation, and for correction if 
need be. 'Vhere great irregularities have been com
mitted, it has even the right (which has been exercised 
on at least one occasion) to put a Commune under 
guardianship, by appointing some one, probably a 
lawyer, to set its affairs in order. A Commune might 
indeed under certain circumstances become bankrupt. 

Having thus given some account of the principles 
underlying the organization of the Bernese Communes 
in general, we will proceed next to consider that of 
some particular Commune, and we have thought that we 
could not do better than choose one which must be well 
known to a number of our readers, ,and which is especi
ally associated in our own minds with the recollection 
of many pleasant visits during a c~urse of y'ears. We 
mean Grindelwald, where we have stayed under the 
roof of the far-famed hostelry of the" Bear," managed 
with such friendly consideration and true courtesy 
towards their guests oy the Boss family. In conversa
tions with members of that family, especially with Herr 
Fritz Boss, himself one of the Bernese Grand Council, 
nnd with the obliging assistance of Pfarrer Strasser, 
who, from his constant devotion to all that concerns the 
welfare of his parishioners, is an admirable example of 
what a country pastor ought to be, we have compiled 
the following particulars.1 

The Commune of Grindelwald is in the district of 
Interlaken. The original name of the little'village was 
Gydisdorf, i.e. Gydi village, and it is supposed to have 
derived its title from a certain Gydi, one of the first 

1 Much, no doubt, of the particulars' respecting Grindelwald applies 
to a number of other Communes. We give the information just as we 
obtained it upon the spot. • 
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inhabitants. At the present time only a portion of the 
village, round and about the" Aigle Noir," has retained 
this name. The Commune is divided into eight dis
tricts; Scheidegg, Grindel, Holzmatten, Bach, Bussalp 
inner Orts, Bussalp ausser Orts or Burglauenen, Itra
men, and Wargisthal. It extends on the one side down 
the valley towards Zweiltitschinen, and on the other over 
the great Scheidegg in thi direction of Rosenlaui. On 
the south it is bounded by huge mountains of the 
Oberland and by glaciers. To the north it reaches right 
up to the Faulhorn, and towards the west it extends as 
far as the little Scheidegg and the Mannlichen. 

The Commune contains over 3000 inhabitants living 
in 600 houses. All are Protestants, and there is a 
parish Assembly and a parish Council. The only 
schools a~e primary, and of these there are seven, 
accommodating about 600 children. 

Grindelwald possesses a communal Assembly and 
a communal Council. The former consists of all who 
are entitled to a vote; the latter is the executive, and 
is chosen by the former by ballot. 

The communal Assembly has three ordinary meet
ings every year; on the fourth Monday in March, the 
first Monday in May, and, the second Monday in 
October. The matters generally treated at these meet
ings are;-

In March all the accounts are passed, officials who 
have the care of the poor are elected as vacancies occur, 
and a treasurer of the Commune is chosen; in May 
places are filled up in the communal Council and upon 
the school committee; and in October the budget is 
examined and the taxe~ are fixed for the ensuing year. 

Extraordinary meetings are held either on the 
demand of the prefect, of the communal president (who 
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presides over both the Assembly and the Council), of 
the communal Council, or of thirty qualified voters. 

Every member of the Assembly has a right to speak 
his mind freely upon any subject which is discussed, 
and to make proposals. This must be done in a clear 
and orderly manner. Members who wander from the 
subject, or use improper or insulting language, are 
called to order by the president, and if they do not at 
once submit to his ruling, they can be stopped from 
speaking. If any member can prove that grave irregu
larities have taken place in the proceedings, the prefect 
of the district, on being appealed to, can declare those 
proceedings to be null and void, and another Assembly 
must be held. 

The communal Council consists ,of the president, 
eight councillors, and a secretary. One councillor is 
elected out of each of the eight districts. A father and 
son, a father-in-law and son-in-law, a brother and half
brother, cannot be members at the same time. Nor can 
the president and secretary be in any such relationship 
to each other. The Council meets as a rule on the first 
Monday in every month. It provides for the adminis
tration of guardianship matters, of deeds relating to 
landed property, and of local polic~. It only has com· 
petency in affairs of the eS,timated value of £8 or less., 
Where the value is greater, the matter has to come 
before the communal Assembly. The president is paid 
£4, each member of the Council 16s., and the secretary 
£24 annually. The members remain in office for two 
years, and service of their :first term of office is, with 
certain exceptions, compulsory. They can be re-elected, 

. but are not obliged to serve a second term in succession, 
i.e. for four years running. 

The communal officials are subject to the supervision 
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and control of the government of the Canton of Bern, 
which is exercised on their behalf by the prefect of the 
district. This functionary resides at Interlaken, and, 
amongst other important duties, has to audit and 
approve all the accounts of the Commune. 

One cantonal Landjager (policeman) is stationed at 
Grindelwald, but he is under the control of the com
munal Council. The regular public road from ,the 
lower end of the Oommune in the valley up to the 
village church is a cantonal road, constructed and kept 
up at the expense of the Canton. A Wegmeister {road
master ) may often be seen working upon it. He 
belongs to the Commune, but is appointe<;l and paid by 
the Canton, as are any other men who are employed 
occasionally for cleaning away the snow, repairing 
damage caused by floods, and so forth. The communal 
authorities are bound to see that this is properly done 
at the right time. If the Wegmeister neglects his 
duty, the communal Council reports him to the district 
engineer at Interlaken. All the other roads and paths 
are kept in order at the expense of the Commune. 

The communal property consists of some small 
woods, buildings, and money. There is a reserve of 
£64, called Burgergut, for journey-money in case of 
war, to assis~ the men who have to join for service at 
headquarters. 

Each homestead has a right, in return for a s~all . 
payment, to a certain amount of wood annually, but it 
must be strictly for home use. Where there are 
several families residing in the same house, each has 
this right. Anyone not belonging to the Commune, 
whether a Swiss or a foreigner, who resides in a home
stead situated within its limits, is also entitled to his 
share, but at a greater proportional rate' of payment, so 
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that if the communal householder pays half a crown for 
his wood, a Swiss from another Commune or a foreigner 
would pay about four shillings. The money is expended 
in the salaries of the foresters (here called Bannwarte, 
which was the name of the earliest forest officials), in 
planting new trees, etc. Curiously enough, there is no 
pasture in common in Grindelwald. The water-rights 
of those who possess land are strictly defined by the 
deeds under which they hold the property. 

When the head of a family dies, the youngest son 
has the privilege of taking the house and adjoining plot 
of ground at the estimated value, paying over to the 
rest of the family their due shares. Should he decide 
not to take this property, and should the family not be 
able to come to any private arrangement respecting it, 
then it must be sold by public auction. Any other land 
or property which belonged to the father, as to which 
no such private arrangement can be made, is also sold 
publicly. In practice, if at the auction a member of the 
family makes one of the highest biddings, the property 
is, as a general rule, adjudged to him. This is due to 

, a traditional feeling ingrained in the community that 
the same family should retain its homestead and land, if 
possible, from generation to generation. 

The communal taxes vary according to the com
munal expenditure from about half a crown to four 
shillings per £40 of capital. In 1888 they amounted to 
3 francs 25 centimes, or about two shillings and seven
pence. The cantonal tax is calculated ad valorem at 
the rate of one-fifth per cent, and includes fire-insurance, 
which, on buildings of over £4 in value, is obligatory. 1 

The poor are relieved in three different ways. For 

1 The metal plates of insurance companies to be seen on many houses 
indicate that the furniture is insured. 
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the regular paupers (Notharmen) there is a cantonal 
official who comes up from Interlaken, makes his inspec
tion, and pays for their :maintenance out of cantonal 
funds; other less necessito~s persons and. poor people 
passing through the Commune are relieved by one 
special comn:;littee; while yet another proVides for the 
wants of the sick poor. In 1887 Grindelwald expended 
£48 for the poor. 

The Commune has also the right to several beds 
in the district hospital at Interlaken, where those who 
have been very seriously injured, Or who are suffering 
from some complicated illness, are taken in for treatment, 
if they do not themsE;llves possess sufficient means to 
ensure proper nursing at home. If a case is still more 
serious, and the man is poor, he can be provided with 
a certificate from the communal Council, and be sent to 
Bern to be in hospital under the best medical advice. 

There are fire-engines in different parts of the 
Commune, and .if a fire does break out, which seems 
very seldom the case, bells are rung, men are despatched 
on horseback to rouse the population .by blowing horns, 
and the fire-brigade and the inhabitants generally are 
soon oil foot. 

A curious custom prevails in the Commune with 
respect to the supply of the necessary firewood in winter 
for the schoolrooms. Every boy or girl must contribute 
a piece. Visitors in winter may constantly see children 
tearing down hill, each with a log of wood tied to his 
little sledge, as his contribution to the school fire. 

The inhabitants seem to be a contented quiet race, 
whose ambition in general does not soar higher than the 
making of a sufficiency for their few wants, and who are 
gifted with much perseverance and much capacity for 
hard continuous work. They will themselves confess to 
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a considerable ingredient of stubbornness in their 
. nature, and they are easier to' lead than to drive. 

Among them are a· set of guides who are the most 
faithful, attentive, good-tempered fellows that can be 
conceived, who. become your friends, from whom you 

. part with regret, and whose hands you clasp with 
pleasure when you meet them again. 

Apart from what is earned by the guides and 
porters, by employment in the hotels, and by the sale 
of milk, eggs, etc., for the visitors, farming and raising 
cattle are the principal means of living. According to 
information given to us at Easter 1888, there were then 
519 homesteads with their plots of ground, a few in
habitants possessing from twelve to twenty-four head of 
cattle (valued from £10 to £16 each), and a number 
with one or more cows each. In the whole Commune 
it was reckoned that there were 2630 cows, 1443 goats, 
1343 sheep, 442 pigs, 169 horses1 and 99 hives ~f bees. 

A farm labourer's annual earnings, food and lodging 
being supplied to him, may be reckoned at from £10 to 
£12; a day labourer gets a franc, say tenpence, and his 
food. It is the custom of tradespeople to come to their 
employers' houses. A shoemaker will bring his tools 
and make a pair of shoes at anyone's house, the 
material being found for him; a tailor is accustomed to 
do the same. They, as well as carpenters, joiners, and 
others, are paid about one shilling and eightpence a day 
and their food; a mason gets half a crown and his food. 
The women make the homespun clothing worn by the 
men, and' a few girls earn a little money by silk-weav
ing. A maid-servant is paid from eight shillings to 
fourteen shillings and sixpen.ce a month, and is given in 
addition one pair of shoes a year. 

In conclusion we may remark that the communal 
I 
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system, as it exists in Switzerland, does not allow of 
that extent of personal liberty which is found in 
England. In a Swiss Commune every inhabitant must 
be inscribed at the police office, and must have his papers 
in order, so ~ to show that he is really a member of the 
Commune, contributing to its taxes and sharing in its 
advantages. If he removes to another Commune he 
must take his papers with him, and they must be satis
factory to the local police, or he will not . be allowed to 
remain there; that is to say, he will not be allowed to 
become an inhabitant of the Commune if there is any 
chance of his becoming a burden to it. One Commune 
has no idea of permanently supporting vagrants or 
beggars who belong to another, and it views the immi
gration of -strangers with a certain amount of jealousy 
and suspicion. l 

1 This feeling has increased of late in some parts of Switzerland 
owing to the large influx of poor Germans, many being mere tramps who 
have no serious intention of seeking work. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE CANTONS 

IT has been mentioned in Chapter II that each Canton, 
and each half-Canton, is a State in itself, every single 
one being sovereign, except where it has ceded to the 
central power attributions of a general nature in which 
all the States of the Confederation are equally interested. 
Matters in which the sovereignty of the Cantons is 
either absolute or limited by the Federal power have been 
enumerated, as well as the conditions upon which the 
cantonal Constitutions are guaranteed by the Confedera
tion. When a Canton is charged with a breach of its 
Constitution, the case is generally brought before the 
Federal Tribunal. If the breach is proved, the Federal 
Council has to provide for the judgment of the Court 
being properly carried out, and it could, no doubt, order 
forcible measures to be taken for this purpose, manu 
militari, but such a proceeding has never been found 
necessary, because the Cantons always submit to the 
judgments of the supreme Federal Court. 

In old days their rights were much more extensive 
than now. They could send representatives to foreign 
powers, and 'Vice 'Versd. The religious disputes occa
sioned by the Reformation gave rise to several of these 
mISSlons. 
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In 1631 King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden 
accredited the Knight Rasche -as special ambassa
dor to Zurich, with the object of inducing the 
Protestant Cantons to enter into an alliance with His 
Majesty. 

In 1689 a special ambassador, Thomas Coxe, arrived 
at Zurich, charged by King William III to promote the 
friendly relations existing between the Protestant Can
tons and Great Britain. 

In 1,529 envoys from Luzern, Uri, Schwyz, Unter
walden, and Zug made a special treaty at Feldkirch 
(Vorarlberg) with the Austrian delegates, the so-called 
" Ferdinandische Bund." The, treaty was directed 
against the Protestant Cantons. 

Again, in 1578, the town-clerk ofLuzern, Rennwald 
Zysat, was sent by his government to the Duke of Savoy' 
to conclude an alliance. 

Of course Cantons, such, for instance, as' the Valais, 
the Grisons, and Geneva, ~hich did not belong to the 
old Confederation of thirteen States, and 'were merely 
its allies, could negotiate' freely with foreign countries, 
and even in 1815. the Grisons, although already a 
member of the Confederation, had special delegates at 
the Congress of Vienna, in opposition to the envoys of 
the Federal Diet. 

Besides, each Canton had its own coinage, possessed 
its own little army, and hired out, on its own account, 
troops to foreign rulers. Till very lately most of the 
Cantons levied duties on wine and spirits imported into 
their territory. That privilege too is gone. Formerly 
there existed what was termed la traite loraine, being 
a tax levied upon every kind of property which left the 
territo.ry of the Canton, whether by the emigration of 
a' ci~izen or the departure of a foreigner, or through ' 
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inheritance, donation, or sale. This tax varied, and 
sometimes reached 10 per cent. 

The sovereignty of the Cantons resides in the people 
of each State, and at the commencement of their Con
stitutions words clearly enunciating this principle are 
inscribed. According to the first. Article of the Con
stitution which ZUrich adopted in 1869, the power of 
the State rests upon the totality of the people, and is 
exercised directly through the vote-possessing citizens 
(AktivbUrger), and indirectly through the authorities 
and officials. Similar articles, with variations in their 
respective texts, are to be found in the Constitutions of 
the other Cantons. 

The cantonal Constitutions are of various kinds. 
The ancient Landsgemeinden, those open-air assemblies 
held in the spring, and composed of all the people 
possessing votes, still exist in Uri, in the two half
Cantons of Unterwalden, in those composing Appenzell, 
and in Glarus. In 1848 they were abolished in Schwyz 
and Zug. Uri may be taken as an example. There, on 
the first Sunday in May, the people assemble in a 
meadow at Bozlingen an der Gand, not far from Altdorf. 
The Landammann, l after having duly attended mass in 
the village church, proceeds in procession to the place of 
meeting. He is accompanied by· ushers in antique 
costumes of black and yellow, the colours of the Canton. 
There is an ancient banner with the arms of Uri (a bull's 
head on a yellow ground), and t}:lere are old wild bulls' 
horns which year after year are borne upon poles by 
men in front. The Landammann seats himself at a table 
in the centre of the meadow with another official (Land
schreiber), and the people, standing or sitting, range 
themselves around him as in an amphitheatre. The 

1 This is the spelling in the Constitution. 
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Landammann makes his opening speech, and reviews the 
events,domestic and foreign, of the previous year. 
Then there is silence over the whole assembly, every 
one offering up a prayer, and after that the real business 
commences. Each man speaks his mind when and for 
as long as IJ.e pleases; every subject is discussed with 

. decorum, and finally, when all other matters have been 
settled, the officials for the following year are chosen. 
The out-going Landammann, (who may be, and generally 
is, re-elected for another year) delivers up his charge 
with an affirmation that he has injured no one volun
tarily, and he asks pardon of any citizen who may 
think himself aggrieved. The new Landammann takes 
the prescribed oath, and the whole people swear to obey 
him, to serve their country, and to respect the laws. 
Other officials are then elected by show of hands, and 
the meeting is over. 1 

We ourselves were present, with: Mr. Angst, Her 
Majesty's consul at Zurich, on the 6th. May 1888, at 
the General Assembly of the people of Uri. It was a 
brilliant day, and through the kindness of Herr Gustav 
Muheim, the Landammann, we obtained front seats in 
the ring -of people, and we watched the proceedings with 
much interest. Above the meadow there is a green 
eminence rising towards the east, and upon its slopes 
women in various-coloured garments and children were 
picturesquely grouped, and above the eminence, on the 
horizon, are snow-clad peaks. 

The meeting was more important than usual, for a 
new Constitution was to be proposed by the authorities, 

1 The whole scene is vividly described by Count Bernard d'Harcourt, 
formerly French ambassador at Bern, in a pamphlet called "Une Rtipublique 
qui dure," publisbed originally in the Revue de France. See top the eloquent 
passages in Freeman's Growth of ~he English Constitution from the Earliest 
Times, Chapter 1. . 
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and much opposition was expected. This was especially 
the case with regard to a reform abolishing certain 
secular privileges in the higher region known as the 
Valley of Ursern, or Urseren.1 This district has hitherto 
virtually formed a real Canton within a Canton. It 
was not to be expected that the mountaineers of Uri 
(as the inhabitants of Urserenare termed) would give up 
their ancient rights without a. struggle, and the debate 
was long and serious. First the Landammann stood 
up, and, taking off his hat, demanded if anyone was 
desirous of addressing the Assembly, and this he re
peated after every speech. There was no -lack of 
orators. We do not pretend to have understood the 
local patois, but the excitement of the Urseren men 
was very visible, and our consul helped materially to 
make us understand the general drift of the arguments. 
Finally the Landammann himself spoke in favour of 
the new Constitution, and then there was a show of 
hands. This was peculiar. Each voter not only held 
up his hand, but he moved the fingers quickly up and 
down, accompanying the motion with a low moaning 
sound, which was in fact a kind of subdued cheer. The 
effect to us was very startling. 

The new Constitution was adopted by a large major
ity, and although a protest from the side of Urseren 
was addressed to the Federal Assembly, it has obtained 
the necessary guarantee of the Confederation. The 
elaboration of this Constitution will no doubt take a 
considerable time. The Canton possesses an executive 
power (Regierungsrath) and a representative legislative 
power (Landrath). The matter was first referred to the 

1 The district of Ursem, as it is spelt in the old Constitution, is there 
stated to form only one political Commune-the Valley Ursern-with 
its four subdivisions of Andermatt, Hospenthal, Realp, and Zumdorf,
Andermatt being the seat of the district authorities. 
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former body, which then prepared its message to the 
latter. All measures which may be adopted will be 
duly presented to the sovereign people. The Landrath 
has always the power of convoking an extraordinary 
me~ting of the Landsgemeinde. 

In the other Cantons, where no Landsgemeinde 
exists, the form of government is of course somewhat 
different, and these general assemblies are replaced by 
representative bodies, the executive authority being 
exercised by another body, each member of which pre
sides over a particular department. 

We propose to give a sketch, by way of example, 
of some of the provisions of the Constitution of the 
Repu'Qlic and Canton of Geneva, which, drawn up par
ticularly under the auspices of the celebrated James 
Fazy, was accepted by the citizens on the 24th May 
1847, and has since been modified in certain particulars. l 

It begins with an article defining the political state 
of the Canton, and declaring that the' sovereignty re
sides in the people, and t,p.at· all the political powers 
and public functions are only a delegation of its supreme 
authority. 

This is followed by articles ;relating to individual 
rights. All Genevese are equal before the law. Indi
vidual liberty, inviolability of domicile and property, 
except in cases of expropriation, are guaranteed, as well 
as liberty of the press, which, however, must not be 
abused. The same is the case with respect tothe right 
of establishment in the Canton, to freedom of trade, 
worship, education, and petition. No corporation or 
. congregation can be established in the Canton without 
the authorization of the Grand Council or legislative 

1 See Gavard's Geneve et SIJ8 Institutiom, which is bound up with 
Droz's Instruction Civiqlle. 
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body. Genevese citizens can now vote after attaining 
their twenty-first year, and Swiss citizens of other 
Cantons of the same age have a vote, provided they 
have become domiciled in the Canton after three months· 
of establishment or residence. Those of either category 
may be deprived of their political rights who have been 
convicted of some heinous offence, who are under the 
control of a conseil judiciaire, who exercise political 
rights outside the Canton, or who are in the service of 
a foreign power. The law can pronounce the suspen
sion of a portion of the political rights of those who are 
passing through bankruptcy. 

The sovereignty of the Genevese people is exercised 
either directly by them, assembled in a General Coun
cil, or in their name by the cantonal authorities acting 
through one of three distinct channels: the Legislative, 
or Grand Council, the Executive, or State Council, and 
the Judicial, or Courts of Law. 

1. The General Council consists of the whole elec
toral body. It was originally a deliberative assembly, 
offering a certain analogy to the Landsgemeinden, but 
in the present century its deliberative functions were 
abolished, though it- still appoints the members of the 
State Council, thus differing from the practice in the 
majority of Cantons. It also votes upon all the changes 
and additions proposed either in the Federal or the 
cantonal Constitution. 'l'here is an optional Referendum.1 

Until the year 1886 the citizens of the whole Canton 
forming the General Council were obliged to resort to 
the electoral building in the town of Geneva in order 
to vote. This system no doubt entailed expense and 
trouble upon the country electors. It was also sup
posed to open the door to fraud in the way of personifi-

1 See Chapter VI. 
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cation, as' all the citizens· could not be known at the 
polling places where they recorded their votes. A party 
question arose, the Conservatives starting an opposition 
to the existing system, whilst the Radicals supported it 
as being in their eyes an efficacious means of effecting 
a greater unity in the manifestations of the popular will 
·The Conservatives were so far successful some years ago 
that twenty-four electoral districts were created for the 
elections of deputies to the National Council at Bern and 
to the Grand Council at Geneva. 

But in September 1886 the vote a la Commune, as 
it is called, was extended to other electlons,)ncluding 
those to the State Council. Noone residing in the rural 
districts of the Canton will therefore now be put to the 
trouble and expense of going to Geneva to vote, and 
that this change was desired by the greater portion of 
the country people is evident from the fact that in 
almost all the twenty rural districts there was a major
ity in favour of the. alteration in the law. In each of 
the four town districts it was rejected. 

2. The Grand Council is composed of one .hundred 
deputies 1 chosen in the three electoral districts (colleges 
d'arrondissement) by scrutin de liste 2 and by the majority 
of votes, provided that such majority is not less than one
third of the voters. All lay citizens having a right to 
vote are eligible after attaining their twenty-sixth year. 
The members are appointed for two years and are re
eligible. The elections take place on the second Sun
day in November. The whole Council is renewed at 

1 Thirty-seven for the city, twenty-three for the right bank, and 
forty for the left bank of the lake and the Rhone. 

2 By this system each elector has as many votes as there are mem
bers for his particular district. There are always lists published previous 
to an election by the two principal parties, called Democrats and Radical
Liberal. One or more names may figure ill both lists. 
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the same time. There are two ordinary sessions a year, 
and sometimes an extraordinary one is convoked. 

Among other matters this legislative pody nominates 
the judicial magistrates, pronounces on the validity of the 
elections of its own members, prepares bills and resolu
tions, and adop~s, rejects, or amends those presented to 
it either by the State Council, by one or more of its 
members, or by a special committee. Urgency may b~ 
demanded. It exercises the right of pardon, and of 
granting general or particular amnesties. It receives the 
annual report of the State Council, refers it to a committee, 
and deals with it after the committee has presented its re
port. I t votes the taxes, decrees expenditure, loans, and 
expropriations, and passes the State accounts. It names 
the deputies to the Council of the States at Bern. The 
members have the right of Initiative. Each receives six 
francs, or about four shillings and tenpence, a sitting. 

3. The State Council provides for the general 
administration of the Canton. It consists of seven 
members, chosen every two years on the second Sunday 
in November by the electoral body. The election takes 
place in the year in which there is no election of the 
legislative body. To be eligible, the members must be 
laymen who have attained their twenty-eighth year 
and do not hold any other paid public office. The 
president receives a salary of £240, and each of the 
other councillors of £200 a year. Each member pre
sides over one of the seven departments into which the 
administration of the State is divided-viz. military, 
public instruction, finance and commerce, public con
tributions, justice and police, interior, and public works. 

The State Council elects its president every year 
(who is only re-eligible after an interval of a year) and its 
vice-president. Among other matters it regulates the 
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organization of the seven departments ; it exercises a 
legislative Initiative concurrently with the Grand 
Council, and presents bills or legislative resolutions to 
the latter. It publishes those of either sort which have 
been adopted by the Grand Council and submits them 
'to the ReferenQum' if duly demanded, except when 
urgency has been declared. It promulgates the laws, 
and is charged with their execution. It presents the 
budget of receipts and expenditure annually to the 
Grand Council" as well as an annual account of the 
administration and of the finances. 

As the State Council emanates directly from the 
people, it has a greater degree of independence than 
those executive authorities in other Cantons which are 
appointed by the legislative bodies. Several other 
Cantons follow the same system as Geneva, the authori
ties charged with making the laws and with their execu
tion being appointed directly by the people. 

In . Ziirich the executive government consists of 
seven members, chosen every third year by the people 
of· the whole Canton, forming one electoral district. In 
Zug the people have the direct election of the members 
of the executive government. Similar powers are given 
to the people in the rural half-Canton of Basel, in 
Scha,ffhausen, and in Thurgau. ' 

4. The Courts of Law.-The State Council must see 
,that the functions of the tribunals are properly exer
cised, and the Grand Council appoints the judicial 
officials for four years. There are permanent tribunals 
for civil and criminal cases, and juries for the latter. 

The Cantons thus possess legislative, executive, and 
judicial powers, and they constitute their own public 
services, the expenses of which they meet by levying 
the necessary local taxes. 



CHAPTER X 

CANTONAL TRIBUNALS 

THE organization of the courts of law and of the pro
cedure in civil and criminal matters varies in the several 
Cantons, which are sovereign as regards them, except 
where from time to time the general Federal law has 
superseded the particular cantonal law. The civil codes 
in the French Cantons, except Geneva, are framed upon 
the basis of the Code Napoleon, with 'modifications. 
The German Cantons have codes differing considerably 
from each other and mostly original. Uri, Appenzell 
Inner-Rhoden, and urban Basel have only very ancient 
and insufficient codes, and in the first two there exist, 
side by side with the code, customary laws and usages 
to which, though unwritten,: the courts give effect; 
while in the last-named State the ancient Roman law 
supplements the deficiencies of the code much as' our 
own common law is pray~d in aid in cases where the 
existing statute law is silent or inadequate. It would 
be impossible within the limits of this work to give an 
insight into the intricacies of each cantonal system, and 
we will therefore confine ourselves to one, taking as an 
example that of the Canton of Vaud. 

Justice is administered by the following courts:-

(a) For the whole Canton, by the cantonal Tribunal 
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'and the Juge d'Instruction (for criminal in
vestigations ). 

(b) In each of the nineteen districts, by the District 
Court (Tribunal de District). 

(c) In each of the sixty Cercles into which the 
Canton is divided, by a magistrate called Juge 
de Paix. 

Each municipality has also power to impose fines for 
petty offences in violation of police regulations. 

1. The cantonal Tribunal consists of nine judges, 
elected every four years by the Grand Council or legisla
tive authority of the Canton. They are almost without 
exception chosen from amongst members of the legal 
profession, and arere-eligible for election on the expira
tion of their original term of office. 

This Tribunal is the supreme court of judicature in, 
the Canton for all questions regarding the application 
of the cantonal laws ; i~ has, however, no original juris
diction in these cases, but only acts as an appellate 
court for the purpose of reviewing judgments of the 
inferior cantonal tribunals. 

In criminal affairs a division of the Court, consisting 
of three judges, forms the Cour de Cassation penale for 
appeals from the Tribunaux Criminels, or district 
Criminal Courts. 

Another Chamber pf three judges, under the name 
of Tribunal d'Accusation, performs functions very 
analogous to those of the Grand Jury in England. 

2. Juge d'Instruction.- This magistrate has the 
superintendence of criminal' affairs prior to the indict
ment; he either instructs the Juge de Paix or himself 
orders all' the necessary measures for tracing and arrest
ing offenders. 
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Every month he sends up to the public prosecutor 
(Procureur- general) the list of all criminal cases in 
course of investigation in the Canton. 

3. District Courts (Tribunaux de District).-A 
District Court consists of a president and four judges, 
appointed by the cantonal Tribunal for a term of four 
years. As long as they remain in office, the members 
of the Court, if they happen to be advocates, have to 
renounce the practice of their profession. 

President of the Court.-As a judge sitting alone 
the president has jurisdiction both in civil and criminal 
matters; he further makes interlocutory orders in the 
suits brought before him or before the District Court, 
thus deciding, subject to appeal, all incidental questions. 

Sitting alone, he decides questions involving the pre
sumption of life in the case of persons who have been 
absent for more than six years from the Canton, the 
emancipation of minors, l and the registration of dona
tions inter vivos; he hears all petitions presented by 
heirs claiming the benejiciuminventarii before accept
ing a succession; 2 he entertains all petitions relating to 

1 The cantonal and Federal legislation provides that minors over 
eighteen may be relieved from guardianship, and thenceforth considered 
of age, as regards the municipal law. 

2 Beneficium inventarii. The charges and claims upon the estate of a 
deceased person may exceed the assets. When the succession has once 
been accepted by the heirs, they become liable, on their own personal pro
perty, for the total amount of the debts. It may therefore be a matter 
of no small importance to them, before accepting the succession, to ascer
tain the real state of things. This is done in the following manner:
They apply to the competent court of law, which appoints a guardian 
or trustee to the estate, and issues a summons to all creditors to deposit 
their claims in the clerk's office, within a period varying from fifty to a 
hundred days. This summons is inserted at intervals in the officipitS 
Gazette, with a notice that all claims (except those relating to mort[nent 
which shall not· have been filed in the clerk's office before the exp' 
of the term will be dismissed. The exact situation of the estf" names 
thus ascertained, the heirs are allowed a further term of six 
decide whether they will accept the succession or not. If f 
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, . 
bankruptcy or filed by the wife of an insolvent husband 
for the recovery, 'management, and control of her own 
personal property and other matters. 

The president further tries and decides all suits 
where the amount in dispute is between £4 and 
£20. 

In criminal matters his jurisdiction extends over 
offences punishable by a maximum of ten days'imprison
ment, £20 fine, or an official and public rebuke. 

The Court.~The District Court sits as a civil tribunal, 
, a criminal court, and a police court. 

As a civil tribunal, its jurisdiction extends to all suits 
where the claim amo~nts to £20 or more 'in value (those 
which are carried directly to the cantonal Tribunal being 
excepted); it decides every dispute in connection with 
real estate; and finally all suits concerning the civil 
status of persons, divorce, etc. 

The law on marriage and divorce being a Federal 
law, it would, strictly speaking, have been more logical 
to carryall actions to which its applieation might give 
rise before the cantonal Tribunal and thence upon 
appeal to the Federal Tribunal, but when the law was 
under discussion, the Grand Council, looking at the 
question of expense, on the one hand, and, on the . 
other, considering that a judge living in the neighbour
hood of the parties was more likely to be better qualified 
to decide upon such matters than an utter stranger, 
totally unacquainted with the circumstances of the 
litigants, gave the preference to an entirely opposite 
~urse. The jurisdiction of the District Court is main-

tci; ed as it existed prior to the introduction of the 
e the liability of the debts, only those being admitted which 

apperu.; he inventory taken of those filed as aforesaid. If the heirs 
refuse to ept the succession, the estate is wound up in the interest of 
the credito lIDder the control and supervision of the Court. 
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Federal law, and the appeal passing over the cantonal 
Tribunal now goes direct to the Federal Tribunal. 

This is a most striking instance of the manifold com,.. 
plications which are continually arising owing to the co
existence of Federal and cantonal laws on matters closely 
connected. 

The grounds upon which a divorce may be granted 
are determined by the Federal law, but the consequences 
of the divorce as regards the settlement of all financial 
questions, alimony, education, and care and maintenance 
of the children, are governed by the cantonal lawex
clusively. It therefore follows that, in so far as the 
divorce alone is concerned, the final decision upon 
appeal rests with the Federal Tribunal, whereas for all 
accessory matters, such as those specified above, the 
highest jurisdiction belongs to the cantonal Tribunal. 

An action for divorce which is brought as a whole 
before the inferior court may therefore, if the parties are 
not satisfied with the decision, branch off upon appeal 
into two perfectly distinct suits. 

For the trial of criminal cases the Court is formed by 
the president and two of the four judges. There is also 
a jury of nine persons. 

The jury list is prepared in the following manner ;
Once in every four years, the electors of each town

sQip forming part of the district meet together in the 
month of November and elect the jurymen in the pro
portion of one to each hundred inhabitants, fractions of 
over fifty inhabitants counting for a hundred. There 
are a number of exemptions, and citizens of over sixty 
years of age, or whose names stood on the last list; as 
well as such as are disabled by sickness or permanent 
infirmity, may, upon· application~ have their names 
struck off the list. 

K 
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As soo'n as the president of the Court receives infor
mation that a criminal case is about to come on, he 
appoints a day for the impanelling of the jury, and gives 
notice of it to the public prosecutor, to the witnesses for 
the prosecution, to the accused, and to his counsel. 

On the appointed day the president causes numbers 
corresponding to the names of those jurymen who stand 
on the general list to be cast into a ballot-box, and with 
the assistance of the clerk of the Court, in the presence 
of the parties interested, he draws thirty-one numbers 
from the ballot-box; a list comprising thirty-one names, 
is thus made; a journal of the proceedings is kept, and 
a copy of the same is forwarded to the public prosecutor 
and 'to the accused. Within the three following days 
the president strikes out nine names from the list and 
chooses two substitutes from the rest; notice is given 
to the accused, to whom an equal term of three days is 
granted for proceeding in the same way; there thus 
remain nine jurymen. If the accused are several in 
number, they, or rather their respective advocates, act in 
concert; but if they are unable to agree, they refer to 
the president of the Court, who has again to resort to 
the ballot-box. 

The jurymen elect their own foreman. 
A peculiarity of the law worthy of notice lies in the 

provision that when the accused pleads guilty, the jury 
may be dispensed with at the trial, provided he files a 
petition to this effect in the office of the clerk of the 
Court. 

The summons served upon each member of the jury 
mentions neither the name of the accused nor the crime 
for which he is indicted. 

4. Juge de Paix and Court of the Justice de Paix. 
(a) Juge de Paix.-The official obligations of this 
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magistrate are numerous; he is brought into constant 
contact with the public, and should possess not only a 
practical knowledge of the law but also, tact and dis
crimination. A thorough Juge de Paix acquires great 
influence, and for this reason, in spite of the insufficiency 
of the salary, whenever a vacancy occurs the candidates 
for office are numerous. 

Before any civil suit is allowed by law to go before 
the Court for judgment, the would-be litigants are bound 
to put in an appearance before the Juge de Paix, whose 
mission it is to endeavour to reconcile the parties, and 
if he is a man of energy and tact, success very often 
attends his efforts, especially in the more remote parts 
of the Canton. 

In his capacity of judge, he decides finally and with
out appeal all suits the subject matter of which is under 
£4 in value. 

He further settles summarily all disputes as to 
wages within the above limit between masters and their 
servants, artisans, or workmen. 

All disputes between travellers and hotel or board
ing-house keepers. 

All disputes between travellers and carriers as to loss 
of or damage to luggage. 

All disputes between public porters or cabm~n and 
those who hire their services. 

The Juge de Paix presides at the proving of wills, 
he orders the acceptance or repudiation of successions 
where the heirs have not claimed the beneficium in
ventarii, and the delivery of the estate to the heirs alike 
under a testamentary or an intestate succession. 

He may be further called upon from time to time to 
interfere in family dissensions of an acute character. 

In criminal matters his functions are analogous to 
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those of the Juge d'Instruction, whose subordinate, how
ever, he is. Finally, he passes sentence on certain 
classes of mInor offenders. 

The multiplicity of the avocations of the Juges de 
Faix explains the reason for their being comparatively 
numerous in so small a country as the Canton of Vaud. 

(b) Court of the Justice de Paix.-This is a peculiar 
institution. Though a court of law, no suit can be 
brought before it; it has the supervision and control of 
guardians and looks alter the interests of minors and of 
those persons who' from mental infirmity are unable 
to manage their own affairs. Its action is of great 
importance, though in a limited sphere; it takes, in a 
great measure, the same position with regard to wards 
as the Conseils de famille provided for by the French 
code. It consists of four assessors, and is presided over 
by the Juge de Paix. 

The mode of proceeding in civil cases is governed 
by the Code de procedure civile, adopted on the 25th 
November 1869, and subsequently modified by several 
distinct legisl~tive enactments, introducing sundry 
amendments tending all mote or less to simplify pro
cedure and diminish costs. 

In all civil actions, proceedings are instituted by the 
issue of a summons on behalf of the plaintiff, citing the 
defendant to appear before the competent judge. 

This summons, signed, sealed, and delivered by the 
judge, is notified by the huissier (usher) of th~ Court 
to the defendant, who is thus officially informed of the 
nature of the claim brought against him: 

On the appointed day the litigants appear before the 
judge, who, after giving them a hearing, endeavours to 
induce them to arrive at an understanding. They 
must attend personally or by proxy, and no pro-
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fessional advocates are at this stage allowed to 'appear 
on their behalf. If the attempt fails, as it very often 
does, the judge certifies in writing to that effect, and 
the suit enters into a new phase, and can only then 
be said to have r~ally commenced as a contentious 
matter. 

'Vithin the sixty days following the plaintiff files his 
statement of claim in the office of the clerk of the 
Court. This petition embodies~ 

1. A statement of all the facts connected with the 
case which may tend to substantiate his claim. 

2. A discussion of the law bearing on the facts 
described. 

3. The conclusions-viz. the distinct enunciation of 
the claim, the acknowledgment of which is 
required from the Court. 

Taking, for instance, the simplest form of claim, that 
for payment of goods sold and delivered by a tradesman 
to a customer, the conclusions would be framed in, the 
following terms: U May the Court be pleased to decide 
with grant of costs that N. N. is A. B.'s debtor in the sum 
of -- for goods sold and delivered, bearing interest 
at the rate of 'five per cent per annum from the day of 
the date of the summons." 

A copy of this statement of claim is served upon the 
defendant, together with a notice delivered by the Court 
that; within the term of (usually) twenty days, the 
defendant must file his statement of defence drawn up 
in the same form as that of the plaintiff's demand .. 

In his answer the defendant either admits or denies 
the statements made on the other side. 

All uncontradicted facts are considered as proved by 
the defendant's admission, and it i~ not necessary subse-
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quently t'o confirm them by means of oral or docu~ 
mentary evidence. The statements which. are denied 
have to be substantiated at a later stage of the proceed
ings. Having thus disposed of his adversary's facts, the 
defendant enumerates those which' he considers likely 
to ju,stifyhis resistance to the original claim or to 
substantiate -any counter-claim which he may desire to 
introduce. 

The answer further contains a discussion and refuta
tion of the plaintiff's arguments, and finally states the 
defendant's conclusions. 

A copy is served upon the plaintiff, and as no reply 
in writing is .allowed by the law, the parties can only 
await the day appointed by the president for the pre
liminary oral proceedings in order to determine the 
facts still in dispute, and to settle in what manner the 
requisite evidence shall be procured. 

All these preliminary proceedings take place in the 
presence and under the direction of the president of the 
Court sitting alone, with the assistance of the clerk who 
keeps the minute~book or journal (proces-verbal) of the 
Court. 

At this hearing before the president advocates are 
not only allowed to appear, but their presence is con
sidered necessary. 

The plaintiff, not being permitted to fi]e a reply in 
writing to the defendant's statement of defence, deals 
at once, before the pre~ident, with the defendant's 
statements. 

Both parties are now allowed to supplement their 
original statements by the introduction of others. The 
disputed facts on both sides remain to be proved, and 
each party gives notice of the manner in which he in
tends submitting. evidence, whether documentary or oral. 
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All these matters having been duly specified and· 
settled, the Court meets on the day appointed for the 
trial. The president conducts the examination of the 
parties and witnesses, and the advocates are allowed 
to put supplementary questions, but any attempt at 
brow-beating would immediately call for the president's 
interference and be put a stop to. Speaking generally,. 
less license is allowed to the cross-examining advocate 
than is the case in England. 

Mter the evidence has been heard, each advocate 
argues his case, the proceedings in public are then 
closed, and the Court retires to deliberate. The presi
dent recalls in succession each material fact as to which 
oral evidence has been given, and the members of the 
Court give their opinions separately. Each then votes 
as to whether the alleged fact may be considered as 
proved or not. 

The conflicting conclusions are read to the Court, the 
arguments discussed by counsel in their pleadings are 
examined, and the Court decides. 

Full liberty is granted to the Court to allow less 
than was claimed,. but it has no power to grant more, 
however justified such a decision might be in equity. 

The costs are either entirely or partially payable 
by the losing side, in the discretion of the Court. 

The procedure in a civil suit before the Juge de Paix 
pursues the same general lines, but is necessarily of a 
somew hat more summary character. 

Appeals to the higher Court are made in the form of 
a petition (recours) filed in the office of the clerk of the 
District Court; from there it is forwarded to the can
tonal Tribunal with a copy of the decision, journal of 
proceedings, and all other documents. 

The appeal has for its object either the annulment 
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"of the decision as embodying violations of the positive 
text of the law, or the reconsideration of the decision" on 
the ground of a mistaken interpretation of the law as 
applied to the circumstances of the case. 

On the appointed" day counsel on both sides argue 
the case, and the members of the Court discuss the 
question, coram 'P.ublico, in the presence of the parties. 
If the decision is annulled, the Court orders the transfer 
of the suit to a neighbouring district Court for a fresh 
trial. If the appeal is for reconsideration, the Court 
either revises, varies, or confirms the decisi9n . 

. Witnesses never appear before the cantonal Tribunal, 
and, according to the law of procedure, there is no' 
appeal from findings of fact by the Court below. 

The suit which has passed through all the degrees of 
jurisdiction may still be reopened if, within the year 
following the final decision, the defeated party discovers 
a deed or document, the exhibition of which in due 
time or place must have ensured success; or if the other 
party, or one of the witnesses, has subsequently been 
tried and condemned for perjury committed in the course 
of the case; or "if a document mentioned in the decision 
as having formed a material ground of the Court's 
opinion is proved in a criminal court to be a forgery. 

The decision as to whether the suit mayor may 
not be reopened rests with the cantonal Tribunal; if a 
re-hearing is granted, the parties find themselves re
placed in the position they occupied before proceedings 
were originally instituted. 

In criminal matters the indictment is first read, then 
the president examines the accused, after which the 
members of the jury, the counsel for the prosecution 
(substitut du Procu1'eur-gerwral), the counsel for the 
complainant (if any), and the counsel for the' accused 
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examine him in their turn; the witnesses are thereupon 
called successively to give their evidence, after which 
the counsel for the complainant and the. counsel for the 
prosecution address the Court, and finally the counsel 
for the accused is allowed the last word. 

The president then announces the questions he· pro
poses to leave to the jury; the part~es are allowed to 
challenge these questions, the final decision ,resting in 
all cases with the Court. The president having put the 
questions as finally settled by the Court to the jury, the 
latter body retire to consider their verdict; if they can
not agree, a minority of four in favour of the accused 
is sufficient to secure his acquittal. The verdict once 
given, the jury's mission is at an end, and the members 
are dis:.:nissed by the president; if the verdict is favour
able, the Court o~ders the immediate release of the 
accused; if unfavourable, the counsel are successively 
heard as regards the penalty applicable, and the Court 
decides. 

The· accused is allowed, provided he do so within 
three days from the date of his sentence,· to appeal to 
the Oour de Oassation penale. 

Before this Court, as in civil matters before the can
tonal Tribunal, witnesses are not admitted, the findings 
of the jury as to the facts being final and conclusive. 

If the sentence be reversed and the decision annulled 
for irregularity in the proceedings, the case is referred 
to another criminal court, where a new jury is impanelled 
and a fresh trial takes place., 

If the decision be merely reconsidered, this affects 
the penalty only, which may be inflicted in a more 
severe form or brought down to a lower scale. 

Any convicted person has always this right of appeal 
for a revision of the proceedings or sentence. on his 
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original trial, and it is granted under conditions very 
much the same as those mentioned as prevailing under 
analogous circumstances in civil matters. 

The law, it may be remarked, takes care to ensure 
citizens against the possibility of arbitrary arrest; no 
one may be arrested on mere suspicion of crime, or un-. 
less actually caught flagrante delicto, without a warrant 
from a competent magistrate; any person who is 
arrested must be examined by the judge within twenty
four hours, and as soon as the preliminary investigation 
has come to a close, the magistrate, before sending his 
report to the Tribunal d'Accusation, provides for the 
appointment of a counsel for the defence, under whose 
advice further inquiries are to be made whenever he 
considers it advisable in his client's interest. 

It is probably known that in Switzerland there are no 
avoues, as in France, but only avocats, who act at the 
same time as advocates and solicitors. Each Canton 
lays down its own rules with respect to the practice of 
the legal profession; but when an advocate has passed 
certain technical examinations, the Federal Constitution 
grants to him the right to practise in all parts of Switzer
land. The chief function of notaries is to draw up 
documents, to administer oaths, and to witness signatures. 
In some Cantons the same person can be both advocate 
and notary. Both are in general permitted to practise, 
after having obtained certificates that they have passed 
an examination before a cantonal committee. In case 
of misconduct, the offender is punished by the highest 
tribunal of his Canton. 

A few words may be added respecting the gaols. 
They do not exist in all Cantons, so that convicts from 
one Canton have sometimes to be received in gaols of 
another. It has several times been proposed to establish 
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a Federal gaol for dangerous criminals, or for vicious 
youths, but without success. 

Solitary confinement is sometimes resorted to, gener
ally during the early period of imprisonment, or by way 
of punishment. There are no treadmills, and corporal 
punishment has been abolished by the Federal Constitu
tion. In some prisons wine and tobacco are inter
dieted; in others the prisoners are allowed to buy these 
luxuries. 

Convicts who behave themselves well are promoted 
from one class to a higher, and enjoy some small privi
leges; and after serving two-thirds of their term, if 
over a year, they may be conditionally released. They 
then, until the expiration of their original term of im
prisonment, remain under the supervision of the police, 
and may; without previous notice, upon a mere order 'of 
the cantonal department of justice, and for the smallest 
breach of good conduct, be sent ·to prison to serve out 
the remainder of their full term, the intermediate time 
spent out of gaol being in such cases counted for nothing. 
This privilege is never granted to anyone who has bee,n 
twice convicted. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE ARMY 

FROM her position, the military importance of Switzer
land is out of all proportion to the extent of her 
territory or the strength of her army. It has been 
pointed out by a recent military writer that a power 
which was master of Switzerland could debouch on 
the theatre of operations of the Rhone, Sa6ne, Po, 
or Danube. From Geneva an army could march on 
Lyons, from Basel it could gain the valley of the Sa6ne 
by Belfort, from Constance the Danube could be reached; 
It~ly could be invaded, and the lines of defence of that 
country against France and Austria turned. In con
sequence of the peculiar position of Switzerland it was 
fully recognized by the powers at the . Congress of 
Vienna that the general interest of Europe required 
that she should be constituted an independent and 
neutral State, sufficiently strong to ensure her neutrality 
being respected. The Act, signed at Paris on the 20th 
November 1815, whereby her perpetual neutrality and 
the inviolability of her territory were guaranteed, has 
already been recorded in Chapter I. 

The Swiss have for ages. been renowned for their 
sterling military qualities; in more recent times these 
have been principally displayed in the pay of other 
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nations or in the personal service of foreign potentates. 
The Pope's Bodyguard was originally composed entirely 
of young Swiss, whose love of an active military career 
led them to take the field in a neighbouring country. 
The great stone lion carved by Thorvaldsen at Luzern 
was erected to the memory of the 786 officers and 
soldiers of the Swiss Guard who fell in the defence of 
the Tuilleries in 1792. At the time of the Peninsular 
War and at 'Waterloo, Swiss legions were raised by the 
British Government, and again in 1855 during the 
invasion of the Crimea. On this last occasion the 
British-Swiss Legion was composed of two. light infantry 
regiments. They embarked at Dover for Smyrna, where 
they remained for about a year, and in June 1856 
landed at Portsmouth en route for Shorncliffe, where 
they were disbanded. The articles of capitulation for 
forming foreign legions provided that "the bounty of 
.£6 shall be payable by Her Majesty's Government in 
cash, and necessaries to each recruit finally approved." 
The recruiting officers abroad who held "Letters of 
Service" received .£975 for every hundred men, out of 
which sum the expenses incurred in levying; maintain
ing, and forwarding the recruits to the established depots 
at Heligoland or Shorncliffe were defrayed. The officers 
and men were required to take the oath of allegiance to 
the Queen; they were subject to the same regulations 
as British troops, .and were on the same footing as 
regiments of the line in respect of pay, supply of 
clothing, and appointments. As we shall presently see, 
the recruiting within the limits of the Confederation of 
Swiss citizens for service in the army of a foreign State 
was expressly forbidden by the Swiss Constitution; 
the men were therefore enrolled secretly and then 
marched across the frontier to a subsidiary depot at 
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Schlettstadt, in Alsace. Colonel C. S. Dickson was Staff 
Commandant of the British-Swiss Legion during the 
Crimean War, and the names of the Swiss officers who 
served under him are to be found in our Army List for 
1856-57. 

Upon all the many occasions when Swiss have 
gone abroad for foreign service, the rank and file have 
always stipulated that their immediate leaders must be 
chosen from amongst their own countrymen. In past 
times treaties which went by the name of military 
capitulations were often concluded between foreign 
governments and one or more Cantons. These mer
cenary services were not infrequently secured by the 
representatives of foreign powers by means of bribery 
and intrigue, and there were occasions too when Swiss 
were found fighting against each other in the ranks of 
opposing armies. The consequences were injurious to 
the morals of the people, and the Constitution of 1848 
forbade the conclusion of any fresh treaties of this 
nature. In 1849 there still remained one such Con
vention in force between several Cantons and the King 
of Naples. But the Swiss troops having contributed to 
defeat the revolution, great indignation arose in Switzer
land, they were recalled to their native country, and the 
last of these military capitulations came to an end. 

The army is organized on what has been called the 
~, voluntary-compulsory" system, to which the Swiss of 
their own free will resigned themselves in order to 
maintain the independence of their country; and it is 
interesting to note that they were the first nation in 
Europe to introduce a scheme of universal liability to 
milltary service. This was naturally the result of the 
oppression to which the men of the primitive Cantons 
of Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden were subjected by 
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Austria and her bailiffs, rendering it absolutely 
necessary that every able-bodied man should be familiar 
with the use of arms. As the Confederation grew in 
power and extent through the admissiqn of Luzern, 
ZUrich, Bern, and other States, what between the 
number of foreign enemies who threatened its existence 
and their domestic broils, the Swiss were obliged for 
centuries to remain almost continually under arms;· and 
hence they were trained from an early age in the use of 
the sword, the pike, and the cross-bow. The neighbour. 
ing powers on the other hand, distrusting their own 
people, reserved the use of arms for the high-born, and 
for mercenaries or serfs of the crown who were im
mediately disbanded on the conclusion of a war. It 
can therefore easily be conceived that the independent 
Swiss soldiers who from their youth fought for liberty 
in a mountainous country, where every inch of ground 
was familiar to them, were more than a match for these 
half-trained men led by haughty nobles who looked 
down upon them with contempt. 

The great military systems of many European ·coun-
. tries did not emanate fr,om the nations themselves, but 
were forced upon them by aggressive military govern
ments, and were the result of long-continued wars. In 
Switzerland the army is an essentially citizen force, one 
which is thoroughly representative of the nation; its 
ranks are not recruited (as in England) from what is 
practically one class, but are composed of all sorts and 
conditions of the people, from the lawyer to the artisan, 
and from the man of property to the labourer. . The 
Swiss army may be compared in many respects to our 
militia and volunteer force, but the qualifications of each 
man ill his civil capacity are utilized to a far greater 
extent. Thus, when he takes service under the flag of 
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the Confederation, the civil engineer becomes a military 
engineer, a civil veterinary surgeon is put into the 
cavalry or artillery, and a butcher or a baker would 
be drafted into the commissariat department. In the 
administration of this citizen army we see not only the 
most typical advantages, but also the drawbacks and 
imperfections of that peculiar form' of military organiza., 
tion. It is a striking example of an army in which the 
eluef aim of those who in this country advocate" short 
service" has been successfully attained-namely, the 
existence of a large reserve of trained soldiers. ':J.'he 
motto of our volunteers, " Defence not Defiance," might 
well be adopted by the Swiss troops, for they are essen
tially a force of militia intended for defensive purposes 

, and to secure the neutrality of the country-an army 
framed upon principles of the strictest economy, as may 
be seen from the following table, which shows approxi
mately the annual cost per man in the principal ~rmies 
in Europe:-

Great Britain £64 10 4 
Spain 56 2 4 
Austro-Hungary 52 12 0 
France 46 13 6 
Germany. 46 0 0 
Denmark. 45 0 0 
Italy 43 18 0 
Belgium 40 10 0 
Holland 31 0 0 
Russia 22 16 0 
Switzerland 7 0 0 

The Swiss army IS absolutely complete in every 
detail; the medical, commissariat, and veterinary de
partments are thoroughly organized; there is the proper 
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proportion of cavalry, artillery, engineers, and trans
port; the battalions are kept up to their full strength 
and all in readiness for service. In fact, all the adjuncts 
for making an army a mobile factor in the field are, 
with the Swiss. system of administration, complete and 
in thorough working order. We, on the other hand, 
have a regular army, composed of close upon 200,000 
men and 330,000 militiamen and volunteers, which has 
not been inaptly called "a conglomerated mass of un
connected atoms." In the opinion of many of our 
distinguished military men our enormous force of aux
iliary troops could not be maintained in the field for 
three days; they are without the right prop'ortion of 
artillery, almost destitute of cavalry, and without the 
nucleus of those departments by which alone an army 
can be maintained effective. It is a subject for reflec
tion to us, a great and powerful nation,. that a little 
country, not possessing a tenth part of our wealth, can 
put into and maintain effectively in the field between 
150,000 and 200,000 men, a feat which we, in spite of 
our enormous budget, are incapable of achieving. 

The last occasion when the Federal troops were 
mobilized for active service was in 1871, when Bour-

. baki's army was driven into Swiss territory. Misgivings 
arose in the mind of the nation as to the soundness of 
its military system, and it became evident that many 
radical changes must be made in the organization of the 
army. Consequently in 1874 a bill was passed in the 
Federal Assembly upon which the military system of 
th~ present day is founded. 

The double sovereignty existing in Switzerland is 
noticeable in everything relati~g to the army. All 
laws which affect its organization emanate from the 
Confederation, but the duty of executing these laws is 

L 
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vested ill the cantonal authorities, who take the neces
sary steps to prevent persons evading. their obligations 
to service, and are responsible for the recruiting and 
maintenance of a certain military force proportionatl;l to 
the area and population of each Canton. The nomi
nation of the officers of the cantonal troops to the rank 
of Commandant de Bataillon is vested in the authorities 
in each Canton; the officers must, however, have satis
fiedthe Federal military authorities as to their capacity 
and fitness for the rank to which it is proposed to ap
point them. Officers of higher rank than Commandant 
de Bataillon hold their commissions from the Federal 
Council.. The infantry, field artillery, cavalry, and 
certain other troops are recruited by the Cantons and 
are termed cantonal troops. The engineers, guides, sani
tary and administrative troops, and the army train are 
recruited by the Confederation, and these are called 
Federal troops. Arms are supplied by the Confedera
tion, but the equipments and uniforms are furnished by 
the Cantons, for which they are subsequently reimbursed 
by the Confederation. As far as is consistent with 
military considerations, men belonging to the same 
Canton are enrolled in the same corps; this is known 
as the systeme territorial. By an ordinance of the . 
Federal Council in 1875, the country is divided into 
eight territorial divisions, each of which furnishes one 
complete infantry division. 

In 1848, when the first Federal Constitution was 
discussed in the Assembly, it was proposed that the 
Confederation should be charged with the entire mili
tary administration. The proposal was' rejected, the 
majority being unwilling that the powers of the Can
tons should be diminished. In 1874 a reaction took 
place, with the result that the most important powers 
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were vested in the Confederation. Within the last few 
months significant signs of a further reaction have shown 
themselves. The Canton of Bern proposed to transfer 
to the· Federal Council all the privileges of military 
control which were vested in it by the revised Consti
tution of 1874. The question of the complete unifica
tion of the military administration has been recently 
mooted in the Grand Councils of Luzern and Schaff
hausen. The complete centralization of the entire 
military organization has been recently discussed in the 
National Council, who, however,thought it undesirable 
to make any change in the existing system at a time 
when, owing to the troubled state of Europe, the 
country might be called upon at any moment to 
mobilize its army. The arguments which would be 
brought against this measure in the event of its being 
subjected to the Referendum would doubtless be that 
it was an attempt to establish a permanent army, and 
would increase the charges for military service, as well 
as being an encroachment upon the sovereignty of the 
Cantons. It should also be borne in mind that the 
Cantons cannot absolutely resign their military powers 
to the Confederation without a revision of the Con
stitution. 

The 18th Article of the Constitution sets forth that 
every Swiss is bound to perform military service; all 
the brothers in a family are compelled to serve, and even 
supporters of families are not exempted. There are, 
however, certain officials, of whom the following may 
be given as examples, who are exempted from :riJ.ili.tary 
service during the time they are in office: members of 
the Federal Council and certain officials of the Federal 
Tribunal, workmen employed in the government 
arsenals, directors and warders of prisons, attendants in 
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public hospitals, post and telegraph employes, and 
ecclesiastics who do not act as artny chaplains. Apart 
from these, every Swiss, whether he resides in the Con
federation or not, who does not perform military service 
is subject to an annual tax in lieu thereof. Foreign 
residents who are settled in Switzerland are also liable, 
unless they belong to a country where the Swiss are 

. exempt from service or from any similar tax in lieu 
thereof. During the year 1886 the budget of the Con
federation showed that the sum derived from this source' 
reached nearly £106,800, and the following year it 
amounted to £98,800. This money is sharedpropor
tionately between the Confederation and the Cantons. 
A Swiss waiter or clerk in London must pay for his 
exemption. In the case of Swiss citizens resident abroad 
some Cantons commission the consular representative of 
the Confederation to collect the money, while in others 
a note is made every year of the amount due, which is 
claimed when the Swiss returns home. As this tax is 
almost peculiar to Switzerland, it may be well to give 
some details regarding it. It consists of a personal 
charge of six francs (about four shillings and tenpence), 
and a supplementary charge in proportion to the income, 
but in no case is the sum total for which one individual 
is liable to exceed 3000 francs (£120). It is dispensed 
with in such cases as the following: those who have 
been disabled during military service, paupers, those who 
from physical or mental infirmities are unable to support 
their families, and Swiss who reside abroad and are 
already forced to pay a tax of exemption in the country 
of their residence. 

The military forces of Switzerland are divided into 
three distinct classes-the Elite or active army, in which 
all citizens are liable to serve from the age of 20 to 32 ; 
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the Landwehr or first reserve, composed of men from 
the age of 32 to 44; and the Landsturm, consisting of 
men from 17 to 50 not incorporated in the Elite or 
Landwehr. This last reserve cannot, as a rule, be called 
upon for service beyond the frontier.' In 1887 a bill 
was passed in the Federal Assembly by which the Land
sturm, in the event of their being called out, were 
'placed on the same footing with reference to the rights 
of combatants as the :Jj:lite or the Landwehr, a privilege 
which they did not previously possess. 

The entire strength of the Swiss army is 202,479, 
without including the Landsturm, which is not yet com
pletely organized for defensive purposes. 

The army is composed of:-

Corps d'Etat Major 
Infantry 
Cavalry 
Artillery 
Engineers 
Sanitary Corps 
Administration 
Officiers J udiciaires 1 

Chaplains • 
Secretaires d'Etat Major 

Total . 

Elite. 
42 

77,198 
3.412 

14,519 
4,901 
4,534 

634 
28 
80 
77 

105,425 

Landwehr. 
16 

77,158 
3,396 
7,920 
4,882 
3,056 

530 
16 
64 
16 

97,054 

Total. 
58 

154,356 
6,808 

22,439 
9,783 
7,590 
1,164 

44 
144 

93 

202,479 

The number of recruits examined j.n. 1886 was 
30,323, and this roughly represents the number of 
young men who become liable to serve every year. 

The enormous disproportion of cavalry to infantry is 

1 These officers are almost peculiar to the Swiss army i according to 
their respective rsnk they either preside at court-martials or exercise the 
functions of public prosecutor for grave nlilitary offences. 
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owing to' the fact that in Switzerland the former would 
hardly ever be required except for reconnoitring or 
vedette duties. It 'is doubtful, in such an enclosed 
country, whether a large force of cavalry would be of 
much utiHty. Moreover, it should be understood that 
the require:l:nents of Swiss strategy would necessitate a 
defensive campaign only, in which the military opera
,tions of the troops would be confined to their own 
difficult country and narrow valleys. 

The 8th Article ·of the Constitution states that the 
Confederation has the sole right to declare war, to make 
peace,and to conclude alliances and treaties. The 
executive power is exercised by the Federal military 
department. In order to facilitate the discharge of its 
duties, this department has at its disposal twelve heads 
of the various branches of the service. The Federal 
Council se1ects the officers for the general staff, or Etat 
Major, constituted in time of peace, which according to 
the military organization consists of 3 colonels, 16 lieu
tenant-colonels or majors, and 35 captains. The chief 
of the general staff (which may be said to correspond 
to the headquarters staff of the British army and the 
fixed staff of districts, e.g. Aldershot) is nominated for, 
three years; the appointment may, however, be renewed~ 
The Bureau d'Etat Major at Bern is divided into two 
distinct sections ~ the general section, which is im
mediately under the chief of the Corps d'Etat Major, 
and the railway section, consisting of 19 officers of 
various ranks. Since 1879 the Federal military depart
ment has been continuously under the direction of Col
onel Hertenstein, president of the Confederation in 1888, 
until his lamented death on the 27th November of the 
latter year. Switzerland has lost in him an able and 
distinguished administrator. In the event of a war the 
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Federal Assembly nominates a general, who takes com
mand till the troops are disbanded. The only general 
officer at present in the Swiss service is General Herzog, 
who commanded the troops in 1871 when Bourbaki's 
army crossed the frontier, and who still retains the 
higher rank, although doing the duties of a colonel. In 
order to qualify for an appointment on the general staff 
an officer must pass a ten weeks' course of instruction, 
and there is an additional course of six weeks for cap
tains and majors who have successfully passed through 
the first one. There is no permanent college for 
officers of the general staff, such as the Staff College 
in this country. In Switzerland military instruction for 
officers as well as men takes a temporary form, and con
sists of courses held at regular 'intervals, which all are 
obliged to attend; in fact, the system of instruction 
forms one of the most remarkable chaJ.'acteristics of the 
Swiss military organization. In order to ensure a 
perfect uniformity in the instruction of the army, a per
manent corps of 187 instructors of various grades, and 
representing all the arms of- the service, is maintained. 
The members of the Instructional Corps are iri fact almost 
the only permanently paid officers of the Swiss arJ;O.Y. 

The raw recruits are sent direct to one of the Ecoles 
des Recrues, which are held at the following places:-

Infantry I. Division, Lausanne. 

" 
II. 

" 
Colombier. 

" 
III. 

" 
Bern. 

" 
IV. 

" 
Luzern. 

" V. 
" 

Aarau and tie~tal. 

" 
VI. 

" 
Zurich. 

" 
VII. 

" 
St. Gallen. 

" 
VIII. 

" 
Coire and Bellinzona. 
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Cavalry 
Artillery 

Bern, ZUrich, and Aarau. 
Thun, ZUrich, Frauenfeld, 

and Biere. . 
Engineers Brugg and Liestal. 

The recruits are kept at one of these establishments 
for periods ranging from forty-five to eighty days, after 
which they are drafted into the different arms of the 
service, and (with the exception of the cavalry, who turn 
out annually) the several branches of the service are 
called out once in every two years for a course of train
ing (cours de repetit1,on). Under the present system 
the Swiss infantry soldier has the following five periods 
of training during the ten years he remains in the 
Elite :-

1st year, 45 days as a recruit. 
3rd" 16 " trained soldier. 
5th" 16" " 
7th" 16" " 
9th" 16 " " 

Total 109 

The standard of height which is required of the 
recruits is 5 feet Ii inches. The chest measurement 
should be at least equal to one half the height, and in 
no case less than 31i inches. The average height of 
the men of the age of 19! in the Swiss army is 5 feet 4 
inches. Men not having attained the height of 5 feet 
Ii inches on completing their twentieth year are de
finitivelyexempted from service, unless they are speci
ally fitted by profession or business for service in the 
administrative troops, or as drummers, trumpeters, 
armourers, or other military handicraftsmen, in which 
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case they may be recruited to serve in these capacities 
if their height is not less than 5 feet -a- of an inch. We 
may mention that the minimum height for British 
recruits is 5 feet 5 inches, -and the minimum chest 
measurement 33 inches. Every Swiss recruit is re
quired to pass an' examen pedagogique, which is 
conducted by an expert pedagogique, who is a mem
ber of the commission de recrutement. ~I.'his enables 
the authorities to ascertain the degree of instru<:tion 
attained by the youth of the country, and also assists 
them in appointing the recruits to the different arms. 
The examination consists of arithmetic, geography, and 
Swiss history, and no better proof could be given of the 
high standard of education in Switzerland than the fact 
that in 1885 there were only 0'3 per cent of the recruits 
found to be illiterate. Such recruits as' do not come up 
to the minimum educational standard are required to 
undergo instruction at the recruits' school, and the 
odium attendant upon this is foup.d to exercise a marked 
beneficial effect on the education of the peasantry. 

Previous to the commencement of his military service 
the Swiss recruit has undergone a considerable amount 
of training. The word" raw," at any rate in the sense 
we use it in speaking of a squad of our recruits whilst 
learning the goose-step, could never be applied to a 
young Swiss who had just joined his regiment. The 
playground of the village school was his ~st barrack
yard, where he learnt gymnastics, the manual exercise, 
and the elements of coxnpany drill; so that on the day 
he receives his livret de service he has a far better know-, 
ledge of the rudiments of soldiering than the average 
British recruit. The Tir federal, so liberally encouraged 
by Government and the many cantonal and communal 
shooting societies, have, by making rifle shooting a 
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national pastime, contributed their share towards raising 
the standard of marksmanship in the Swiss army. 
On fete-days one may see men in all the different grades 
in the service, from the newly joined recruit to the 
major of his battalion, standing together in the Schut
zengraben of the Commune, and there voluntarily spend
ing the holiday afternoons in perfecting themselves in 
the use of the rifle. There is much of the "sportsman
soldier," if we may use the expression, about the Swiss 
marksman; his skill is by no means solely acquired 
during drill hours or at the regimental butts. The 
system of rifle meetings is, moreover, utilized for pur
poses of musketry instruction; thus each Swiss soldier 
is compelled to fire thirty rounds annually; if he does 
not do this at a cantonal rifle meeting, he is compelled 
to attend a three days' course under military - super
VlSlOn. 

The officers of the cantonal troops are nominated 
by the Grand Council, or other corresponding authority 
in each Canton, upon the recommendation of the military 
cantonal director, after having successfully passed through 
the necessary schools of instruction. Promotion from 
lieutenant to first lieutenant takes place according to 
seniority; but the next steps, from first lieutenant to 
captain, and captain to major, are given on a considera
tion of the officer's general fitness and aptitude, without 
regard to his seniority. In the infantry a candidate for 
the rank of first lieutenant must be recommended by 
the captain of his company; but officers who desire to 
be promoted to the ranks of captain and major must be 
recommended by the officers commanding the regiment 
and the battalion. With the exception of those belong
ing to the corps of instruction, the general staff, and 
a few of the other officials, Swiss officers only receive 
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pay during the short period they are called out for 
training. 

Roughly speaking, taking an average case, the Swiss 
infantry soldier must spend a total period of 350 or 
360 days in a school and in undergoing other courses of 
instruction before he receives a captain's commission, 
which may be said to be after a period of some eight 
years' service. It will therefore be seen that a captain 
in the Swiss army undergoes a very much smaller amount 
of training than an officer of the same rank in our militia, 
who has gone out annually with his regiment during a 
similar number of years. One of the greatest defects in 
a citizen army, perhaps the weakest point in its organiza
tion, is the difficulty of providing properly trained and 
thoroughly qualified officers. The greater the intelligence 
of the rank and file, the more severely are the capabilities 
of those who hold commissions put to the test; moreover, 
as the periods of training are necessarily so short, it is 
absolutely requisite that the officers should be thoroughly 
acquainted with their duties, in order to make the 
greatest possible use of the time during which the men 
are under instruction. None are better aware of this 
defect in their military system than the Swiss them
selves, and none are more ready to acknowledge it. 
Year after year, in the official report presented by the 
military department to the Federal Assembly, there is a 
wail as to the difficulty of obtaining really competent 
and suitable officers. Thus in the report for 1886 we 
find the following remark on the army: "Our popula
tion is simply not rich enough or strong enough in men 
for raising the number of really good officers which our 
military organization at present requires." 

The Swiss soldier only receives pay during active 
service, or during his various courses of training. The 
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pay of the commander-in-chief'in time of war would 
only be £2 a day, while that of a private soldier would 
be eighty centimes. Neither officers nor men receive 
pensions at the termination of their service, unless they 
have been disabled by wounds or sickness resulting from 
military duties. If a soldier is killed in battle, or dies 
in consequence of wounds or disease contracted in the 
Federal service, his family have a right to an indemnity 
prQvided it can be proved that the deceased was de
pendent for his maintenance on his own exertions. No 
member of the Federal army can, as such, wear any 
decoration or accept any title granted by a foreign 
government. 

Although the cavalry have a yearly training in place 
of a biennial one as in the infantry, it may be said to 
be the most popular branch of the service, probably on 
account of the very generous inducements held out to 
the recruits by Government. The method of providing 
cavalry .remounts is peculiar to Switzerland, and as it 
may'throw some light o~ the, same difficult question 
which is at present being widely discussed in England, 
the following sketch of the system pursued may be of 
interest. 
, The cavalry horses are generally obtained in Hungary 

and Germany, and are purchased by a remount com
mittee consisting of the chief instructor of cavalry, 
two veterinary surgeons, and another selected officer. 
The horses are generally four-year-oIds, the maximum 
price given for them being £60. After purcnase they 
are sent for four months to the government depots at 
Zurich, Aarau, and Bern, where they are handed over to 
rough-riders and broken both as saddle and draught 
horses, and when ready are sold to such cavalry recruits 
as may require them. Those recruits of each yearly 
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draft who elect to join the cavalry do so voluntarily in 
the first instance, but having selected that branch of 
the service they are compelled to provide themselves 
with horses, and if on joining their regiment they are 
unable to present th~selves with a suitable and properly 
trained horse, they are assigned, under conditions we 
shall proceed to detail, one of the remount horses 
already alluded to. The conditions regarding the sale 
of trained horses to cavalry regiments are to be found in 
a regulation of the 19th January 1883. The auction 
is so arranged that, at whatever price the animal is 
knocked down, one half is paid by the State and the 
other by the recruit. One-tenth of the share he has 
paid is refunded to him at the end of each year's service, 
so that after ten trainings the horse becomes his per
sonal property. During these years of service the horse 
is considered as being always at the disposal of the 
State, although in reality it is only required during the 
yearly days of drill and training, and at all other times 
it is kept by its part-owner, at his own cost, and he is 
held responsible for its care and good condition. In the 
event of any injury happening to the horse, the cause 
is at once investigated by a government board, who 
adjudicate whether the damage was occasioned by care
lessness or culpable negligence, or whether it could 
be ascribed to pure accident and ordinary fair usage. 
In the fOFmer case. a trooper is fined or forfeits. the 
balance of his purchase-money, which is held by the 
State, and he is also compelled to provide himself with 
another horse. This system, although only recently 
made universal in Switzerland, is found to answer 
admirably. It is, of course, to every man's interes~ 
that his horse shoulq be well taken care of, because, as 
already stated, it becomes his own property after he has 
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completed his term of service in the Elite. Mounted 
officers of every branch of the service are bound to 
provide their. own horses. Draught horses, including 
those required for field artillery, are hired in time of 
peace, and in time of war all the horses in the country 
are at the disposal of the Confederation. In the event 
of mobilization being imminent, the Piket-Stellung, as it 
is called, can be declared by the Federal authorities, the 
result of which is that throughout the whole country no 
horse can change hands. An examination of all. the 
horses would then at once take place, and those found to 
be unfit for military purposes might be sold by their 
owners. The purchasers would probably be for the 
most part those whose horses had been claimed for 
service by the Government. The Swiss Government 
has upon its lists a sufficient supply of horses to com
plete the mobilization of the eight divisions of the Elite. 

The fusiliers of the Elite and some of the younger 
classes of the Landwehr are armed with the Vetterli 
rifle; a weapon with a calibre of 10·4 millimetres and a 
magazine capable of containing eleven cartridges. It 
cannot, however, now be considered to be in the first 
rank of 'repeating weapons. Practically there is only 
one small-arms ·ammunition used throughout the three 
branches of the service. The armament of the Land
sturm is not yet completed, but whatever weapons they 
.may bring into the field, whether belonging tQ the men 
themselves or to the State, will be of the same calibre as 
the Vetterli. The introduction of a repeating rifle of 
7·5 millimetres is under consideration. 

With regard to the fortifications of the country, it if:! 
only necessary to state that there exist old works, which 
are acknowledged to be but of little value, at Luzien
steig (Grisons), St. Maurice (Valais), and Aarberg (Bern). 
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The important works for the defence of the St. Gothard 
tunnel at Airolo will, however, ~hen completed, be 

. of considerable strategical importance with regard to 
operations on the Italian side. 

Anyone who knows Switzerland. must have observed 
the extreme attention paid to the minutest detail in 

. every department of government. This particular trait 
of the Swiss character is displayed in a marked degree 
in all the arrangements connected with the mobilization 
of the troops. In 1871, when the military organization 
was in a far inferior condition compared with what it 
now is, over 19,000 men were brought from every 
quarter of the country to watch the Franco-Swiss 
frontier, and it may safely be predicted that, owing to 
the experience then gained and to the development in 
recent years of the Swiss railway system, a concentra
tion of the forces of the country in any desired direction 
could now be made with far greater facility than was 
the case at the time of the Franco-German war. 

The Swiss soldier keeps his. entire kit, his 'rifle, 
knapsack, and cloak, in his own home, and every man 
takes an honest pride in having each article ill good 
condition and in readiness for inspection at any 
moment. Partly from curiosity, and partly with the 
view of testing this frequently repeated statement, we 
once visited a couple of cMlets and asked their owners 
to allow us to see their Vetterli rifle, uniform, and 
accoutrements. Without a moment's delay they were 
in both cases produced, and we found all in first-rate 
condition. The inspection of arms, held annually in 
each district, is conducted with much strictness. Should 
the smallest spot of rust be found on the bore of a rifle 
by the inspecting officer, the weapon is at once sent to 
a gunsmith, by whom it is cleaned at the owner's 
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expense. ,,'To be obliged to return fmm the inspection 
without a rifle is considered by the Swiss soldier as a 
very grave disgrace. He is certain to have to bear not 
only the taunts of his companions but the jeers of all 
the village lads. 

When the Swiss soldier crosses his threshold for 
service he may be said to be in full marching order. 
So complete are all the arrangements that he has not 
even to apply for a railway warrant, but steps into. the 
train at the nearest station. In the event of the troops 
being mobilized the railways would be entirely at the 
disposal pf Government, which already has the control 
of the whole of the postal telegraphic system. Like the 
"Fiery Cross" in olden time, the wires would spread 
the news far and wide to every Canton in the Confedera
tion and summon each citizen soldier, from the peasant 
in the remotest valley to bis wealthier fellow-country
man in the plains, to hasten and rally round one another 
for the defence of the land they love so well. 

General Trochu once said that "the spirit of an 
army is the spirit of the nation from which that army 
springs." These words have been amply confirmed as 
regards the Swiss' soldier by a British officer of dis
tinction, who had exceptional opportunities of seeing 
and of judging the perfo~mances of the Swiss soldier in 
the field. Speaking of recent divisional manreuvres he 
rem~rks as follows: "There is a thoroughly practical 
tone about the whole of the Swiss military arrange
ments. With little to catch the eye in the outward 
appearance of the Swiss troops, there is nevertheless to 
a soldier's instinct that which is more to the point than 
the pomp and glitter of many other armies, viz. a quiet 
determination to do their military service, a duty which 
they owe their country no less than themselves. This 
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quiet feeling of patriotism is very visible in the coun
tenances of the men, and I several times felt as I 
watched them that they could be trusted in a crisis or 
in a moment of danger. A soldier's instinct it is to 
know this, and I find it difficult to account for, but I 
have never known the instinct fail." 



CHAPTER XII 

RELIGION 

CHRISTIANITY penetrated into Helvetia almost at the 
same time as into the country of the Gauls; and, as in 
England, its first authentic mention occurs in connection 
with the Roman soldier. From Lyons and Vienne in 
Dauphine it extended up the valley of the Rhone as far 
as the Lake of Geneva ; from Milan it was brought over 
to what is now the Valais. In the third century several 
small communities seem to have been established in 
different parts of the country,! and their existence in 
the fourth century is attested by Christian emblems 
upon tombs and monuments. In Helvetia, as else
where, there were persecutions of the new faith. N ot
withstanding the authority of Eusebius, it has been long 
believed 2 that the Theban legion, consisting of 6000 
Christians, suffered martyrdom in the valley· of the 
Pennine Alps (Valais) during the reign and probably 
by the order of l\Iaximian, to whom participation in the 
Empire had been given by Diocletian, that most cruel 
of persecutors. This massacre took place towards the 
end of the third or at the beginning of the fourth 

1 Amongst these places are those known by the modem names of 
Geneva, Avenches, Augst, Nyon, and Sion. 

2 See footnote in the sixteenth chapter of Gibbon's Decli'M and Fall 
of tM Roman Empire. 
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century. There is a building at Sion erected in 377 by 
Pontius, the governor or prretor of the district, on 
which a well-known Christian monogram has been 
carved, with an inscription stating that Pontius, in
spired by piety, had r~built the temple to be more 
beautiful than it was previously, and praying that the 
Republic might always possess such men.1 . 

After the downfall of the Roman Empire, many of 
the little bands of Christian worshippers were not dis
persed, but increased in numbers under the rule of the 
Alemanni, the Burgundians, and the Franks. It is 
true that in 'certain districts the cause of Christianity 
suffered, and, like intellectual progress of every kind, 
seemed as if it was destined to expand no further. In 
some places the new faith altogether disappeared, and 
the paganism which had apparently been extinguished 
made fresh progress. Hence the mission established by 
the Irish in central and eastern Switzerland at the 
beginning of the seventh century has been considered 
by many to be a new evangelization of the country. 
" Patrick, the first missionary of Ire]and, had not been 
half a century dead," wrote the late Mr. J. R. Green in 
his Short History of the English People, "when Irish 
Christianity flung itself with a fiery zeal into battle 
with the mass of heathenism which was rolling in upon 
the Christian world." One of the first of these early 
missionaries was Columban,2 who had been trained under 
the Abbot Comgall in the monastery of Bangor near 
the modern Belfast, and who went to Franc~ with his 
pupil Gall, a man possessed of less daring than himself, 
but who could preach not only in German but in Latin. 8 

1 Daguet's Histoire rk la Confederation Suisse, seventh edition, pp. 36-38. 
I Not to be confounded with st. Columba, who in 546, when forty·two 

'yeare of age, left Ireland and founded the monastery of Iona. 
8 Montalembert's Monk. of tM Welt, voL ii 
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After remaining for a short time at the court of 
King Childebert, they continued their journey east
wards in order to spread Christianity in the Helvetian 
and Rhretian districts. Their fervour in burning a 
temple and throwing away the sacrifices offered to 
heathen divinities nearly cost them their lives. Col
umban proceeded to Italy and founded the monastery 
of Bobbio, where the last years of his life were spent; 
Gall remained, and about the year 610 built a hermit's 
cell on the banks of the Siller, and took up his abode 
in it. Near this spot there arose in 720 the monastic 
settlement and the -town called after this early mis
sionary to the Swiss, who is often spoken of as the 
"Apostle of Switzerland." About the same period the 
great religious houses of Einsiedeln, Dissentis, and 
Pfafers were founded. But of all these, the monastery 
of St. Gallen may be considered to have been the most 
important, and during the reign of the Frankish kings 
it became one of the greatest centres of learning in 
their vast kingdom. The Hospice on, the Great St. 
Bernard was only founded in 962 by the Savoyard 
Bernard de Monthon. 

During the centuries which preceded the Reforma
tion, the Church life and the relations between the 
clergy and· laity in Switzerland were similar to those· 
which existed in Italy and Germany during the same 
period. It was, too, a precisely similar- incident which 
at length impelled Luther in Germany and Zwingli in 
Switzerland to strike the first blows.in the great reli
gious struggle, viz. the scandalous conduct of a seller 
of indulgences and the evils which arose from their sale. 

The first religious Reformer to arise in: Switzerland 
was Ulrich Zwingli, born in 1484 at Wildhaus, in the _ 
Canton of St. Gallen. In the years 1512-15 he served 
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during the campaign in Lombardy against the French 
as army chaplain,· and was granted for his service a 
pension from the Pope, which wa~, however, withdrawn. 
in 1517. Two years later he became pastor of the 
Grossmiinster at Zurich. On many points he was at 
one with Luther and the other German Reformers, but 
as regards liturgical matters he carried out his reform 
more in accordance with the teaching of the Bible; he 
also rej ected the doctrine of the real presence in. the 
Lord's Supper. In order if possible to put an end to 
these differences, Philip, Landgrave of Hesse,. arranged 
for a conference at Marburg between the German and 
Swiss Reformers, but, after a discussion which lasted 
three days, it dissolved without any satisfactory result. 
Zwingli was, however, more a social and political re
former than a theologian, more soldier than priest. Thus 
he desired to abolish the subsidies which were paid by 
foreign potentates to the officials in ~ertain Cantons for 
the purpose of furthering their interests with the can
tonal governments. He also endeavoured to organize 
a H confessional alliance," to include not only foreign 
cities, but even· some of the great neighbouring powers, 
a proposal which was strenuously opposed by the major
ity of the Cantons as tending, if successfll.l, to lessen 
·the importance of the Confederation. In order to obtain 
these" objects Zwingli twice took up arms against his 
fellow-countrymen, but without calculating the powerful 
opposition he soon encountered. He' did not perceive 
that this arose from the mass of the people (especially 
those in the Forest Cantons), but thought that it existed 
only among the official classes, whose influence and posi
tion would be undermined in the event of his reforms 
being carried out. His car~er ended in 1531, at the 
second battle of Kappel, where he and many of his 
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companions were killed.} In recent years the people 
of Zurich have erected a statue to the Reformer whose 
name they hold in such proud remembrance. Zwingli 
is represented with a sword in one hand and a Bible in 
the other; he stands looking in the direction of Einsie
deln, where for some time he had officiated as preacher~ 

It was in 1528 that the great separation took place 
between the Reformers and the Catholics in Switzerland; 
it coi;l.Cided on the whole with municipal and cantonal 
boundaries, and with the divisions formed by differences 
.of language and race. It is not proposed to trace the 
reasons why one Canton declared itself Protestant while 
the one next to it sided with the Catholics. Suffice it 
to say that, in some instances, the cause which led to 
the change originated in the influence exercised by the 
nobility, in others the change was impelled by coercion 
on the part of a powerful majority. Such, for example, 
was the case in Bern, where the Oberlander were com
pelled to embrace the new faith by troops sent for the 
purpose by the cantonal government. It was, how
ever, in the cities and towns that the Reformed doctrines 
spread most rapidly; in the Forest Cantons, on the con
trary, the whole people remained stanch to their old 
creed, and have so continued up to the present day. In 
towns and thickly populated districts scandals were 
often caused by the illiterate portion of the clergy. 
These were of very rare occurrence in the rural districts 
of Switzerland, where there was little to distract the 
parish priest from looking after the well-being of his 
flock, and where in consequence he was generally be
loved and respected. 

After the death of Zwingli, the work he had com
'<>Q..5n Zjri-ich was carried on by his former pupil 

l See Chapter I. 
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Heinrich Bullinger, a man endowed with untiring energy 
and activity, and remarkable for his great powers of 
organization. He succeeded in forming a union be
tween the different branches of the Reformed Church, 
not only in Switzerland, but in other countries; and 
refugees from England, France, Germany, Italy, Hun
gary, and Poland,. came to ZUrich, not only to seek his 
advice and counsel, but to obtain shelter and means of 
support. During the Catholic reaction under Queen 
Mary, many Englishmen availed themselves of the 
hospitality so generously proffered by the Ziirichers.· 
The Reformed Church both in England and Scotland 
watched the religious movement in Switzerland with 
particular interest~ and during this period a friendly 
intercourse was kept up between ZUrich and England. l 

The unfortunate Lady Jane Grey used to correspond 
with Bullinger, and some of her letters are now pre
served in the Public Library at ZUrich. At this period 
young men from there were frequently sent to Oxford, 
and Englishmen came to that city to complete their 
education. 2 Among the refugees from the persecutions 
in the time of Queen Mary were three young English
men who afterwards became bishops-John Parkhurst. 
Bishop of Norwich; John Jewel, Bishop of Salisbury; 
and Robert Horne, Bishop of Winchester. They re
sided during their stay in ZUrich in the Chorherrenstube 
attached to the MUnster. On returning to England upon 
the accession of Queen Elizabeth to the throne, they 
sent a sum of money with the request that their hosts 

1 See originol letters relative to the English I;teformation, chiefly 
from the Archives of Ziirich, published by the Parker Society, 1846-47. 

1I They belonged to the more advanced school of Reformers. and on 
returning home they were active in their opposition to the continued use 
of the surplice in the Church of England. and to the attitude of kneeling 
at Holy Communion. 
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would putchase some memento, not only as a small 
expression of gratitude for the hearty welcome they had 
received, but in token of the cordial relations which had 
al ways existed between them. Three silver cups were 
accordingly made, bearing respectively the dates 1563, 
1564, .and 1565. It may be mentioned that in 1887, 
at 'the celebration of the Queen's Jubilee, they were lent 
·by the authorities to Her Majesty's Consul, and were 
used by the British subjects assembled at the Consulate 
on that occasion-a graceful compliment on the part of 
the Zurichers, which . was fully appreciated by our 
countrymen. 

The progress of the Reformation in western Switzer
land was closely associated with the name of William 
Farel, a French refugee from the persecution of Francis 
1., who was sent in 1518 by the Bernese Government to 
propagate the Reformed faith in the Pays de Vaud, aild 
later in Geneva. Farel was more successful as a preacher 
than as an organizer, still he played a prominent part 
in the Reformation. There were two events which 
hastened its progress in this part of the country, viz. 
the conquest of the Pays de Vaud by Bern, with the 
subsequent abolition of the Bishopric of Lausanne, and 
.the arrival at Geneva of John Calvin. While travelling 
from Savoy to Basel he was, much against his will, 
detained "in the name of God" by Farel, who per
suaded him to remain at Geneva and assist him in his 
imperilled work. Calvin proposed to establish a Theo
cracy on the frontier of France, Italy, and Switzerland, 
which would become for each of these countries a sort 
of "religious headquarters," if we may use the term. 
The town of Geneva was to be the capital of an inter
national alliance, instead of the chief town of a small 
semi-independent State: . This change could not, however, 
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be effected without the help of the refugees, who came 
flocking in from every quarter, adding a distinctly new 
and important element to the population. In spite of. 
almost insurmountable difficulties and fierce opposition 
on the part of some of the old Genevese families, Calvin 
and his party gained the day, and succeeded in founding 
a state of things which remained firmly established for 
more than 200 years. 

'Ve have already referred to the friendly intercourse 
which existed between the inhabitants of' Zurich and 
the refugees from the persecution of Mary in England; 
a close relationship was soon formed between Calv~n 
and Beza 1 and the Reformers in Scotland, amongst 
whom the name of John Knox is especially associated 
with Geneva. The Churches of Calvin and Knox 
possessed many characteristics in common, and, to 
quote the words of the late Professor Dr. Vogelin, " each 

. had an inflexible belief in the letter of Christianity, an 
exclusive orthodoxy, and an inexorable spirit of persecu
tion." The burning by Calvin's orders of the Spaniard 
Socinian Serve de, commonly known by his Latinized 
name of Servetus, was only equalled by the murder of 
Archbishop Sharp at St. Andrews. Apart from the 
Calvinistic doctrines which Knox infused into his 
Church there remain at the present time in Scotland 
many memorials of his stay in Switzerland - the 
"Geneva gown" is still worn in Presbyterian pulpits, 
and many of·,the Psalm tunes which are sung were 
introduced by him into his Psalter. 2 

1 Properly De Beze, originally from Burgundy. He became Calvin's 
ablest coadjutor. 

S The Book of Oommon Order was written by John Knox at Geneva. 
(See M'Crie's Life of John' Knox, vol ii. 1818.) The wide-spread 
objection in Scotland to the use oC written prayers first became prominent 
after the death oC Knox; an attempt is now being made to re-introduce 
this prayer-book into the services oC the Church of Scotland. 
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We will now proceed to trace the gradual progress 
of religious liberty in Switzerland, beginning from the 
time of Zwingli and Calvin, when the principle of 
freedom of worship was admitted, though it was not till 
long afterwards that it was really secured. During the 
sixteenth century, when the country was particularly torn 
by religious dissensions and strife, treaties were concluded 
by the contending parties at four different times, the above 
principle being more or less defined in each. These 
treaties have been termed national peaces (Landfrieden}.l 

The first, which prevented open hostilities, was 
s~gned at Steinhaus en (Zug) on the 25th June 1529, 
and contained a declaration that no one must be con
strained in the matter of faith, or persecuted for his 
belief. The five Catholic Cantons of Luzern, Uri, 
Schwyz, Unterwalden, and Zug were to be free to 
preserve their belief. For what, were denominated 
the common bailiwicks,! administered alternately by 
Protestant and Catholic bailiffs who represented the 
sovereign Cantons to which these districts were subject, 
it was provided that the majority in each place should 
decide whether it would" keep the Mass or accept the 
word, of God," and that where the Mass had been 
abolished and the images burnt, nothing should be 
altered, but where the Mass and other ceremonies still 
existed, no preacher should be installed, unless he was 
1'ecognized by the majority, and as to any alteration by 
the parishioners, the will of the majority should prevail ; 
lastly, no member adhering to either communion could 
cause a citizen of the other to be seized or punished by 
reason of his faith. 

1 See Dubs, Das Oeffentliche Recht der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschajt, 
second part. 

2 Districts which became subject to members of the League after the 
conquest of Aargau in 1415. 
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This treaty brought no peace. Many Protestants 
considered that not enough had been conceded to their 
side, whilst a great number of Catholics were of opinion 
that too much had been granted to their religious 
opponents. 

Civil strife again ensued, and the defeat of the 
ZUrich Protestants at Kappel in that Canton in 1531 
with the death of Zwingli led to the second national 
peace, which was signed at Deinikon (Zug) on the 16th 
November in the same year, and which, whilst guarantee
ing to ZUrich its religious faith, prohibited that State 
from interfering in the affairs of the four Forest Cantons 
or of Zug. The alternative was also granted to the 
common bailiwicks to retain the right to preach 
(Protestantism) or to re-establish Mass (Catholicism), 
upon the principle of parity, as it was later termed. 

The Catholics now rapidly recovered from the blow 
they had sustained from so many Cantons having em
braced the Reformed doctrines. They regained much of 
their lost ground, especially in the subject territories, 
such as Thurgau and Ticino, and also in those Cantons 
where the adherents of the two communions were more 
or less equally divided. But of far greater importance 
than the outward restoration of the Church, then 
gradually taking place, was its inward regeneration. 
This, however, was accomplished more slowly, owing to 
the jealousy displayed by the Catholic Cantons regarding 
their sovereign rights, and from their great reluctance to 
adopt the laws proclaimed by the Council of Trent. 
There were three events of importance to the Catholics 
in Switzerland which helped to establish a connecting 
link between them and Rome. These were-the aggres
sive policy of St. Charles Borromeo, the establishment 
of a papal nunciature, and the arrival of the Jesuits and 
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Capucines. Both the latter events were effected by the 
influence of Borromeo. He was Archbishop of Milan, 
and his efforts for the restoration of Catholicism and the 
extirpation of heresy in the Italian bailiwicks of Ticino, 
and in the Valteline, a subject province of the Grisons, 
were attended with success. The foundation by him in 
1570 of the Helvetic College, an establishment which 
still exists at Milan for training Swiss -students of 
theology, proved ~ne of the most effective means for 
diffusing throughout the Confederation the doctrines of 
-the new and stricter school of Catholics. We are 
reminded of the great zeal and activity displayed by 
Borromeo as a political orgairiz~r by the union called 
the. Borromean or Golden League, which took place in 
1586, whereby the seven Catholic Cantons entered mto 
a defensive bond. From this union many religious 
alliances were formed, perhaps one of the most important 
being that concluded in 1587 with King Philip II of 
Spain (also Lord of Milan), by which his assistance was 
secured in the event of a religious war. 

Many years did not elapse before the burning hatred 
and political jealousy which at that time existed in 
Switzerland between Protestants and Catholics broke out 
afresh. Without entering into details of what happened 
in the first half of the seventeenth century, we may pass 
on to the third national peace, which was concluded at 
Bade~ in Aargau on the 23d--January 1656, after the 
defeat of Bernese troops, mostly from that territory and 
Vaud, by Catholic Confederates at the first battle of Vill
mergen in Aargau. The principle was now admitted 
that where the common bailiwicks were concerned, any 
doubt as to whether a particular matter belonged to 
Federal law, especially in religious questions, should be 
decided by tribunals composed of an equal number of 
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Catholics and Protestants. It was also decreed that 
every inhabitant should be allowed t~ live in peace with 
regard to his faith. This was a decided step towards 
individual religious liberty. 

Still, as there was no umpire in these tribunals, the 
Catholic arbitrators were apt to give one judgment and 
the Protestant another, so that no definite result was 
obtained. 

In the next century the religious strife continued, 
and after the defeat of the Catholics at the second battle 
ofVillmergen on the 25th July 1712, the fourth national 
peace was concluded on the following 11th August at 
Aarau (Aargau). The principle was thereby established 
that in the common bailiwicks each communiop. should 
be treated upon the footing of parity. There were a 
number of other provisions, and amongst them it was 
laid. down that the adherents of one faith should not be 
bound to contribute to maintain the worship of the 
other. The object clearly was to draw a broad line of 
separation between the two faiths, and to grant equal 
independent rights to both. This arrangement pro
duced a long period of lull in religious disputes, and a 
strong desire for tolerance sprang up and soon spread 
over the entire Confederation. The invasion by the 
French in 1798 helped greatly to unite the ranks of the 
contending parties,' and the clergy and laity of both 
communions succeeded in mutually burying some of 
their old controversies. Catholics and Protestants alike 
were but too willing to join hand in hand in self-preser
vation and in opposing the ideas spread by the French 
Revolution. 

During the HelV'etic Republic (1798-1803) the exer
cise of all faiths was permitted, provided that they did 
not trouble public order and did not claim any sover-
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eignty or' privilege. The different communions were 
placed under the supervision of the police, who had the 
right to be made acquainted with the doctrines which 
each professed. 

Again, in the Act of Mediation of 1803, it 
was declared that the Catholic and Reformed com
munions had full and entire liberty to perform 
worship in the respective places where their faith was 
professed. 

In the Pact of 1815 religious questions were not 
mentioned, except in an Article which guaranteed the 
existence of convents and chapters, and the preservation 
of their property. The old bailiwicks were now merged 
in different Cantons, and it seemed to be considered that 
matters of faith had fallen exclusively under cantonal 
sovereignty, and were no longer within the domain of 
the Confederation. The consequence was the reappear
ance of the Jesuits, and in the new Cantons the majority 
showed an evident tendency to encroach upon the 
religious liberty of the minority. 

Shortly after the Restoration which succeeded the 
fall of Napoleon, a dispute arose in the Catholic Church 
in Switzerland, originating with admirers of the policy 
of Joseph II of Austria. The most ardent supporter of 
these views was Ignatz Heinrich von Wessenberg, 
Bishop Coadjutor of Constance. As the Catholics were 
unable to check his zeal in propagating what they were 
so strongly opposed to, they adopted the somewhat high
handed measure of separating the rest of German Swit
zerland from the See of Constance, thereby limiting the 
sphere in which the bishop could exercise his influence. 
A national episcopate having long been promised by 
the Pope, the Sees of St. Gallen and the Grisons were 
joined into one, and the other German Cantons were 
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united with the newly-formed diocese of Basel, the seat 
of the episcopate being at Solothurn. 

The circumstances which led to the Sonderbund war 
in 1847 have been already related in Chapter I. When 
it had come to an end, and the Federal Constitution of 
1848 had been accepted by the Swiss people, the Jesuits 
and affiliated societies were interdicted throughout the 
Confederation, whilst free exercise of religious worship 
was guaranteed to both Catholic and Reformed faiths, 
At the same time the Cantons and the Confederation 
were permitted to take any measures considered neces
sary for the maintenance of public order and peace 
between the communions. 

By one stipulation, freedom of worship was limit~d 
to the two recognized Christian communions, and there 
was· no mention of individual religious liberty. This 
brings us to the amended Constitution of 1874. 

By this Constitution liberty of conscience and belief 
is declared to be inviolable. The free exercise of wor
ship is guaranteed, within the limits compatible with 
public order and decency, and the Cantons and the Con
federation can take the necessary measures for the main
tenance of public order and peace between members of 
different religious communities, as well as against the 
encroachments of ecclesiastical authorities upon the 
rights of citizens and the State. Disputes respecting 
public or private law, which are caused by the creation 
of religious communities or by schism amongst existing 
ones, can be brought by way of appeal before the com
petent Federal authorities. No bishopric can be 
established upon Swiss territory without the approbation 
of the Confederation. 

The order of Jesuits, and societies affiliated thereto, 
cannot be received in any part of Switzerland, and all 
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active patticipation in religious or educational questions 
is forbidden to their members. This interdiction can be 
extended, by a Federal resolution, to other religious 
orders whose action is considered to be dangerous to the 
State, or disturbs 'peace between the communions. It 
is also forbidden to found new convents or religious 
orders, or to re-establish those which have been sup
pressed. 

As elsewhere stated, the population of Switzerland 
amounts to nearly three millions, and of these there are 
now about 1,725,000 Protestants, and about 1,190,000 
Catholics, the remainder belonging to various religious 
sects or to none at all;-over eight thousand being Jews. 
A considerable majority of Swiss professing the Reformed 
or Protestant faith is to be found in Zillich, Bern, Glarus, 
Basel, Schaffhausen, Appenzell Ausser-Rhoden, 'and 
N eucMtel. In the three primitive Cantons, and in 
Appenzell Inner-Rhoden, Ticino, and the Valais, a1most 
all are Catholics. There are small minorities of Pro
testants in Luzern, Zug, Freiburg, and Solothurn. The 
Grisons, St. Gallen, AargauJ Thurgau, and Geneva all 
contain a large number of adherents of each faith. 

During the early part of the present_ century a 
religious revival commenced in the Canton of Vaud, 
which spread among the followers of the Reformed 
Church in French Switzerland, and may be compared in 
some respects to the evangelical movement in the Church 
of England so closely associated with the name of 
Simeon. Some years latel," the preaching of the brothers 
Haldane at Geneva led to the formation of an evangelical 
body called the" Eglise Libre," whose members severed 
their connection with the National Church. The move
ment spread tp Vaud and NeucMtel, and in both these 
Cantons offshoots of the Reformed Church sprang into 
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existence. It is curious to note that in each of the 
three instances the supporters of the Eglise Libr:e left 
the National Church for dissimilar reasons. In Geneva 
the differences of opinion were upon questions of theology. 
In Vaud the separation took place on account of in
terference in ecclesiastical matters on the part of the 
cantonal government, which, upon one occasion, ordered 
all the pastors of the National Church to read a civil 
decree from their pulpits on Sunday. In Neuch!tel the 
dispute arose partly from political reasons and partly on 
theological grounds. None of these Churches received 
any support from the State, and, with the exception of 
a foreign mission which they recently founded and jointly 
support abroad, their organization is entirely separate.1 

In the German Protestant part of Switzerland there are 
various evangelical societies whose views upon religious 
matters correspond in some respects with those held by 
the members of the Eglise Libre; they do not, however, 
possess the same complete organization, and may be 
likened generally to the Congregationalists in England. 
There are but few in German Switzerland compared with 
the French portion of the country, which contains 
Baptists and Methodists of different shades of opinion, 
and a great variety of other sects. 

Until the time of the Vatican Council in 1870, the 
Roman Catholics, in Switzerland as elsewhere, unlike the 
Protestants, were an entirely united body; but the 
opinion of those who disapproved of the declaration of 
infallibility as an innovation, and who in consequence 
called themselves Old Catholics, gave rise to a move-

1 A close relationship has always existed between these bodies and the 
members of the Free Church of Scotland, who, in 1843, some years after 
the formation of Eglise8 Libru in Switzerland, seceded by the move
ment known as the Disruption from the Church of Scotland on account of 
the interference of the Crown in ecclesiastical matters. 

N 
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ment which, as is well known, has attracted a good deal 
of interest in England, and the visit in 1887 of two 
English bishops to various communities of that sect upon 
the Continent has once more brought the question of 
intercommunion between it and the Church of England 
into some prominence. The bishops went into Switzer
land as far as Olten (Solothum), where they were met 
by Bishop Herzog of Bern and other Swiss who profess 
the Old Catholic or, as it is frequently called in their 
country, the Christian Catholic faith. 

A number of communities of this sect exist in various 
Cantons, and their proceedings with reference to some 
edifices originally devoted solely to the celebration of 
the rites of the Romish Church have certainly been the 
subject of much adverse comment, even among Swiss 
Protestants. The following facts, which are of common 
notoriety in Bern, show how they obtained the right to 
worship in the Roman Catholic church in that city. 

It was only after the Canton of Bern had been 
united to the diocese of Basel, and the city itself had 
become the residence of some fiT'e thousand Roman 
Catholics, as well as of the Federal authorities and the 
diplomatic body, that steps were taken for the erection 
of a church for the Roman Catholics, who had previously 
worshipped in the Reformed French church. The pro
ject was encouraged by the Bernese authorities, and 
through the strenuous efforts of the cure it was 
accomplished in the face of great difficulties. 

The building was commenced in 1859, and completed 
in 1865. The cost amounted to upwards of £24,000, 
of which sum the Confederation gave £2000, while the 
Bernese government sold the site for the small sum, rela
tively to its value, of £600. The residue was collected 
from Roman Catholics in Switzerland and other countries, 
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such as Austria, France, Germany, and Italy. The Pope 
subscribed £13,60t; the imperial family of Austria, the 
Emperor Napoleon III, and the Kings of Sardinia, Naples, 
and Bavaria each contributed various amounts; and a 
further sum, subscribed partly by the Bernese govern
ment and partly by collections from Roman Catholics, 
was expended in a presbytery and schools. 

There can be no doubt that these foreign sovereigns 
were eRpecially actuated by the desire of assuring to 
their representatives and countrymen residing in Bern 
the exercise of their religion in a building exclusively 
dedicated to the Roman Catholic worship. Similarly 
the Federal and cantonal authorities were doubtless 
moved to give aid in order to secure to the Roman 
Catholic members of the two Federal Chambers, as well 
as to civil and military officers of the Confederation, 
belonging to the same communion and forced by their 
duties to reside in Bern, the opportunity of worshipping 
in an appropriate building devoted to the sole exercise 
of their faith. 

At the time of its foundation the affairs of the 
Roman Catholic Church, which was then one of the 
State Churches of the Canton, were regulated by an 
ordinance of 1823, by the terms of which the nomina
tion of· the cure was vested in the Bernese government. 
The temporal and financial business was managed by 
a pari8h Council selected by the Bernese government 
from among the Roman Catholic notables. This Council 
had no cognizance of questions of a spiritual nature, such 
as the superintendence of the religious services, of 
religious instruction, or of the uses to which the church 
might be put, all of which, as in other Roman Catholic 
communities all the world over, were reserved to the 
cure under the direction of his ecclesiastical superiors. 
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But, on the 18th January 1874, a new Bernese law 
was passed with reference to the organization of religious 
worship. It had been preceded by an ordinance, dated 
the 24th October 1873, for the reorganization of the 
Roman Catholic parish of Bern, and was followed by a 
regulation for the said parish, and it introduced a 
different order of things, by giving to the parish 
Council extended powers in ecclesiastical matters. This 
body was thenceforward chosen by the general vote of 
the whole parish Assembly, and became competent to 
direct the manner of religious services, the observance 
of Sundays and holy days, the instruction of the young, 
the maintenance of decency and morality in the parish, 
and, in particular and without previous consultation 
with the cure, the uses to which the sacred edifice might 
be applied. The result was that the custody of the 
keys was transferred from the cure to the Council, who 
became competent to admit anybody at will to officiate 
and preach in the church. 

The first consequence of this legislation was to create 
a parish Councilor Vestry composed exclusively of 
"Old Catholics," and this result was attributed to two 
circumstances: (1) many Roman Catholics considered 
it right to abstain from voting under the new legisla
tion; (2) those only who paid direct taxes had the 
right to vote, so that the poorer class of Swiss wor
shippers and all foreigners were excluded, 

A feeling of hostility now 'arose between the cure 
and the new Vestry. The hands of the latter were 
strengthened by the establishment at the University of 
Bern of a theological faculty of Old Catholics, whose 
professors declared their intention of claiming a parti
cipation in the church at once. Matters came to a 
crisis in February 1875. The parish Council began by 
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demanding the surrender to the Old Catholics either of 
the church itself or of the crypt, and proposing as' an 
alternative that certain hours should be set apart for 
the service of the two faiths. Both of these proposals 
having been rejected by the cure, the Council passed a 
resolution on the 4th February authorizing the Old 
Catholic professors to officiate in the church at any 
hours which should not interfere with the cure. This 
resolution was also resisted by the latter, and he refused 
to surrender a duplicate set of the keys of the church. 
The Bernese government were then appealed to, and 
finally, on the 22d February, the prefect of Bern placed 
the cure under temporary arrest, his house was searched, 
and the k~ys were taken away. An offer by the prefect 
to leave him one set of keys was refused by the cure. 
It was thus that this church, like others in the Canton, 
came into the hands 9f the small csnnmunity of Old 
Catholics. The Roman Catholic services are again held 
in the French Protestant church. / 

It may naturally be asked why fhe Roman Catholics 
objected to share the church with the Old Catholics~ 
The answer is very simple: the Pope will not ,allow 
them to do so. He declares that the Old Catholics 
are apostates, and he forbids his faithful adherents 
to use any church in common with them, as being a 
place profaned by sacrilegious worship. He allows 
them, in case of need, to worship in a Protestant church, 
because in his eyes religious services celebrated there 
are not necessarily connected with the accomplishment 
of a sacrilege. Protestants do not say mass, and do not 
seek to sow dissension in the very pale of the Church at 
the head of which the Pope reigns. All this is of course 
well known to the Old Catholics, so that any offer on 
their part to share the church in Bern with Roman 
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Catholics would seem to be at least a work of super
erogation. The legal right of the former to worship in 
that church is of course not disputed. 

Notwithstanding the broad principles laid down in 
the Constitution with reference to religious liberty, the 
supposed requirements of public safety are interpreted 
in such a fashion as sometimes to lead to interference 
with its exercise to an extent unknown in England, or 
generally among English-speaking people. Each Canton 
possesses vast discretionary powers by which it can 
interfere with the services of any body of worshippers 
whose proceedings can be considered as tending to 
endanger public peace or security, and if we are to 
accept the views expressed by the Jesuits or by Mor
mons and Salvationists who have recently been expelled 
from Swiss territory, the law by which the authorities 
are enabled to take action is occasionally interpreted in 
its widest sense. In certain Cantons no religious pro
cessions are permitted to take place in the public streets, 
nor can the Roman Catholic clergy wear their ecclesi
astical costume, and there are towns where the street 
preacher who attempted to address a crowd of idlers on 
a Sunday evening would run a very fair chance of being 
interrupted by the police. 

In England, on the other hand, we have seen, 
marching through the streets of. Cambridge, under
graduates wearing their academic gowns over the red 
jerseys of the Salvation Army, and accompanying on 
brass instruments the melodies sung by their companions 
as they perambulated the principal thoroughfares. 

Again, during a mission held in the !3pring of 1885, 
the choir and clergy of St. Thomas's Church. (arrayed in 
their surplices; holding lighted candles in their hands, 
and headed by the sacristan bearing the cross) might 
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have been seen threading their way through the crowd 
of omnibuses and hansoms in Regent Street, chanting 
litanies as they walked slowly along, and halting at 
intervals in order that one of their number might 
deliver a short address. But perhaps the best instance 
which could be given of the great religious freedom in 
England is that of the procession of Catholics which 
makes its way every year to the shrine of the Confessor 
in Westminster Abbey. 

There is no one religious organization for the whole 
Confederation, the ecclesiastical system differing in each 
Canton. There is no chaplain in the Federal Palace at 
Bern, nor are the meetings of the two Chambers opened 
with prayer as are those of our own Houses of Lords 
and Commons. The people in every Canton decide 
what form of religion they shall adopt, and whether it be 
Catholic or Protestant it becomes, properly speaking, the 
established Church of the Canton, the term" National 
Church" being only applied to Reformed communions 
in Protestant Cantons. The majority of citizens can 
dispose of the Church funds belonging to the Canton. 
These are derived from a variety of sources. In some 
Cantons the National Church is supported by a 
special tax, which, however, is not levied on those 
who do not belong to that body. In others the 
cost of maintaining public worship is defrayed entirely 
by the State, out of Church property which has 
been appropriated for that purpose, a guarantee 
having been given that in future the Church would 
be supported out of the cantonal chest. Then, again, 
there are Cantons where a considerable amount of 
Church property still exists from which the requisite 
funds are supplied. No attempt will be here made to 
describe t.he various systems adopted by all the twenty-
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two Cantons, but in order to give some general idea of 
the organization of the National Reformed Church we 
shall take as an example that of Vaud, the largest of the 
Protestant French Cantons. I t contains a population of 
247,500 souls, all of whom are Protestants of various 
denominations, except 15,000 Roman Catholics, chiefly 
resident in :five parishes in the district of Echallens, and 
about 300 Jews. 

The ecclesiastical law of the Canton is dated May 
19, 1863, and the following are some of its provisions. 

By Article 3 the State guarantees to the Church all 
liberty compatible with constitutional order; it maintains 
the establishments required for preparing candidates for 
the ministry, and provides for the support of the pastors. 
By Article 4 the Church, under the supreme supervision 
of the State, participates in its own administration by 
means of representatives chosen from among its members, 
in conformity with the ecclesiastical laws and regulations. 
By Article 5 religious instruction, ceremonies, the choice 
of books for the services in church, and, in general, all 
spiritual matters, are regulated by the representatives of· 
the Church, subject to the sanction of the State. 

There are four distinct bodies which take part in the 
administration of the affairs of the National Church :-

1. The Parish Assembly. 
2. The Parish Council. 1 

3. The Ecclesiastical District Council. 
4. The Synod. 

(1) The parish Assembly consists of all males who 
have attained their twenty-first year, being members of 
the National Church, in the enjoyment ~f their civic 
rights, and domiciled in the parish for at least three 

1 In Vaud the parishes are grouped in eight ecclesiastical districts. 
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months previously. Among other duties it elects the 
members of the parish Council, nominates candidates for 
the office of pastor, and votes upon questions laid before 
it by the cantonal Grand Council. Eight days' notice 

. of the meetings of the Assembly must be given by 
the pastor, who makes the announcement from his 
pulpit. 

(2) Each parish Council is composed of the pastor 
or pastors who officiate in the parish, and from four to 
fourteen councillors according to the population and the 
number of Communes in the parish. They are nominated 
for three years, and are re-eligible. They must be 
members of the Assembly and possess votes, must have 
attained their twenty-sixth year, and been previously 
domiciled for at least one year in the parish. Within 
fifteen days after their election they are publicly 
installed in their new office in church after morning 
service. The chief duties of the members of the Councils 
consist in furthering everything which tends to the 
advancement of religion and morality, and in relieving 

, the sick and poor in the parish. They choose delegates 
to represent them at the district Council, to which body 
they make proposals and suggestions regarding matters 
affecting the Church, and they are present at the 
installation of pastors and at the admission of those 
who are about to be confirmed. Minutes of all their 
deliberations are preserved in the parochial archives. 

( 3) In each ecclesiastical district there is a district 
Council with its headquarters in the principal town. 
It is composed of delegates from the parish Councils, 
the number of laymen being always double the number 
of pastors. They are appointed for three years, and are 
re-eligible. The district Councils meet annually for 
two days at most in ordinary session, but the sittings 
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may be prolonged by authorization of the State Council 
or executive of the Canton. Each district Council can 
be convoked in' extraordinary session upon the demand 
or by authorization of the State Council. 'The latter 
has the right of sending a delegate to represent it at all 
the assembH-es of the former. The work of the district 
Councils principally consists in selecting deputies for the 
Synod, in inspecting -the parishes, and in the supervision 
of the pastors and the parish Councils. They receive 
annual reports from these bodies regarding questions as 
to the maintenance of public worship and the religious 
wants of the parish. They discuss these reports, and 
decide upon the measures to be adopted. The deputa
tions sent by the district Councils to the Synod are 
chosen by ballot,. and each consists of three pastors 
and six laymen who are members of the particular 
Council. 

(4) The Synod is composed of the delegates from 
the district Councils, professors of theology in the 
Canton, and three delegates chosen by the State 
Council. Its meetings are held annually in some one 
of the principal towns, which is always selected the 
previous year; its deliberations last for three days at 
most, but, as in the case of the district Councils, they 
may be prolonged' by a'Q,thorization of the State Council, 
which at the conclusion of the proceedings receives a 
copy of the minutes. There can also be extraordinary 
meetings. The Synod devotes its attention to all that 
concerns the welfare of the National Church. It also 
provides general· regulations as to the celebration of 
religious festivals, the books to be used at divine 
worship, matters regarding religious instruction,. dis
cipline, the ordination of pastors, and the inspection of 
parishes. 
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The Synod, when not in session, is represented by a 
synodal commission, composed of the' president of the 
Synod and six members chosen for three years by ballot. 
Of these seven members three must be pastors and four 
laymen. It may be described as the executive of the 
Synod; the members prepare whatever is to be brought 
before the larger body, and see that its decisions are 
faithfully carried out. 

No one can become a pastor of the National Church 
of Vaud until he has attained his twenty-fourth year. 
He must either possess a degree from the Academy of 
Lausanne or pass the examination required by the 
commission de consecration, which meets once a year 
and consists of fifteen members, of whom four are 
delegates from the State Council, eight are sent by the 
Synod (four at least being pastors), the remaining three 
being professors of theology, chosen by that faculty. 
Ordinations take place in church, the prefect administers 
an oath to the candidate, who then swears allegiance to 
the Consti~ution of Vaud, promising to maintain and 
defend the liberty and independence of the Canton, and 
to do everything in his power for its advancement and 
prosperity. He then swears that he will faithfully 
endeavour to fulfil the solemn duties now imposed upon 
him, and that he will preach tbe Word of God in all 
its purity. After this oath is taken the ordination 
proceeds. 

Upon a vacancy taking place in a parish, the 
cantonal department of public instruction is immediately 
informed thereof by the parish Council, and an intima
tion of the fact is made in the Feuille des a·vis oificiels, 
together with a request that applicants for. the appoint
ment will send in their names to the department within 
a fortnight. The list is then forwarded to the parish 
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Council where the,vacancy has occurred, and that body 
calls a meeting of the Assembly to select by ballot the 
names of two candidates. These are then submitted to 
the State· Council, which nominates·one of them to the 
vacant post. 



CHAPTER XIII 

EDUCATION 

THE 27th Article of the Federal Constitution declares 
_that primary education is to be provided by the Cantons. 
It is obligatory, and, in the public schools, gratuitous. 
It must be sufficient, but it is exclusively under the 
direction of the civil authority. The privilege of attend
ing the public schools is secured to adherents of every 
communion without their having in any way to suffer 
as regards liberty of conscience or belief, and the Con
federation must take the necessary measures against 
Cantons who do not fulfil their obligations in this 
respect. , 

Although it has been thus provided that the Con
federation should exercise a certain control over the 
Cantons in this matter, all attempts to define such control 
have, up to the present day, failed, and all the details of 
school administration, organization, and inspection are still 
in the hands of the educational department in each Canton. 
How this power of control should be put in force has for 
many years been a thorny question which has never yet 
received a satisfactory solution. In 1882 the Federal 
Council laid before the Chambers certain proposals with 
a view to an inquiry which would have been intrusted 
to the Statistical Bureau for the ~urpose of showing 
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what Cantons did not fulfil their duties regarding the 
supervision of their educational organization, and also 
what measures were still necessary for the fulfilment 
and e~ecution of Article 27. The National Council 
went much further than the Federal Council, as it passed 
a resolution on the 28th April charging that body, by 
the department of the interior, not only to make the 
necessary inquiries and report upon the best means for 
insuring the complete execution of the above-mentioned 
Article, but also to see whether it might not be possible 
to legislate upon the matter; with this end in view it 
was proposed that instead of a mere clerk in the Statis
tical Bureau, a functionary having the title of Secretary 
of public instruction should be appointed. In the June 
session of the same year the Council of the States 
adopted the resolution, though only by a small majority. 
It was an open secret that the head of the Federal 
department of the interior favoured the conclusions of 
the Assembly. The Radical party desired that all re
ligious societies should be excluded from participation in 
the conduct of primary schools, and that religious teach
ing of a dogmatic nature should, as being perplexing to 
children, be banished from among the subjects taught. 
The opposite party, which of course included the 
Catholics and Conservatives, declared that the aim of 
the Radicals was to "banish God from the schools"
an expression so frequently used by the former, that it 
may almost be said to have become their battle-cry. 

The Conservatives and Catholics, who, as we have 
already pointed out in another portion of this work, are 
always the stanch supporters of cantonal sovereignty, 
also maintairied that the appointment of a new Federal 
functionary would be the thin end of the wedge, and 
would probably be followed by a Federal law depriving 
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the Cantons of all initiative in the matter of education. 
and thus encroaching gravely upon their cantonal 
rights.. The Catholics especially were up in arms, and 
they were by no means alone. for the extraordinary 
number of 180,995 citizens demanded that the ~u
tion should be subjected to the Referendum. The popu
lar vote was taken on the 26th November 1882, and the 
measure was rejected by the large majority of 146,129. 
Protestant as well as Catholic Cantons reversed the fiat 
of the Federal Assembly, and the only Cantons in which 
the Ayes prevailed were urban Basel, Thurgau, and 
N euch5.teL This result may be considered to have 
settled the question for the present. the people having 
so decisively shown their will in opposition to their re
presentatives. The majority wished to preserve Christian 
education for the young. and also to retain for each Canton 
sovereign authority over its schools. It is true that dur
ing the extraordinary session of March 1888 the sub
ject was again broached; and the following· motion of 
Herr Schappi was discU8."led in the National Council:
"The Federal Council is invited to examine whether, 
from the experience and proofs hitherto obtained, the 
school system of all the Cantons corresponds with the 
provisions of Article 27 of the Federal Constitution, and 
to present a report on the results of this inquiry." Herr 
Schappi declared himself to be a partisan of instruction 
under Federal control, and iu favour of a uniform series of 
Federal manuals to be used in all the various cantonal 
schools. The motion was, however, ultimately withdrawn. 

We must confess that it appears difficult to instruct 
all children after the same pattern in a country with so 
diversified a surface and containing three distinct 
nationalities. with their respective languages of French, 
German, and Italian, not to mention Romansch. In 
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the mountainous regions, during winter, the children 
can hardly be expected to attend school regularly, 
although the parents are no doubt technically liable to 
fines if they do not. In the industrial and rich centres 
all the conditions of life are entirely different, the 
schools are always within reach, intellectual life is more 
developed, and there is more time and taste for instruc
tion. The laws affecting education vary in every Canton, 
each having its own system, but all are based on the broad 
principle that every citizen is bound towards the State to 
utilize on behalf of his children those means of instruc
tion which are afforded at the public expense. Previous 
to the Constitution of 1874, when primary education 
first became compulsory throughout the Confederation, 
the national machinery for placing a career of some kind 
within the reach of every boy or girl was in certain 
Cantons even more obviously defective than in England 
before the Education Act of 1870. The schools were 
chiefly supported by the different religious denomina
tions, by charitable societies, and by benevolent indi
viduals. There was no systematic scheme of teaching; 
nothing which would justify the boast which can now 
be made in England as well as in Switzerland, that 
the son of the poorest peasant has the means at his dis
posal by which he may rise to the highest position in 
the government. During the old regime it depended 
entirely on the caprice of a child's parents, or the 
amount of authority they were able to exercise over 
him, whether: he was placed in a school, or took the 
trouble to attend it. Catholics and Protestant~ of all 
denominations alike framed their scheme of instruction 
with the idea, in the first place, that it should serve 
as a means of instilling their individual beliefs and 
opinions into the minds of their pupils, and the notion of 
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glvmg them a suitable preparation to enable them to 
fill in after years an honourable and useful place in 
their State was but a secondary consideration. 

The clause in the Constitution which made primary 
education compulsory was universally popular in all 
the Cantons. The authors of Article 27 seem to 
have had none of those misgivings and forebodings 
which were frequently expressed in England previous 
to 1870, when many members of Parliament declared 
that any such measure was calculated to interfere with 
the liberty of the subject, and ominously predicted that 
it would produce a national commotion not much less 
dangerous than that which attended a poll-tax. "With 
the matter of education," wrote Mr. (now Sir) Horace 
Rumbold, when Secretary of Legation at Bern, "the 
Swiss people manifest a veritable passion, and it is a 
thing worthy of sincere admiration, though but natural 
perhaps in the land that gave birth to Rousseau, Pesta
lozzi, Fellenberg, and others, to note what heavy self
imposed pecuniary sacrifices they cheerfully make to 
the cause. The public foundations, the private gifts, 
the State contributions devoted to education by this 
otherwise thrifty, close-fisted race, may be truly said to 
be noble in the extreme." 

A Swiss citizen takes an honest pride in his school, 
and everything connected with it. The school-house in 
any town or village, from the capital of the Canton to 
the most remote hamlet, is certain to attract the notice 
of a stranger as one of the most solid and commodious 
builQ.ings in the place. No site, however costly, would 
be looked upon as thrown away by being used for a 
school-house, provided there were good reasons for be
lieving that particular spot to be the healthiest, the 
most central, and generally the most suitable position 

o 
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that could be found in the district. We may mention 
two instances of this-one in Zurich, where a school was 
built at a cost of £43,000 on the Linthescher-Platz, one 
of the chief open spaces of the city; the other in Bern, 
where a couple of houses in the more modern part of 
the Rue federale were purchased for the purpose of 
being converted into a girls'school. No subjects take 
up a larger share of the attention of the communal or 
cantonal authorities than those which relate to the 
schools under their supervision. It is difficult for an 
Englishman, who seldom takes up a local newspaper 
without seeing some case brought before the magis
trates in which a parent is prosecuted by the School 
Board for refusing to send his child to school or for 
non-payment of fees, to understand the eager and deep
rooted enthusiasm with which a Swiss, be he young 
or old, regards the educational system of his country. 
Throughout his whole life, from the day he enters it as 
a junior scholar till he becomes a man and has to bear 
his part in its administration, school is in one way or 
other always being brought before him. In almost 
every town and village the primary schools are attended 
by the children of the rich and poor alike without dis
tinction; in Switze~land there is no class of vagrant or 
destitute children which the ordinary school system fails 
to reach, and the visitor may see, side by side, an orphan 
who is fed and clothed by the Commune and the son of 
a well-to-do tradesman or professional man receiving the 
same instruction, each being under precisely the same 
discipline. In ZUrich, where primary instruction in 
private establishments is permitted, about 97·5 of the 
children of all classes attend the public primary schools. 
In fact the educational system of Switzerland has be
come one of the great means of cementing together the 
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different classes and sections of the community,. and of 
tightening those bonds which hold the Confederation so 
firmly together. It will th~refore be easily understood 
that the Swiss parent looks upon the school-house, not 
merely as the place where his children are educated and 
fitted for making their way in the world, but as a poli
tical nursery where many of those doctrines cherished 
by the stanch republican are developed and fostered 
among the younger generation . 

. The Swiss have shown even a greater spirit of 
religious toleration in all that concerns their educa
tional system than they have done in ecclesiastical 
matters. This, as Sir Horace Rumbold remarked in 
his report of 1868 already quoted, "is one of the 
most creditable features of their educational system, 
and appears the more striking that the country is 
nearly equally divided 1 between Roman Catholics and 
Protestants, so mixed in some Cantons as to be barely 
distinguishable, so sharply divided in others as to have 
preserved intact the most marked characteristics of 
either creed, and all, barely twenty years ago, engaged 
in the bitterest civil strife." 

In those Cantons where the population is mostly 
composed of Protestants or Catholics, the religious in
struction in the primary schools is always given on fixed 
days at stated hours, so that every facility for absenting 
themselves may be afforded to children whose parents 
wish them only to receive secular instruction. The 
real religious training of the young is left to the 
clergy, and takes the form of preparation for confirma
tion. We give the general p]an followed regarding 
religious ~nstruction in the primary schools of Vaud, 

1 There are at present 'about 1,190,000 Catholics to 1,725,000 
Protestants. See page 176, 
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Geneva, N eucM,tel, and Luzern, not only as ex
amples of the various methods' in vogue, but also to 
illustrate the vast amount of divergence existing amongst 
the various Cantons in nearly every detail of 'organiza-
tion:- ' 

Vaud.-:-Religion is taught mainly from a historical 
point of view. 

Geneva.-No rel,igious instruction is at any time 
given in the public schools themselves, and the actual 
school-houses are at no time permitted to, be used for 
the purpose. On the other hand, the State gives a 
yearly subvention to a consistoire, or body of pastors 
and cures, to' whom parents can, at their discretion, 
send the children for instruction. 

Neuchdtel.-There is no system of religious instruc
tion, but the school-houses are permitted to be used 
for the purpose by suitable persons at convenient hours. 

Luzern.-The religious instruction of the young is 
left entirely to the Roman Catholic clergy. 

Mixed schools (paritatische Schulen) exist in many 
of the Cantons where the population is composed both' 
of :protestants and Catholics, and are attended by child
ren belonging to either communion. These schools 
cannot b.e called secular. In Bern, for example, ele
mentary religious instruction is given in the simple 
truths common to all Christians, and in readings from 
the Bible. In a Canton like Zurich, where the Pro
testants are largely in the majority, a Roman Catholic 
child generally receives this' instruction with his Pro
testant school-fellows till he has reached his tenth or 
eleventh year, when his special preparation for con
firmation usually commences. This system of mixed 
schools appears to work well even in Cantons like St. 
Gallen, where the Roman Catholics are to the Protes-
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tants in the proportion of five to three, and where, 
during the years preceding the Sonderbund War, violent 
feuds prevailed on the subject of religion and education. 
If the Catholic or Protestant minority in a Canton find 
themselves strong enough to do so, they not infrequently 
establish schools exclusively for the children of their 
own adherents, as, for instance, in the case of the Pro
testants of Morat, who have built several schools, and also 
at Carouge, in the Canton of Geneva, where there is a 
Roman Catholic school which may be described as being 
strictly denominational. 

"We have already stated that primary education-is 
compulsory by law. The obligation goes thus far: all 
parents are bound to give their children instruction at 
least equal to tha~ afforded in the public primary schools. 
With the solitary exception of the Canton of Solothurn, 
where all children must receive their instruction in the 
public schools, parents are at liberty to teach their children 
at home or have theni educated in private establishments. 
The State interferes only in the case of a child not 
receiving the minimum of education decreed by legis
lation, and by means of fine and imprisonment it can 
enforce very severe punishments on those who violate or 
infringe the law in this respect. The obdurate father 
who persists in refusing to allow his child to att~nd 
school, and who neglects to teach it at home, may 
indeed, according to the letter of the law, even run 
the risk of seeing it committed to the custody of 
others. 

Thus far we have attempted to sketch the broad 
principles upon which the general scheme of popular 
instruction is based; we shall now endeavour to convey 
some idea of .the educational machinery of the country 
by describing the system at present existing in Zurich. 
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We are led to select this as the particular Canton in 
which to investigate the subject by the fact that the 
city of Ziirich is one of the greatest scholastic centres, 
not only in Europe, but in the whole world. The 
superiority of this State over other Cantons in all 
matters relating to education is perhaps the only con
cession which the entire Confederation would be willing 
to make to any single Canton. By far the largest 
portion of the cantonal budget is devoted to schoo1s, 
the annual cost of each scholar in an elementary school 
being no less than £2 : 4s., a sum far exceeding the 
corresponding charge in other Cantons. The healthiest 
and most commanding position in the town belonged to 
the municipal authorities, who, instead of building 
residences for the wealthier citizens and thereby in
creasing the wealth of the corporation, used the ground 
for erecting the Polytechnic school, the University, and 
the various departments connected with them. It is 
impossible to walk through the streets and see at every 
turn substantially built schools, and all the many other 
evidences of the flourishing scholastic life which exists 
there, without realizing that everything connected with 
the well-being and education of their children becomes a 
matter of first importance with the people of Zurich. We 
purposely arranged our visit at a time when examinations 
were being conducted, and we noticed that there was 
nothing theatrical about the performance of the pupils; 
they appeared to be perfectly unconscious of the presence 
of the crowd of friends and parents in the room, who were 
taking the liveliest interest in the day's proceedings. 
The desks and school furniture were of the newest and 
most approved pattern. The corridors were large and 
airy, and though the season of the year necessitated the 
heating of the building, we everywhere found the venti-
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lation to be admirable. The museums and laboratories 
are a notable feature of the ZUrich schools; these are 
very complete collections of botanical, geological, 
zoological, and anatomical specimens, all carefully 
labelled and arranged, as well as excellent chemical and 
physical apparatus. The museum of the Linthescher
Platz School was specially referred to by the Royal 
Commission on Technical Instruction in 1886 as "a 
type of what such a school museum should be." The 
specimens are generally collected and arranged by 
the teachers. 

In Ziirich, as indeed throughout the whole of 
Switzerland, the supervision and organization of all 
educational matters-primary, secondary, as well as 
technical-are under the control of the head of the 
educational department of the Canton. It should, 
however, be remembereq that this functionary exercises 
no jurisdiction over the Polytechnic school at Ziirich, 
which is under the authority of the Federal govern
ment. His salary is generally in proportion to the 
wealth of the Canton; in Ziirich it amounts to £200 
per annum. 

In the majority of Cantons regularly-paid inspectors 
are appointed by the educational department, and are 
generally chosen among schoolmasters or those of the 
clergy whose pastoral duties are sufficiently light to 
permit of their devoting a certain amount of time to 
the supervision of the schools in their neighbourhood. 
In Zurich, on the other hand, the inspection is volun
tarily conducted by members of the district School 
Boards, composed chiefly of professional men, pastors, or 
persons of influence, who are elected for a period of three 
years by all the citizens in the district. These Boards 
form the executive machinery of the corresponding 
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departments of the cantonal governments, and the 
duties of the members chiefly consist in seeing that all 
cantonal laws are faithfully enforced by the communal 
authorities. They decide on all questions regarding the 
course of the studies .to be pursued in the schools, the 
books to be used, etc., and in general act as a final 
tribunal of appeal in any controversies that may arise 
between the teachers imd the local authorities. The 
schools are always open to any member of the Commune, 
as well as to the inspectors, who rarely give the teachers 
notice of their approaching visit. Women are not 
eligible for election as school inspectors. 

In every Commune there is a school Commission 
whose duties may be said to correspond with those 
performed by members of the School Board in an 
English village. The members of the Commission are 

. elected by the communal Assembly from among their 
own body, and also from the communal Council. They 
form practically the executive of the district School 
Board, who on their part (as we have already stated) 
carry out the instructions of the cantonal government. 
They are responsible for providing sufficient school 
accommodation for the children of the Commune, and 
they see that the buildings are kept in repair. One of 
their number must vJsit each school at least twice every 
year, and satisfy himself that any suggestions made by 
the inspector have been duly acted upon. Poor children 
are supplied gratuitously with bo<:>ks, at the discretion 
of the Commission, and at their recommendation a poor 
scholar who shows marked ability and diligence is pro
vided by the diatrict Board with the means of con
tinuing his studies in the higher schools. They deal 
with parents who neglect to send their children regularly 
to school, and have the power of expelling a scholar. 
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In Ziirich all children who have been dismissed from a 
primary school are compelled by a law recently passed 
to receive private instruction, either at the expense of 
their parents or, in the case of the poor, at the cost of 
the State. Corporal punishment is forbidden in" the 
majority of the Cantons. The Commune provides the 
site for the school buildings. 'l;'hese are erected partly 
at the expense of the Commune and partly by the 
Canton, which grants subsidies varying from five to 
fifty per cent according to its w-ealth. The Commune 
provides light and fuel and keeps the building in repair; 
for more costly alterations, however, the Canton also 
provides subsidies. The most minute regulations are 
laid down by each Canton regarding the construction 
of school buildings, as, for instance, that the windows 
must .face the east or south-east, and that the benches 
must be so arranged that the light falls upon the pupil's 
left hand. 

The teachers, who are drawn from the same class as 
in England, are elected by the communal Assembly for 
a period of six years. In some Cantons the appoint
ment must be made subject to the approval of the State 
educational department. In Zurich the minimum salary 
of a teacher in a primary school is £48, and in a 
secondary school £72 per annum, half of which is 
paid by the Canton and half by the Commune, which 
also provides a" free house and garden and fuel. The 
Canton gives an additional £4 for every four years' 
service up to £16. In this Canton, teachers, after thirty 
years' i!!ervice; "receive a pension of not less than one 
half of their salary at the time they retire. There is no 
pupil-teacher system in any part of Switzerland, and in 
a school with several teachers there is no headmaster, 
all having the same equal authority. The Canton 
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leaves each Commune to decide whether male or female 
teachers shall be· employed in the primary schools, 
which are attended alike by boys and girls. In some 
Cantons the local patois is used in instructing the very 
youngest pupils. All teachers are trained for a period 
of four years in one of the cantonal preceptors' colleges, 
which they usually enter at the age of fifteen, after 
having passed a satisfactory examination in the sub
jects taught in the third year's course of the secondary 
schools. 

In towns, children from four to five years of age are 
usually sent to the Kindergarten schools, conducted 
according t.o Froebel's system. The attendance is 
optional, they have no State endowment, and are 
conducted by private individuals. . Children between 
the ages of six and. fourteen are compelled by law to 
attend school, and must remain in a primary school 
until the age of twelve, when they may either be sent 
to a_secondary one, or, subject to the prescribed attend
ance at a supplementary one, may enter into practical 
life. By the Federal Factory Act of the 23d March 
1877, no child can be employed in a mill or public 
workshop till he has attained the age {)f fifteen. In 
rural districts the holidays are fixed with due reference 
to the harvest and the vintage, and to the tourist 
season. Throughout the whole year they extend over 
some eight or ten weeks. 

The supplementary schools are intended for the 
benefit of children who are required by their parents 
to assist in work at home. The course of instruction 
ex~ndS over four years, but those who have remained 
in em for two years (until the age of fourteen) are 
abso yed from further compulsory attendance. Supple
ment y schools are held on two mornings of the week,. 
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the chief aim of the teacher being to try and help the 
scholars to retain what they have already learned in the 
primary schools. 

The chief educational institutions In the town of 
ZUrich may be classed as follows :-

Compulsory-Primary Schools. 
Supplement!U'y Schools. 

Optional-Secondary Schools. 
Gymnasium or High School. 
Technical School. 
Polytechnic. 
University. 

The course in the secondary· schools is three years 
for boys and four for girls. In Zurich these are not 
U mixed." In those set apart for girls all the subjects, 
with the exception of needlework, are taught by male 
teachers. The gymnasium or high school is usually 
entered by boys on leaving the primary school; the 
course is six and a half years, and is preparatory for· 
the University. Pupils who obtain a U certificate" 
during the sixth year of the gymnasium curriculum are 
enabled to enter the University or the Polytechnic with
out an entrance examination.' The technical school 
follows on the secondary school, and prepares pupils for 
the Polytechnic or for direct entrance into trade. 

The following list will convey some idea of the vast 
educational resources in Zurich. Some of the establish
ments are founded or endowed by the State :-

High-Class Ladies' College. 
Training School for Female Teachers. 
Veterinary College. 
Agricultural School. 
Art Training School at the Technical Museum. 
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Academy for Music. 
School for Silk-Weaving. 

CHAP. 

Training Schools for the Kindergarten System. 
School of In.dustry and School for Artisans. 
Kaufmannischer Verein: Commercial Courses and 

Instruction in Languages. 

In 1882, during the period of commercial and in
dustrial depression v.:hich followed so closely upon those 
years of exceptional prosperity between 1860 and 1874, 
the Federal Assembly unanimously requested the 
Federal Council to inquire into the state of trade and 
industry in the Confederation. An inquiry was accord
ingly set on foot through the medium of th~ Federal 
department of commerce and agriculture, and the 
result clearly showed that there was a strong feeling 
throughout the country that the system of technical 
education should be developed and improved. A desire \ 
was also manifested that collections of industrial models 
should be formed in various centres. I t was also sug
gested that in mountain districts a large industry might 
gradunlly be developed by the'manufacture of children's 
toys, and that in those parts of the country where osiers 
could be cultivated, establishments for learning basket
making might advantageously be started. The Federal 
Council, after due consideration, decided that the best 
way of effecting the desired object with reference to 
technical education would be to grant subsidies to the 
existing technical schools, as well as to others which 
might be established, and this system was adopted hy a 
Federal resolution which was passed by the Chambers 
in 1884. In that year a subsidy of £4000 was voted 
by them, and it was expected that the annual sum 
required would not exceed £6000; but in 1886 the 
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subsidy already exceeded .£8200, and in 1887 it amounted 
to over .£9200. 

It is perhaps needless for us to state that in Switzer
land there is no national scheme of art or tecbnical 
instruction such as erists in this country in connection 
with South Ke~oton. Provided certain duly specified 
subjects are studied, the Federal authorities do not 
interfere in any way with the- methods of instruction 
followed in the different schoola they subsidize. As in 
the case of primary instruction, all matters of detail 
are left to the Cantons. In fact, the only educational 
establishment within the limits of the Confederation 
which can be said to be under the control of the Federal 
authorities is (as aIreadystated) the Polytechnic atZiirich. 
This is undoubtedly the most remarkable educational 
institution in the whole of Switzerland. In England it 
would probably be called a technical university. It was 
founded by the Confederation in 1854. About that 
time a great impu1ae was given to eI1aoineering and 
manufactures by the extension of the railway system 
and the establishment of factories throughout Europe. 
A demand at once arose for highly-skilled labour owing 
to the widespread introduction of steam, and con
sequently schoola were created in various parts of 
Europe, in which the necessary scientific training, with 
its practical applications. could be imparted so as to 
enable workmen to compete with trained English 
artisans. This in:.--titution comprises seven distinct 
schoola, with courses varying from two and a half to 
three and a half years, viz.:-

1. .Architectural. 
2. Civil Engineering. 
3. lIechanical Engineering. 
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4. Chemical Technology (including Pharmacy). 
5. ,Agriculture and Farming. 
6. Normal School. 
7. Philosophical and Political Science. 

To give Some idea of the completeness and extent of 
the Polytechnic school, we may mention that there are 
two hundred distinct courses of lectures given during 
the year by forty-five professors and thirteen assistants. 
The total annual expenditure is a little under £20,000. 
It is attended by some eight hundred students, who 
each pay £8 to £10 per annum for a complete course of 
instruction in the school to which they belong. 

Among the more important technical schools in 
Switzerland we may cite the Teknikum at Winterthur, 
the school of art arid the school of silk - weaving at 
Ziirich (already mentioned), and the school of art at 
Geneva. Foremost among the horological schools is 
that of Geneva, the first founded in the Confederation, ( 
having been established in 1824; since then similar 
schools have been built in the Canton of NeucMtel at 
La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle, which are the prin
cipal centres of watch-making in the Jura, and at 
N euchatel and Fleurier; also at St. lmier and Biel in 
the Canton of Bern. In the latter Canton there are two 
schools of wood - carving, one at Meyringen and the 
other at Brienz, the former being in every respect vastly 
superior to the latter. . 

Great attention 'is devoted to the various agri
cultural schools in Switzerland. We have already 
alluded to the agricultural department in the Poly
technic at Zurich, which, along with the school of 
agricultural chemistry attached to it, is attended by 
those who wish to study the higher branches of the 
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subjects taught there. Not only practical but theo
retical instruction is given in the farm schools at 
Strickhof,(Ziirich), and the Rutte (Bern), which also has 
a dairy school. During the winter months purely theo
retical schools are held at Lausanne, at Sursee (Luzern), 
and at Brugg (Aargau). There is an institution for 
experimental vine - growing at Lausanne, a school of 
gardening at Geneva, and dairy schools at Sornthal 
(St. Gallen), and Treyvaux (Freiburg). From time to 
time lectures and short courses of instruction are 
given in. different parts of the country on horticul
ture and viniculture, fodder-growing, cattle-breeding, 
etc., by which some knowledge of the theory.and tech
nical details of agricultural science is given, with the 
view of awakening a spirit of enterprise in the more 
remote districts of the country. We may mention that 
a most interesting report on technical instruction in 
Switzerland has recently been written by M. Henri 
Loumyer, Secretary of the Belgian Legation at Bern. 

The Swiss universities resemble the German and 
Scotch more closely than they do the English, as there 
are no colleges or halls of residence, and the teaching is 
professorial rather than tutorial. 

There are four universities - Basel, Bern, Zurich, 
where the lectures are given in Gennan, and Geneva, 
which is chiefly attended by students from the French
speaking Cantons. These. universities contain the' 
four faculties-theology, medicine, philosophy, and law. 
There is an academy at Lausanne and one at Neuchatel, 
but these institutions do not comprise the four faculties. 
All efforts to establish one large Federal university 
have as yet been unsuccessful, the university authorities 
being unable to decide which city should have preference 
over the others. The Swiss universities are attended 
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by about 2200 students, among whom are some 500 
foreigners divided among the four faculties as follows: 
212 are studying medicine, 197 philosophy, 43 theo
logy, and 40 jurisprudence. The matriculated students, 
Swiss and foreign together, gi~e a preponderance to the 
faculty of medicine, which counts 749 adherents; philo
sophy is studied by 515, law by 301, and theology by 
219. The non-matriculated students," hearers" as they 
are called, are about 400 in number; nearly one half 
(183) attend lectures at Geneva. At the University of 
Ziirich there are 60 female students, 40 of whom attend 
the medical faculty. 

The excellence of the educational system in Switzer
land can best be judged by its results. That" every 
child in the entire Confederation who is not mentally 
incapacitated is able to read and write" is no mere idle 
boast on the part of the Swiss, but a well-authenticated 
fact. Some years ago a member of the Geneva section 
of the Swiss Statistical Society, wishing to test a system 
of instruction to be applied to adults, was at great 
trouble to find a' person wholly incapable of reading and 
writing. After much difficulty he succeeded in securing 
his man, who, however, upon inquiry proved to be no 
citizen of the Swiss RepubHc, but a Savoyard. We 
have already spoken of the large sums of money so 
ungrudgingly spent upon school buildings and educa
tional purposes in every Canton. A candidate for some 
public appointment not infrequently urges his claim for 
election by promising to cut down the expenditure in 
the departments over which he hopes to have the control, 
but no one ever dreams of trying to gain the goodwill of 
his electors by suggesting that there should be any dimi
nution made in the sums devoted to public instruction. 

The poor value the right which their children 
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possess to be educated at the cost of the State as one of 
the most treasured privileges conferred upon them by 
their Constitution, and the rich on their part look upon 
popular education as one of the surest and best means of 
preserving the tranquillity and prosperity of the Con
federation, where the government is practically in the 
hands of the masses. 

This latter view of the subject wa,s happily expressed 
by a wealthy Bernese patrician as follows : "It is for 
our advantage to educate our masters." 

p 



CHAPTER XIV 

AGRICULT1:RE 

THE total area of Switzerland is 15,964 1 square miles. 
or less than one half that of Ireland, and of this nearly 
one third is unproductive. There is no other country in 
the world where, crowded into so small a space, we find 
such enormous variations in the elevation and form of 
its surface, so great a variety in the composition and 
condition of the soil, or such great changes in the tem
perature and the strength and distribution of atmo
spheric resistance. H we were to start from the lowest 
level on the southern slope of the Alps, say about 650 
feet, where the lemon, the almond, and the fig ripen in 
the open air, and were thence to ascend to an elevation 
of some 9500 feet, where every vestige e.en of the most 
primiti.e artificial culti.ation ceases, we might trace 
nearly every species of vegetable growth known in 
Europe. Those who have crossed one of the Alpine 
highways between Italy and Switzerland must have 
noticed the continual change taking place in their sur
roundings, as the diligence toiled slowly up the steep 
and winding road. They will doubtless recall the vine
yards which were passed during the first stage of the 

I The figures upon which this chapter is ba....oo have been furnished 
to us by Herr Schneebeli, of the School of Agriculture, ZUrich. 
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day's journey, then the rich productive patches of soil, 
the green pasturage, and the thick forests; higher up 
the gnarled roots of the pines and the wide stretches of 
stunted furze, till at length the increasing keenness 
of the mountain air reminded· them that they were 
approaching the great snow peaks. 

In order to give some idea of the vegetation of 
Switzerland, as well as of its relative distribution, we 
shall divide that country into three parts, according to 
their respective elevations. 

1. The Lowland District, reaching from 646 feet, 
the lowest level in the Confederation, to an elevation of 
2625 feet, includes the country extending from south
west to north-east, from the Lake of Geneva to the Lake 
of Constance, through which the line of railway between 
Geneva, Bern, Olten, Zurich, and Romanshorn passes. 
This district also includes the warmest and most 
sheltered part of the whole of Switzerland, which lies on 
the banks of Lakes Lugano and Maggiore, and on the 
southern side of those great Alps which completely pro
tect it from the cold northerly winds. The sunny slopes 
on the lower ground are generally planted with vines, 
which flourish in the north of Switzerland at a height of 
1640 feet, and in the south at 1970 feet. In the well
watered valleys and on the shady slopes are some of the 
richest meadows in the country, the upper part of these 
slopes, which are unsuited for cultivation, being generally 
covered with forests. This is the great fruit-growing 
district, the trees being planted in the pasture land. 

2. The Mountain District, extending from 2625 to 
4265 feet above the sea-level. It includes the greater 
portion of the Jura range, as well as the entire lower 
Alpine region. Grain and potatoes are here chiefly 
cultivated. The' grass slopes are. used alternately as 
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me~dows and for pasturage; the former produce most 
abundant' crops of hay. The oak, the plane, and the 
beech flourish towards the upper boundary of the dis
trict. Orchards are rarely planted above 3600 feet. 

3. The Alpine District, extending between 4265 
and 7550 feet, where artificial cultivation practically 
ceases. This may be subdivided into a Lower (reaching 
to 5900 feet) and an Upper District. When the former 
is not planted with forests it is used for pasture, and as 
it is comparatively easily reached from the valley, milch 
cows are nearly always brought there to graze, hence 
the name Kuhalp. Small patches of grain and potatoes 
are raised, the former growing at a height of 5250 feet 
and the latter up to 4920 feet. Groups of chaIets which 
are inhabited all the year round are only found on the 
lower confines of the district, those higher up being 
used temporarily during the pasturing season, which 
usually lasts for about ten or twelve weeks. The 
deciduous trees gradually disappear, their place being 
taken by conifers. In the Upper District the pasturing 
season lasts only from four to six weeks. The steep 
grass slopes, often difficult to reach, are generally used 
for feeding young cattle, sheep, or goats, from which 
their name Schafalpen is derived. The forests seldom 
extend as high up, though single firs and larches may 
be seen at a height of 6562 feet, while the ground which 
.is not used for pasturage is generally covered with a 
low shrub growth of fir and Alpenrosen. 

The total area of land under cultivation in Switzer
land is 5,378,122 acres, of which 1,715,781 acres, or 
31'9 per cent, are meadow land, and 1,962,656 acres, or 
36'5 per cent, are pure pasturage. The arable land 
covers an area of 1,533,093, or 28'5 per cent of the 
whole; vineyards, 87,714 acres, or 1'6 per cent; while 
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the ground devoted entirely to gardening purposes may 
be estimated at about 78,870 acres, or 1·5 per cent. 

From what we have said it will be seen that cattle
breeding, growing grass, and fodder are by far the most 
important branches of agriculture in Switzerland. 
Throughout the whole of the country both soil and 
climate are extremely favourable for these purposes. 

The Swiss possess two excellent breeds of cattle, the 
Part i-coloured and the Brown, the differences prevail
ing in each being mainly in point of size and greater or 
less degrees of fineness. The first-mentioned breed is 
supposed by some to have been brought by the Ger
manic tribes from the northern part of .Europe, and is 
seen at its best in the valleys of the Simme, Saane (or 
Sarine), and Kander, in the Gruyere and Bulle districts, 
and generally over the western and northern parts of 
Switzerland. The cattle belonging to this race are large 
and amongst the heaviest in Europe; their ground 
colour is white, and it is marked with dun, reddish
yellow, or black. The milk afforded from the cows of 
the Parti-coloured race is admirably adapted for making 
cheese and butter. The breed as a rule is easily 
fattened, and, owing to its strength and size, is E!uited 
for draught purposes. 

The Brown race consists of the heavy Schwyz breed, 
the medium-sized breed from Unterwalden and part of 
the eastern Cantons, and the smaller mountain breed. 
It has been called the" turf-breed" (Torf-Kuh), and is 
considered to be more ancient than the parti-coloured 
races. Its headquarters are in Schwyz, Zug, Luzern, 
and Ziirich, thence eastward and southward. 

There is a breed in the Valais known as the Herens, 
which is considered by many to be a separate and primi
tive race. These animals, having short stout bodies, 
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are admirably suited for the steepest and most in
accessible pasturage, where a heavier breed could not 
possibly be kept, and which are therefore usually over
run by herds of goats. They are readily fattened, 
the quality of their meat is greatly prized by butchers, 
and they are renowned for their eno~mous powers of 
draught. 

During recent years s~renuous efforts have been 
made, not only by the Federal government but by 
various agricultural societies, to improve the home 
breeds. On this subject a vast difference of opinion 
seems to exist, many high authorities on agricultural 
matters. having considerable doubt as to whether the 
importation of foreign bulls is really the best method of 
attaining this object. Mr. Conway Thornton, when a 
secretary to H. M.'s Legation at Bern, pointed out in 
his interesting report on cattle-breeding in Switzerland 
(from which we have largely borrowed) that, bearing 
in mind the extremes of heat and cold the cattle have 
to endure, the rough weather to which they are so often 
exposed in the Alpine districts, and the steep, almost 
inaccessible position of the slopes where they often 
graze, it is obvious that if the necessary qualities are 
brought out by careful selection in breeding, native 
stock will be more likely to adapt itself to such un
favourable conditions than any imported breed. In 
1880 a great impulse was given to the careful breeding 
of cattle in Switzerland by the establishment of four 
herd-books.1 

The following table on the subject of cattle-breeding 
is based upon the agricultural statistics for the year 
1886. 

1 A number of interesting articles relating to cattle-breeding in 
Switzerland appeared in the Field during 1881. 
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DESCRIPTION. COWS and Horses. Pigs, Sheep, Goats, Total. 
Oxen. 

Number of head 1,212,538 103,410 394,917 341,804 416,323 ,,' 

Value, , £14,429,200 £2,097,160 £837,240 £273,440 £299,760 £17,936,800 
Percen tage of each 

species on total 
valne 80'4 11'7 4"7 1'5 1"7 100 

Number of head 
per acre of culti, 
vated land , '0226 '0195 '0733 '0636 '0774 '" 

Gross annual yield £11,409,680 £2,802,160 £1,012,640 £121,000 £338,640 £15,684,120 
Percentage of each 

species on total 
yield 72'7 17"8 6'5 0'8 2'2 

I 

These figures show that there are a far greater 
number of cows and oxen in Switzerland than any other 
kind of cattle. The use of cattle for draught has a very 
considerable effect on the aggregate profits from keeping 
them. The gross receipts from cattle (excluding manure) 
are :-,-

For Milk £6,970,528 6 5 

" 
Slaughter 2,151,030 0 0 

" 
Draught 1,312,128 0 0 

" 
Cattle and Meat exported 975,993 19 2 

Total £11,409,680 5 7 

The average amount of milk produced every year 
is 332,305,292 gallons, of which 319,482,548 gallons 
are cows' milk, and 12,822,744 from goats. About 
141,513,174 gallons are consumed by the population, 
36,792,113 are used for feeding calves and pigs, and 
about 6,000,000 are employed in the manufacture of 
condensed milk and infants' food. One half of the 
remainder of the milk is made into butter and the other 
half into cheese, the chief article of agricultural· export 
in Switzerland. There are no fewer than 5500 cheese-

100 
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makingestablishmentsintheConfederation;inI886,12,967 
tons were exported amounting in value to £1,451,220. 
Nearly 285 tons of butter are annually exported, by far 
the greatest quantity being sent to Paris and London. 

In thus describing the pasture-farming of Switzer
land, it has been unnecessary to say anything about the 
system of land tenure prevailing in the Alpine districts. 
The pasturage is owned by the different Communes and 
townships/ but the manner in which the soil is appro
priated has a very'decided influence upon the cultiva
tion. The 5,378,122 acres which, as we have already 
pointed out, are devoted to agriculture in Switzerland 
are divided among 258,639 proprietors, the average size 
of the farms throughout the whole country being thus 
not more than 20·75 acres. From these figures it will 
be seen that by far the largest portion of the ground 
under cultivation is composed of small or medium-sized 
farms. As only a comp.aratively small" portion of the 
soil can be said to be highly productive, the country is 
unable to' support its pppulation, and large quantities 
of agricultural produce have annually to be imported. 
These consist chiefly of grain, wheat, and flour, and 
amounted in 1885 to £5,247f 345, and in 1886 to 
£6,140,36~, being respectively £1 : 16 : 5 and £2: 1 : 7 
per head of the population. 

The question of rent is in Switzerland an unimportant 
one, as it, is rare to find a farm which is not worked by 
the owners. It must, however, be borne in mind that 
in very many cases the land is heavily mortgaged, a 
state of affairs which is inevitable in a country where 
there is such a continual subdivision of property. In 
the Bernese Oberland the subdivision of the land is 

1 In the lowland districts the land belongs almost entirely to private 
owners. 
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carried on to a greater extent than in any other part of 
Switzerland. While residing at Bern we once heard of 
a case where a cherry~tree was found to belong to no 
fewer than seven different proprietors. This system is 
the great foe to agricultural enterprise, and one of the 
causes of the constant emigration taking place from the 
pastoral districts. Another drawback is the extreme 
difficulty which may occur in securing unanimity among 
different small proprietors, when a work such as making 
a road is contemplated. The consent of all the proprie
tors whose land might be affected has in certain Cantons 
to be obtained; a small number can therefore obstruct 
altogether by putting one difficulty after another in the 
way of a project which would be advantageous to the 
majority of their neighbours. In many Cantons, how
ever, laws have been passed by which questions of this 
kind are decided by a simple majority. In the case of 
works of public importance, destined to benefit the State 
or the Communes, it has long been a fixed principle 
throughout the whole of the· Confederation that the 
interests of the individual must give way to that of the 
community. 

Many of the holdings, especially in the Alpine 
districts, are reduced to such a small area that they 
barely suffice to support .a single family, so that the 
further subdivision of the land in these localities may 
practically be said to be impossible. In Aargau, Thur
gau, and certain other Cantons, the Government has 
tried to solve this difficult problem of preserving a just 
balance between undue accumulation of land on the one 
hand, and infinitesimal subdivision on the other, and 
laws have been passed fixing the limit to the sub
division of the land at a minimum ranging from 5000 
to 20,000 square feet. 
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Still, numberless advantages accrue from the system, 
and it helps to maintain a spirit of independence and 
self-reliance among the population. The peasant pro
prietor who cultivates his own land feels that he has a 
direct interest ill the State, and it would indeed be 
difficult to find in Europe a more industrious and con
tented people on the whole than are the Swiss. 

Throughout the Confederation the whole of the land 
is freehold, and the cost of transfer, which varies in each 
Canton, is extremely moderate-indeed there is probably 
no country whose laws afford equal facilities for the 
purchase and transfer of land, which has in consequence 
become extremely valuable and is much sought after. 

There is no Federal land code, and each Canton 
possesses the power of framing its own laws relating 
to the tenure of land. Although these laws vary 
very considerably in detail, their general.tendency un
doubtedly is to discourage centralization or the accu
mulation of landed property by a few individuals. The 
following particulars on- the subject with reference to 
the Canton of Bern are taken from a report on land 
tenure written in 1881 by the late Mr. Francis Carew 
while a secretary of H.M.'s Legation at Bern:-

"The sale of land in any part of the Canton is 
absolutely free and unrestricted, the only formality 
being a contract signed by both parties and then de
posited at the cantonal registry office. The fee for this, 
the greater part of which reverts to the Canton (a 
small portion being, however, paid to the Commune), 
amo~nts to about 7 per 1000, which may be taken as 
a very fair average of the cost of the transfer of land 
throughout Switzerland. No official record is kept of 
leases, hence it is impossible to say with absolute accu
racy how much of the land is occupied by tenant-farmers 
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or cultivated by the proprietors themselves. The ordi
nary duration of an original lease is fro~ five to ten 
years. Cases of sub-letting are very rare, and in the 
neighbourhood of Bem are practically unknown. -As 
regards improvements effected on the property, it is 
customary for landlord and tenant to share the expense, 
although in the case of improvements of a more durable 
nature, as, for instance, the erection of new farm build
ings or additions to old ones, the whole expense is fre
quently borne by the landlord. There is, however, no 
fixed rule on this point, which is entirely a matter of 
previous arrangement between landlord and tenant. 
The farmer is in no way bound to any particular rota
tion of crops; it is an important fact, worthy of notice, 
that an attempt to exhaust the soil unfairly is almost 
unknown. The out-going tenant is bound to hand 
the farm over to his successors in no worse condition 
than that in which he found it, and if the requisite 
amount of straw, manure, etc., is not forthcoming, he is 
bound to replace the deficiency. 

"No agreement of any kind takes place between the 
out-going and in-coming tenant as to the goodwill of 
the farm, unexhausted improvements, etc. ; -the landlord, 
who is certainly in a far better position than in many 
other European countries, arranges with both parties, 
and the result obtained is as a rule satisfactory. In the 
event of a property being sold, whether the tenant
farmer has notice to quit or not, the vendor and vendee 
arrange between themselves as to the amount of com
pensation to which the tenant is entitled, and an offer is 
made to the latter accordingly." 

About one half of the arable land is sown in grain, 
the remainder being -used for potatoes, turnips, clover, 
green maize, vetch, etc. The following table gives the 
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value of the various crops (exclusive of grass and clover) 
which are yielded. by the arable land :-

From grain, 1,203,125 qrs. at £2: 6: 7 
per qr. . £2,800,000 

. From vines, 25,068,780 gallons at 1/5l 
per gallon . 

From potatoes, 246,049 tons at 5/8 
per cwt. 

From fruit, 9,625,000 bushels at 1/9 
per bushel. 

From industrial plants . 

1,823,200 

1,400,000 

840,000 
720,000 

£7,583,200 

If to this we add the profits derived from cattle 
(after having deducted the labour value of horses 
and oxen, which amounts to £12,589,600), we find 
the aggregate product to be £20,172,800. About 
£138,440,000 are sunk in land and farm buildings; the 
cattle may be valued at a total of £18,185,160, and 
agricultural instruments at £6,062,000; the annual cost 
of working the farms is £13,336,400. Swiss agriculture 
.has therefore a working capital of £176,000,000. 

Both the cantonal and Federal governments have 
,recently been called upon to determine the best means 
of fostering and promoting the agricultural interests of 
the country. Since 1883 an agricultural section has 
,existed in one of the Federal departments at Bern, and 
.nearly every Canton has framed laws which tend to the 
advancement of agriculture. 

During the years 1883-87 the grants made towards 
this object have been £12,120 per annum. In 1888 
the sums voted by the cantonal authorities amounted to 
no less than £22,800, which, together with the Federal 
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. subsidies, is spent in supporting the various schools of 
agriculture, of viniculture, model farms, etc., to which 
we refer in our chapter on education, as well as in giving 
prizes at the exhibitions held in the different Cantons, 
and in the purchase of valuable stock for breeding 
purposes. These sums do not include the outlays which 
have been made for the correction of water-courses or 
for forestry, a subject to which we shall presently 
allude. 

In many of the Cantons agricultural and horti: 
.cultural societies have been founded, which display a 
vast amount of activity and energy. The Swiss Central 
Association is an important body, one of the chief aims 
of which is to develop a widespread co-operative system 
throughout the country, by which small farmers may not 
only unite in purchasing implements, but in disposing 
of their stock and the produce of their land, thus 
transacting business under far more advantageous 
circumstances than it would be possible for them to do 
individually. 

As already stated, about 1·6 of the soil under 
cultivation in Switzerland is devoted to vineyards, 
which flourish best on the slopes surrounding the Lakes 
of Geneva, N euchatel, Biel, and ZUrich, and in the 
valleys of the larger rivers, and in certain plains in the 
northern part of the country. The only Cantons 
where the vine is not cultivated are Unterwalden and 
Appenzell. Ticino possesses the greatest number of 
vineyards, amounting to 32 square miles; Vaud comes 
next with 21; the third being ZUrich with 20 square 
miles. The culture of the vine in Switzerland is carried 
on at a greater elevation 1 than in any other part of 

1 See description of the lowland district at the commencement of 
1his chapter. 
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Europe with the exception of Savoy and the Alpes 
maritimes in the south of France. The chief aim of the 
vine-grower in Switzerland is to obtain the largest 
possible crop, and Herr Schneebeli has informed us of a 
perfectly well-authenticated instance where some two 
acres of ground yielded 6600 gallons of wine. If we 
take the yield of the vineyards at 440 gallons per acre 
we shall find that the average annual production of 
wine amounts to 31,266,400 gallons; the price is usually 
£1 : 4s. per 22 gallons ... representing a total of £1,705,600. 
The wine produced is not sufficient for the wants of the 
population, and 15,400,000 gallons are annuallyimported, 
exceeding the exports by 11,000,000. The foreign 
wines are for the most part consumed by the tourists 
who come in such great numbers every season to the 
country. 

The principal vines in Switzerland are the Clavner, 
White Traminer, the Rauching, and the Ebling. The 
Clavner is the plant from which the red wines of 
northern and eastern Switzerland, as well as of 
NeucM,tel, are almost without exception produced; it 
is only in Ticino and 'the southern valleys of the Grisons 
that red wines are made from any other grape. The 
White Traminer is cultivated almost exclusively in 
Vaud and Geneva; it is, however, grown to a certain 
extent on the shores of the Lakes of N eucMtel and Biel, 
and is also to be found in the Valais and .rural Basel. 
The Rauching is chiefly to be found on the shores of the 
Lake of ZUrich and in the Simmenthal. The Ebling is 
principally to be met with in the Cantons of Schaff
hausen, Thurgau, and Basel, as well as in the district 
known as "the wine country," nearZiirich. The last
named plant yields whitf? wines. In addition to these 
vines there are others of more or less importance. 
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Valais and Ticino have different species peculiar to 
them and especially adapted to the soil; in the latter 
Canton about one third of the vines are the vitis 
latrusca or wild vine, which yields a poor crop. In 
the Valais the Arvine and Amique, which furnish ex
cellent white wines, deserve especially to be mentioned. 
A delicate wine is made from the Riesling. The 
P-£ze produces the "Vin du Glacier," so called from 
the fact of the inhabitants of the Val d'Aniviers 
storing the casks in their famous cellars in an elevated 
region. 

The following are the best-known wines produced in 
the Cantons of Vaud, Valais, and N euchatel:

Vaud.-La Cote, Lavaux, Dezalay, Montreux, Ville
neuve, Yvorne. 

Valais.-DOle, Malmsey, J ohannisberger, La Marque, 
Coquimper, Yin du Glacier, Fendant. 

Neuchdtel.-Neucbatel, St. Blaise, Cortaillod. 
A great deal of red wine comes from various German 

Cantons, the best-known kinds being Hallauer from 
Schaffhausen, Neftenbacher from ZUrich, and Gold
wa.ndler from Aargau. The monastery of Einsiedeln has 
a celebrated vineyard which produces the far-famed 
Leutschen wine. 

Sparkling wine is made in the Cantons of N eu
chatel and Vaud; a dryer brand of the wine grown 
in the former Canton has begun to be imported into 
England. 

As early as the commencement of the fourteenth 
century it became necessary to exercise a certain 
economy with regard to the consumption of wood 
in the more populous portions of Switzerland. In 
1314 the authorities of ZUrich forbade their for
esters "to fell, float, or sell timber from the Sihl-
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wold"; in 1339 we find Schwyz forbidding char
coal ~burningin the neighbourhood of its 'principal 
town, and in 1592 a decree was published in 
Bern enjoining care and economy in the felling of 
trees. l 

The forest laws of the seventeenth century dealt 
almost entirely with the maintenance and the protection 
of timber, and it was not till 1702 that a Commission was 
appointed in ZUrich to discuss the best means for in
creasing and improving the forests. Some years later 
the Physical Society of Zurich and the Societe eco
nornique of Bern devoted their .attention to these subjects, 
with the result that the respective governments of these 
Cantons passed revised decrees which contained the 
most essential elements of forest legislation, and have 
remained the ground work of subsequent enactments. 
The unsettled state of the Confederation at the begin
ning of the present century interrupted the development 
of forestry, but upon the revival of general industry 
in 1830 the matter was once more brought into 
notice. 

The whole question. was some years afterwards taken 
up by the Federal gove~nment as being one of import
ance to the Confederation, and in 1855 a school of 
forestry was founded. At first the Cantons were 
naturally disposed to look with suspicion on any legisla
tion calculated to interfere with or encroach upon their 
sovereign rights, and this was especially the case in 
those districts where large tracts of forests were owned 
by Communes and bourgeoisies. Great pains were 
taken to enlighten these bodies as to what their true 
interests really were, and no sooner did they fully realize 

1 See Miscellaneous Series (No. 73), published by the Foreign Office, 
1887. Report on the Swiss Forest La.ws (Mr. Thornton). 
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the importance of the subject it was intended to 
deal with than all dislike which had been expressed at 
the proposed legislation rapidly disappeared. Even in 
the most backward Cantons the great value of forests 
to the Confederation soon became apparent, not oilly 
from their relation to domestic economy, but as a 
support to the soil in precipitous places, and also from 
their connection with various meteorological phenomena. 
To these reasons was added the urgent consideration of 
the rapidly-increasing price of timber. It was probably 
the serious impression produced in Switzerland by the 
disastrous floods of 1868 which determined the in
sertion in the revised Federal Constitution of 1874: of 
the 24th Article, conferring upon the Confederation the 
right of supreme supervision with respect to dykes and 
to forests in mountainous regions, and of aiding in 
measures for confining torrents within proper channels 
and for replanting woods at their sources. A neces
sary result of the insertion of this clause was the 
creation of the posts of Inspector and Sub- Inspector 
of forests. The forest administration in the majority 
of Cantons is conducted by a department under 
the rule of a member of the executive government, 
assisted by the chief forester of the Canton. In 
Uri, Nidwald, Glarus, and Appenzell, however, it is 
confided to a committee chosen directly by the 
people. 

In Switzerland the pay of the forest officials 
is by no means large. Cantonal forest inspectors 
receive £120 to £180 per annum, district foresters 
£88 to £112, and under-foresters are paid at the 
rate of about £48 a year. A house and garden 
or free lodgings are hardly ever included in this re
muneration. 

Q 
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The following table shows how the total forest area 
of Switzerland is distributed :-

State Forests 
Communal Forests 
Private Forests 

Total 

Acres. 

Si,945 
1,299,075 

573,940 

1,954,960 



CHAPTER XV 

COMMERCE 

THE following figures show the amount of the special 
or non-transit trade of Switzerland during the years 
1885-87 :-

Imports 
Exports 

188~ 188& 188~ 

£30,218,082 £31,969,202 £33,481,396 
26,398,573 26,696,945 26,843~ 705 

To give some idea of the general (including transit) 
trade of the country, about £12,000,000 must be added 
to each of the above totals. When we compare these 
figures with the statistics of other countries for the same 
period, we find no State in Europe in which there is so 
great a general trade per head of population. England 
and Belgium come next; then follow France and Ger:' 
many. The commerce of Italy (with a population 
nearly ten times greater than. Switzerland) does not 
amount to more than double that of the Confederation, 
and the difference between Austrian and Swiss commerce 
is even still more remarkable. These facts are all the 
more striking when we remember that Switzerland pos
sesses none of the advantages in geographical situation, 
or in its topographical features, which would enable us 
to account for the remarkable extent and development 
of the commerce of the country. It lies far removed 
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from the sea-coast, its surface is intersected by the 
ranges of the Alps and the Jura, and it does not possess 
a single coal-mine, canal, or navigable stream. The 
great amount of water power obtainable in many of the 
Cantons may to a certain degree be said to compensate 
for the lack of -coal, and with the aid of this in
exhaustible water supply several important branches 
of industry have been introduced and have rapidly 
developed. The admirably-organized railway and tele
graph systems, a!i well as the post-roads in the lowland 
districts and upper valleys, have facilitated the inter
course with neighbouring coun.tries, 'and the construction 
of the Gothard and Arlberg lines has in recent years 
given a very perceptible. impetus to commerce. These 
roads and railways have, as a rule, been built at an 
enormous cost; the Swiss, be he an Oberland farmer or 
a civil engineer, has constantly to struggle with the 
many difficulties occasioned by the rugged surface of his 
country. It is mainly from the fact of the soil being 
unable to support its own population that the inhabit
ants of the country have always been compelled to 
look: in! other directions for the purpose of gaining a live
lihood. Up to the commencement of the present cen
tury the legions for foreign service (referred to in oJlr 
chapter on the army) were often raised on the under
standing that some commercial concessions would be 
granted by the power under whose flag the Swiss tem
porarily served. It was only after the capitulations 
came to an end that industrial pursuits attained a wider 
development, and gave promise of the important place 
they were destined so soon to' fill in the Federal 
budget. 

It is always difficult to explain fully the' dispropor
tion between the amount of imports and exports of any 
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country. It must be remembered in the case of Switzer
land that nearly the whole of the raw material, as well 
. as the half-finished goods used by the manufacturers, 
require to be imported; and also that large quantities of 
articles of food of all kinds have to be brought into the 
country. An excess of imports may mean that the 
country has large investments abroad, or that many of 
its people are engaged in business in foreign parts, and 
send home a portion of their earnings year by year. 
This is certainly the case with Switzerland, which also 
receives large sums from the great army of tourists who 
year after year flock to the "Playground of Europe," 
and bring into the country a considerable amount of 
specie, which they spend there. It is only in recent 
years that the Federal authorities have done anything 
to prevent foreign competition; but they have at last 
been roused to impose in self-defence certain higher 
duties. Measures of this kind are considered simply as 
weapons to be used in extraordinary circumstances, such 
as if the commerce of the country became the object of 
undue restrictions on the part of a foreign State. l 

It will easily be understood that the industries of 
Switzerland are largely affected by the protective policy 
80 universally adopted by those neighbouring countries 
where at one time the best markets for Swiss goods were 
found. The manufacturers have now no other choice 
but to try and extend their trade to transmarine mar
kets, where there is not only a vast amount of competi
tion, but far more risk and uncertainty attending the 

1 By Article 34 of the Federal Customs Law of 1851 the Federal 
Council is authorized under extraordinary circumstances, and especially in 
time of scarcity, or when the commerce of the country becomes the 
object of undue restrictions on the part of a foreign State, to make any 
temporary changes in the tariff which may seem desirable, under reserve 
of the approval of the Federal Assembly in its next session. 
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sales than there would be in doing business in markets 
nearer home! 

We shall now enumerate some of the principal im
ports, our figures being taken from the commercial 
statistics for 18 8 6-8 7; whenever it has been found possible 
to do so, we have given after each amount the different 
sources of supply.in the order of their relative import
ance. As may readily be supposed" by far the largest 
item, £9,200,000, representing one quarter of the total 
amount of the imports, is for articles of food of all kinds, 
in which sum may be included £280,000 for tobacco, 
which is the average amount annually sent from 
America. 

Grain and flour 
Cattle for slaughter 
Wine 
Sugar. 
Coffee . 
Fruit . 
Poultry 
Eggs . 

.£3,600,000 Austria, Russia, Germany. 
1,200,000 Austria, Germany. 
1,000,000 France, Italy, Austria. 

600,000 Austria, Germany, Holland. 
480,000 America. 
240,000 Austria, Germany. 
200,000 France. 
160,000 Austria, Italy. 

The imports of textile stuffs amount to £11,200,000, 
of which sum £4,200,000 is for raw material, £3,600,000 
for half-made, and £3,400,000 for finished goods; woven 
textures, to be afterwards embroidered, or intended for 
dyeing, are included under this last head. 

The most important are :-

TOTAL 
Raw Material. Half.made Finished 

IMPORT. 000<1+ Goods. 

Silk £6,000,000 £2,400,000 to £2,600,000 £8,000,000 £400,000 
Cotton 2,600,000 11,200,000 " 1,400,000 200,000 100,000 
Woollen 2,200,000 400,000 " 600,000 200,000 1,600,000 

Italy and France are the chief sources of supply for 
silk, Egypt and the United States of America for raw , 
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'cotton, England sends the greater part of the manu
factured cotton goods, wool is obtained chiefly in Ger~ 
many, and linen goods to the amount of £400,000 are 
furnished by Belgium and France. 

Among other more important articles of import we 
may mention the following, which are obtained chiefly 
from Germany:-

Chemicals for industrial purposes 
Leather and leather goods 
Hosiery and ready-made clothes. 
Iron and ironware 
Live animals 
Coal and coke 
Other metals and hardware, In

cluding machinery 
'Vood and furniture 
Petroleum 

£1,000,000 
1,000,000 
1,000,000 

920,000 
800,000 
720,000 

600,000 
480,000 
280,000 

About £1,400,000 of gold and silver is brought 
every year into Switzerland. 

In the following list we give sorne of the principal 
exports, by far the most important of them being the 
first named :-

Textile products. . £14,600,000 
Watches, jewellery, etc. 
Cheese and condensed milk 
Articles of food, wine and beer 
Machinery 
Gold and silver coins 
Cattle 
Hides, skins, and leather 
Dye-stuffs, wood, and furniture 
Minor industries, in which is in-

cluded wood-carving . 

3,200,000 
2,000,000 

·1,000,000 
800,000 
800,000 
600,000 
600,000 
400,000 

2,000,000 
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The value of the exports of the silk industry is 
£7,600,000, of which about £600,000 consist of articles 
of intermediate trade, £2,600,000 of half-made goods, 
and £4,400,000 of stuffs, ribbons, worked goods, and silk 
embroideries. Germany is by far the largest customer 
for the half-made goods. About £3,600,000 of finished 
goods go to England, France, and the United States of 
America. Embroideries to the value of £3,600,000 are 
annually exported, being sent chiefly to England and 
the United States. In this last sum are included the 
goods sent to the ArlbeJ-:g and Swabian districts for 
finishing. Cotton yarns amount in the list of exports 
to £800,000, the largest quantity being sent to Germany, 
France, Austria, arid Italy. Nearly£2,000,000 of cotton 
textures of all kinds are exported, £600,000 in white; 
and £1,200,000 in variegated colours and prints; the 
former are principally used by the Alsatian cotton 
printers, the best market for the latter being in the East, 
and in the southern countries of Europe. The woollen 
industry has recently attained considerable importance, 
the export of combed yarns to Germany and Austria 
being nearly £320,000. The export of watches seems, 
at least for the present, to be somewhat on the decrease; 
the greatest number are sent to England, the United 
States, Germany, Italy, Austria, France, and Russia. 
Cheese is sold chiefly to France, Italy, and Ger
many. England is the largest purchaser of condensed 
milk. 

It would be impossible to give in detail par
ticulars regarding all the industrial products of 
the country; the following table, based on stat
istics taken in 1886, will, however, serve ,to show 
the commercial relations of Switzerland with other 
nations :-
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Amount Amount 
Imported. Exported. 

Germany . £10,446,889 £6,394,259 
France. 7,526.933 5,570,214 
Italy - . 4,758,296 2,324,684 
Austria . 3,670,980 1,433,203 
Great Britain 1,824,208 4,16i,326 
United States . 851,774 3,507,506 

The next table has also been compiled from the 
statistics for 1886, to show the aggregate of special trade 
between Switzerland and other countries :-

Europe 
America. 
Africa. 
Asia 
Australia 

Amount Imported. 

£30,271,350 10 5 
986,220 0 10 
373,306 2 5 
300,206 0 10 

38,119 13 7 

Amount Exported. 

£21,683,732 17 7 
3,986,328 10 5 

207,266 ° 10 
775,652 5 7 
43,965 19 2 

£31,969,202 8 1 £26,696,945 13 7 

Every year slight variations occur in these figures 
owing to political changes in the relations between 
different countries, and various other causes by which 
commerce is affected throughout the world. In looking 
over the commercial statistics for past years, one cannot 
help noticing that while the amount of imports is always 
steadily increasing, the exports on the other hand almost 
in\"ariably remain unaltered. This fact, when properly 
regarded, is far from being a sign of the absence of 
prosperity. 

The silk industry is the oldest in Switzerland, and 
has existed there s~ce the thirteenth century, the most 
important centre of raw silk manufacture being at 
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Zlirich. Ticino is the only Canton where there are 
filatures for reeling the cocoon into silk ZUrich and 
Basel may be considered to be the headquarters of silk 
waste spinning, the products being generally sent to the 
silk looms on the Rhine. The large number of hands 
employed in silk throwing, i.e. in uniting the threads 
into yarn, have suffered much not only from foreign com
petition, but from the Federal Factory Act of 1877, which 
forbids the employment of children under fifteen years 
of age, a salutary enactment from which, in the long 
run, Switzerland will certainly benefit. The Zlirich 
stuff-weaving and the Basel ribbon-weaVing industries, 
in which hand-looms in private houses still take an 
important part, have sadly fallen off owing to the 
introduction of steam in the large manufactories, and 
although the products of both these industries have a 
high reputation they are by no means in a prosperous 
condition. _ The protective duties levied by the other 
countries of continental Europe and by the United 
States, together witl?- the increased introduction of 
machinery, and the preference which we are informed is 
now being shown for woollen goods, have combined to 
counteract the efforts constantly being made to foster 
and extend these industries. In order . to retain the 
position they formerly held, the silk manufacturers 
adopt every possible means of extending their business; 
some of them have even been compelled to remove their 
mills across the Swiss· frontier and now carryon a 
formidable competition with their own countrymen; as, 
however, these manufacturers no doubt remit home part 
of their profits, the loss to Switzerland on this score is 
less than it might appear. 

Owing to the introduction of machine spinning, the 
present position of the cotton industry is in some 
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respects similar to that of the silk trade~ notwithstand
ing its having attained very considerable importance at 
the beginning of this century. Twisting, spinning, and 
white goods weaving, especially in eastern and northern 
Switzerland, suffer from English competition and the 
protective duties of other countries. Cotton spinning is 
for the most part carried on for home consumption, 
white goods being woven for the printworks in Glarus 
and Alsace. Coloured goods weaving has also seen its 
best days; the Asiatic markets now open to the Swiss 
manufacturer are but a poor substitute for those which 
he has lost in Europe in consequence of the high tariffs. 
The largest market for this class of goods is found in 
the Balkan Peninsula in spite of Dutch competition, 
which is stated to be keenly felt. 

Cotton printing, which is chiefly carried on in the 
Canton of Glarus, where it has been established since 
the middle of last century, is much handicapped by 
English competition in foreign markets, while the ' 
almost prohibitive duties recently imposed by Italy 
and Austria have tended still further to check its 
development. The Glarus printworks can now' only 
obtain a market for certain goods, and owing to these 
unfavourable conditions for the production of coloured 
goods and prints, yarn and cloth dyeing naturally suffer 
also. 

With, the cotton industry is generally included that 
of embroidery, which 'has most unexpectedly increased 
during the last thirty years, although it has at the same 
time undergone a great variety of changes. Its head
quarters are at St. Gallen and in eastern Switzerland. 
Only the very finest work is now done by hand, as the 
machinery recently introduced has attained to a marvel
lous perfection; notwithstanding this, embroidery may 
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still be considered as one of the home industries of 
Switzerland. It has suffered to so great an extent from 
excessive over-production that the manufacturers have 
in self-defence been compelled to organize among 
themselves a sort of trades-union; if they succeed in 
persuading their most formidable rivals in Saxony to 
come to a mutual understanding, there is every prospect 
of a prosperous future for one of the most beautiful and 
artistic industries in Switzerland. 

The woollen and linen industries, at one period 
most prosperous, are no longer so important; and 
it is con~idered of the very greatest advantage to the 
manufacturers of both these classes of goods that the 
home markets from which they are driven by German 
competition should be secured to them by means of a 
moderate protective duty .. 

Straw-plaiting and elastic-weaving have recently 
made considerable progress, though China is a formid
able rival in the former, and the latter industry suffers 
from over - production and the constantly - changing 
caprices of fashion. 

Next in importance' to the textile industries comes 
that of metal working, and under this head watchmaking 
undoubtedly holds the foremost place. Switzerland may 
be said'to be the home of this industry; there are many 
districts throughout the country where families have for 
genera.tions followed the va.rious. branches of the craft, 
and the schools of watchmaking (referred to in our 
chapter on education) are attended by pupils from every 
quarter of the world. The trade has been established in 
Geneva since 1587; it soon made common cause" with 
the jewellers, thus laying the foundation of that intimate 
union between mechanical industry and art which has 
given to Geneva the reputation it now holds. Gradually 
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the watchmaking industry spread to Vaud and Bern, 
and to NeuchA.tel, owing, it is said, to the importation of 
an English watch into a remote village, when a young 
blacksmith, Daniel Jean Richard, examined it, and suc
ceeded in constructing one in imitation. l Efforts are 
now being made to extend this industry into eastern 
Switzerland. In those districts where it has recently 
been introduced, machinery for the production of cheap 
watches for wholesale export has been fitted up, while 
in the localities where the trade has been carried on for 
a number of years, and where the workshops contain an 
elaborate and expensive plant, only the most costly 
articles are manufactured. The watchmaking industry 
has lately suffered much from American competition, as 
well as from the protective tariffs in foreign markets. 
Among the many improvements which the Geneva 
watch manufacture claim to have made, we may mention 
the" Keyless" or " Stem-winding" watch. 

Closely allied to the watchmaking industry, and 
carried on in the s~me districts, is the manufacture of 
scientific instruments, jewellery, musical boxes, and 
elaborate mechanical toys. Geneva has always held the 
highest rank in the manufacture of musical boxes, and 
it is there that these instruments have undergone all 
their principal improvements, from the old-fashioned 
musical snuff-box which played only one tune, to the 
Orchestrion whose powerful tone may almost be com
pared to that of a small band. Nothing illustrates 
better how universally these instruments are known in 
every quarter of the globe than to see musical boxes 
which are adapted to play respectively only Chinese, 
Japanese, or Persian airs. 

1 See report on watchmaking in Switzerland by Mr. Conway 
Thornton, formerly a secretary to H.M.'s Legation at Bern (1884). 
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We have already alluded to the fact that the Swiss 
are obliged to import not only nearly the whole of their 

. raw material but also half-finished goods. Notwith
standing this, the manufacture of machinery, which 'is 
principally carried on in north and central Switzerland, 
especially in Ziirich and Winterthur, has attained to 
very considerable importance during the last thirty 
years, and in various. branches may be said to have 
steadily held its ground against foreign competition. 
Of late years, ho.wever, Germany, Italy, and Austria 
have adopted protective measures in order to' benefit 
their foun~ies and machine shops; the machine in
dustries of Switzerland are consequently at present 
undergoing a somewhat severe and trying crisis, but 
Messrs. Escher Wyss and Co. of Ziirich still hold their 
own in the contest. 

It is said that previous to the passing of the Federal 
law, by which a monopoly in the manufacture and sale 
of spirituous liquors was granted to the Confederation, 
there were upwards of 20,000 distilleries in Switzerland; 
and of these no fewer than 12,000 were in the Canton 
of Bern. By far the larger number were small establish
men~s consisting of ~ single stil~ .us~d . by the v~age~s. 
An Important branch of the SpIrIt mdustry consIsts m 
the producti~n of liqueurs, such as Absinthe, Vermuth, 
Gentian, and also Kirschwasser, the best quality of this 
last being made in the Cantons of Zug, Schwyz, and 
Bern. The total amount of spirit distilled in Switzer
land in 1882 amounted to 1,540,700 gallons. 

According to statistics published at the time of the 
Exhibition at Zurich in 1883, there were 423 breweries 
in the Confederation, the majority of which were said 
to be fitted with the most improved plant. Up to the 
year 1840 the consumption of beer was small, even in 
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the largest towns, but on account of the subsequent 
increase in the price of wine the demand for malt liquor 
gradually became greater. The brewer in Switzerland 
labours under great disadvantages, as his barley, hops, 
coal, and even most of his plant, have to be imported; 
while, on the other h~d, it is difficult for him to export 
his produce owing to the high tariffs in the neighbour
ing countries. The amount of beer annually brewed 
in Switzerland is 24,541,150 gallons; some 1,276,580 
gallons are imported, of which 1,230,359 gallons come 
from Germany. The export amounts to about 308,140 
gallons, of which 220,100 are sent to France. l 

Tobacco has been grown in Switzerland for many 
years, chiefly in the Cantons of Vaud, Valais, Freiburg, 
Bern, the Grisons, and Aargau. Since the increase in the 
duty on imported tobacco leaves, it has also been culti
vated in Thurgau and the rural district of Basel. The 
quality of Swiss tobacco is by no means good, and 
out of the 1378 tons annually grown in the Confedera
tion, only a small quantity of leaves is exported., The 
number of hands employed in cigar factories is about 
15,000. The present position of the manufacturers is 
most unsatisfactory; with a view of benefiting the 
growers the import duty is low, while it is almost 
impossible for them to export their goods, not only 
from the high duties but on account of the monopolies 
which exist in Italy, France, and Austria. The following 
table shows the amount of tobacco imported and ex
ported in 1887:-

Imports. 

Raw leaves . 4741 tons. 
Cigars and cigarettes 118 " 
Pipe, snuff, and chewing tobacco 39" 

Exports. 

227 tons. 
328 " 

74 " 
1 The subject of wine has already been treated in the preceding chapter. 
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The consumption of tobacco in Switzerland has been 
estimated at 12llbs. per annum per head of the male 

. adults in the population. 
Of the remaining industries of the country we may 

enumerate the manufacture of cheese and condensed milk 
(both of which may perhaps be considered to come under 
the head of agriculture), stoneware, cement, chemicals, 
chocolate, and preserved fruits. At Thun and Geneva 
there are establishments where the so-called" artistic" 
pottery of these towns i~ produced, which is largely 
bought by the numerous tourists who pass through them~ 

Swiss wood-carvings are known all over the world, 
and their production affords employment to a very large 
number of persons in the Oberland. It must be remem
bered, however, that the manufacture of parqueterie 
floors and of furniture is financially of much more 
importance to the country. The industry of wood
carving was introduced into Switzerland some sixty 
or seventy years ago by a native of Brienz named 
Christian Fischer, who used to spend his spare 
.time in making wooden egg - cups, napkin - rings, 
needle-cases, and similar trifling objects for sale. It 
occurred to him that the neighbourhood would be 
greatly benefited if the young men: could be induced to 
employ a part of the long· winter evenings in wood
carving. In order to carry out this scheme he started a 
night-school, an enterprise in which he was cordially 
encouraged and aided by two Oberlanders, Christian 
Flenz and Peter Baumann, and thus was laid the fouJlda
tion of an industry. which now gives employment to 
between 5000 and 6000 persons. It was Fischer who 
first conceived the idea of making tiny models of Swiss 

. chalets, which at once found a. ready sale among the 
travellers who were then making the" grand tour" of 
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Europe. The next objects he selected as models were 
the flowers and creeping plants whi.ch adorn so many 
of the Oberlanders' homes, and add such an infinite 
charm and beauty to these picturesque little dwellings. 
In the carving of flowers Peter Baumann soon attained 
the greatest artistic skill and proficiency, specimens of 
his work being even" now much sought after as models 
by the younger generation in the craft. The old man 
is still alive, and although nearly ninety appears to 
have lost none of his skill. While these pages were in 
course of preparation we visited his workshop at Brienz, 
and found him just putting the finishing touches to a 
panel on which he had carved out of the solid wood a mar
vellously realistic bunch of roses. Pointing first to the 
fresh flowers which lay on his bench and then to his own 
work, he exclaimed with a tone of genuine satisfaction in 
his voice, "Jetzt, das ist ganz wie Natur." As we have 
stated in our chapter on education, schools of wood
carving have been established at Meyringen and Brienz, 
both l?eing subsidized by the Confederation. Their 
management is to a great extent in the hands of local 
dealers, who are in many instances not only the largest 
but the most constant customers of the two establish
ments. The result naturally is that the attention both 
of masters arid pupils is directed more to the manu
facture of those bizarre objects, familiar to every one 
who has walked through the main streets of Inter
laken, than to the production of works of real artistic 
value. 

There is one class engaged in this industry who, 
although small in number, occupy in it a foremost place, 
the Fuhrer Schnitzlers, "guide-ca.aers," if we may use 
the term-such men as Melchior Anderegg, his sons, the 
late Andreas Maurer, and the brothers Andreas and Hans 

R 
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, 
Jaun, who reside in the neighbourhood of Meyringen. 
From boyhood upwards, they have all been keen sports
men, and therefore (as may naturally be supposed) their 
special forte lies in carving birds and animals, and 
among them especially the chamois, the graceful forms of 
which few men have had better or more frequent oppor
tunities of observing. Without any regular training 
they have mastered the technical difficulties of their 
craft, and they possess a remarkable power of imitating 
the subjects which are familiar to them. We may men
tion that a few years ago a statuette was sent to the 
Dudley Gallery by Melchior Anderegg, the figure being 
that of one of his old friends and employers, which he 
carved from a photograph. One cannot better charac
terize the work of such men than by saying that it is . 
the embodiment of some of Mr. Ruskin's theories as to 
what the artist's aims ought to be. 



CHAPTER XVI 

SOCIALISTS AND ANARCHISTS 

By Article 70 of the Federal Constitution of 1874 the 
Confederation has the right to send out of its territory 
foreigners who compromise the internal or external 
security of Switzerland. 

The Federal Council decrees the expulsions as the 
executive of the Confederation and as a matter of 
administration, and they are carried out by the proper 
cantonal authorities. It, acts by virtue of paragraphs 
8, 9, and 10 of Article 102. 

These are as follows :-
8. It (the Federal Council) watches over the interests 

of the Confederation abroad, especially as to the observ
ance of its international relations, and it is, in general, 
charged with foreign relations. 

9. It watches over the external security of Switzer
land, and the maintenance of its independence and 
neutrality. 

10. It watches over the internal security of the 
Confederation, and the maintenance of tranquillity and 
order. 

In every case the Federal Council has absolute dis
cretion, and is only subject to censure from the Federal 
Assembly if it is considered to have abused its power. 
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The question of the right of asylum has been at 
times a difficult one for Swiss statesmen, but the invari
able principle that has guided them, even when there 
has been pressure from abroad, is stated to be that 
Switzerland, whilst maintaining that right in its in
tegrity, cannot allow foreigners who have taken refuge 
upon her soil to abuse her hospitality by organizing 
conspiracies against foreign governments, still less to lay 
plans for the commission of crimes against individuals, 
or for injuring their property. Switzerland is a sacred 
soil for those who take refuge upon it in order to live 
peaceably, and who attempt nothing that threatens the 
security of the nation which affords them hospitality. 
But no leniency must be shown to those who act in a 
contrary manner, and they must be expelled in accord
ance with the Article in the Constitution. 

In a case which will be mentioned later, Federal
Councillor Droz, speaking, on the 29th March 1888, in 
the National Council, made the following remarks :-

"One of the most precious rights of our sovereignty is the right 
of asylum. In all times we have liberally opened our house to politi
cal refugees, oftener not from sympathy for their persons or their 
doctrines, but from humanity. The result has frequently brought 
trouble upon us; it is almost the sole point with respect to which, 
since 1815, we have had difficulties with our neighbours. But we 
have always firmly maintained our rights as a sovereign State, and 
we wish to continue to do so. Only, foreigners who come to our 
country on the plea of being political refugees or by virtue of 
treaties of establishment must allow that they contract duties 
towards us. They must not only respect our institutions, but con
duct themselves towards other countries as we are bound to do 
ourselves. The feelings of bitterness which they may cherish 
against the authorities of their native land cannot in our eyes 
justify acts of hostility on their part originating in our territory. 
If we allow them to make use of the liberty of the press and 
the right of meeting guaranteed by the Constitution, it is on con-
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clition that they show themselves worthy of the same i otherwise it 
is our right and our duty to apply the laws of our country to them. 
Now these laws do not 801ely point to judicial proceedings i they 
also provide for the expulsion of foreigners who compromise the 
internal or external security of the Confederation." 

There is no doubt that the doctrines of Socialism 
have been on the increase among workmen in Swiss 
cities and towns, and the progress of what is called 
.. State Socialism" is evidenced by the increased liability 
imposed upon masters, manufacturers, and railway 
companies. 

German Socialists are in considerable numbers in 
Switzerland, and their principal centre has long been at 
ZUrich. In general they advocate the doctrines of 
the Social Democrats, hav~ scarcely any contact with 
professed Anarchists, and are not enemies of the political 
institutions of Switzerland. Their object is rather to 
introduce the principle of State direction of labour than 
to attempt a political reorganization of the State. They 
are not plotters in the criminal sense of the word, and 
are for the most part travelling artisans, well-behaved, 
and mdustrious in their callings. Many have been 
unsuccessful in business at home, and some are deserters 
from the German army. They are in tolerably intimate 
relations with Swiss Socialists of the artisan class. 

A few Russian Socialists are to be found at ZUrich, 
but their principal centre is at Geneva, which contains 
only a small number o,f Germans of that type. In the 
beginning of 1888 there were in the latter town, accord
ing to a well-informed newspaper correspondent, some 
eighty-four Russian, Polish, and American students, and 
some twenty political refugees. The students are said 
generally not to pursue any active political object, 
whereas the refugees from Russia, whilst taking no 
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serious part with reference to conspiracies in their 
native country, occupy themselves industriously in the 
propagation of their doctrines; and they possessed at 
the period above mentioned four small printing establish
ments, which represented different shades of opinion. 
The Poles have also one' printing-office, which pub
lishes Socialistic pamphlets, mostly translations from the 
German. 

The Swiss Socialists are usually ha.rmless workmen 
and artisans in cities and towns. They indulge in 
theories, but stop short of crime. They will assemble 
at cafes and develop their ideas over a glass of beer, 
but they will refuse to listen to those who advocate the 
use of explosive materials or the murder of individuals 
under the plea of the regeneration of society. For 
instance, in the early part of 1884 an Anarchist, said to 
be a Bohemian, came to Bern, and at a cafe openly 
favoured the doctrine of propagandism by crime,· and 
the destruction of numbers of human beings through 
the action of dynamite, but he met with not the slight
est encouragement from the Swiss Socialists who were 
present; and we have always believed that official action 
against men of this stamp would be applauded by the 
whole Swiss people, at least with but few exceptions. 

Anarchists have also been found in Switzerland who 
are ready to commit any crime under the plea of for
warding social regeneration, and the most active among 
them have generally been foreigners. In 1884 there 
were, several ,societies' in different towns taking the 
name of Freiheit and connected with the famous Most. 
Many'members were German or Austrian subjects, and 
some of these have been expelled from Swiss territory 
on non-political grounds. 

J'he Federal Council, as has been explained to us 
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upon the best authority, looks upon a foreigner who has 
assassinated a police agent for denouncing him, or who 
has been implicated in robbery or murder with a view 
of obtaining funds for the Anarchist cause, not in the 
light of a political offender, who could consequently 
invoke the right of asylum accorded to that class in 
Switzerland, but as an ordinary malefactor, who can be 
proceeded against for having committed an offence at 
common law. 1 U he is convicted on this latter ground, 
he can be delivered up to the authorities of his native 
land upon a proper official demand being addressed to 
the Swiss Government by virtue of an extradition 
treaty existing between the two countries. If he 
objects to his extradition on the ground of the offence 
being political, he can appeal to the Federal Tribunal. 
If he is not extradited, he is expelled by virtue of 
Article 70 of the Constitution. Those who advocate 
insurrection against foreign· governments, or regicide, 
come clearly within the scope of this article. 

In 1879 a foreigner, who wrote articles in an 
Anarchist newspaper published in Switzerland called 
L'Avant-Garde, was found guilty of having publicly 
incited his readers to assassinate kings and magistrates 
of foreign States, and was expelled the country. 

In the same year another foreigner was expelled, 
among other reasons, for having written an article in 
the Tagwacht signed with his initials, in which he 
reproached the German Socialist democracy for its 
patient and expectant attitude, recommended it to 
employ .. energetic agitation," and to strike hard as 
.. the sole means of settling the question." The con
sequent sacrifice of some thousands of men was declared 
by him to be a matter of indifference. 

1 Delit de droit commun. . 
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, 
There are also foreigners who have been expelled 

from Switzerland because, although not themselves 
guilty of direct participation in crimes committed by 
others, they are still so closely connected with the 
actual perpetrators. as to be clearly chargeable with 
what amounts to moral complicity. 

It is unnecessary here to recount in detail the action
of Socialists and Anarchists in Switzerland during the 
last few years. In 1885 an important investigation 
was made concerning the doings of the latter, and some 
foreigners were again expelled. 

On the 27th January 1888, during the discussion 
of a law proposed by the Imperial Government to 
the Reichstag at Berlin for rendering the measures 
against Socialism more severe, a Socialist deputy read 
a letter addressed by himself and one of his colleagues 
to the Ztirich captain of police, as to two men of German 
origin stated to be instigators of anarchy in Switzerland 
in the pay of the Berlin police. The answer from the 
Ztirich official' was also read, in which he admitted the 
accuracy of the facts which had come to the knowledge 
of the two deputies. 

The Federal Council, feeling that the time had 
now come for a 'better organization of the police des 
etrangers, or political police, sent a message to the 
Chambers on the 12th' March, demanding a supple
mentary credit of £800 for this object, and giving in 
justification a detailed account of what had happened. l 

The committee in each Chamber to whom the mes
sage was referred reported unanimously in favour of 
the grant, and on the 20th March M. Droz made the 
speech in the National Council of which we have given 
an extract above, and which dealt with the political 

1 Published in the Feuille FirUrale Suisse for 1888. 
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side of the question in a manner alike distinguished by 
frankness and eloquence. He spoke as head of the 
department for foreign affairs, being deputed to do so 
by his colleagues, all of whom were present with the 
exception of one who was indisposed. He did not dis
guise the feeling in the country when it was found that 
instigators of anarchy and disorder in Switzerland were 
salaried agents of the German police, although entirely 
unknown to the Minister of the Interior, and he anim
adverted upon the action of the Ziirich official in .re
turning an answer to the Socialist deputies as being 
a breach of administrative discipline. He mentioned 
that confidential communications had been exchanged 
respecting these matters with the German Legation verb
ally, as befitted friendly nations, and he concluded with 
the remarks quoted above respecting the right of asylum. 

The speech was loudly applauded, and the grant was 
voted unanimously and without discussion. In the 
Council of the States, three days later, after another' 
speech from M. Droz, the grant was adopted in a similar 
manner. 

The principles upon which Switzerland acts with 
reference to the right of asylum have thus been plainly 
laid down by the Federal Council and accepted unani
mously, without one word of discussion, by the two 
Chambers, representing respectively the whole Swiss 
people and the whole of the Cantons. 

It was in accordance with these principles that the 
Federal Council, on the 18th April 1888, issued a de
cree ordering the expulsion from Swiss territory of four 
foreigners who were members of the German Socialist 
Committee at Zurich, and were engaged in the printing .. 
office of the Sozialdemol..Tat.1 

1 Published in the Ftuille F~ale Suisse for 1888. 
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This newspaper had been for some time the organ 
of the German Socialists in Ziirich. It was issued from 
a printing-office and bookseller's shop, which, though 
purporting to be Swiss and having a Swiss citizen as 
the nominal head, was in reality under the direction of 
the committee of German Socialists. Their object was 
to publish newspapers and pamphlets of a kind which 
would be prohibited in Germany, and then to have them 
imported clandestinely into that country. The Sozial
demokrat appears to have had few subscribers in Switzer
land, and to have been almost exclusively destined for 
Germany, into which country from 10,000 to 12,000 
copies were said to be secretly conveyed· every week. 
It did not profess to preach anarchy, but it advocated 
social revolution, and it indulged in violent language 
against German institutions and authorities. 

Another publication called Der Rothe Teufel had 
been printed at Zurich in the early p~rt of 1887, con
taining articles in verse and in prose, with illustrations, 
of a hostile character towards the German imperial 
family and authorities. It was ultimately discovered 
that this print also was issued from the same office. 

The Federal Council considered that these publica
tions contained matter tending to compromise the good 
relations existing between Switzerland and her neigh
bour Germany, and that there had been an abuse of 
Swiss hospitality. It therefore decreed the expulsion 
of the four foreigners mostly concerned. The editor of 
the Sozialdemokrat, being a Swiss, could not be included 
in the decree, which was duly carried out by the Zurich 
authorities. 



CHAPTER XVII 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 

FORMERLY the mode of execution in Switzerland was 
either by the guillotine, or by a short but very heavy 
two-handed sword, with which the prisoner was de
capitated. 

By the 65th Article of the Constitution of 1874, 
capital punishment was abolished, the provisions of 
the military criminal code being, however, reserved in 
time of war. Corporal punishments were also abolished. 

Some years later the question was again agitated, 
and in 1879 the Federal Council sent a message to the 
two Chambers deprecating any revision of the above 
Article. Much discussion ensued, and much' difference 
of opinion was manifested in the Chambers. Eventua1ly 
they came to a compromise, the old Article was repealed, 
and the following short one adopted in its stead :-

Article 65.-" No sentence of death can be pro
nounced for a political offence. Corporal punishments 
are interdicted." This modification was accepted by 
the popular vote on the 18th May 1879 by 200,485 to 
181,588. 

There was no doubt a political principle at stake 
as well as the question of scaffold or no scaffold. The 
Cantons, as has been seen, are very jealous of ~ny 
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, 
curtailment of their sovereignty, and inasmuch as the 
adoption of the revision of Article 65 reserved to them 
the alternative of re-establishing the penalty of death 
for non-political crimes or not, many electors in certain 
Cantons~as, for instance, Vaud-voted for the revision. 

They thus seized upon the opportunity of limiting 
the competency of the Confederation in criminal 
matters, and thereby increased cantonal rights in this 
respect. 

Zurich, the two half-Cantons of Basel, Ticino, Neu
eM-tel, and Geneva (all Qfwhich had abolished capital 
punishment before the new Federal Constitution came 
into force), and also Bern and Thurgau, voted against 
the revision. In Solothurn the votes were almost 
equally divided. The Catholic Cantons in general gave 
the greatest majorities in favour of the revision. 

Since then Luzern, Uri, Schwyz, Upper Unterwal
den (Obwald), Zug, Appenzell Inner-Rhoden, St. Gallen, 
and the Valais, representing 20 per cent of the Swiss 
population, have re-established capital punishment in 
their codes. But they have done so only in name, for 
no execution has taken place in any of these States since 
1879. 

Zurich had pronounced against the revision of Article 
65 by 36,460 votes to 19,243. 

But on the 2d October 1882, 11,999 electors of this 
Canton, moved by a series of brutal crimes, exercised 
their right of popular initiative by demanding that the 
question should be submitted to the people. The Grand 
Council, not being competent to modify the terms of the 
petition, referred it to the people, whilst advising its 
rejection. It was nevertheless adopted on the 27th 
May ~883 by 28,394 to 25,259. This vote, however, 
only related to the principle, and in order to give effect 
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thereto, first the cantonal Constitution, and then the 
criminal code, would have to be revised. 

The question of the revision of the Constitution was 
submitted to the people of Zurich on the 5th July 1885, 
the Grand Council proposing an article which in sub
stance would have limited capital punishment to cases 
of murder. This course was followed, although the 
majority of the deputies were opposed to the people's 
decision in 1883, because constitutionally the Grand 
Council felt bound to make the proposal. The people 
rejected the article by 27,577 to 21,377, and since then 
capital punishment may be said to be virtually abolished 
in the Canton. It is indeed affirmed that the Grand 
Council, which possesses the right of pardon, would, 
even if sentence of death were passed, never allow an 
actual execution to take place again. 

The rejection of the above Article seems to have 
been due in some measure to the decision of the Grand 
Council of Luzern, three weeks previously, in the case 
of a man who had been co~demned to death for ha~g, 
in complicity with his wife, beaten and tortured to death 
his little daughter of five. This sentence the Grand 
Council, by 95 to 35,. commuted to imprisonment for 
life, with five years' cellular seclusion. 

The late Herr von Segesser, the president, then a man 
of sixty-eight, chief of the Clerical party and commanding 
much influence in the Canton, made an eloquent speech 
in favour of the commutation of the sentence. He 
argued that the criminal was dead to society, that he 
must be left to divine justice and allowed time to 
repent. He concluded by saying that· he himself had 
reached that age when, any day, he might be called to 
another life, and that he did. not wish to appear before 
the Eternal Judge with his hands soiled by blood. 
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Only one other sentence of death has been pro
nounced in Switzerland since the amended Article 65 
came mto force, and that was in St. Gallen upon a 
woman guilty of infanticide, and in her case the sentence 
was commuted by the Grand Council of the Canton. 

From what ha~ been recorded above, it seems clearly 
to result that,although there are moments when public 
opinion gets excited after the commission of a series 
of brutal crimes, there is a widespread feeling in 
Switzerland against capital punishment, which, if in 
theory it may still pe said to exist in certain Cantons, 
is yet virtually abolished throughout the land. 

It may be added that in all but one of the eight 
Cantons in which the penalty of death has been re
established, even if an execution took place, it would be 
carried out privately. 

Opinions differ as to the reason why the guillotine 
has become almost an impossibility in' Switzerland. 
According to a writer in the Gazette de Lausanne of 
July 7, 1887, it was not to be attributed to any soften
ing of manners, nor to any progress in civilization among 
the masses, nor to a change produced among the people 
with reference to the justness and fitness of capital 
punishment. He considered that this shrinking from 
the application of a law felt to be just is rather to be 
ascribed to a lack of physical courage, and to a physical 
dread of the horror of the scaffold. 

On the other 'hand, a Swiss :from one of the German
speaking Cantons has stated to us that this was not at 
all the opinion of people in his part of the country. His 
view is the following: "The educated and enlightened 
classes of the country consider that society can exist 
without the. barbarous, useless, and demoralizing penalty 
of death. Without speaking of the horror of the execu-
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tion of innocent persons, against which possibility no 
legal precautions will ever be found sufficient, the value 
of human life must of necessity be lowered in the eyes 
of the more ignorant criminal classes, if the State takes 
the life of a citizen at a public or private execution. 
The Swiss people look to the better education of the 
masses, and not to capital punishment, as th,e best safe
guard for society." 



CHAPTER XVIII 

INTERNA.TIONA.L UNIONS 

THE establishment of vari~us international unions, hav
ing their seat at Bern, on the soil of neutral Switzerland, 
is a matter which well deserves the consideration of 
thoughtful men, as tending to bind nations closer 
together, and thus working in the direction of peace. 
The fact, too, that Switzerland has been. chosen as the 
home of these unions is one which will gradually give 
to her a peculiar position of honour and usefulness in 
the world. 

A report upon this subject by Mr. Conway Thorn
ton will be found in one of the Blue Books presented to 
Parliament in 1885/ and is well worth perusal. 

The following particulars, gleaned almost entirely 
fr0D?- this report, will be sufficient for our present 
purpose. 

In 1863, as is well known, a private committee, the 
members of which belonged to different nationalities, 
assembled at Geneva, and drew up a plan for the pro
tection of the wounded in battle.' They then requested 
the Federal Council, as the central government of the 
country in which they had held their sittings, to propose 

1 Commercial, No. 26 (1885). Reports from Her Majesty's Diplo
matic and Consular Officers abroad on subjects of commercial and general 
interest. Part IV. ' 
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to the other governments that a diplomatic conference 
should be held in Switzerland in order to discuss this 
humane and important question. The Federal Council 
accepted the task, and the consequence was that dele
gates from many powers were sent to Geneva, where the 
memorable Convention of th~ 22d August 1864 was 
signed. 

This Convention may fairly be looked upon as the 
origin of the selection of Switzerland by the powers for 
the natural seat of various international unions which 
have since been founded. 

In the course of 1865 the International Telegraph 
Union came into existence upon the signature of the 
Convention of Paris. Although this Union for a short 
time dispensed with a central administration, and 
although it was proposed at the Vienna Conference in 
1868 that the administration should be a shifting one, 
and should remain between the dates of each Conference 
at the capital in which the last had assembled, it was 
ultimately agreed that 'a permanent administration must 
be established, and that the Swiss Confederation should 
be requested to give it shelter. This point being 
settled, the office of the International Telegraph Union, 
the first of its kind, was established -without further 
delay at Bern. 

In 1874 the International Postal Union was formed, 
and a year later the central office of this Union was 
also constituted at Bern. A member of the Swiss 
Federal Council, Mr. Borel, who had already been presi
dent of the Confederation, accepted the directorship. 
resigning his political office, and he has discharged his 
new functions as head of what since 1878 has become 
the" Universal" Postal Union with an ability which has 
been acknowledged on all sides. 

s 
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Passing mention may be made of two additional 
international conventions concluded in Switzerland, one 
against the phylloxera, and the other for the regulation 
of the transport of goods by railway. As to the former, 
a Convention was signed in 1878 at Bern, which was 
selected as the seat of future meetings. It requires no 
central administration. As to the. latter, which is 
naturally confined to continental nations, after several 
conferences a Convention was signed in 1887 at Bern, 
where a central office will be established. . 

The International Union for the protection of in
dustrial property was constituted by the Convention of 
Paris in 1884, after ten years of negotiation, and the 
result of conferences in 1884, 1885, and 1886 at Bern 
has been the formation of one more important Inter
nationl!1 Union, that for the protection of literary and 
artistic property, which was secured by the signature of 
the Convention of Bern on the 9th September 1886. 
This Convention has been ratified by nine States, includ
ing Great Britain with the whole of her colonies. 

The central office for these two Unions is also estab
lished at Bern. 

The international offices above mentioned are prac
tically the only ones in the world, for the Bureau du 
M~tre, established near Paris, which is the oDly insti
tution in another country partaking of an international 
character, cannot be reckoned in the same category, and 
is, moreover, scientific and not commercial. 

Mr. Thornton concludes his report with the following 
observations :-

"It is difficult, when passing through the quiet 
streets of Bern, to realize the importance of the opera
tions which are being unobtrusively carried on, or the 
world-wide scope of the interests involved. Yet it 
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cannot· be doubted that these interests form a more 
effectual guarantee for the preservation of Switzerland 
as an independent State than any other that could be 
devised. This position she has gained by the study of 
the conveniences of mankind, or, in other words, by 
making herself useful to every one, ,while offending none. 
It may even be hoped that this spirit may in time ex
tend itself to other nations with beneficial results to 
humanity at large. The confidence reposed by other 
countries in Switzerland, in the formation of these 
unions, tends to create a more unrestraiped intercourse 
between them in'matters of daily life, which can hardly 
fail to be productive of a progressively improving 
understanding among them all. Systems can now be 
compared, useful discoveries shared, and legislations 
simplified and assimilated. Through the possibility of 
obtaining accurate returns from all parts of the world, 
the science of statistics also will henceforward be cap
able of increasing d~velopment, and excellent results 
may be expected to flow therefrom. No one, finally, 
who has lived for even a few years in Switzerland, and 
'has learnt to appreciate the practical good sense so 
largely prevailing in that energetic little country, will 
hesitate to rejoice at the destiny which now more than 
ever before seems assured to it, of retaining an honoured 
place among the nations." 



CHAPTER XIX 

COMPARISON OF SWISS- AND UNITED STATES POLITICAL 

INSTITUTIONS 

IT has been suggested to us that it might be useful to 
include in our work some comparison between the poli
tical institutions of Switzerland and the United States. 
There are three principal points of resemblance with 
respect to their Constitutions. 

1. In each the Federal State has originated in the 
desire of the separate States or Cantons to form one 
solid League as regards other nations.! 

2. In each the principle is proclaimed that the 
independence of every component State or Canton is 
only curtailed so far as is necessary for the existence 
of the League, and its beneficent action in matters of 
common concern. 

3. In each there are two Chambers, one representing 
the people, and the other the States or Cantons. 

If we go on to compare the Constitutions of Switzer
land and the United States, the first point which strikes 
us is that 'Y'hereas the latter is drawn 'up in terse but at 
the same time comprehensive terms, the former contains 
a vast number of elaborate Articles upon a variety of 

! Originally the American States were not quite so unconnected with 
each other as the cities in Switzerland which expanded into Cantons, but 
the connection of the latter with the Empire must not be forgotten. 
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subjects. The reason would appear to be that the origin 
of the two Federations was radically different. In the 
United States, shortly after the revolution which turned 
thirteen British colonies into as many independent 
States, each with a Constitution of its own, certain 
Articles of Confederation establishing but an imperfect 
Union were first adopted. It was soon found necessary 
to replace these Articles by a more formal instrument, 
and this was effected by the Constitution drafted in 
1787, which came 'into existence in 1789 and is sub
stantially the organic law as it exists at the present day. 

In Switzerland, on the contrary, the actual Consti
tution may be considered as the outcome of centuries. 
The League, increasing in size from time to time by the 
adhesion of fresh States, passed through a number of 
developments and various stages of foreign interference, 
until in 1848 the first purely Swiss Constitution ob
tained the assent of the people. Although its framers 
had studied that of the United States~ the contrast be
tween the two is very marked. The present Swiss 
Constitution gives to the Federal authorities power and 
supervision over a variety of special interests, and this 
system has worked well in a country of small extent. 
But in one so large as the United States, with such 
diversified and local aspects, a different system was 
required. The American Constitution, leaving much to 
be inferred from the rights deemed inherent in man and 
indefeasible, is confined chiefly to the enunciation of 
fundamental rules and general principles, and seeks to 
avoid as much as possible encroachments upon the 
domain of ordinary legislation. Concisely stated, the 
government of the Up.i.on is one of limited and enu
merated powers, and any restrictions which it contains 
are imposed upon it and not upon the States, except 
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'where they are expressly· mentioned. On the other 
hand, the restrictions abounding in the SwissConsti
tution apply mostly to the Cantons through the direct 
and discretionary powers gr\tnted to the Confederation 
with respect to a vast field of legislation. 

The Swiss Confederation can, in fact, stretch its arms 
out so as to embrace all the component parts of a com
pactlittlecountl'Y, consisting of twenty-two Cantons, 
with rather less thaD. three millions of inhabitants, whilst 
in the widely"extended Transatlantic Republic, reaching 
across the whole continent, the influence of the central 
government is in many matters but slightly perceptible. 
The thirteen States which began with about three 
millions have become thirty-eight with fully sixty 
millions of people, including the eight territories. In
dependent local governments, with full control over all 
domestic concerns, became indispensable, and it has been 
considered that each component part could in general 
manage those concerns with more intelligence and zeal 
than any distant governing body. 

We will now proceed to notice some striking differ
ences between the two Republics. 

1. Revision of :the Constitution.-In Switzerland 
the question of total or partial revision is sub
mitted to the Referendum when one of the Cham
bers decrees it, but the other withholds its consent, 
or when it is demanded by fifty thousand vote-possess
ingcitizens; and if the people accept the principle, 
the popular vote is again taken upon the particular 
measure which has been framed in consequence by the 
Federal Council and adopted by the Chambers. 

In the United States the following is the process :
" The Constitution makes provision for its own 

amendment. Two-thirds of both Houses of Congress 
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may propose amendments, or, on the application of the 
legislatures of two-thirds of the States, may call a Con
vention for that purpose. Any amendment proposed by 
Congress, or by a Convention so called, is submitted to 
the States for ratification. If ratified by votes of the 
legislatures of three-fourths of the Stat~s, or by Con
ventions assembled in three-fourths of the States 
(according as Congress may direct), it becomes a part of 
the Constitution of the United States. But no amend
ment can be proposed which deprives a State, without 
its consent, of its equal representation in the Senate." 1 

2. Legislative authorities.-There are essential differ
ences between the legislative assemblies of the· two 
countries. The two Swiss Chambers are co-ordinate; 
the, American Senate possesses certain powers which do 
not belong to the House of Representatives. The Senate 
alone is entrusted with the ratification of treaties, and 
with the confirmation or rejection of the appointments 
made by the President (in each of which cases a two
thirds majority is required); it also tries United 'States 
officials who are impeached. The members of the 
American Senate are chosen by the legislatures of the 
respective States for a fixed term of six years; those of 
the Swiss Council of the States serve for different periods, 
the duration of their functions beins left entirely in the 
hands of each Canton. The same members can always 
be re-elected both to Congress and to the Swiss 
Chambers. 

Again, the House of Representatives alone can 
present articles of impeachment, and all revenue bills 
must originate in it, but arc subject to amendment by 
the Senate. The members of the former are elected 

1 See the excellent article in the Nineteenth Century for February 
1888, by Mr. E. J. Phelps, late United States Minister in London. 
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for two years instead of three like the Swiss National 
Council, and each must inhabit the State from which he 
is chosen. This need not be the case in the National 
Council. 

3. Executive authorities.-The President of the United 
States and the President of the Swiss Confederation can
not well be compared with each other. The former has 
extensive powers, whilst the particular f~ctions of the 
latter are limited to certain formalities, all the other 
business of the executive being transacted by the mem
bers of the Federal Council, of which he is one. 

The eomparison, therefore, should rather be drawn 
between the American President and the Swiss Federal 
Council, as being the real executive authorities in the 
two countries respectively. 

The American President is elected for four years, and 
is eligible for re-election. AP. a matter of fact no Presi
dent so far has been re-elected more than once, and the 
general sentiment of the nation so much disapproves the 
idea of a third term of office that no out-going President 
has ever been nomina~ed for one. The process of 
choosing a President has become a somewhat complicated 
matter.. By the Constitution it was provided tha~ each 
State should appoint a body of electors equal in number 
to the senators and representatives which are returned 
from it to Congress. The theory was that certain best 
men should have the privilege of selecting the best man 
for President. This was a decidedly conservative theory j 
but in practice the electors have now become simply the. 
mouthpiece of the people's choice in each State. Each 
party in different States sends delegates to a Convention· 
in some particular city. Names are submitted to the 
delegates, and one ballot succeeds another until some 
one obtains an absolute majority. He becomes the can-
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did ate of the party. whether on the Democratic, Repub
lican. or other ticket. Each State then appoints ·its 
electors. who are expected to vote solid for one or other 
of the particular citizens chosen at the ('onventions by 
representatives of the parties. 

The Swiss Federal Council is elected by the Chambers 
for three years out of all citizens eligible for the National 
Council; its members can be, and are continually, re
elected. 

In the United States the President is the nominee of 
one of the two great political parties, and his advent to 
power is marked by important and often very sweeping 
changes in the officials at home, and generally by a re
modelling of the diplomatic service abroad. 

In Switzerland the whole of the members of the 
Federal Council are not the nominees of one political 
party, and the various officials keep their places for long 
and indefinite periods, whilst no one thinks of changing 
a single diplomatic representative upon a fresh election 
of the Council. 

The American President has.a suspensory veto upon 
all Acts passed by Congress. He cannot prorogue or 
dissolve either House. but he has great personal power. 
He is commander-in-chief of the army and navy; he 
signs treaties with 'foreign powers, chooses his own 
cabinet,. and makes numerous other appointments; but 
they, as well as the treaties, are subject to the Senate's 
ratification already mentioned. He has also the right 
of pardon in the case of offences against Federal laws. 
He sends to Congress, upon its opening, a message relat
ing to the c~ndition of public affairs, and recommending 
any particular subjects to its attention. 

Although the Cabinet, as in Switzerland, consists of 
seven members, this number rests upon no law, and is in 
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the discretion· of the President. Each superintends the 
work of a special department, and lays before the Presi
dent reports and other business matters connected with 
it, for his examination. .The latter deals authoritatively 
with whatever comes before him from each department, 
approving, disapproving, or altering as he pleases, and if 
he is dissatisfied with any member of his Cabinet he can, 
in the present state of the law, dismiss him, if he does 
not resign of his own accord. 

The members of the Cabinet are not appointed for 
any fixed period; they have no influence at all outside of 
their own departments.; they do not even speak in either 
branch of the legislature like the Swiss Federal Coun
cillors, though there is no statute forbidding them to do 
so, as either House might allow anyone of them to 
attend, if it desired to hear him. For the passage of 
any particular measure through Congress the services 
must be obtained of some Congressman who will consent 
to take charge of it. The United States Cabinet is thus 
simply a board of departments, wholly dependent upon 
the President. 

The functions of the Swiss Federal Council have 
been explained in Chapter IV. Each member has an 
equal voice in the affairs which are within the com
petency of the whole body, every legislative measure 
must emanate from it for submission to the Chambers, 
and the measures which they adopt are promulgated by 
it when sanctioned, if need be. by the popular vote. 
Treaties concluded by the executive must be confirmed 
by the legislative authority. 

There is no general Message presented by the Federal 
Council to the Chambers upon the opening of a session. 
but it is constantly addressing Messages to them upon a 
variety of matters for discussion and decision. It alSo 
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presents to the Assembly an annual report of its 
proceedings. 

The Swiss Federal Council may be termed, as already 
stated, an executive committee for the management of 
business, and the President of the year does not possess 
greater influence than any of his colleagues. 

4. Judicial authorities.-In each country there is a 
supreme court of law. 

I.n America the number of judges of this court is 
fixed by Congress, and at present they consist of a chief
justice and eight associated justices. The President 
appoints them, subject to confirmation by the Senate, 
and they hold office during good behaviour. 

In Switzerland the F.ederal Assembly appoints the 
judges of the Federal Tribunal for six years; they are 
nine in number, and can be re-elected. The Assembly 
also appoints a president and a vice-president out of 
the nine every two years. There are also nine sub-· 
stitutes, similarly chosen for six years. The court seems 
to be rather in the nature of a body of arbitrators. 

The attributions of the supreme court in the two 
countries differ materially, especially in the following 
important point. 

Every judge of the Supreme Court of the United 
States is bound to treat.as void all legislative Acts, 
whether proceeding from Congress or from the State 
legislatures, which are inconsistent with the Federal 
Constitution, or are in excess of the legislative powers 
which that Constitution confers. The Supreme Court 
only inquires into the validity of Acts of Congress for 
the purpose of determining a question brought before it 
in a legal proceeding. 

The Federal Tribunal, on the contrary, cannot 
inquire into the constitutional character of a law or a 
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resolution of a general nature which has been adopted 
by the Federal Assembly, any more than of a treaty rati
fied by that body. It is bound by the Constitution to 
"accept those laws and resolutions, and to apply them to 
the cases submitted to its judgment. 

The reason is clear. The measures which, after 
being framed by the Federal Council "and adopted 
by the Federal Assembly, are accepted by the people, 
either tacitly or through the Referendum, thus obtain 
the sanction of the Swiss people. Hence the Federal 
Tribunal must bow to the decision of the people, 
and regard all such measures as constitutional and 
inviolable. 

In the United States there is not only a Supreme 
Court, standing at the head of the whole Federal 
judiciary, but there are also such inferior courts as Con
gress may from time to time establish in the different 
States of the Union, and the judgments of the Supreme 
Court are executed by the officers of that judiciary with
out the aid of State officials. 

In Switzerland there are no such subordinate courts, 
and the Federal Tribunal has no officers of its own to 
execute its judgments, so that both it and the Federal 
Council, which has to see to their execution, must rely 
upon cantonal officials to carry them out. Nor is there 
a hard and fast line fixed by the law, separating exactly 
the attributions of the Federal Tribunal as judicial 
authority, and the Federal Council and Federal Assembly 
as political authorities. 

The following remarkable differences also exist in the 
two countries. 

(a) There is no Article in the American, as in the 
Swiss, Constitution whereby the Federal power is called 
upon to guarantee each particular State Constitution, 
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though it does guarantee a Republican form of govern
ment to every State. 

(b) In America not only can the President exercise 
a suspensory veto upon all Acts of Congress, but the 
State governors, with the exception of four, have a veto 
upon the Acts of the State legislatures. There is no 
equivalent in Switzerland. 

(c) Each American State possesses two Chambers. 
In the Swiss Cantons there are either Landsgemeinden 
or one-chambered legislatures with executive councils. 

(d) In America the executive authority in each 
State is appointed by the popular vote. In Switzerland 
this is only the case in some Cantons. 

(e) Another difference may be mentioned. If the 
post of Swiss President becomes vacant during the year, 
as by the death of Herr Hertenstein, it is not filled up 
for the remainder of the year, whereas in a similar case 
in America the Vice-~resident immediately becomes 
President for the residue of the term. 

It is hardly necessary to remark that the system in 
our own constitutional country is widely different from 
that in either of the above two Republics. Still we may 
notice shortly the following points. 

We have a Sovereign above all who, though seldom, 
at least in domestic affairs, exercising without the pre
vious assent of Parliament those extensive powers which 
are by law the prerogative of the Crown, yet possesses a 
certain amount of political influence, and is continually 
performing political duties of a most serious nature. 

The Cabinet consists of a number of individuals, all, 
of whom have" in practice, their seats either in the 
House of Lords or in the House of Commons, though, 
according to Mr. Bagehot, they need not be exclusively 
chosen out of the members of the legislature. At their 
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head is the Prime Minister, who is the embodiment of 
the whole in the sight of the Crown. The members of 
this Cabinet are generally taken entirely from one politi
cal party; coalition ministries are seldom formed, and 
are not likely to have a prolonged existence. As long 
as the members are generally agreed in their policy 
,there is no change, but if anyone or more should take 
a decidedly' opposite view to the rest, he or they would 
find it necessary to resign. They are not elected, as in 
Switzerland, by the Parliament, but they are virtually a 
committee of Parliament; neither do they hold their 
offices for any fixed time. They can, with the assent of 
the Queen, cause the Parliament to be dissolved, and a 
fresh House of Commons to be elected, whereas the 
Swiss Federal Council, though created by the Federal 
Assembly, cannot dissolve it. They are not simple heads 
of departments as at Washington, but they administer, 
in their collective capacity, the affairs of our vast Empire 
in addition to their departmental duties, having, as has 
been well remarked, for the time being the confidence of 
that popular assembly, the House of Commons, which 
is itself the mirror and embodiment of the popular will. 

If they lose that confidence they can either resign at 
once or appeal to the people. In the latter case the 
House of Commons is dissolved, and by the new elections 
the will of the constituencies is declared. If it is 
unfavourable to the existing Cabinet; the Prime Minister 
at once obtains an audience of th,e Soyereign and places 
his resignation and that of his colleagues in his or her 
hands. The Sovereign will doubtless consult the out
going Premier as to the statesman who, in his opinion, 
should be sent for and entrusted with the formation of 
a new ministry, and he will probably name the leader 
of the Opposition to which he owes his defeat. 



CHAPTER XX 

CONCLUSION 

THE limits of this volume prevent our treating many 
additional subjects. Among these is the important 
matter of the consumption of alcoholic liquors in 
Switzerland. This grave question has been taken up 
seriously of late years, and a Message from the Federal 
Council to the Federal Assembly in 1884 dealt exhaust
ively with it. The deleterious effect upon the popula
tion, more especially observable in certain districts, of 
the pernicious habit of imbibing at all hours drams of 
the poisonous schnaps produced in small private dis
tilleries, and the increase of ~digence and crime 
occasioned by habits of intemperance, ca.lled loudly for 
legislation. When the subject came on for discussion in 
the National Council in the spring session of 1885, some 
members insisted particularly upon the necessity of 
adopting measures for the solution of a serious social 
problem, and they approached the subject from a moral 
point of view. Others treated it rather in the light of 
a fiscal question, and the majority were in favour of 
abolishing the local duties levied in certain Cantons 
under the name of ohmgeld or octroi. Finally, a partial 
revision of the Constitution was adopted in 1885, and 
the bill subsequently framed for carrying out the same 
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became law in 1887, being accepted by the popular vote 
in the great majority of the Cantons. It established a 
monopoly in the manufacture and sale of spirituous 
liquors by the Confederation. Whatever may be the 
general results of the new system, the hope is entertained 
that by the abolition of private distilleries a stop will 
be put to the consumption of poisonous schnaps; and 
the bulk of the expected surplus will 'be ~mployed 
in indemnifying those Cantons where the local duties 
will shortly be all abolished. 

Another matter which certainly deserves notice is 
the passing of a heavy progressive income-tax in the 
Canton of Vaud. A. tax of this species already existed 
in various Cantons, but not to the same extent· as 
that which came into operation in Vaud on the 1st 
January 1887. It cannot be doubted that the system 
of categories, at the high rate created by the new law, 
is calculated to press very materially upO!l the rich, and 
it- was warmly advocated by the Radical party, who 
represented it to the country people as calculated to 
throw the cost of additional public burdens upon the 
wealthier class, and thus to diminish the amount of 
taxes to be paid by the poorer citizens. The Radical 
Government represented this progressive income-tax as 
a measUre which would simply carry out' the principle 
that in real as well as in personal property those who 
possess a superfluity should be ta~ed rather than those 
who have only a sufficiency. The Conservative minority 
declared that the result of the new law would be the 
departure of rich men from the Canton, of which there 
have already been instances, and the wholesale exonera
tion of the agriculturists, the heavier load of the common 
burden.being cast upon the shoulders of the few, with 
utter indifference to any degree of just proportion. 
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We now pass on to some other subjects of interest, 
with which we will conclude our work. 

It has been seen that the Swiss Confederation, com
mencing as a simple alliance for defensive . purposes 
between three small communities in 1291, and increas
ing from time to time by the addition of neighbouring 
cities and territories till it embraced twenty-two Cantons, 
became, by the Constitution of 1848, a Federal State, 
and that, as such, it possesses a central power exercising' 
supreme authority in all foreign relations, but having 
its sovereignty limited in internal matters so as to en
croach as' ~ittle as need be upon the independence .and 
sovereignty of each particular Canton. 

The natiue and attributions of the Federal Council, 
or executive authority, are particularly worthy of atten
tion, and Swiss statesmen appear, by its creation, to have 
gone far towards solving that important problem which 
has puzzled other democratic countries, viz.' how to 
combine an efficient executive with democratic institu
tions. The members of the Federal Council do not all 
belong to one political party. It is true that when a. 
vacancy occurs, as "in the case of the late President 
Hertenstein in 1888, the new member is taken from the 
party then forming the majority in the Chambers, but 
still with such restrictions as are dictated by tradition 
and unwritten laws. In the case of Herr Hertenstein, a 
Zuricher, he was replaced by Herr Hauser, a Zurich 
Democrat. The Assembly would doubtless only have 
selected a citizen of another Canton if no suitable can
didate could have been found among the Ziirichers 
belonging to the Left, as it has always been the custom 
for ZUrich to be represented in the Federal Council. 
Herr Hauser being a moderate man, the Centre also 
adopted him as their candidate, the. Right choosing a 

T 
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Roman Catholic for theirs, as a protest against the total 
exclusion of their party from the executive. 1 

'When a triennial election takes place, it is customary 
to leave the members of the Federal Council unmolested, 
if they have done their duty. Hence men like Herr 
Welti, Hetr Hertenstein, and Herr Hammer have never 
been removed, although they owed their elections origin
ally to the Centre, now reduced to a mere handful. This 
system has the evident advantage of great continuity 
in the executive government, whilst a sufficient change 
is introduced by the by-elections. The Federal Coun
cillors are thus not changed en bloc upon every fluctuation 
of party feeling, and yet the body cannot be said to be 
really out of harmony with the Chambers. . The people 
acquiesce in this arrangement; ilOt only because they 
consider the me~bers to be good men of business, but 
because they are conscious of possessing that powerful 
engine called .the Referendum, whereby the ultimate 
fate of any law is wholly in their hands. It is, in fact, 
9wing to the power of the popular vote that the Swiss 
are content :to possess competent Federal administrators 
without particular reference to their politics. 

With regard to religious matters, there certainly 
have been signs during the last years of a lull in the 
Kulturkampf, of which Switzerland .has long been the 
theatre. 

Upon the opening of the summer session of the 
Federal Assembly in 1886, Herr Zemp, an Ultramontane 
fromLuzern, was elected vice-president of the National 
Council. No member of this extreme party had ever 
!reen thus chosen since the passing of the Constitution 

1 We have been informed that, upon a fresh vacancy, it is probable 
that a Roman Catholic of the Right may for the first time be chosen to be 
a member of the executive, after the clearly-expressed wish of that party 
to have a representative. 
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of 1848. He succeeded in due course to the presidency 
of the Chamber. and it is a curious fact that in 1887 
three Roman Catholics. all from the Canton of Luzern. 
were at the same time presidents of the two Chambers 
and the Federal Tribunal This circumstance seems to 
have led some foreigners to the conclusion that a re
action had come over Switzerland in a conservative sense, 
but that was not at all the case.· It could be quoted 
as evidence that religious passions had become less 
intense. otherwise Herr Zemp at least. respected as he 
is. would most. probably not have been elected to his 
high office owing to his mtramontane views. 

As far as the Federal Council is concerned, they have 
shown a manifest desire. whenever occasion has offered, 
to labour in the interests of peace between the two great 
religious bodies in Switzerland. 

The material condition of the mass of the Swiss 
people may on the whole be pronounced to be satis
factory. Still there is a strong tide of emigration among 
the natives flowing every year. particularly to the 
United States. The German Cantons supply the larger 
contingents. the contributions from the French Cantons 
being trifling in comparison. The number vanes. In 
1880 it exceeded 7000. in each of the two following 
years it rose to nearly 11,000, and in 1883 it reached 
12.;58. Since then it has diminished considerably, and 
in 1887 it had dropped to 7558. of whom 6448 went to the 
United States. The emigrants are mostly from agri
cultural districts. From the Canton of Bern, where the 
land is generally mortgaged, even for much more than 
half its value, there is a constant stream of emigration. 
With all their reputation for thriftiness, what with fetes 
and other amusements many Swiss peasants are "apt to 
spend more than they can afford. Debts are thus con-
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tracted, and, as the family increases, these liabilities 
become greater, and are gradually consolidated into a 
mortgage. There is thenceforward a heavy interest to 
discharge, and finally, when .it is found impossible to 
make both ends meet, everything is sold off, and the 
family leave, going mostly to Basel and thence by the 
weekly emigrant train to Havre, and from there by the 
corresponding steamer to New York, on their way to 
join relations or friends who have already followed a 
similar course. Their place is probably soon filled up 
from Germany. 

There does not seem to be any marked hostility 
between rich and poor in Switzerland. The political 
equality of all citizens is cited as one reason, and inas
much as property is more equally distributed than in 
many other countries, there is no display of great luxury, 
there are no magnates in the la.nd, while charity is not 
wanting towards the poorer brethren on the part of those 
who are better off. 

The officials, whether Federal or cantonal, are in 
general a laborious thrifty race, who are remunerated 
upon a low scale of salaries, and the cost of the central 
government is trifling compared with that in other 
countries. 

Another matter which deserves attention is the re
cent organization of a Federation of Swiss working-men 
(Arbeiterbund). Delegates, consisting of both Catholics 
and Protestants, nearly 200 in. number, from different 
industrial societies met at Aarau in April 1887, and they 
represented about 100,000 men of the labouring class. 
Tl).eir object was to found a Federation of all such 
societies with the view of raising the social and material 
condition of that class, without distinction of creed, and 
the Federal authorities have given a kind of semi-official 
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character to the organization by agreeing to grant a 
certain salary to an Industrial Secretary appointed by 
the Federation. He is to be a kind of agent between 
the industrial classes and the Federal Government, his 
functions being confined to economic subjects, the domain 
of politics being strictly excluded. 

In this way questions of wages, of compulsory insur
ance, and of the civil responsibility of masters can be 
examined and discussed with greater weight and calm
ness. 

An important movement has been set on foot by 
the meeting at Bern, on the 21st October 1888, of fifty
seven delegates from different parts of the country, 
resulting in the fusion of two societies with the object 
of forming a fourth political party under the denomina
tion of Social Democrats. This movement is in no sense 
international, and the party will be composed solely of 
Swiss citizens. Its general programme is stated to 
include the organization of democracy and a centralized 
State, the separation of Church and State, the national
ization of commerce and industry, and the equal division 
of the profits of labour among all. Such matters as the 
election of the Federal Council by the people, the sup
pression of the political police, compulsory insurance, 
the creation of a State bank for the monopoly of the 
issue of bank-notes, and the State purchase of railways 
figure in the special programme for 1888-89. It is too 
early to forecast the future of this new party. Its 
creation indicates, for the moment at least, a certain 
scission between different sections of working-men, and 
represents a tendency of a more socialistic character than 
the Griitliverein, which, it may be remembered, is an 
association of men of the labouring class. For t~e pre
sent the Griitliverein seems inclined to stand aloof from 
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the new association. If the latter ever rise to the posi
tion of a permanent party, with representatives in the 
Federal Assembly, some m~mbers of the actual Radical 
majority will probably end by joining them, whilst 
others would be likely to move in an opposite direction 
towards the Centre. 

Eri~ugh has been written in Chapter XI to sh,ow 
that Swiss soldiers still keep. up their reputation at 
home, and the impression made upon foreign officers 
who have attended the autumn manreuvres has been 
decidedly favourable. In that chapter we have briefly 
noticed the late tendency towards a greater centralization 
of the army. This is becoming more and more apparent 
in military circles, both in the French and German 
Cantons. The different societies of officers throughout 
the land have, with scarcely any exception, now pro
nounced themselves in favour of complete centralization 
with regard to the organization and administration of 
the army, and of .thus placing it entirely under Federal 
authority. The small share of activity left to the 
Cantons in military matters under the present Federal 
Constitution would thus be taken away, and the Can
tons, as such, would have no more influence in them, 
especially as regards the appointment and promotion of 
officers, which has hitherto been to a certain extent in 
their domain. The supporters of the proposed central
ization lay stress,· among other arguments, upon the 
numerical differences existing between various divisions 
and subdivisions of the army. Some divisions and some 
regiments or battalions which ought to contain the same 
number of men vary greatly owing to the fact that the 
men of one Canton cannot be incorporated with those of 
another Canton. 

The opposers of centralization, on the other hand, 
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contend that by a stricter application of the existing 
law, any improvements considered to be necessary may 
be carried out without having resort to so important a 
step as a revision of the Federal Constitution. They 
further oppose the movement on the ground that, in the 
present uncertain state of European· politics, it would 
be unwise to undertake a modification of the military 
organization. War, they argue, might break out at 
any moment, and if the army were found at such a crisis 
in a state of transition from one system to another, it 
would be in a less efficient state for defending Swiss 
neutrality than it is at present with any deficiencies 
which may exist. 

Without entering further into the question, one may 
point out that if, as is likely, it is soon brought before 
the Federal Assembly, the promoters of the centraliza
tion of the army will hardly be able to confine the 
discussion upon a matter involving a revision of the 
Constitution to it alone, and other parties will not lose 
the opportunity to bring forward motions proposing 
revision upon other matters as well, which will hardly 
fail to produce much political agitation. Still, the 
opinion of the great bulk of Swiss military men has been 
clearly pronounced in favour of absolute centralization. 

Ninety-four delegates from different sections of the 
Federal Society of Officers met at Bern on the 4th 
November 1888, and after a prolonged discussion the 
following proposition was adopted, with only seven 
dissentients :-

.. The transfer to the Confederation of all legislative 
and administrative attributions and competencies con
cerning the military organization of the country is an 
imperious necessity, in order that .the defence of Swit
zerland may be insured by an army fit to take the field 
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and ready to fight. The central committee of the Federal 
Society of Officers is requested to communicate to the 
members of the Federal authorities the resolution 
adopted by the Assembly of to-day, as well as the proces 
verbal of the deliberations and reports of the cantonal 
sections. " 

Switzerland, as' a nation, has always been distin
guished by a' spirit of lofty patriotism, and by an intense 
love of independence, and in a speech delivered by Vice
President Hammer on the 5th April 1888, when a 
monument was inaugurated near Nafels in commemora
tion of the 500thannive~sary of the victory of Swiss 
over Austrians, he described the present position of 
his native hind .in the following eloquent words :-

" Never has our country been so united. Never 
have its resources been more abundant, nor its military 
force more considerable and better organized. But at the 
same time never has Switzerland been so surrounded as 
to-day by colossal, powerful, and strongly-armed States. 
vVe remain here, a very small people, standing up in the 
midst of these great nations, if we may compare our
selves to them, but confiding in God and our own selves, 
with our eyes open. We live in good friendship with 
all our neighbours, and, in all human probability, we can 
hope'that this will be the case in the future. Still, no 
nation. can flatter itself that it will always remain free 
from trials. Whatever may come to pass, there will be 
found in us . and in our sons the Swiss spirit, vigorous 
and reRolute." 



APPENDIX 

SINCE the text of this volume has been in the hands of the printers, 
the Federal Statistical Bureau has published a statement of the 
provisional results of the census of December 1888. Some modi
fications may yet have to be made by the Bureau, but the numbers 
now given are sufficient for our present purpose. 

The following table shows the population in each Canton as taken 
in the years 1870, 1880, and 1888, as well as the number of foreign
ers, Protestants, and Catholics at the date of the last census :-

1870. 1880. 1888. Foreign. Protest. Catholics. era. ante. 

------------ ---
ZUrich 284,047 816,074 837,205 84,607 294,236 40,402 
Bern. 0 501,501 530,411 536,182 15,552 468,096 68,226 
Luzero 132,153 184,708 135,896 8,180 7,939 127,533 
Uri • 16,095 23,744 17,313 576 378 16,892 
Soh~1 47,733 51,109 50,368 1,677 1,097 49,289 
Obwad 14,443 15,329 15,049 457 831 14,699 
Nidwald 11,701 11,979 12,558 618 126 12,397 
Glarua . 35,208 3',242 83,828 1,805 25,935 7,790 
Zug • 20,925 22,829 23,013 886 1,394 21,696 
Freiburg • 110,409 114,994 119,086 2,421 18,869 100,524 
Solothurn 0 74,608 80,362 85,788 2,619 21,898 63,539 
Baaelstadt 0 47,040 64,207 73,754 25,601 50,305 22,426 
Baselland. 54,026 59,171 61,922 4,842 48,847 12,961 
Schaffhausen 37,642 88,241 87,798 5,074 82,890 4,818 
Appenzell-

(Ausser·Rhoden) 48,734 51,953 54,145 2,195 49,555 4,502 
. (Inner.Rhoden) 11,922 12,874 12,868 818 697 12,206 

St. Gallen. 190,674 209,719 228,316 18,539 92,705 135,796 
GrillOn. 92,103 93,864 94,686 8,932 52,842 43,320 
Aargau 198,718 198,357 193,700 5,500 106,408 85,962 
Thurgau 93,202 99,231 104,816 10,839 74,282 80,337 
Ticino 121,591 130,394 129,152 19,128 1,079 125,748 
Vaud 229,588 235,849 247,569 19,867 227,467 22,428 
Valai. 96,722 100,190 102,820 2,998 865 101,013 
N euchr.te1. 95,425 102,744 107,935 10,120 95,047 12,692 
Geneva 88,j91 99,712 105,966 40,967 51,669 52,817 

--- ---------------
2,655,00112,831,78712,920,723 238,313 1,724,957 1,190,008 



APPE.NDIX. 

There are over 8000 Jews, and over 10,000 belonging to some 
other sect or to none at all. The German-speaking population 
exceed two millions; there are about 638,000 whose language is 
French, the remainder being mostly made up of those who speak 
Romansch and Ladin. 
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AORICULTURB, Ichools of, in Switzerland, 
206, 207; vast varieties 'in elevation, 
lurface, and IOU. 210; Lowland dis
trict-vines, Iruit, and paotures, 211 ; 
Mountain diltrict-grain, potatoes, and 
abnndance of hay, ih.; Alpine dis
trlct-roreet and putures, 212; two 
breeds of cattle, the pam-coloured and 
the brown, 213; improvements in 
breediug, 214; milk, butter, and 
cheeae, 215 ; appropriation of the soU, 
216; farming by owne .... 217; sub
divisionl of land limited, ih. ; landed 
tenurel, 218, 219; crops, 220; pro
motion by the Federal and cantonal 
authorities, 221; vine cultivation, ih. ; 
foreet laws, 224; officials, 225; area, 
226 

America-«e United States 
Anarchists __ Sociali.ta 
Armies 01 Europe, cost per man, 144 
Army, Swias, military qualities, 140; 

services under foreign governmenta, 
141; military ~apitulations, 142; 
organization of Swioa army on the 
.. voluntary-compulsory" system, ih. ; 
military training as a citizen rorce, 
143 ; utilization 01 civil capacities, 144 ; 
Ihort lervice and large reserves, ih.; 
COO per man compared with other 
European armies, ih.; completeneaa 
01 organization in every detail, 145 ; 
present military ayatem, ib.; nomina
tion of officera commanding battalions 
by cantonal authorities. of higher rank 
by Federal Council, 146; cantonal 
troopa and Federal troops, ih.; pro
l.oaed transfer of military control to 
the Confederation, 147 ; all Swioa bound 
to military aervice, ih.; taxea on 
ezemption, 148; division of military 
forcea into Elite, Landwehr, and Land
aturm, 149; total forcee, ih.: army 
administration, 150 ; no StaJr College, 
151 ; Instructional Corps, ih. ; Eoolu du 

Recruea, ih.; training, 153; cantonal 
director, 154 ; difficultiee in providing 
qualified offi~ers, 155 ; absence of per
manent pay and pension, 156; cavalry 
remounta, ih.; draught horsee, 158; 
rillee, ih. ; fortifications, 159 ; mobiliz
ation of troops, ih.; "8oldier·s kit, 
rille, knapsack, and cloak, ih.; 
national spirit of Swiss soldiers, 160, 
278 ' 

As.embIY--B~ Communal, Cantonal, 
and Federal 

Assizes, Federal, 71; appointment of 
jurors, ih. 

Asylum, right of, ita limita in Switzer
land, 244; expulsion of criminal 
refugees, 246, 247 

A t!Ocau, acting as advocatee and solicitors, 
138 

BRRR, increased demaud, 239 
Bern, corporation of Burghers, 10; 

capital of the Swiss Confederation, 21 i 
Communee of, their organizatiou, 103 i 
Commune of Grindelwald, 107; re
organization of the Catholic parish, 
180; creation of a vestry of .. Old 
Catholics," ih. i exclusion of Roman 
Catholics, 181; no chaplain in the 
Federal Palace, 183 ; Synod at, 186; 
International Offices at, 258 

Bonaparte, Act of Mediation in Switzer
land, 14 

Borromeo, St. Charles, his aggressive 
Catholic policy in Switzerland, 172; 
found. the Helvetic College and Golden 
League, ih. 

Bullinger, Heinrich, pupil of Zwingli, 
Union of Reformed Churches, 167; 
correspondence with Lady Jane Grey 

'preserved at Zurich, ih. 
Burgher-Communes-see Commune 

CALVIII", John, his work at Geneva, 168 i 
association with John Knox and8cottish 
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Reformers, 169; burning of Servetus, 
ib. 

Cantons, or States, 5, note; Confederation 
of eight, 6 ; of thirteen, 9 ; the Diet, 
14; of twenty-two, 15; growing inde
pendence, 16 ; Federal Constitution for 
all Switzerland, 20; National Council 
and Council of the States, ib.; fnlfil Pro
fessor Dicey's two conditions essential to 
a Federal State, 22; tendencies, can
tonal and Federal, 25; clinging to the 
general nnion, 27, 28 ; sovereignty of, 
within Federal limits, 29, 32; relations 
with Federal C<luncil, 61; constitu
tional right gnaranteed by the Federal 
Tribunal, 73;'" Referendum" and 
!' Initiative," .76; limits on the powers 
of the cantonal Council in Ziirich, 81 ; 
limits on other Cantons, 82; subject to 
Federal Tribunal and Federal Council, 
115 ; ancient rights as regards foreign 
powers, ib_; coinage, army, taxes, 116 ; 
variety of cantonal constitutions, 117 ; 
open-air assemblies of the Lands
gemeinden, 118, 119 ;. constitution of 
Geneva, 120; three cantonal authori
ties-legislative, executive, and judi
cial, 121-124 ; relations with the army, 
146, 147; cantonal army directors, 
154; supreme in settling ecclesiastical 
system, 183.; provide for primary 
edncation, 189 

Cantonal Tribunals, varied organization, 
laws and procedure, 125; cantonal 
Tribunal of nine judges, 126; Juge 
d'Instruction, ib. ; district courts, under 
president and four judges, 127 ; jury 
of nine, 129; Juge dePai:!:, 130; 
court of, 132; procednre, 133; appeals, 
135, 137 ; no avo!d$, onlyavocals, 138 ; 
gaols, ib. 

Capital punishment, abolished by the 
Constitution of 1874, 251; nominal 
re-establishment in certain Cantons, 
252; not in Ziirich, 253; rejected by 
the vote of the people of Ziirich, 254 ; 
edncation the best safegnard, 255 

Catholics, Roman, represented by the 
Right in the Federal Assembly, 89; 
the laity and the clergy, 90; the 
"Old Catholics," 177-181 

Cattle, Swiss, two breeds, parti-coloured 
and brown, 213; the Herens, ib.; 
efforts of the Federal Government to 
improve the breeds, 214; milk, butter, 
and cheese, 215 

Charles the Bold of Burgundy, 8 
Christianity in Switzerland-see Religion 
Citizens all belong to Commnnes, 100 
Commerce of Switzerland, imports and 

exports, 227; greater per head than 

nny European nation, ib. ; difficulties 
of the country, 228; excess of imports, 
229; articles of import, 230; of 
exports, 231; relations with other 
nations, 232; silk industry; 233; 
cotton industry, 234; embroidery, 235 ; 
watchinaking, 236; scientific instru
ments, jewellery, musical boxes, etc., 
237; machinery, 238; spirita and 
beer, ib.; tobacco, 239; cheese and 
milk, 240 ; wood-carving, ib. 

Commune, the basis of Swiss republican 
institutions, 98; a Canton in minia
ture, 99 ; internal government, ib.; or
ganization depended on its extent, 100 ; 
origin of Burgher-Communes, 101; 
double Commune, i.e. the burgher and 
the municipa.lity, 102; gnilds, ib.; 
organization of Bern, 103; the com
munal Assembly or legislative, and the 
communal Council or executive, ib.; 
qualifications of citizens to vote in the 
Assembly, 104; disqualifications, ib.; 
powers of the Assembly and Council, 
105; duties of communal ,Councils, 
106; supervision of the cantonal 
government,107; Commune of Grinde 1-
wald, ib_; communal property, 110; 
householders, ib.; taxes, 111; relief 
of poor,. 112; hospital, fire-engines, 
wood for schoolrooms, ib.; wages of 
labourers, mechanics, etc., 113; regis
tration of every inhabitant, 114 

Communal Assembly, all entitled to vote, 
108; meetings and debates, 109 . 

Communal Council, or executive of the 
Commune, 108; chosen by ballot, ib.; 

-president, councillors, and secretary, 
109; controlled. by the cantonal 
government, 110 

Constitution, Swiss, opposition between 
the Federal sovereignty and the can
tonal sovereignty, 25; compromises 
effected by the executive, or Federal 
Council, 26; cantonal rights and 
national sentiment, 27 ; objects of the 
Confederation, 29; powers, 30; indi
vidual powers of the Cantons, 32; 
articleS of the Constitution, 34; three 
authorities-the Assembly, the Council, 
and the Tribunal, 35; popnlarity, 36 ; 
growing centralization, 37 ; Bee Federal 
" Referendum," or right of popular 
veto, 76; working,77 ; results on the 
people, 78; "Initiative," or right of 
voters to propose new laws, 80 ; limits 
on the powers oC the cantonal Council 
in . Ziirich, 81; workiug in other 
Cantons, 82 ; working of the Federal 
Assembly, 83, 84 ; political parties in 
Switzerland, 88; the Right, 89; the 
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Centre, 90; the LeCt, or Radical Demo
cratic party, 91; programme of the 
Democrats, 93; weekneea of parlia
mentary ideaa, 9.; CBncus unknown, 
95; political8B80ciationa, ib.; decay of 
the aristocracy, 96; rise of Communea, 
98; definition of a Commun_a 
Canton in miniature, 99 ; organization 
of the Communea of Bern, 105 ; poli
tical inatitutio88 compared with those 
of the United States, 260; points of 
resemblance, 261; considerable differ
encea between Swi88 ConCederation IUId 
United States, 260; revision ofth" Con
stitution in both countries, 262; dif
ferencea between the legislative authori
ties, 263; the executive authorities, 
264; the President of the United 
State. and the Swiss Federal Council, 
w,; judicial authorities, 267; other 
differences between the two countries, 
268 i both Widely different from the 
British Constitution, 269 i Federal 
monopoly as to alcoholic liquors, 
271; income-tax, 272 i Bee Swisa Con
federation, Federal ABsembly, Federal 
Council 

Cotton industry, 234; 'embroidery, 
235 

Council-u. communal, cantonal, and 
Federal 

DBBATBII-IU Federal Assembly 
Democrats, the extreme wing 'of the 

Radical party, or Left. in the Federal 
.Asaembly, 92 i their programme for 
general legislation, 93; appeala to the 
press and public meetings, 9. 

Dicey, ProCe88or, his two conditions essen
tial to a Federal State fulfilled in 
Switzerland, 22 

Diets, legislate for the Swisa Confedera
tion, 11; convoked by Ziirich, the 
directing Canton, 12 i powen neutral
ized by the sovereignty oC the Cantons, 
12 

Districts, Assize, 71 
District Tribunals, 127 i civil, criminal, 

and police jurisdiction, 128 i juries, 
129 i Juga de Paiz and court of the 
JlUti<» dII Paiz, 130, 132 i jurisdic
tion, 131 i civil procedure, 132; 
appeals, 135 

Dro.. M., Federal-Councillor, his objec
tio88 to the optional .. Referendum," 
79 i his speech on political refugees, 
24' 

Dubs, Dr., his propoaals to refer all 
religious disputes, whether in pnblic 
or private law, to the Federal Tribunal 
exclusively, 74 

EDUCATION, primary, provided by the 
Cantons, obligatory and gratuitous, 
189; control of the Swiss Confedera
tion, not defined, ib. ; Conservatives and 
Catholicssupporttbecantonalauthority, 
190 i opposition to Federal interference, 
191; system previous to Constitu
tion of 1874 even more defective than 
in England, 192; compulsory popular 
in all the Cantons, 193; pa"sion of the 
Swisa people for education, ib.; superi
ority of school sites and buildings, ib. i 
deep interest of cantonal and communal 
authorities, 194; religious toleration, 
195 i religious instruction, 196 i private 
teaching recognized, 197; educational 
system in Zli"icb, one of thegreat scholas
tic centres of the world, 198 ; the poly
technic school and the universityoecupy 
the finest sites, ib.; the museums and 
laboratories perfect types, 199 i con
trol and inspection, ib.; district School 
Boards, ib.; School Commission in 
every Commune, 200; teachers elected 
by the communal Assembly, 201 ; no 
pupil - teachers nor headmasters, ib. ; 
cantonal preceptors' colleges, 202 i 
Kindergarten schools on Froebel's 
system, ib. i Federal Factory Act, ib.; 
supplementary schools, ib.; secondary 
schools optional, 203 ; vast educational 
resources, w.;1 high-class ladies' college, 
w.; training Bchool for female tellChers, 
ib.; technical education, 204 i Poly
technic at Ziirich the only institution 
controlled by the Federal authorities, 
205 ; 'courses of lectures, 206; tech
nical: Bchools, w.; four universities
Basel, Bern, Ziirich, Geneva, 207; no 
Federal university, w.; every child in 
Switzerland, unless mentally incapaci
tated, able to read and write, 208; 
advantage of patricians to educate their 
masters, 209 

II Eglise Libre," supporters of, leave the 
National Reformed Church at Geneva 
and Vaud, 176; reasons for the separa
tion,177 

European armies, cost per man, 144 
Executive-aee Federal Council 

FAarORY ACT, Federal, 202 
Farel, William, the French refugee, his 

preaching at Vaud and Geneva, 168; 
persuades Cah'in to stop at Geneva, ib. 

Federal Asaem bly. composed of two Cham
bers, the National Council, and the 
Council of the States, 38; sittings of 
the Chambers, 39; composition of the 
National Council, ib. i vote by ballot, 
40 ; president and vice-president, .1 ; 
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payment of members, ib.; Council of 
the State~ or CantoM, 43; deliberation 
of the two Chambers as a, Federal 
Assembly, 44; powers of the Federal 
~sembly, 45; conduct of business, 
46; motions or postulats, 48 ; debates, 
5~; sittings, 52; appoints judges iu 
the Federal Tribunal, 67; " Refer
endum," or right of popular veto, 76 ; 
working of the "Referendum" and 
.. Initiative," 83; opponents of tbe 
" Referendum," 86 ; political divisions 
-the Right, the Centre, and the- Left, 
89; the Right formed by Roman 
Catholics, ib.; the Centre representing 
the popular traditions of the Liberal 
majority, 90.; the Left, or .Radical 
Democratic party, 91 ; programme of 

. the Democrats, 93; their centre of 
gravity in the Assembly, 94; absence 
of parliamentary system, ib. 

Federal ~sizes, 71 
Federal Council, or executive, seven 

members elected by the Federal 
~sembly, 54; payment of president, 
vice-president, and members, 55; seven 
department" but all decisions emanat
ing from the whole Council, 56; work 
of the president, 57; relations of the 
Federal Council with the ~sembly, 
59 ; Council not necessarily nnanimous 
like tbe English Cabinet, ib.; election 
of councillors not pllrely a party busi
ness, 60 ; no collision with the Federal 
~sembly, ib.; relations with cantonal 
governments, 61; with Federal Tribu
nals, 64; three points of difference 
from other execntive governments, 
65; compared with the exec\ltive in 
the United States, 264 

Federal Pact, 15 
Federal sovereignty throl1ghont the Swiss 

Confederation, 35 ; exercised by three 
authorities - the ~sembly or legis

. lative, tbe Council or executive, and 
the Tribunal or judicial, ib. 

Federal Tribunal, or supreme court, msti
tuted at Lausanne, 66 ; its antecedents, 
ib.; appointment of judges representing 
the three national lauguages, 67; or
ganization of the Judiciary, 68 ; attribu
tions as a court of ci vil justice, 69 ; deals 
with public ll'w between Cantons, Cor
poratioM, Communes, etc., 69-73; a 
court of appeal from the highest cantonal 
Tribunal, 70; a criminal court for 
.State crimes and criminal offences, 71 ; 
assizes and assize districts, ib.; gnar
.antees the constitutional rights of 
Cantons and citizens, 73; sepamtion 
.of political and jndicialllllthority, ib. ; 

views of Dr. Dnbs, 74; public delibera
tions, 75 ; coming changes proposed by 
the Federal Council, ib.; differences 
from the Supreme Court of the United 
States, 267 

Female teachers, training school for, at 
Ziirich,203 

Foreign Swiss legioM, 141; officered by 
Swiss, 142 

Forest laws, 224; officials, 225; area, 
226 

Fortifications, 158 
France, her influence in Switzerland, 12 ; 

intervention of 1798, 13 

GAOLS, no corporal punishment, 138, 
139 

Geneva, CoMtitution of the RepUblic and 
Canton, 120 ; sovereignty of the 
people either by the General Council 
or by the cantonal Councils -legis
lative, executive, and judicial. 121; 
constitution of the General Council, ib. ; 
Grand Council or legislative, 122; 
State Council or executive, 123 ; courts 
of law, 124 ; work of Calvin, triumph 
of John Calvin and his party, 169,; 
preaching of the brothers Haldane, 
176; watchmaking and musical boxes, 
236,237 

Grindelwald, Commune of, 107; the 
Assembly or legislative, and Council 
or executive, 108; working, 109, 110 

HABSBURO, family of, 2 
Heimathlosat, homeless persons, 69 
Helvetic Republic, 14; duration, 1798-

1803, 23; the first attempt at a Cou
stitution, 14; religious toleration, 173 

Home Rule in Ireland, proposal for 
settling the question by the "Refer
endum," 87-

Horses for the army, system of provision, 
157 ; draught horses, 158 

INITIATIVE, or right of voters to pro
pose ne'y laws, 80; limits the powers 
of the cantonal Council at Ziirich, 81 ; 
working in other Cantons, 82-ste 
" Referendum It 

International Unions, protection of the 
wounded in battle, 256; telegraph, 
257; postal, ib.;· against phylloxera, 
258; transport of goods per railway, 
ib.; protection oC industrial property, 
ib.; literary and artistic, ib. ; offices. at 
:Bern, ib. 

Irish Christian mission in Switzerland, 
163, 164 

Juge d'Instruction, 126 
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J uge de Paiz, or magistrate, his jurisdic
tion, 130, 131 ; court of, 132 

Jurors, appointment of, at the Federal 
Aasizes, 7l 

Justice, 8upreme court of __ Federal 
Tribunal, Cantonal Tribunala 

KINDBBGAlITBK schools; on Froebel's 
system, 202 

Kno:r, John, a88OCiation with Calvin, 169 

LADIBS' High-CIassCollege at ZUrich, 203 ; 
training achaol for female teachers, ih. 

Land in Switzerland, all freehold, 218 ; 
no Federal land code, ih.; land laws 
framed by th. Cantons, ih. j leases, 
improvements, transfers, 219 l crops, 
220; vines, 221 

Landsgemeinden, or Democratic Assem
blie. in the three Forest Cantons, 7, 
80, 96; open-air assemblies at Uri, 
117; speechea and voting, 119 

Lausanne, Federal Tribunal at, 66 
Law Courts-_ Federal Tribunal and 

Cantonal Tribunal 
Lawyor&-.fu ..4tJOC4l8 
Legisiation __ Federal Assembly 
Legislative Diets, 11 
Leopold of Austria, invasion of Switzer

land, , ; routed, 6 
Liberals form the Centra in tha Federal 

Aasembly, 90 . 
Luzern, Grand Council of, votes for 

Jesuits' appeal respecting education, 
17 

MANUFAOTURBS, Swiss, ank industry, 
233 ; cotton industry, 23~; embroid
ery, 235 ~ watchmaking, 236; scien
tific instruments, jewellery, musical 
boxes, 237; machinery, 238; spirits 
and beer, ih. ; tobacco, 239; cheese 
and milk, 240; wood-carving, ih.-aee 
Commerce 

Mobilization of troops, 159 

NATIONAL Reformed Church, term re
Itricted to Proteatant Can tons, 183; 
organization of, at Vand, 184; qualifi
cation of pastors, 187 

II OLD CatholiCll," riaa of, in Switzerland, 
177 ; I8cured the right of worship in 
the Roman Catholic church at Bern, 
178; Roman Catholics forbidden by 
the Pope to share the church, 181 

P.UITIB8 in Switzerland __ Political 
Political parties, state of, in Switzerland, 

88; three divisions in the Federal 
Assembly, 89; the Right, lb.; the 

Centre, 90; the Left, 91; centre of 
gravity in the Federal Assembly, 94 ; 
decay of the aristocracy, 96; political 
institutions of Switzerland aud the 
United States compared, 260 ; proposed 
formation of Fourth party, 277 

Polytechnic at ZUrich, the only educa
tional establishment coutrolled by the 
Federal authorities, 199, 204 

Pope's Bodyguard, Swiss, 141 
Postulats-8u Federal Assembly 
Priests' Charter, 6 

RADIOALS form the Left in the Federal 
Assembly, 91 ; centralizers audjederal
ists, ih.; opposed to the Catholic 
Church, and the Protestant Churches 
of Zwingli and Calvin, 92; Democrats 
the extreme wing of the Radical party, 
ib. 

Railways In Swiss territory controlled by 
the Confederation, 33; judicially by 
the Federal Tribunal, 69 

Recruits, military training, 152 
Referendum, or reference to voters of 

measures framed by their representa-
tives, i6; ancient consultation of the 
people by the Government, ib.; popular 
right of veto, 77; limited in 1848 to 
the revision of the Constitution, ib.; 
extended in 1874 to all Federal laws 
and general resolutions, lb.; working 
of the popular vote, 78; its results on 
the people, 79; M. Droz's objections 
to the optional "Referendum," ib. ; 
limits the power of the cantonal 
Council at Zurich, 81; working in 
other Cantons, 88; objections, 86; 
not extended to foreign relations, 87 ; 
question of introducing it into Great 
Britain in the case of Home Rule, lb. 

Refugees, political-su Asylum 
Religion in Switzerland, 162; early 

struggles of Christianity, ih.; Irish 
mission in the seventh century, 163; 
Ulrich Zwingli, the first Reformer, 
164; great separation between Pro
testants and Catholics, 166 ; Reformers 
strongest in cities and towns, and Catho
lics strongest in the Forest Cantons, 
ih.; nnion of Reformed Churches by 
Heinrich Bullinger, 167; friendly re
lations between ZUrich and England, 
ih.; William Farel, the French refugee, 
168; John Calvin at Geneva, lb.; 
growth of religious liberty, 170; grow
ing strength of the Catholics, 171; 
aggressive policy of Borromeo, 172; 
strife between Catholics and Protest
ants lulled by the French Revolution, 
173; toleration in the Helvetic Re-
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public, w.; in the Act of Mediation, 
174; dispute in the Catholic Church, 
w.; Jesuits interdicted, 175; religious 
liberty'established by the Constitution 
of 1874, ib. ; relative strength of the 
population, 176; religious revival in 
French Switzerland, w.; rise of the 
"Old Catholics," 177 ; Roman Catho
lic church at Bern, 178; parish vestry 
of "Old Catholics," 180;, Roman 
Catholics forbidden by the Pope to 
share in the church, 181; vast dis
cretionary power of each Canton in the 
regUlation of the public streets, 182; 
differences of the ecclesiastical system 
in the several Cantons regulated by 
the people, 183; organization of the 
National Reformed Church at Vaud, 
.184; four administrative -bodies, i.e. 
parish assembly, parish council, ecclesi
astical district council, and the Synod, 
w.; qualifications of a pastor in the 
National Church at Vaud, 187 ; grow
ing toleration, 274 

SCHOOL Boards, at Ziirich, 199 -s.e 
Education 

'Sempach, Convention of, 7 
Silk industry, oldest in Switzerland, 233 
Socialists and Anarchists, 243; powers 

of the Federal Couucil over foreigners, 
w.; speech of Federal-Councillor Droz, 
244; progress of State Socialism, 245 ; 
centre of G~rman Socialists at Ziirich, 
w. ; Russian Socialists at Geneva, w. ; 
Swiss Socialism harmless, 246; expul
sion of foreign anarchists, 247; 
political police, 248; foreign journal
ists, 249, 250 

Stanz, Convention 'of, 9 
Sw.iss Confederation, historical sketch, 1 ; 

seven phases, ib. ; (1) League of three 
German communities in 1291, not 
against the Emperor but against 
middlemen, w.; legend of William 
Tell, 3 ; resists Leopold of Austria, 4; 
treaty at Brunnen between Uri, Schwyz, 
and Unterwalden, w. ; joined by Luz
ern, 5 ; by Bern, Ziirich, Glarus, and 
Zug, w.; (2) League of 1353-eight 
States, ib.; Convention signed called 
Priests' Charter, 6 ; Convention of Sem
pach, 7 ; democracies of the three Can
tons and burgher aristocracies of the 
five cities, w.; dissolution saved by 
the Convention of Stanz, 8; league 
joined by Basel; Schaffhausen, and 
Appenzell, 9; (3) Confederation of 
thirteen Cantons (1513-1798), w.; the 
Reformation, divisions between Catho
lics ,and Protestants, 10 ; legislation by 

Diets, 11; Catholic and Protestant 
Diets, 12; authority neutralized by 
the sovereignty of the Cantons, w. ; in
fluence of France, 13; abuses in the 
Cantons, w. ; French intervention, w.; 
(4) !:felvetic Rep'ltblic, 1798-depression 
of the Cantons, 14; (5) Bonaparte's 
Act of Mediation, 1803-nineteen 
Cantons, ib. ; Diet and Landammann, 
15; (6) Federal Pact (1815-1848)
twenty-two Cantons, w.; growing in
dependence of the Cantons, 16 ; Catho
lics and Protestants, 17 i revision of 
the Federal Pact, 19; (7) Federal 
Constitution, 1848 - two legislative 
chambers, constituting the Federal 
Assembly, and an executive of seven 
members called the Federal Council, 
20; Federal capital at Bern, 21; 
Constitution of 1874, 22 ; fulfils two 
conditions essential to a Federal State, 
i.e. a body of countries closely con
nected and desirous of union, 22 ; co
existence' of loyalty to the Canton and 
to the Confederation, 23; comparison 
of political institutions with those of 
the United States, 260; combination 
of anl efficient executive with demo
cratic institutions, 273 

Swiss legions in the service of the British 
Government, 141 

Swiss political institutions compared 
with those of the U nit<\d States, 260 
-see Constitution 

Swiss services in foreign armies, 141 
Switzerland, her military importance, 

140; recognized at the Congress of 
Vienna, ib.-see Army 

Synod, composition of, 186 

TAXES on exemption from military ser
vice, 148 

Technical education, snbsidies, 204; 
schools of art, manufactures, and agri
culture, 207 

Tell, William, legend of, 3 
Tobacco, cultivation and mannfacture, 

239 
Trade-see Commerce and Mannfactures 
Tribunal-see Federal Tribunal and Can

tonal Tribunal 

UNIONS-see International 
United States political institutions com

pared with those of the Swiss Republic, 
260 . 

Universities, Swiss, no residence, teaching 
professorial, 207; the four faculties at 
Basel, Bern, Ziirich, and Geneva, ib.l 

- no Federal univerSity, ib. 
Uri, open-air assem~lies of the Lands-
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gemeiDden, 117; .peschea and voting, 
119 

VAUD, the largest of the Protestant 
French Cantons, religionl revival in. 
176; four administrative bodiea in the 
National Reformed Church, 184; 
pariah I1818mbly, ih.; parish council, 
,185; ecclesiastical district conncil, ib. : 
the Synod. 186; ellamination and 
pledgel of pastors, 187 

V.tterll riOes, 158 
Vine eultivation, 221 
.. Voluntary-eompulaory" system of the 

Swiss army, U2 

W AOBS of labourers, mechanics, 8e"ants, 
In the Commune of Grindelwald, 113 

Watehmaking, home of, in Switzerland, 
236 j at Geneva, 237 

Winel of Switzerland, 223 
Winkelriad, legend of Arnold of, 6 
Wood - ca~g, 240 j schoola of, 206, 

241; .. gnide·~ers," Melchior Ander
egg, hie eons, etc., ih. 

ZURICH, the democratic Canton, working 
of the .. Referendum" and .. Initiative" 
80, 81 j friendly relations with Eng
land, 167 j modelsystem of education, 
198; vast educational resources, 203 : a 
centra of German Socialists, 245 j re
jects capital pnnishment, 253 . 

Zwingli, Ulrich, the Swiss Reformer, his 
early career, 164 j statue at ZUrich, 
166 

THE END 

Primtl ~ R. & R. CIARX, Etlilll-rnp. 
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Pt.p;. Editi... With all the original 

Illustrations. Crown Bvo. ... 6d. neL 
A GSRMAN TRANSLATION 01' THB SAMB. 

Crown 8vo, gilL 61. neL 
A FIlBNCH TRANSLATION' 01' THB SAMB. 

CroWD avo, gilL 61. neL 
AN ITALIAN TRANSLATION OF THB SAM&. 

Cro\\'D 8vo. gilL 6.1'. DeL 
- ALICR's ADVENTURES UNDBR.(;ROUND. 

Being a Facsimile or the Ori,rnal MS. Book, 
afterwards developed into Alice's Adven. 
tures in Wonderland." With 27111ustratioDS 
by the Autbor. Crown 8vo. ..... DeL 

_ THROUGH THB LOOKING-GLASS AND 
WHAT ALICE FOUND THBRE. With SO Illus
trations by TBNNIBL. Cr. avO, gilL ru. DeL 

Pt."l... Editi"". Witb all the original 
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. u. 6d. net. 

Peopu's Editi"" of II Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland," and I'Through tbe Looking
GI...... I vol. Crown 8vo. ..... 611. DeL 

_ THE GAME OP LoGIC. Cr. avo. 3$. net. 
_ RHYME? AND REASON? With 6S lIIus· 

trations by ARTHUR B. FROST, and 9 .Y 
HENRY HOLIDAY. Crown avo. 6.1'. net. 

_ A TANGLED TALB. Reprinted from the 
II Monthly Packet." With 6 Illustrations by 
ARTHUR B. FROST. Cm.8vo. <fl. 611. net. 

__ SYLVIB AND BRUNO. With 46 illustra-
tions by HARRY FURNISS. Cr. Bvo. 7$ 6d. net. 

_ THB NURSERY II ALICE. II TwentyColoured 
Enlargements from TSNNIBL'S Illustrations 
to .. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, I 

with Text adapted to Nursery Readers. 
4to. ..... DeL 

_ THB HUNTING 011' THB SNARK, AN 
, AGONY IN EIGHT FITS. With 9 Illustrations 

by HENRY HOLIDAY. Co. 8vo. ... 611. neL 

CARSTARES (WM.): A Character and 
Career or tbe Revolutionary Epoch (.649-
1715). By R. H. STORY. 8vo. I". 

CARTER (R. Brudenell, F.C.S,).-A PRAC' 
TICAL TREATISB ON DISBASES OP THE EVIL 

8vo. 161. 
__ EYESIGHT, GOOD AND BAD. Cr. avo. 6.r. 

__ MODERN· OPBRATIONS POR CATARACT. 

8vo. 61. 
CASSEL (Dr. D.l.-MANUAL OP JBWlSH 

HISTORY AND LITBRATUR& Translated 
hy Mrs. HaNKY LuCAS. Fep. 8vo. so.6a 

CAUCASUS: NoTBS OK TH& By .. W .... 
dorer." 8vo. 91-

CAUTLEY tG. S.).-A CBHTuRY OF EM· 
BLEMS. Wtth Illustratioos by the Lady 
MAllIAK ALFORD. SmalI4to. 10.1. 6tl. 

CAZENOVE (J. Gibson).-CONCERNING TH. 
B&lNG AND ATTRIBUTBS OP GOD. 8vo. 5'e 

CHALMERS U. B.).-GRAPHlCAL DBTB .. 
MINATION OP FORCBS IN' ENGINRBRING 
STRUCTURBS. 8vo. ...... 

CHASSERESSE(D.).-5PORTINGSKETCNa. 
Illustrated.. Crown 8.... 310 6tl. 
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CHATTERTON: A BIOGRAPHICAL STUDY. 
By Sir DANIEL WILSON, LL.D. Crown8vo. 
tis.6d. 

CHERRY (Prof. R. R.).-LBCTURES ON THE 
GROWTH OF CRIMINAL LAw IN ANCIENT 
COMMUNITIES. avO. 51. net. 

CHEYNE (C. H. H.).-AN ELEMENTARY 
TREATISB ON THB PLANETARY THBORY. 
Crown avO. 78. 6d. 

CHEYNE (T. K.).-THE BOOK OP ISAIAH 
CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED.. Crown avo. 

• 71.6tl. 

. CHOICE NOTES ON THE FOUR GOS· 
PELS, drawn from Old and New SOID'Ces. 
Crown 8¥O. 4 vols. 41. 6d. each. (St. 
Matthew and St. Mark in ,vol. 9'.) 

CHRISTIE (J.).--CHOLERA EPIDEMICS IN 
EAST AFRICA. avO. 1St. 

CHRISTIE (J. R.).-ELEMENTARY TEST 
QUBSTIONS IN PURB AND MIXED MAT~ 
MATtCS. Crown avO. Ss. 6tI. 

CHRISTMAS CAROL, A. Printed in 
Colours, with Illuminated Borders from MSS. 
of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries. 
.. to. 21$. 

CHURCH (Very Rev. R. W.).-THE SACRED 
POSTRY 011' EARLY RELIGIONS. u.d Edition. 
lamo. IS. 

- HUMAN LIPE AND ITS CONDITIO!o."S. Cr. 
Svo. tir. 

- THE GIFTS OF CIVJLJ~ATIOHr and other 
Sermons. 2nd Edition. Crown avo. 18. 6d. 

- DISCIPLlNB OF THB CHRISTIAN CHARAC
TER, and other Sermons. Crown 8vo. ¥. 6d. 

- ADVENT SERMONS. ,885. Cr.8vo. 41. 6d. 
- MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS. Collected 

li:dition. 5 vol.. Globe 8vo. 51. each. 
Vol. I. MISt:BLLANEOUS ESSAYS. II 

DANTB: AND OTHER EssAYS. III. ST. 
ANSBLM. IV. SPENSBR. V. BACON. 

- THB OXFORD MOVEMBNT. ,833-45. 
Bvo. 121. 6d. net. 

CHURCH (Rev. A. J.).-LATIN VKRlIIoN 0 .. 
SBI.BCTJONS PROM TKKNYSON. By Prot 
CONINGTON, Prof. SEELEY, Dr. HESSKV. 
T. E. KEBBEL, Bee. Edited by A. J. CHURCH, 

. M.A. Extra rep. avo. 66. 

- STORI .... PROII THB BIBLIt. Illustrated. 
Crown 8vo. 51. 

CICERO: THB LrPB AND LBTTBRS OP 
MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO. By the Rev. 
G. E. JBANS, M.A. ...,d Edition. Crown 
Svo. .or.6d. 

-- THB ACADBllICA. The Text revised and 
explailJed by J. S. RaID, M.L. 8vo. '51. 

- THE ACADllIIICS. TnmsIaUod by J. S. 
REID, M.L. 8vo. 51. cw. 

Su """ pp. 3', 30. 
CLARK. M.IIOR.ALS PROM JOUR .. " .... AXD 

LETTERS or SAIIUEL CLARK, M.A. Edited 
by bis Wife. C ........ s.o. 7I.6tI. 

CLARK (L.) ad SADLER (H.).-THB STAll 
GUID& lloya1 8vo.,so. . 

CLARKE (C. B.).-AGBOGRAPHICALREADBlI 
AND CoMPANION TO THB ATLAS. Cr. Bvo. 26. 

- A CLAss-BooK 0 .. GBOGRAPHV. With ,8 
Coloured Maps. F cpo 8vo. 38.; swd .• 21. 6tI. 

- SPECULATIONS PROM POLITICAL' EcON
OMY. Crown 8vo. 38. 6d. 

CLASSICAL WRITERS. Edited by JOHH 
lllCHARD GREEN. Fcp. 8vo. XI. 6d. each. 
EURIPIDES. By Prof. MAHAPFY. 
MILTON. By STOPPORD A. BltoolCB. 
LIYV. By the Rev. W. W. CAPES, M.A. 
VERGIL. By Prof. NETTLESHIP, M.A. 
SOPHOCLES. By Prof. L. CAMPBELL, M.A. 
DEMOSTHENES. By Prof. BUTCHS", M.A. 
T.&CITUS. By CHURCH and BRODKIBB.. 

CLAUSIUS(R.).-THE MECHANICAL THBORY 
OP HEAT. Translated by WALTER R. 
BROWNE. CroWD Bvo. :rOSe 6tJ. 

CLERGYMAN·S SELF·EXAMINATION 
CoNCERNING THB APOSTLES' CRRED. Extra 
fcp. 8vo. %S. 6d. 

CLIFFORD (prof. W. K.).-ELEMBNTS 0 .. 
DYNAMIC- An Introduction to the Study of 
Motion and Rest in Solid and Fluid Bodies. 
Crown 8vo. Part I. Kinematic. Books 1.
III. 78. 6d. Book IV. and Appendix. tis. 

- LECTURES AND ESSAYS. Ed. by LEsLIE 
STEPHBHandSirF.POLLOCK. Cr.8vo. Ss.6d. 

-- SSEING AMD THINKING. With Diagrams. 
Crown 8vo. 38. 6tI. 

-- MATHEMATICAL PAPERs. Edited by R. 
TUCKEK. With an Introduction by H. J. 
STBPHEN SMITH, M.A.. 8vo. 3or. 

CLlFFORD(Mrs. W.K.).-ANvHOW STORIES. 
With Illustrations by DoROTHY TENNANT. 
CroWD 8vo. U". 64.: paper covers, IS. 

CLOUGH (A. H.),-PoEMs. New Edition. 
Crown 8vo. 7<. 6tI. 

-- PROSE REMAINS. With a Selection from 
his Letters, and a Memoir by his Wife. 
Crown 8vo. 7<. 6d. 

COAL: ITs HISTORY AND ITS USES. By 
Profs. GREEN, MIALL, THORPE, ROc""R, 
and MARSHALL avo. J2.I'. 64. 

COBDEN (Richard.).-5PBl!CHES ON QUES. 
TIONS OF PUBLIC POLICY. Ed. by J. BRIGHT' 
and 1. E. THOROLD ROGBRS. Globe 8vo. 
31. 6tI. 

COCKSHOTT (A.) and WALTERS (F. B.). 
-A TRBATISB ON GBOMBTRICAL CONIOL 
Crown 8vo. 51. 

COHEN (Dr. Julias B.).-THEOwBHSCOL
LBGB CoUUE O. PRACTICAL ORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY. Fep. ho. v.6tI. 

COLENSO(Bp.).-THECOMMUNION SERVICII 
"ROM THE BoolC or COMMON PRAYS., WlTJI 
SBLBCT READINGS PROM THB WRITINGS 011' 
THB llBv. F. D. MAURICE. Edited by 
BISHOP COLllftSO. 6th EditioD. .6Jne> •. 
28. 6tl. 

COLERIDGE.-TIIK PolITICAL AND Du. 
V&TIC WORKS OP SAMUBL TAYLOR CoL&
EIOOB. 4""1s. Fop. 8vo. 311.6d. 

Also an EditiODOD Large~, ti •• :or.6IL 
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COLLECTS 0 .. THE CHURCH 0 .. ENG
LAN D. With. CoIOUftd FI ....... Design &0 
eacb Collect. Crown 8_ • .,. 

COLLIER (HOII. Jobn).-A PRIIII ... or ART. 
18mo. u. 

COLSON C". H.).-Yn.ST GREEK RltADEL 
Stories and Legends. With Notes, Vocaho. 
Iary, and Exercises. Globe a-. p. 

COMBE. LIn or GEORG. ColiaL By 
CHARU!S G,BBON. • ¥OIs. 8_ 380. 

-- EDUCATION: ITS PRINCIPLES AND PIlAC· 
"I'rca AS Da:vaLOPBD BY GSORG. COMBL 
Edited by W,LUAII JOLLY. 8.... '5'. 

CONGREVE (Re... John).-HIGH HoPBS 
AND PL.EADINGS POR A. RaAsoNABLB FAITH, 
NOBLE. THOUGHTS, LAItG&II CHARtT1'. 
Crown"'o. 5'. 

CONSTABLE (Samuel).-GEO .. ..,..,CAL Ex. 
.RCI .... PO. BBGINN.RS. Cr. 8.... p.6J. 

COOK (E. T.). - A P"PULAR HANDBooa 
TO THB NATIONAL GALLERY. Includiog. 
by IJ)eCia\ permission Notes collected froID 
the WorIcl of Mr. RUSKIN. pd Editioo. 
Cro .... 8vo, half morocco. .... 

Also an ~ition on Large Paper,limited &0 
OSO copt.... 0 ¥OIs. 8_ 

COOKE (Josiah P., jUD.).-PRINCIPLBS 0" 
CHIUIlCAL PHtLOSOPHY. Ne .. Ed. 8_ .61. 

__ -RBLIGIOIf AND CHIlMISTn. CrowD 
,_ 71.6J. 

-- ELBII • ..,.,. or CH_teAL PHYSICS. 4th 
Edition. ROJ1'I..... Oil. 

COOKERY. MIDDL.CLAssBoOll<. Compiled 
for the Manchester ScbodI of Cookery. Fep. "'0. 1I.6J. 

CQ.OPERATION IN THE UNITED 
STATES: HISTORY or. Edited by H. B. 
ADA ...... a-. '51-

COPE(E. D. ~-THBORIGtN orTH. P'rrTasT. 
Essays ... Ewlutioo. 8_ 180. 6tl. 

roPE (E. M.).-AN INTRODtlCTION TO A ..... 
TOTLE'S RHETORIC. "'0. .... 

CORBETT QalianJ.-THB FALL or AsGABD: 
A Tale of 51. OW'. Day. • ¥OIs. 180. 

__ Fo. GOD AND GOLD. Crowu a-. 61. 
-- KOPHBTUA TH. THtRT"""H. • w1s. 

Glabe8_ .... 
CORE (T. H.~-QuESTIOIIS ON BA ........ 

STBWAItT"S I LsssoKS I" EutMBNTAa ... 
PIIYIlCS.· Yep. ... o. ar. 

CORFIELD (Dr. W. H.).-THa TRBAT ... NT 
AND UTluaATlON or S .... AGIL '"' Editioa, 
Rm-t by the Author, and by LoUI. C. 
PAuas,IiI.D. 8_ .61. 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN 
CLASSICAL PHILOWGY. Edited by L 
FLAGG, W. G. HAU<, and B. I. W ....... L 
L The CUM·Constracti .... : their History 
and Functioas. ..... I. Critical. .10 lid. -
..... 11. Caostnacti_ By W. G. H.u.& 
,.. .,t. -. 11. Anal.., aod &be Scope 01 
lIS Applicati_ in J.ansua&e. By B. L 
W ........... I"~--

COSSA.-Gv1ua...,THB STUDY OP PoLlTtCAL 
Eco_Y. Y ...... &be ItaIiaa 01 Dr. LUIGI 
c-. CIVWII a- ... 6J. 

COTTERILL {Prof. James H.J.-APPUBD 
. MECHANICS: An Introduction 10 the Theory 
of Structures and Machines. ODd Edition. 
Med .... o. .iI. 

COTTERILL (prof. J. H.) and SLADE 
U. H.). - LE.<SON. IN ApPUBD M ... 
CHAInes. Fep. 8vo. 5'.6oi. 

COTTON (Qishopl.-SIlRIlOHS PRl<ACHBD 
TO ENGLISH CoMGRBGATIONS III' INDIA. 
CIOWQ 8_ 7$. 6oi. 

COUES (Elliott).-KIlY To NORTH AIiERICAH 
BnlD'. lIIasuated. a..o. .1. u. 

__ HANDBOOK: 0 .. FIELD AND GBNERAL OR
KITHOLOOY. Illustrated.. avo. lOS. DeL 

COX (G. V.).-RECOLLBCTION. or OXFORD. 
.nd Edition. CroWD a_ 61. 

CRAIK (Mrs.).-PoBMs. Ne .. and EDluged 
Editioo. ExIra rep. 8vo. 61. 

__ CHILDUN'S PORT.". Ex. rep. 8_ ... 6tl. 
__ SoNGS or OUR YOUTH. SmaII4to. 61. 
__ CONCIUtNING MEN: AND OTHBR PAPBRS.. 

Crowe 8_ ... 6tl. 
__ ABOUT MONBY: AND OTHSR THINGS. 

Crowe 8vo. 61. 
__ S .... OHS OUT or CHURCH. Cr. 8>-0. 61. 
__ AN UNKNOWN COUNTRV. Illustrated bp 

F. NOBL PATON. R0J1'I8YOo 7$·6tl. 
__ ALtcaLItARIlONT: AFAt."TAJ.& With 

lUasuations. ... 6tl. 
--AN UNSBNTIIiENTALJOORNBY TIlROUGB 

CoIUIW ALL. IIIustrared. 410. 180. 6oi. 
__ OUR YItA.: A CHILD'S BOOK IN P ..... 

AND VB.... 1Uustrated. u.6J. 
__ LtTTLB SUHSHIHB'S HOUDAY. Globe 

a-. u.6tl. 
__ THB ADYBHTUUS or A BaoWNIL 10_ 

trated by MIS. ALUNGNAII. ...6tl. 
__ TNB LITTL& LA .. B P •• NCB AND HIS 

TItAY1tLLJNG CLOAK. A Parable for Old 
and YOUDg. With .. IIIustratioas by J. 
MeL. RALSTON. CroWD avo. ... 6J. 

--TH. FAI ... BOOK: THB BBST PopuLAa 
FAI.V STORI... .amo. ... 6oi. 

SH.u.P. og. 
CRAIK (Henry).-THB STATB 'N ITS RBLA' 

TION TO EDUCATION. Cro_ 8_ p.6J. 

CRANE (Lac:y).-I.ECTuRBS ON ART AND 
TKB FORMATIO. OP TASTB. Cr.8YO. 6r.. 

CRANE CWalter).-THB SnlaHS TN ..... A. 
Poem. 'Writ~D and Illustrated by W ALTIUI 
CRAHL R0J1'I8YG. '01. 6J. 

CRAVEN (M .... Daae).-A GUln..., D ... 
TRICT Nu ..... CroWD 8_ ... 6J. 

CRAWFORD IF. Marioo).-A CroABBT"N 
MA ..... ·S RolIAJICL CIVWII"'o. 6r. 

_1Ur ............. Glabea-. .... 
S .. alwp. _ 

CROSS (R_ J. A.).-B, ... RaAmlIGS s.. 
...-:::'IWD PItOM THB PaMT&T'BUCH AJlD 'I'R. 
BooKOPJOSHUA. aodEd. GIobe ........ 6oI. 

CROSSLEY (E.), GLEDHILL U·), and 
WILSON U. Iot).-A HANDBOOI< 0" Dou· 
BLE STARS. a-. 8U.-CoBu:cTIONS TO 
..... $AIIL a-. D. 
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CUMMING (Linmeus).-EI.OCTRICITY. An 
Introduction to the Theory of Electricity. 
With numerous Examples. Cr. Bvo. 8s. 6tl. 

CUNNINGHAM (Rev. John). - THB 
GROWTH OF THE CHURCH IN ITS ORGANISA~ 
TIOK AND INSTITUTIONS. Being the Croal1 
Lectures for 1886. Bvo. gs. 

CUNNINGHAM (Rev. W.).-THE EPISTLB 
OF ST. BARNABAS. A Dissertation, including 
a Discussion of its Date and Authorship. 
Together with the Greek Text, the LauD 
Version, and aNew English Translation and 
Commentary. Crown Bvo. 7&, 6dw 

-- CHRISTIAN CIVILISATION, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO INDIA. Crown Bvo. SSe 

- THE CHURCHES OF ASIA: A METHODI~ 
CAL SKETCH OF THE SECOND CENTURY. 
Crown Bvo. 6.5'. 

CUNYNGHAME (Gen. Sir A. T.).-Mv 
COMMAND IN SOUTH AFRICA, :1874---,8. 
8vo. lu.6d. 

CURTEIS (Rev. G. H.).-DISSENT IN ITS 
RELATION TO THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. 
Bampton Lectures for 1871.. Cr. Bvo. 7&' 6tl.. 

-THE SCIENTIFIC OBSTACLES TO CHRISTIAN 
BELIEF. TheBoyleLectures,ISS4' Cr. Svo. 6.<. 

CUTHBERTSON (Francis). - EUCLIDIAN 
GEOMETRY. Extra fep. Bvo. 43. 6d.. 

DAGONET THE JESTER. Cr. Svo. ¥. 6d. 
DAHN (Felix).--FELICITAS. Translated hy 

M. A. C. E. Crown Svo. ¥.64. 
"DAILY NEWS."-CORRESPONDENCE OF 

THE WAR BETWEEN RUSSIA AND TURKEY, 
IS77. To THE FALL OF KARS. Cr. Svo. 6.<. 

-CORRESPONDENCEOFTHE Russo-TURKISH 
WAR. FROM THB FALL OF KARS TO THB 
CONCLUSION OF PEACE. Crown Bvo. 61. 

DALE (A. W. W.).-THE SYNOD OF ELVIRA, 
AND CHRISTIAN LIFE IN THE FOURTH CEN
TURY. Crown Bvo. Ios.6d. 

DALTON (Rev. T.).-RuLES AND EXAMPLES 
IN ARITHMETIC. New Edition. I8mo. u. 6tl. 
~ RULES AND EXAMPLES IN ALGEBRA. 

Part I. New Edit. ISmo. 0$. Part II. O$.6tl. 
Kay TO ALGEBRA. Part I. Cm. Bvo. 7S.6tl. 

DAMIEN (Father): A JOURNEY FROM CASH
MBRE TO HIS HOME IN HAWAII. By EDWARD 
CLIFFORD. Portrait. Crown 8vo. 28. 6tL 

DANIELL (Alfred).-A TEXT· BOOK OF THB 
PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS. With Illustrations. 
2nd Edition. Medium Bvo. sns. 

DANTE.-THB Pt'RGATORY OF DANTE ALI
GHIERI. Edited, with Translations and 
Notes, by A .. J. BUTI.ER. Cr. Bvo. us.6d. 

---r THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Edited, with 
a Prose Translation and Notes, by A. J. 
BUTLER. ~nd Edit. Crown Bvo. xu. 6tL 

- DB MONARCHI.... Translated by F. J. 
CHURCH. Bvo 43. 6d. 

_ DANTE: AND OTHER ESSAvs. By DEAN 
CHURCH. Globe Svo. 51 

__ RBADINGS ON THB PURGATORIO 01" 

!}AB:!en~:erla li.:~t:D ~h; ~:mH=w. 
W. VERNON, M.A. With an Introduction 
by DEAN CHURCH. • vols. em. 8_ ...... 

DARWIN (CHAS.): MEMORIAL NOTICES, 
reprinted from Natun. ByT. H. HuXLEY, 
G. ). ROMANES, ARCHIBALD GEIKIE, and 
W. THISELTON DYER.. With a Portrait. 
Crown Bvo. 2$.6d. . 

DAVIES (Rev. J. Llewellyn).-THE GOSPEL 
AND MODERN LIFE. 2nd EditioD, to which 
is added MORALITY ACCORDING TO THE SA
CRAMENT OF THE LoRD'S SUPPER. Extra 
fep. Svo. 6.<. 

- WARNINGS AGAINST SUPERSTITION. Ex. 
fep. Svo. 2S. 6tl. 

- THE CHRISTIAN CALLING. Ex.fep.8vo. 6.r. 
- THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL TO THB 

EPHESIANS, THE COLOSSIANS, AND PHIL£-o 
MON. With Introductions and Notes. 2nd 
Edition. lito. 7$. 6tl. 

- SOCIAL QUESTIONS FROM THE POINT OF 
VIEW OF CHRISTIAN' THEOLOGY. 2nd Ed.. 
Crown Bvo. 6.5'. 

_ ORDER AND GROWTH AS INVOLVED IN 
THE SPIRITUAL CONSTITUTION OF HUMAN 
SOCIETY. Crown Bvo. ,3$. 6d. 

DAWKINS (Prof. W. Boyd).-EARLY MAN 
IN BRITAIN AND HIS PLACE IN THE TER
TIARY PERIOD. Medium Bvo. 2,SS. 

DAWSON (Sir J. W.).-ACADlAN GEOLOGY, 
THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE, ORGANIC 
REMAINS, AND MINERAL REsOURCES OP 
NOVA SCOTIA, NEW BRUNSWICK, AND 
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. 3rd Ed. Bvo. 2I.f. 

DAWSON Uames).-AuSTRALIAN ABoRI
GINES. Small 4to. '¥' 

DAY (H. G.).-PROPERTIE.' OF CONIC Soc-
TIONS PROVED GEOMETRICALLY. Crown 
Svo. )$.6". 

DAY (Rev. La! Behari).-BENGAL PEASANT 
LIFE. Crown Svo. 6.<. 

_ FOLK TALES OF BENGAL. Cr. Svo. ¥.6d. 
DAY (R. E.).-ELBCTRIC LIGHT ARITHMETIC. 

Polt Bvo. :as. 
DAYS WITH SIR ROGER DE COVER· 

LEY. Frnm the Spectator. With Illustra
tion$ by HUGH THOMSON. FCP.4tO. 6s. 

DEAK (FRANCIS): HUNGARIAN STATES· 
MAN. A Memoir. 8vo. I2S. 6d. 

DEAKIN (R.).-RIDER PAPERS ON EuCLID 
Books I. and II. ISmo. 1$. 

DELAMOTTE (prof. P. H.).-A BEGINNER'S 
DRAWING-BOOK. Progressively arranged. 
With Plates. 3rd Edit. Cm. Svo. )$. 6d. 

DEMOCRACY: AN AMERICAN NOVEL. 
Crown avO. ¥. 6d. 

DE MORGAN (Mary).-THE NECKLACE OF 
PRINCESS FIORIMONDE, AND OTHER STORIES. 
Illustrated by WALTER CRANB. Ex~fcp· 
avo. )$. 6tl. Also a ~ Paper EditIon, 
with the Illustrations on India Paper. mo 
copies only printed. . 

DEMOSTHENES.--See p. 3" 
DE VERE (Aubrey).-EssAYS CHIEFLY ON 

POETRY. 2: vols. Globe Bvo. us. 
_ ESSAYS, CHIEFLY LITERARY AND ETHI

CAL. Globe Svo. 6.<. 
DICEY (Prof. A. V.).-LKCTURBS INTRODUC

TORY TO THE STUDY OF THB LAw OF THB 
CONSTITUTION. 3rd Edition.. avo;, :Ear. 6tI. 
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DELVSIOHL CroWD avo. U.6d. 

-- TH. PRIVY COUNC .... Crown 8vo 31.64. 
DICKENS (Cbarles). - THB POSTHUMOUS 

PAPRa OP TN. PICICWJCI[ CLUB. With 
Notes and numerous Illustrations. Edited 
by CHARLBS DICKBNS the youngei'. • volL 
Extra CI'OWII 8'¥O.. au. 

DICKSON (R.) and EDMOND U. P.).
ANNALS 0 .. ScoTTISH PRINTING, P.OM TRB 
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DIDEROT AND THE ENCYCLOPJE. 
DISTS. By JOHII MollLllY. 2 YOlo. Globe 
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DIGGLE (Rev. J. W.).-GoDl.INKSS AND 
MANLlNlESS. A MiscellanY' of Brief Papen 
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Crown avo. 61. 

DILETTANTI SOCIETY'S PUBLlCA
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II. and III. .1. u. each, or 51. 51. tbe set, 
Del. Vol. IV., folio, balfmor., 31. 13'. fJ. net. 

-- PBNROS. (Francis C.~. An InvestigatiOD 
of the Principles of Atbenian Architecture. 
Illustrated by numerous engravings. New 
Edition. Enlarged. Folio. 7/. 71. Del. 

-- SPllCIM&NS OP ANCIENT ScULPTURB: 

~:rI::'~~Rr':!,A:iff~:~ll~ion~io 
Great Britain by the Soeiety of Dilettanti. 
Vol. ll. Folio. sf. 51. net. 

DILKE (Sir C. W.).-GREAT." BRITA.N. A 
RBCORD OP TIlAVBL IN ENGI.lSH-SPKAICING 
CoUIfTRIES DURING 1866-67. (Ameri~ Aus
trRIia, India.) 9th Edition. Crown 8vo. 61. 

__ PROBLBMSOP GRB.ATIlR BRITAIN. Maps. 

4th Edition. Extra crowD 8vo. '21.64. 
DILLWYN(E.A.).-JII .... Crown8vo. 61. 
- JILL AXD JACK. • YOlo. Globe 8vo. '21. 
DODGSON (c. L.).-EUCLID. Books L and 

II. With Words oubstituted for the AIg ... 
broical Symbols used in the fust edition. 4th 
Edition. Crown avo.. u. 

__ EUCLID AND HIS MooaRx RIVA.LS. and 
Edition. c,. 8vo. 61. 

__ SUPPLBMEN'I" TO FIRST EDITION' O. 
It EUCUD A.ND HIS MODUM RIvAL&." Cr. 
8¥O. Sewed, J .. 

--Cu ........ MATH ... ATlCA. Part I. A N_ 
Theory of Puaileis. vd Ed. c,. 8vo. ... 

DONALDSON (Prot James).-THB APo
STOLtCAL F ATHBRS. A CRITICAL ACCOUNT 
OP THE'. GIlNUINB WRITINGS. AND OP 
,.HBI" DocT .. ,HU ROd Ed. Cr. 8_ 76.64. 

DONISTHORPE (Wordswortb). -IlIUm. 
DUALISII: A SYSTIUI OP POLttICS. - .... 

DOYLE (Sir r. H.).-THB RBTu .... 0 .. ,.HB 
Gu" .... : AlfDO"I"H ... PO ..... c,. 8 ... 7'.64. 

DIlEW (W. H.).-A GBo....,. .. CAL TltBAnss 
OH CoIIIC SIICTIOII.. 8th Ed. c,. _ 51. 

DIlUMMOND (Pzool. James).-lnRODOC
,.,011 ..... T_ STUDY OP THBOLCIG'I'. Cmwa 
8-. 51-

DRYDEN: EssA .... or. Edioed.., Ptal C. 
D. Y OJIGII. F c:p. 8-. ... 64. 

DUFF (Right Hoo. Sir M. E. Gnmt).-NOTBII 
OP AN IMDI.A.N JOURNEY. avo. 10I'.6d.. 

-- MISCELLANIES, POLITICAL AMD LITJDo 
RARY. ho.. lor.6d. 

DUNTZER(H.).-LIFB OF GoETHB. T ...... 
Iated by T. W. LYSTBIt. With lIIustrRtiool. 
• V<'ls. CroWD avo.. IU. 

-- L.FB OP ScHILLEIt. Translated by P. Eo 
P,NKBRTON. Illustrations. Cr.8vo. lOS'. 64-

DUPUIS g'rof. N. F.).-ELKMENTAItY Svx· 

!:~C~KCL~::'~:~ p~~~ lL~~ !;~~ 
DYER U. M.).-EXBRCISRS .N ANALYT'CAL 

GEOMETRY. Crown 8vo. 4S. 6tL 
DYER (Louis).-STUDIRS OF THB GoDS .11 

GOBeR AT CERTAIN SANCTUARIES as. 
CEIfTLY EXCAVATED. Ex. cr. avo. Ss.6d.. DeL 

DYNAMICS, SYLLABUS OF ELEMEN. 
TARY. Part L LINEAR DYNAMICS. With 
an Appendix on the Meanings of the Sym. 
bois In Physical Equations. Prepared by 
the Association (or the Improvement of Ge0-
metrical T eachiDg. ..to, sewed. u. 

EADIE (Prof. Jobn).-THB ENGLISH B.BLK: 
AM EXTBRNAL AND CRITICAL HISTORY OJ' 
THB VARIOUS ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS 0" 
ScRIPTUIl&. 2 vols. 8vo.. 28.1. 

-- ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES TO THB THESSA
LONIANS, CoMMENTARY ON THB GREBE 
TaXT. avO. 121. 

-- LIFB OF JOHN EADIB, D.D., LL.D. By 
JAM ... B .. owN,D.D. 2nd Ed. Cr.8vo. 7<'fJ. 

EAGLES (T. H.).-CONSTRUCTIVB GRONa
TRY OP PLANE CURVES.. Crown avo. IU. 

EASTLAKE(Lady).-FBLLOWSHIP: LBTTBU 
ADDRBS!iOED TO MY SISTER-MoUKHBRS. Cr. 
8_ 21.fJ. 

EBERS (Dr. George).-THK BuItGOIlASTB.·s 
W,FL Translated byCLA .... BEL ... Crown 
8vo. ~. fJ. 

-- ONLY A WORD. Translated by CLAlIA 
BBL... CroWD 8vo. ~. 64. 

ECCE HOMO. A SURVEY OF THB L, .... AND 
WORK OF JBSUSCHRIST. oath Ed. Cr.8vo. 61. 

ECONOMIC JOURNAL (THE). Edited by 
F. Y. EDGEWORTH. No. I, Ap. '89', 8 .... ~ 

ECONOMICS, TN. QUARTBRLY JOURNAL 
01'. Vol. 11. Parts ll. III. IV • ... 6d. each; 
VoL Ill. 4 parts, 2I.6d. each; VoL IV. 
4 puts, u. fJ. eRcb. VoL V. Part I. 
....6tJ. DeL 

EDGAR (J. H.) and PRITCHARD (G. S.).
NOTB-Boolt ON PRACTICAL SoUD 0& n .. 
SCRlrrlVE GBOMETIlY, COIfTAlNIMG Pao
.LaMS WITH HBLP POR SOLUTION. 4th 
Edition, Enlarged. By ARTHUR G. MIIEZIt. 
Globe avo. ~. 64. 

EDWARDS Uosepb). - AN Et.BMEHTARY 
TIlBATISB ON TNB DIPI"EltBIfTlAL CALcu
LU" Crown 8_ ..... 64. 

EDW ARDS·MOSS (Sir J. E.).-A SBASOKIII 
Su.-HBRLAND. CroWD'_ u.64. 

EICKE (K. M.).-Fn.ST LEssoNS IN LA ..... 
Eaua rep. 8_ ... 

EIMER (G. H. T.).-oRGAIfIC EVULUTIOW 
AS TIIB R.ssULT OF THB INIDUlITANCB 0," 
AcQUIRED CHARACTERS ACCORDING TO TH8 
LAws 01' ORGANIC GROWT.... TnmsIated by 
J. T. CUIIXIIIGHAM, M..A. - .u. 64. 
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ELDERTON (W. A.).-MAPS AND MAP 
DRAWING. Pott Bvo. IS. 

ELLERTON (Rev. John).-THB HOLIEST 
MANHOOD, AND ITS LESSONS FOR Busy 
LIVES. Crown Bvo. 68. 

ELLIOTT. LIFEOFHENRVVENN ELLIOTT, 
OF BRIGHTON. By JOSIAH BATEMAN, M.A. 
3rd Edilion. Extra fep. 8vo. 6<. 

ELLIS (A. J.).-PRACTICAL HINTS ON THB 
QUANTITATIVE PRONUNCIATION OF LATIN. 
Extra fcp. 8vo.. +,. 6d. 

ELLIS (Tristram).-SKETCHING PROM NA· 

:':~he !!!~h:;. b~n~E~Tti;:' ~:.~:;: ~:~l 
EMERSON. THE LIFB OF RALPH WALDO 

EMERSON. By J. L. CABOT. 2 vols. Crown 
8vo. ISs. 

--' THB COLLECTED WORKS OF RALPH 
WALDO EMERSON. 6vols. (I) MISCELLANIES. 
With an Introductory Essay by JOHN MOR. 
LEV. (2) ESSAYS. <.3) POEMS. (4) ENGLISH 
TRAITS; AND REpRESENTATIVE MEN. (s) 
CONDUCT OF LIFE: AND SOCIETY AND SO· 
LITUDE. (6) LETTERS; AND SOCIAL AIMS, 
&c. Globe 8vo. 5$. each. 

ENGLAND (E. B.).-EXERCISES IN LATIN 
SYNTAX AND ImOM. Arran&"ed with refer
ence to Roby's School Latin Grammar. 
Cm. 8,'0. .....6d.-KEY. Cm. 8vo. ... 6d. 

ENGLISH CITIZEN (THE).-A Series or 
Short Books on his Righ .. and Responsibili. 
ties. Edited by HENRY CRAIl<, C.B. Crown 
8vo. 3'. 6d. each. 
CENTRAL GoVERNMENT. By H. D. TRAILL. 
THE ELECTORATE AND THB LEGISlATURE. 

By SPENCER WALPOLE. 

THE POOR LAw. By the Rev. T. W. FowLB. 
THE NATIONAL BUDGET; THS NATIONAL 

DEBT; TAXES AND RATES. By A. J. 
WILSON. 

THE STATE IN RELATION TO LABOUR. By 
W. STANLEY JEVONS, LL.D., F.R.S. 

THE STATE AND THB CHURCH~ By the Hon. 
AIcTHUR ELLIOTT, M.P. 

FOREIGN RELATIONS. ~y SPENCER WA .... 
POLE. 

THB STATE IN ITS RELATION TO TRADE.. 
By Sir T. H. FARRER, Bart. 

LocAL GoVERNMENT. By M. D. CHALMERS. 

THB STATB IN ITS RELATION TO EDUCA
TION. By HENRY CRAIK, CB. 

THE LAND LAws. By Sir F. POLLOCI<, 
Bart. 2nd Edition. 

COLONIES AND DEPSNDENCIES. 
Part I. INDIA. By J. S. COTTON, M.A. 

II. THE CoLONIES. By E. J. PAVNB. 
JUSTICE 4ND POI.ICB. By F. W. MAIT .... NDo 
THE PUNISHMENT AND PRBVENTION OP 

CRIMB. By Colonel Sir EDMUND DU CANs. 
THB NATIONAL DEPBNas. By Coloael 

MAURICE, R.A. lb. 1M Pre.. 
ENGLISH CLASSICS. With Intn>dDetiaas 

and Notes. Globe 8vo. 
BACON.-EssAvs. Edited by F. G. SELBY, 

M.A. '3'.; sewed, _ 6d. 
BURKB.-RItP'LBCTIONS OM THB FRBNCH 

RSVOLUTION. By the same. 3". 

ENGLISH CLASSICS-c ... ti" .... d. 
GOLDSMITH.-THE TRAVELLER AND THIl 

DESERTED VILLAGE. Edited by ARTHUR 
BARRETT, B.A IS. gJ. ; sewed, 16. M.
THS TRAVELLER (separately), sewed, II. 

HELPS: ES!;AYS WRITTEN IN THB INTER
VALS OF BU<INESS. Edit. by F. J. RoWE 
and W .• T. WEBB. u. ga.; sewed, u.6J. 

MILTON -PARADISE LoST, BOOKS I. and 
II. Edited by M. MACMILLAN, B.A. 
lS. gtl.; sewed, 1$. 64.-BoOKS I. and II. 
(separately), u. 3ti. each; sewed, 1$. ear.h. 

- L'ALLBGRO, IL PSNSEROSO, LVCIDAS, 
ARCADE-CO, SONNETS, ETC. Edit. by WM. 
BELL, M.A. 11.9<1.; sewed, II. 6d. 

- COMUS. By the 'SaIne.. :1$. 311. ; swd. 1$. 

- SAMSON AGONISTBS. Edited hy H. M. 
PERCIVAL, M.A. 2S.; sewed, u.9fI. 

ScOTT.-THE LAY OF THE LAST MINSTREL. 
By G. H. STUART, M.A., and E. H. 
ELLIOT, B.A. Canto I. <]d. I.-III. IS.]d.; 
swd. IS. IV.-VI. YS. 3'i,; swei. IS. 

- MARMION. Edited by MICHAEL MAc
MILLAN, B.A. 3$.; sewed, 2S. M. 

- ROKEBY. By the same. 31.; swd. u.6tL 
- THE LADY OP THE LAxE. Edited by 

G. H. STUART r M.A. 2S.6tl.; sewedJ 2S. 

SHAI<ESPEARE.-THE TEMPEST. Edited by 
K. DEIGHTON. :1$. gd.: sewed. u. 6d. 

- MUCH ADD ABOUT NOTHING. By the 
same.. 2.1'.; sewed, :1$. qd. 

- A MIDSUMMER NIGHT"S DREAM. By the 
same. IS. gd. ; sewed, u.6tJ. 

- THB MERCHANT OF VENICB. By the 
same. IS. QtL: sewed, u.6tl. 

- As You LIKE IT •. By the same. 
- TWELFTH NIGHT. "By the same. 1$.g4.; 

sewed, U'. M. 
- THE WINTER'S TALE. By the same. 

2$.; sewed. u. gtl. 
- KING JOHN. By the same. IS. <Jd.: 

. sewed, IS. 64. . 
_ RICHARD II. By the same.. :1$. geL ; 

sewed, u.6d.. 
-HENRVV. By the same. u.<]d.:swd. IS.6d. 
_ RICHARn III. Edited byC. H. TAWNEY, 

M.A. 21. 6d. j sewed,2&'. 
_ CORIOLANUS. Edited by It. DII,GHTOJr. 

as. 6tl. ; sewed, 2.5'. 

_ JULIUS CJl!SAR. By the same. u. <Jd. : 
sewed, 11.6tl. 

·~MACBETH. By the same. ... <]d.;swd.I'.6d. 
~HAMLET. By the same. u.6tl.; swd. ZI'. 
_ KING LEAR. By the same • ... 6d.; swd .... 
_ OTHELLO, By the same. .... ; swd. n. gd. 
_ ANTONY AND CLBOPATRA.. By the same. 

u.6J.; sewed, 2.1'. 

._ C'WMBBJ.lNB.. Bythesame. ... (J. : swdou. 
SoUTHBY.---LIFB OP' NBLSON. By MfCHABL 

MACMILLAN, B.A. 3".; sewed, .... 6d. 
TIINN?SOJr.-SELIICTIONS. By F. J. Rows, 

M.A., and W. T. WBBB, M.A. 3".6d. 
_ THB CoMING OF ARTHUR, 'AND TIIs 

PASSINGOpARTHUR. ByF.J.ROWIL N. 

_ ENOCH ARDEN.. Edit. by w. T. WBBB 
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ENGLISH HISTORY, READINGS IN.
Selected and Edited by JOHN RtCHARD 
G ...... N. , Paru. Fcp. 8vo. II. 64. each. 
Part I. Heagisl to Cressy. II. Cressy to 

Cromwell. 111. Cromwell to BaIakIa ... 
EN&LlSH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE 

(THE). - Profusely Illustrated. Published 
Montbly. Number I. October, ,883. 64. neL 
VoL I. 188.. 71.64. Vol .. II.-V 11. Super 
royal 8",!! extra cloth, coloured edges. BI. 
each. ('-'loth Coven for binding Volumes, 
1I.64.-=b.) 

- Proof ImpressionsofEngravings9riginally 
published iA Tiu E,."li.4 III..,t .. t.d M_ 
";116. ,884. ID Portfolio 4to. all. 

EIfGLISH MEN OF ACTfON.-Crown 
8_ With Portraits. u. 64. each. 

Tile following Volumes are Ready: 
GRNRRAL GoRDON. By Col. SirW. BUTLRL 
HRNRY V. By the Rev. A. J. CHURCH. 
LIVINGSTONB. By THOMAS HUGHES. 
LoRD LAWRBNCB. By Sir RICHARD TBMPLB. 
WELJ.lHGTON. By GaORGB HOOPR .. 
D"MPIRL By W. CLARK RUSSBLI.. 
MONK. By JULIAN CORB .. TT. 
STRAPPORD. By H. D. TRAILI.. 
WARn,.. HASTINGS. By Sir ALFRED LYALL. 
PaT •• BOROUGH. By W. STaBBING. 
CAPTAIN CooK. ByWALTBR BKSANT. 
SIR HBNn HAVRLOCK. By A. FORBas. 
CLIYB. By ColoDel Sir CHARLBS WILSON. 
SIR CHARLBS NAPIBL By Col. Sir WK. 

BUTLRL 
DRAK& By JULIAN CORB .. TT. 
WARWICK, THB KING-MAKKL By C. W. 

OMAN. 
The undennehtioned are in tbe Press or in 

Preparation: 
MONTR08B. By MOWBRAY MORRIS. 
RODNBY. By DAVID HANNAV. 
SIR JOHN Moou. By Colonel MAURleL 
BRUCIl. ~y Sir SAMUBL BAKBR. 
SIMONDBMoNTPORT. ByG. W.PROTH"RO. 

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS.-Edited 
by JOHN ~!,RLRY. CroWD 8vo • .... 6d. each. 
Cbeap Eciluon. 1$. 6tl. : sewed. 1.1. 

JOHNSON. By LESLIB STBPHEN. 
SCOTT. By R. H. HUTTON. 
GIBBON. By J. COTTER MORIS0M. 
HUM& By'l': H. HUXLBY. 
GoLDSMITH. tA W,LLIAM BLACK. 
SH .. LLRY. B • A. SYMONDS. 
DEPOB. By • MINTO. 
BURNS. B~ Principal SHAIRP. 
S'BNSEL By R. W. CHURCH. 
THACKERAY. By ANTHONY TROLLOP& 
MILTON. By MARK PATTISON. 
BURK& By JOHN MORLEY. 
HAWTHORN& By H .. NRY JAMas. 
SOUTHKY. By Prof. DOWDRN. 
BUNYAN. By J. A. FROUDB. -
CHAUCIIL By Prof. A. W. WAIIDo 
COW .... L By GOLDWlN SlItTH. 

t:N. Bt ~~~~~!~~N. 
DRYnaN. Ill' G. SAINTSBUKY, 
LocK& By Prof. FOWLRR. 
WORDSWORTN. By F. W. H. MftRS. 
LANDOL By SIDN"" CoLVtN. 
DE QUINCft. By Prof. MASSON. 
e"" ..... LAlla. By Rev, ALPIIBD ArNGBllo 

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERs....-.ttJ. 

B .. NTLKY. By Prof. JnB. 
DICKBNS. By A. W. WARD. 
GRAY. By EDMUND Goss ... 
SWIFT. By LESLIB STBPHEN. 
ST .. RN& By H. D. TRAILL 
MACAULAY. By J. COTT .... MORISON. 
FIELDING. By AUSTIN DOBSON. 
SHBRIDAN. By Mrs OLIPHANT. 
ADDISON. By W. J. COURTHOP& 
BACON. By R. W. CHURCH. 
COLBRIDG... By H. D. TRAILL 
SIR PHILIP SIDN .. Y. By J. A. SVMONDS. 
KEATS. By SIDNEY COLVIN. 

ENGLISH POETS. Selections, with Criti. 
cal Introductions by various Writers, and a 
GeReral Introduction by MATTHEW ARNOLD. 
Edited by T. H. WARD, M.A. 2nd EditiolL 
of volS;. Crown 8vo. 1s. 6d. each.. 
Vol. I. CHAUCER TO DONNa. II. BEN JON. 

SON TO DRYDEN. Ill. ADDISONTOBLAK& 
IV. WORDSWORTH TO ROSSETTI. 

ENGLISH STATESMEN (TWELVE). 
Crown avo. 2$. 6d. each. 
WU.LlAM THE CONQUEROR. By EDWARD 

A. F ..... MAN, D.C.L ..... LL.D. [Ready. 
H .. NRY 11. By Mrs. J. K. GR .... N. (R.ady. 
EDWARD I. By F. YORK POWELL. 
H .. NRY VII. By JAMKS GAIRDN .. L [Read,!. 
CARDINAL WOLSBY. By Bi'ihop CRB1GH-

TON. (R.M". 
ELlZAB .. TH. By E. S. B .. KSLY. 
OLIVER CROMWBLL. By FUDERIC HARRI" 

SON. (R~ady. 
WILLIAM III. By H. D. TRAILI.. [Read)'. 
WALPOL& By JOHN MORLaY. (Rurd". 
CHATHAM. By JOHN MORLaY. 
PITT. By JOHN MORLEY. 
PR .. L. By J. R. THURSFIBLD. [Ready 

ESSEX FIELD CLUB MEMOIRS. Vol. I. 
RBPORT ON THB EAST ANGLIAN EARTH
QUAKB OF uND APRIL, 1884. By RAPHAEL 
M .. LDO":') F.R.S.

l 
and WILLIAM WHI",:"} 

I'.E.S. Maps and lIustrations. 8vo. 3$.0<1. 

ETON COLLEGE, HISTORY OF, 'HO-
1'884. By H. C. MAXWBLL LVTK, C.B. 
Illustrations. :lnd Edition. Meei. Sw. 216. 

EURIPlDES.-MRDKA. Edited by A. W. 
V"RRALL, Litt.D. 8vo. 7$.6d. 

--IPHIGBNIUA IN AULIS. Edited, with In
troduction, Notes. and Commentary, bJ' 
E. B. ENGLAND, M.A. 8vo. 

-- ION. Tranolated by Rev. M. A. BAYFIBLD, 
M.A. CroWD 8_ as. net. With Music, 
410. 4'. 64. Del. 

S,. .uo pp. ", 32. 

EUROPEAN HISTORY, NARRATKD IN • 
SBRIBS 0. HISTORICAL SSLECTIONS PROM 
THB BEST AUTHORITIBS. Edited and ar
ranged by E. M. SIIW .. LL and C. M. YONG ... 
• vals. 3rd Edition. CroWD 8vo. 6.s. each. 

EVANS (Sebastian).-BROTHRR FABIAN'. 
MANUSCRIPT, AND OTHBB POEMS. Fcp. 
8vo, cloth. 6.s. 

-- IH THB STUDIO: A DRCADE OP Po .... s. 
Extra fep. 8vo. 51. , 

EVERETT (prof. J. D.).-UNITS AKD PHY
SICAL CoNSTANTS. atAi EeL Globe 8vo. 51. 
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FAIRFAX. LIFE OF ROBERT FAIRFAX OF 
STRETOH, Vice-Admiral, Alderman, and 
Member for York, A.D. 1666-1725. By 
CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM, C.B. Bvo. xu.6tl. 

FAITH AND CONDUCT: AN ESSAY ON 
VERIFIABLE RELIGION. Crown Bvo. 7#. 6tl. 

FARRAR (Archdeacon).-THE FALL OF MAN, 
AND OTHER SERMONS. .lith Ed. Cr. 8vo. N. 

-- THB WITNESS OF HISTORY TO CHRIST. 
HulseanLecturesfon87o. 7th Ed. Cr.8vo. sr. 

- SEEKERS AFTER GOD. THE LIVES OF 
SENECA, EPICTETUS, AND MARCOS Auo
uus. 12th Edition. Crown Bvo. N. 

- THE SILENCE AND VOICES OF GOD. Uni
versity and other Sermons. 7th Ed. Cr. 8vo. 63 •. 

-IN THE DAYS OF THY YOUTH. Sennons 
on Practical Subjects, preached at Marl
borough College. 9th Edition. Cr. !Wo. 98. 

i;;' E*~~~~:;P~b~;~ ~.hntt=t 
Crown Bvo. N. 

- SAINTLY WORKERS. Five Lenten Lee .. 
tui-es. 3rd Edition. Crown Bvo. 65'. 

__ EPHPHATHA; OR, THE AMELIORATION 
OF THE WORLD. Sermons preached at West
minster Abbey. Crown 8vo. 63. 

- MERCY AND JUDGMENT. A few Last 
Words on Christlan Eschatol.gy. 2nd Ed. 
Crown Bvo. :lOS'. 6d. 

_ THE MESSAGES OF THB BOOKS. Being 
Discourses and Notes on the Books of the 
New Testament. Bvo. I¥. 

- SERMONS AND ADDRESSES DELIVERIID IN 
AMERICA. Crown Bvo. 73. 6d. 

- THE HISTORY OF INTERPRETATION. 
Being the Bampton LecturesJ IBBS. Bvo. 163. 

FASNACHT (G. Eugene).-THE ORGANIC 
METHOD OF STUDYING LANGUAGES. 
I. FRENCH. Extra fcp. 8vo. 30'.6<1. 

- A SYNTHBTIC FRENCH GRAMMAR FOR 
SCHOOl.s. Crown Bvo. 3$. 6t1. 

_ FRBNCH READINGS FOR CHILDREN. 
Illustrated. Globe 8vo. IS. 6<1. 

FAWCETT (Rt. Hon. Henry).-MANUAL OF 
POLITICAL ECONOMY. 7th Edition, revised. 
Crown Bvo. :i2,s. 

- AN EXPLANATORY DIGEST OF PROFESSOR 
FAWCETT'S MANUAL OF POLITICAL ECON
OMY. By CYRIL A. WATERS. Cr.8vo. u.6d. 

- SP£ECHES ON SOMB CURRENT POLITICAL 
QUESrrIONS. Bvo. lOS'. 6d. 

_ FREE .TRADE AND PROTECTIOlf. 6th 
Edition. Crown Bvo. 3,s. 6d. 

FAWCETT (Mrs. H.),-POLITICAL ECON
OMY FOR BEGINNERS, WITH QUESTIONS. 
7th Edition. ,8mo. .... 6d. 

_ SOME EMINENT WOMEN OF OUR TIMBS. 
Short Biographical Sketches. Cr. 8vo. .... 6d. 

FAWCETT (Rt. Hon. Henry and Mrs. H.).
ESSAYS AND LECTURES ON POLITICAL AND 
SOCIAL SUB]BCTS. Bvo. lOS. 6d. 

FAY (Amy.).-MuSIC·STUDY IN GERMANY. 
Preface by Sir G,<o. GROVB. Cr. 8vo. ...... 6<1. 

FEARNLEY (W.).-A MANUAL OF ELEMEN· 
TARyPRACTICALHISTOLOGY. Cr.8vo. 7S.6d. 

FEARON (D. R.).-SCHOl/L INSPECTION. 
6th Edition. Crown Bvo. at. 6d. 

FERREL (prof. W.).-A POPULAR TREATISE 
ON THE WINDS. 8vo. 1'8.s. 

FERRERS (Rev. N. M.).-A TREATISE ON 
TRILINEAR CO~RDINATES; THE METHOD 
OF RECIPROCAL POLARS, AND THE THEORY 
OF PROJECTIONS. 4th Ed. Cr. 8vo. 63.6d. 

- SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND SUBJECTS 
CONNECTED WITH THEM. Crown 8vo. 71. 6d. 

FESSENDEN (C.).-ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS 
FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Globe 8vo. 

FINCK (Henry T.).-RoMANTIC LOVE AND 
PERSONAL BEAUTY. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 18.s_ 

FIRST LESSONS IN BUSINESS MAT· 
TERS. By A BANKER'S DAUGHTER. 2nd 
Edition. lamo. II. 

FISHER (Rev. Osmond).-PHYSICS OF THE 
EARTH'S CRUST. 2nd Edition. avo. 12.1. 

FISKE Uohn).-OUTLINES OF COSMIC PHILO
SOPHY, BASED ON THB DOCTRINE OF EVOLU
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FLfiCKIGER (F • .6..) and HANBURY (D.). 
-PHARMACOGRAPHIA. A History of the 
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MORALITY: AN ESSAY IN ETHIcs. CJOWD 
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- A YEAR WITH THB Bllms. Illustrated. 
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THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOS. 
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"I'RY PATMOJl& U. 

A Bool< OP GOLDBN Duos 0 .. ALL TIMBS 
AND ALL COUNTRlBS. Gathered and oar
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GODFRAY (Hugb). - Ax EL&MBNTARY 
TRBATISB ON LUNAR THBORY. and Editioo. 
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BBTWBBII GoBTHB AND CARLYLE. Edited 
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GOETHE'S LIFE. Bf· Prof. HEINR'CH 
DONTZBR. Translated by T. W. LVSTB&. 
• vols.. CroWD avo. 21 •• 

GOETHE.-PAUST. Tran.lated into English 
Verse by JOHN STUAR'r llLACKIB. :and 
Edition. Crown avo.. 91. 
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Part II., by JANB LBB. .Smo. ...6d. 
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H. A. BuLL, M.A. IS""" ... 

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES. - Uni. 
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by Sir J. E. MILLAIS, Sir NOEl. PATON, T. 
WOOLNBR, W. HOLMAN HUNT, ARTHUR 
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in extra cloth. ..,.. 6tl. eacll. 
THB GOLDBN TREA'iURY 0" TH8 B&.~T SONGS 

AND LYRICAL POEMS IN TUB ENGLISH 
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Notes, by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVL 

THa CHILDRBN'S GARLAND FROM THB BaST 
POSTS. Selected by CoVBNTRVPATMORB. 

THE BOOK 0 .. PRAISL From .he best Eng. 
lish Hymn Wri.er.. Selected by ROUN' 
DBLL, EARL OF SUBORN& 

THE FAIRY BOOK: THE BEST POPULAR 
FAIRY STORIES. Selected by tbe AuthOl 
of " John Halifax, Gentleman." 

THB BALLAD BoOJ', A Selection of the 
Choicest Britisb Ballads. Edited by 
WILLIAM ALLINGHAM. 

THB J BST Bool<. The Choicest Anecdo.es 
and Sayings. Arranged by MARl< LEMON. 

BACON'S ESSA':.~t AND CoLOURS OF GOOD 
AWD EVIL. witb Notes and Glossarial 
Index by W. ALDIS WRIGHT, M.A. 

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS VROM THIS WORLD 
TO THAT WHICH IS TO COM&. By JOK. 
BUNYAN'. 

THB SUND~ BOOK OF POETRY POR THS 
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A BoOK OF GOLDSH DBEDS 0,. ALL TIMBS 
AND ALL COUNTRIES. By the Author of 
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Edited by J. W. CL£Rl<, M.A. 

THE RBPUSLIC OP PLATO. Translated by 
J. LL. DAYIBS, M.A., and D. J. VAUGHAN. 

THB SONG BOOK •. Word. and Tunes Se· 
Iected and arranged by JOHN HULLAH. 

LA LYRB FRANS'AISL Selectedaodarranged, 
wi.h Notes, by G. MASSON. 
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A BOOK OP WORTHIBS. By the Author al 
U The Heir of RedclyO'e." 
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GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES-eontd. 

THE CAVALIER AND HIS LADy. Selections 
from the Works of the First Duke and 
Duchess of Newcastle. With an Introduc ... 
tory Essay by EDWARD JBNKINS. 

SCOTTISH SONG. Compiled by MARY CAR. 
LYLE AITKEN. 

DEUTSCHE LVRIK. The Golden Treasury 
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lected by Dr. BUCHHEIM. 

CHRYSOMELA,' A Selection from tbe Lyrical 
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F. T. PALGRAVE. 

POEMS OF PLACES-ENGLAND AND WALES. 
Edited by H. W. LONGFBLLOW. • vols. 

SELECTED POEMS OF MATTHEW ARNOLD. 

THE STORY OF THE CHRISTiANS AND MOORS 
IN SPAIN. By CHARLOTTE M. YONGE. 

LAMB's TALES FROM SHAKSPEARE. Edited 
by Rev. ALFRED AINGER, M.A. 

SHAKESPEARE'S SONGS AND SONNETS. Ed. 
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by MA'rrHEW ARNOLD. 
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THB SPEECHES AND TABLE-TALK OF THB 
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SELECTIONS FROM COWPER'S POEMS. With 
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THE POETICAL WORKS OF JOHN KEATS. 
Edited by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE. 

LYRICAL PeEMS OF LORD I'BNNYSON. Se
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Large Paper Edition. gs. 
IN MEMORIAM. By LoRD TEN·NY90N. Poet 
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Large Paper Edition. 9r. 

. THE TRIAL AWO DEATH OF SoCRATES. 

~:!nJh!:~o !f~~~~~ra~~\~;:'~byCF~tJ: 
CHURCH. 
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ATTWELL. 
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dered into English Prose by ANDREW LANG. 

Large Paper Edition. gs. 
BALLADS, LYRICS, AND SONNETS. From 

the Works of HENRY W. LoNGFBLl.OW. 

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES-eontd. 
DEUTSCHE BALLADEN UND ROMANZEH .. 

The Golden Treasury of the Best German 
Ballads and Romances.. Selected and ar· 
ranged by Dr. BUCHHEJM. [In tile Presl. 

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES. Re-issue· 
in uniform binding with Vignette Titles.. 
Monthly volumes from May, 1891. 2.5'. 6d. 
each net. 

THE GoLDEN TREASURY OF THE BEST SONGS
AND LYRICAL POEMS IN THE ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE. Selected and arranged, with 
Notes, by Prof. F. T. PALGRAVE. 

THE CHILDREN'S GARLAND FROM THE BEST 
POETS. Selected by COVENTRY PATMORB. 

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS FROM THIS WORLI> 
TO THAT WHICH IS TO COME. By JOHN. 
BUNYAN. 

THE BOOK OF PRAISE. From the best Eng-
lish Hymn Writers. Selected by ROUN' 
DELL, EARL OF SELBORNE. 

BACON's ESSAYS, AND COLouRS OF GOOD
AND EVIL. With Notes and GI~ 
Index by W. ALDIS WRII'HT, M.A. 

THE FAIRY BOOK: THE BEST POPULAR" 
FAIRY STORIES. Selected by Mrs. CHAlK. 

THE JEST BOOK. The Choicest Anecdo_ . 
and Sayings. Arranged by MARK LEMON. 

THE BALLAD BOOK. A Selection of the
Choicest British Ballads. Edited by 
WILLIAM ALLINGHAM. 

THE SUNDAY BOOK OF POETRY POR THE
YOUNG. Selected by C. F. ALEXANDBR. 

A BOOK OF GOLDBN DEEDS OF ALL TIMES
AND ALL COUNTRIES. By C~ M. YONGE. 

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE. 
Edited by J. W. CLARK, M.A. 

THE REPUBLIC OP PLATO. Translated by
J. LL. DAVIES, M.A., and D. J. VAUGHAN. 

OtM .. Voir""" to follow. 
GOLDEN TREASURY PSALTER. IrHS. 

STUDENT'S EDITION. Being an Editioa with. 
briefer Notes of" The Psalms Chronologically 
Arranged by Four Friends." 18mo. 33. tid. 

GOLDSMITH.-ESSAYS OF OLIVER GOLl>
SMITH. Edited by C. D. YONGE, M.A. 
Fcp. Bvo. 2$. 6d. 

- THE TRAVELLER AND THB DESERTEI> 
VILLAGE. With Notes by J. W. HALES, 
M.A. Crown Bvo. 6d. 

- THE VICAR OF W AKEFIBLD. With 182-
Illustrations by HUGH THOMSON, and Pre .. 
face by AUSTIN DOBSON. Crown 8vo. 61. 

Also with uncut edges, paper label. 61. 
See 4/s0 ENGLISH CLASSICS, p. 12 . 

GONE TO TEXAS. LETTERS FROM OUR 
Boys. Edited, with Preface, by THOMAS 
HUGHES, Q.C. Crown Bvo. ",.6d. 

GOODALE (G. L.).-PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTANY. 
Part I. OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF 
PHSNOGAMOUS PLANTS; II. VSGETABLB
PHYSIOLOGY. 6th Edition. 8vo. lOS. 611. 

GOODWIN (Prof. W. W.~--SYNTAX OF THE 
GREEK MOODS AND TENSes. 8vo. X4S'. 

- A GREEK GRAMMAR. Crown Bvo. 68. 
- A SCHOOL GREEK GRAMMAR. CroWD. 

Bvo. 3'.6d. 
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GORDON (General). A SKBTCH. By RBGI· 
MALO H. BARNBS. Crown Bvo. 11. 

-- LETTERS OP GENERAL C. G. GORDON TO 
HIS SISTSR, M. A. GORDON. 4th Edition. 
Crown 8vo. ],I. 6<1. 

GORDON (Lady DufJ).-LAST LETTau 
FROM EGyPT, TO WHICH ARB ADDBD LETTaRS 
FIiIOM THB CAPL 2nd Edition. Cr. Bvo. 9"

GOSCHEN (RI. Hon. George J.).-REPORTS 
AND SPBBCHBS ON LocAL TAXATION. Bvo. 5". 

GOSSE (E.,.-A HISTORY OF EIGKTUNTH 
CENTURY LITBRATURE (1~1780). Cm. 
8vo. 7'.6d. 

GOW (Dr. James).-A CoMPANION TO SCHOOL 
CLASSICS. Illustrated. .nd Ed. Cr.8vo. 60. 

GOYEN (P.).-HIGHER ARITHMETIC AND 
ELBMBNTARY MENSURATION, for the Senior 
CIa.sses of Schools and Candidates preparing 
for Public Examinations. Globe 8vo. 5'. 

GRAHAM (David~-KING JAMES I. An 
Historical Tragedy. Globe 8vo. 7'. 

GRAHAM (John W.).-NKAlRA: A TALa OF 
ANCIENT l{OM&. CrOWD Bvo. 61. 

GRAHAM (R. H.)-GEOMETRY OP POSITION. 
CroWD 8vo. 7'. 6d. 

GRANIYHOMME. - CUTTING OUT AND 
DRESSMAKING. From Ihe French of Mdlle. 
E. GRAND'HOIIMB. I8mo. II. 

GRAY (Pror. ADdrew).-THE THEORY AND 
PJlACTICB Oil' ABSOLUTB MEASUREMENTS 
IN ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. II vots. 
CroWD 8vo. Vol. I. 121. 6<1. 

--'- AasOLUTB MItASURBMBNTS IN ELBCTRI
CITY AND MAGNETISM. 2nd Edit., revised. 
F cpo 8vo. 5'. 6d. 

GRAY (Prof. Asa).-STRUCTURAL BOTANY; 
OR. ORGANOGRAPHY ON THB BASIS OF MOR
PHOLOGY. Bvo. 101. 6d. 

__ THE SCIENTIFIC PAPBRS OP AsA GRAY. 
Selected by CHARLES S. SARGBNT. • vols. 
avo •• u. 

GRAY (ThO.).-WORKS. EditedbyE.GossE. 
In 4 vols. Globe 8vo. "",.-Vol. I. POEMS, 
JOURNALS, AND ESSAYS.-II. LETTERS.-
111. LBTTERS. -IV. NoTES ON ARIST()O 
PHANES; AND PLATO. 

GREAVES Qohn).-A TREATISE ON ELB· 
MBNTARY STATICS •• od Ed. Cr. avO. 6r.6d. 

_ STATICS POR BBGINNERS. GI.8vo. 31.6d. 
GREEK TESTAMENT. THE NEW T ..... 

TAMBNT IN THS ORIGINAL GRBBK. The 
Text revi.<oed by Bishop WESTCOTT, D.D., 
aDd Prof. F.J.A. HORT, D.D .• vols. Cm. 
8vo. 10I.6tl. eacb.-VoL I. Texl; II. In· 
troduction and Appendi:z. 
THB NEW TBSTAMENT IN THB ORIGINAL 

GREBK, POR SCHOOI-S. The Text Revised 
by Bishop WESTCOTT, D.D., and F. J- A
HORT, D.D. 12mo. 4'. 6d.-J8mo, roan, 
red edges. 5'. 6d. ; morocco, gil., 61.6d. 

ScHOOL READINGS IN THB GREEK T~TA. 
MBNT. Bein, the Outlines of th~ L.fe ~ 
our Lord as gIven by SL Mark, With addt
tions from the Text of the other Evan
Jelists. Edited,wi.bNot .. andVocab~J 
by A- CALYBRT, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 111.64. 

TH. GltBBlt TESTAMENT AND THB ENGLISH 
VBKSJON. A COMPANION TO. By PHIUP 
ScHur, D.D. Cmwo 8vo. 1111. 

GREEK TESTAMENT-co>Iti ..... d. 
THE GOSPBL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW. 

Greek Text as Revised by Bisbop WEST. 
COTT and Dr. HORT. With Introduction 
and Notes by Rev. A- SLOMAN, M.A
Fcp. 8vo. at.6d. 

THB GOSPBL ACCORDING TO ST. LulCE. 
The Greek Text as revised by Bp. WEST
COTT' and Dr. HORT. With Introduction 
and Notes by Rev. J. BOND, M.A. 
Fcp. 8vo. at. 6<1. 

THB ACTS OP TH. ApOSTLES. BeiW the 

~o~\"!'db~ ii~-:::d i7.l~~':San':T-
NotesbyT.E.PAGB,M.A- Fcp.8vo. 3'.'61. 

GREEN (John Ricbard).-A SHORT H.STORY 
OP THE ENGLISH PEOPLE. With Coloured 
Maps, Genealogical Tables, and Chrono
logical Annals. New Edition, thorougbly 
revised. Cr. 8vo. Ss. 6d. 151S1 Tbousand. 
Also the same in Four Parts. With the cor· 
responding portion of Mr. Tait's II Analysis." 
],I. each. Part 1 607-1265. II. 10.,.-1553. 
Ill. 1540-1689. IV. 1~1873. 

- HISTORY OP THB ENGLISH PBOPLE. In 
4 vols. 8vo.-Vol. I. ~itb 8 Coloured Maps. 
160.-11. 160.-111. WIth 4 Maps. 160.-IV. 
With Maps aDd Index. IN. 

- THB MAKING OP ENGLAND. With Maps. 
Bvo. IW. 

_ THB CONQUEST OF ENGLAND. Witb 
Maps and Portrait. Bvo. 1&. 

_ RBADINGS IN ENGLISH HISTORY. In 
3 Parts. Fcp. 8vo. 11.6<1. eacb. 

GREEN (J. R.) and GREEN (Alice S.).
A SHORT GEOGRAPHY OF THB BRITISH 
ISLANDS. With.8 Maps. Fcp. 8vo. ],I. 6d. 

GREEN (Mrs. J. R.).-HENRY II. CroWD 
Svo. 3$.6d. 

GREEN (W. S.).-AMONG THE SBLKIRK 
GLACIBRS. Crown 8vo. 7~' 6tl. 

GREENHILL (Prof. A. G.).-DIFFBRBNTIAL 
AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Cr. Bvo. Jos.6ti. 

GREENWOOD (Jessy E.). - THE MOON 
MAIDSN: AND OTHER STORlES. Crown Bvo. 
3'.6d. 

GRIFFITHS (W. H.).-LESSONS ON P ..... 
SClUPTIONS AND THE ART ow PRESCRIBING.. 
New Edition. 18mo. 3S. 6tl. 

GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. A SelectioD 
from the Housebold Stories. Translated 
from the German by Lucy CRANB, and done 
into Pictures by W AL TBR CRANB. CroWD 
8vo. 60. 

GROVE (Sir George).-A DICTIONARY 010 
MUS1C AND MUSJCIANS, A.D. 14so-188g 
Edited by Sir GBORGE GROVE, D.C.L. 
ID -1 vol~ 8vo, 2U'. each. With Il1u.s
trailonS In N usic Type and Woodcut.
Also published in ParIS. Parts I.-XIV., 
XIX.-XXII. ],1.6<1. eacb: XV. XVI. 7'· ; 
XVII. XVIII. 7'. ; XXII I.-XXV., Appen. 
dix, Edited by J. A- FULLER ~A~TLAND 
M.A. 9'. (Clotb cases for binding the 
volumes, II. each.) 

__ A CoMPBTE INDEX TO THE ABOVE. By 
Mrs. E. WODEHOUSE. 8vo. 7'· 6d. 

__ PRUIER OF GEOGRAPHY. Maps. 18m ... ",. 
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GUEST (Dr. E.),-ORIGINES CELTI"'" (A 
Fragment) and other Contributions to the 
History of Britain. Maps. 2 vols. 8vo.· 321. 

GUEST (M. J.).-LBCTURES ON THE HISTORY 
OF ENGLAND. CroWD 8vo. 61. . 

GUIDE TO THE UNPROTECTED, In 
Every-day Matters relating to Property and . 
Income. 5th Ed. Extra fep. Bvo. 3'".6tJ. 

GUILLEMIN (AmEd~).-THE FORCES 01' 
, NATURE. A Popular Introduction to the 

Study of Physical Phenomena. 455 Wood· 
cuts. Royal avo. 21,.. 

-- THB ApPLICATIONS OF PHYSICAL FORCES. 
With Coloured Plates and Illustrations. 
Royal Bvo. 21S. 

-- Er.BCTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. A POl?u
Jar Treatise. Translated and Edited, WIth 

· Additions and Notes, by Prof. SYLVANUS P. 
THOMPSON. Royal Bvo. [I .. tlte Pru •• 

GUIZO'l'.-GREAT CHRISTIANS 0" FRANC& 
ST. LoUIS AND CALVIN. Crown Bvo. 66. 

GUNTON (George).-WEALTH AND PRO
GRESS. Crown Bvo. 6.r. 

HADLEY (Prof. James).-EssAYS, PHILo
LOGICAL AND CRITICAL. 8vo. 16s. 

HADLEY-ALLEN.-A GREBK GRAMMAR 
FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. By Prof. 
JAMES HADLEY. Revised and in part Re
written by Prof. FREDBRIC DB FOREST 
ALLEN. Crown 8vo. N. 

HALES (Prof. J. W.).-LoNGER ENGLISH 
POEMS, with Notes, Philological and Ex
planatory, and an Introduction on the Teach· 
Ing of English. I.th Ed. Ext. fep. Bvo. 48'6tJ. 

HALL (H. S.) and KNIGHT (S. R.).-ELE. 
MBNTARY ALGEBRA FOR SCHOOLS. 6th E~'J 
revised. GI. Bvo. ]$. 6tJ. With Answers, 46. 6d. 

KEY. Crown Bvo. a.. 6tJ. 
-.- ALGBBRAICAL EXERCI~BS AND EXAMINA

TION PAPERS to accompany 51 Elementary 
Algebra." 2nd Edition. Globe Bvo. 2S. 6tI. 

-- HIGHER ALGEBRA. A Sequel to U Ele.
mentary Algebra for Schools." 3rd Edition. 
Crown Bvo. 7S. 6d.. 

KEY. Crown Bvo. IOf. fJ. 
-- ARITHMETICAL EXERCISES AND Ex .. 

AMINATION PAPBRS. Globe Bvo. 21'. M. 
HALL (H. 5.) and STEVENS (F. H.).

A TEXT-BOOK OF EUCLID'S ELEMBNTS.. 
Globe Svo. Complete, 48. 6tJ. 

Book I. IS. 
Books r. and II. IS. 6tJ. 

~:~ hI:I!d & 2<. 
Books III.-VI. 3$. 
Books V. VI. and XI. u.6tJ. 
Book XI .... 

• HALLWARD (R. F.).-FLOWERS 0 .. PARA-
· DISK. Music, Verse. Design, Illustration. 

Royal 4to. 66. 
HALSTED (G. B.). - THE ELEMENTS 0" 

GEOMETRY. Bvo. IU.6tJ. 
HAMERTON·(P. G.).-THE INTELLECTUAL 

L,..... 4th Edition. Crown Bvo. lOS. 6tJ. 
- ETCHING AND ETCHERS. 3rd Editicm, 

revised. With 4B Plates. Colombier Bvo. 
-- THOUGHTS ABOUT ART. New Edition. 

Crown Bvo. a.. 6d. 

HAMERTON (P. G.).-HUMAN INn ... 
COURS... 4th Edition. Crown Bvo. a..6tJ. 

- FUNCH AND ENGLISH: A COMPARISOM. 
Crown 8vo. :101. 6J. 

HAMILTON (Prof. D. J.).-ON THB PATH· 
OLOGY OF BRONCHITIS, CATARRHAL PlfKU .. 

;~=ltiU~~:L~~~N:v!LL:'D6a'~IONS ow 

- A TEXT-BOOK OF PATHOLOGY, SY&-
TEMATIC AND PRACTICAL Illusb'ated. 
VoL I. Bvo. '56. 

HANBURY (Daniel). - SCIBNC.. PAPERS, 
CHIBFLY PHARMACOLOGICAL A.ND BOTANI
CAL. Medium 8vo. J4S. 

HANDEL: LIl'B 0". By W. S. ROCJ<STRO 
CroWD 8vo. IM. 6tl. 

HARDWICK (Ven. Archdeacon),-CHRIST 
AND OTHBR MASTERS. 6th Edition. Crown 
Bvo. lor.6J. 

- A HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.. 
Middle Age. 6th Edition. Edit. by Bishop 
STUBBS. Crown avo. lor. 6d.. 

- A H,STORY OF THB CHRISTIAN CHURCH 
DURING THB REFORMATION. 9th Edition. 
Revised by Bishop STUBBS. Cr. Bvo. IOS.6d

HARDY (Arth.... Sherbnroe).-BuT YET A 
WOMAN. A Novel. Crown Svo. 48. 6tJ. 

- THB WIND OF DESTIKY. 2 vols. Globe 
avo. 12.1'. 

HARDY (H. J.).-A LATIN RHAoER .. OR 
THB LoWER FORMS IN ScHOOLS. Globe 
Bvo. ... 6d-

HARDY (Thomas).-Su p. 29-
HARE Uulia. Charles).-THB M,SSION 01' 

THE COMFORTER. New Edition. Edited by 
Dean PLUMPTRE. Crown avO. 7'. 6Il.. 

- THB V,CTORY 0 .. F AlTH. Edited by Dean 
PLUMPTRE, with Introductory Nonces by 
Prof. MAURICB and by Dean STANLEY. Cr. 
Bvo. 6.r.6tJ. 

- GUESS&<O AT TRUTH. By Two Brothers, 
AUGUSTUS WILLIAM HARE and JULIUS 
CHARLES HARE. With a Memoir and Two 
Portraits. IBmo. 48. 6d-

HARMONIA. By the Author of .. Estelle 
Russell." 3 vols. Crown avo. 31S.6d. . 

HARPER (Father Thomas).-THB META· 
PHYSICS OF THE SCHOOL. In 5 vels. Vols. I. 
and II. Bvo. Ia..each: VoL III., Part I. I". 

HARRIS (Rev. G. C.).-5ERMONS. With a 
Memoir by CHARLOTTE M. YONG", and 
Portrait. Extra fep. Bvo. 66. 

HARRISON (Frederic).-THE CHOICB O. 
BOOKS. Globe Bvo. 6.r. 

Large Paper Edition. Printed on hand
made paper. 156. 

HARRISON (Miss Jane) and VERRALL 
(Mrs.).-MYTHOLOGY AND MONUMENTS or 
ANCIBNT ATHENS. Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. I6.r. 

HARTE (Bret).-S" p. "9. 
HARTLEY (Prof. W. Noel).-A COURSB O. 

QUANTITATIVB ANALYSIS FOR STUDBNTS. 
Globe Bvo. 56. 

HARWOOD(George).-D,SESTABLISHMBNT ; 
OR. A DaFsNCB OF THB PRlNClPLB 011' .. 
NATIONAL CHURCH. Bvo. xu. 

- THE COMING DEMOCRACY. Cr. IIw. 66. 
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BARWooD(~).-"ao .. WITHI'" Cr. 
a- 60. 

HAYWARD (R. B.l.-THB It&.BMaIn'S 01' 
SauD Gao......... Globe a- ,.. 

BURD (Roy. W. A.).-A s.co .. D G_ 
EXIUICI ... IlooIc. Globe a- ... (J. 

B~~!t..!.CJl'r>I~~J. V~~~~~!'~ 
lions. )GO.-V .... II. ]N. Wi.h P .... 
'" JU ........ ..,..... Or in • Parts. 'SI.IIIOCh.
Vol. ilL • Pons. WII~ PIa.es '" JIlt. 
tratioaa. .y.IIIOCh.-'''>I. IV •• Pans. With 
PIa_ Port I. • p. Port II. .... Or cwa-
01_ ,.,..-Vol. V. With PIa_ )GO.-Vol. 
\"1. With Pia .... Port I •• ..,. Port II. 'SI. 
Or ...... pIc ... )GO.-V .... vil. Port I. 'SI. 
Portll. '51. Or complete. )GO.-Voi. VIII. 
Port I. '5oL Port II •• y.-Vol. IX •• Pons. 'SI. IIIOCh.-Yoi. X. )GO.-Vol. XI. PLI •• p. ... 
Ir> ~t!ric.rn:i~l!~o-:"'t!J:.::'!C 
~ica.ion must in each :sse be made 10 tile 
CounciL Informa.ion on this poin •• and u_ 
tbe""",di.ionaol M .... bership, may beoblained 
Oft applicati"" 10 .he Hon. Sec .• Mr. George 
N.cmillan.OO). BedfunlS ....... CO ...... GardeD. 

BENSLOW (R ..... G.).-TM. TMBOR .. OP 
EVOLUTION 0. LIVING THINGS, AND TNa 
ApPLICATION OF TN. P.INCIPLa OP E~ 
LUTtON TO RaUGION. Crown avo.. 61. 

BERODOTUS.-TH. H • ....,,, ... Translated 
in.o English, wi.h N "'_ and Indices, bJ G. C. 
.. ACAU ....... ".A. ....... Cr. a- .&1. 

- Boo". L-III. Edi.ed hr A. H. SAYCS, 
M.A. a- .60. 

S .. .wp. ,a-
HERTEL (Dr.}-OVKlIPIUL<SI1'" 1M H.GH 

ScHOOLS IN DaNNARI(. \\"itb Introduction 
br Sir J. CRICRT<> .. ·IIRO ..... &. Cr. a- )I.6IL 

HERVEY (RL R ..... Lord Anhur).-TMa 
GS-N&ALOGIIIS OP oua LoRD AND SAVIOU. 
JIISUS CNRIST. a- '01. (J. 

HICKS (W. N.).-E .......... T .. Y DY ..... ICS 
OF PARTICUS AND SoUDS. Cr. a- 6t.6IL 

HILL ( .. lore ..... D.).-CNILD ..... OP TN8 
STA .... Ed. br FANN .. Fow .. &. Cr.a- 6t. 

HILL (Oc.avia).-Ou. COM "ON LAND, AND 
OTM". EssAYS. Ex ... rep. 8vo. )I. (J. 

_ Ho .... OF TNa LoNDON PooL Sewed. 
c.o.....a- , •• 

HIORNS (Anhur H.).-P""CTICAL MIITA,," 
LUaG" AND ".,..".KG. A Tat-Book for the 
a ... 01 T_hers, S.udents, and Assa,..... 
With IU ....... Jioas. Globe a- 6t. 

__ A Ta:JrT.Booa OP E ...... NTA ... MIlT .... 
LURG ..... aTN. usa OF STUD&NTS. GLho ... 

__ IRON ANDSTIl8&. MANUFACTUU. A Text
IIooIr. for lIqrinDen. IU...... GI. a- ,.. 6IL 

_ N ...... MIITALS 0. MIITALUC ALLOYS. 
Globea- 60. 

HISTORICAL COURSE FOR SCHOOLS. 
Ed. by EDw. A. F."""'AN. D.C.L ........ 
Vol I. G"NKRAL SKBTCN OP EU""''''N 

HISTORY. By E. A. F ......... 
With Maps, Lkc. )I. (J. 

II. H,STORY OF ENGLAND. By EDITH 
THOMPSON. Coloured Maps. ... 6oL 

III. HISTORY OF ScoTLAND. BJ lolA .. 
_ ..... NACA_TNU.. at. 

HISTORICAL COURSE FOR SCHOOLS 
----eft tf-wrtL. 

IV. HISTORY OF ITAL". By tile R .... 
W. HUNT. M.A. Maps. 3" 6IL 

V. HISTORY OP G"" .. ANT. By JAIlBS 
S ..... M.A. )I. 

VI. HISTORY OF A .... ICA. By J. A. 
DoY&.&. With Maps. .,.6;1. 

VII. HISTORY 0. EUItOPIlAN COLON1BS.. 
By E. J. PA ...... M.A. Maps. .,.6IL 

VIII. HISTORY OF FRANC& By CRA ... 
LOTTa M. YONG&. 1IIaps. )I.6IL 

HOBART. - ESSAYS AND MISCKLLANBOUS 
\1" •• TINGS OF Vau HaMRY, LoRD HoBAltT. 
With. Biographical Sketch. Edi.ed by 
MAR •• LADY HOa.A.RT. • vols. avo. .ss-

HOBDAY (E.).-VILLA GA"D ..... N... A 
Handbook for A ..... eur ODd Plactical Gar
deners. Ex ... crown Bvo.. 60. 

HODGSON (F.).-lIhrTMoLOG" POa LATI .. 
YIIIISIPICATION. 6th Edilioo. Revised by 
... C. HoDG.""". M.A. .8mo. )So 

HODGSON. - M .... o •• OF R.v. FRANCIS 
HODGSOtf, B.D., ScHOLAR, Po.,.} AND DI
YINL By bis Son. the Rev. AMISS T .. 
HODGSON, M.A. ....... Crown 8vo. .&r. 

HOF .. D1NG (Dr. H.).-OUTUNIlS OF PsY
CHOLOGY. TransIa.ed bJ M. E. LoWNDIIS. 
Cro_a- u. 

HOFMANN (Prof.A. W.).-TN .... nWolllt 
OF LIEBIG IN EX'U.MaNTAL AND PIII1.O
SoPHie CHUilSTItY. 8YO. 5'. 

HOGAN. M.P. Globe Bvo.. as. 
HOLE (Rev. C.).-G ....... LOGICAL STall"" 

OP THB KINGS OP ENGLAND AND FItANCIIo. 
Oa • Sheet. ,$. 

__ A Ihtt.. BIOGRAPHICAL DICTION .. ". 

ODd EdiIiDn. .Sm... .,.6IL 
HOLLAND (Prof. T. E.).-TN. TIl ....... ItJIo 

LATIONS OP RUSSIA AND TURKBV, Paoli 

'714 TO .8SJ. Crown 8vo. ... 
HOLMES (0. W.. J"".).-THa eo .... OIt 

LAw. 8_ .... 
HOMER.-THa 00...,.." OF Ho .... DO'" 

.RT<> ENGuSN PROSL Ily S. H. BUTC ..... 
M.A.. and A. LANG, M.A. 7th Editi-. 
erowaa- 60. 

__ TNa ODYSSEY OF Ho...... Boob 1.
X II. Translated inlO Englisl> V - bJ the 
EAaL OP c.RNARYON. Cro_ a- ,..6IL 

_ TNa IUAo. Edited •• i,b English N_ 
and IDtrodllClion. by W AI. T&JI ....... 
U.t.D •• ¥<>Is. 8..... '4" IIIOCh.-Voi. I. 
Bks. I.-XII; Vol. II. Bks. XllI.-XXIV. 

__ IUAo. Translated inlO English Prose. 
Ily AND'Ut. LANG, WUTKlI ...... F. ODd 
ERNBST MYIUISo Crowa a- .u.6J. 

__ P'u .... OP Ho..... By RI. H ..... W. &. 
GLADSTON" M.P. .Imo. ... 

S .. aw pp. 3'. ,.. 
HON. MISS FERRARD, THE. By the 

Author'" "Hogan, M.P. Gh>beBvo.. ... 
HOOKER (Sir J. D.}-T ... S...,DIUIT's 

FLOR. OP 'I'M. BRITISH ISLA.NDS.. yet 
Edition. Globe a- .01. 6.1. 

_ ........ OP BOTANY. , ...... II. 
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HOOKER (Sir Joseph D.) and BALL U.).
JOURNAL OF A TOUR 1M MAROCCO AND THB 
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8y F. M"rl"" Cf'YI'U/I,rrJ. 
MR. I ..... cs: A T .. LB OP MODBRN IND ..... 
DR. CLAUDIUS: A TRUB STORY. 
A ROM .. N S,NGBR. I ZORO .. STBR. 
A TALa OIP A LONKLY PARISH. 
MAu.o·s CRUCIPIX. I PAUL P .. TO ..... 
W,TH TN. IMMORTALS. 
GUIPBN5TBIN. I SANT' ILARIO. 

By Si,. H. S. C_i"!f,,;. .... 
THB CeIlRULB .. NI: A V .. C .. T.ON IDYLL 
THB HBRIOTI. I WHB .. T AND T .. RBS. 

Br T"""'.., H,ml,. 
THB WOODLANDB.... WBSSBX T .. LES. 

ByB .. 'H_. 
CRB!ISY. 
TH. HSR1TAG. 0" DBDLO'W MARSH, AND 

OTKa. TALBL 

8y TNnIIiJII H"!fIl6,. S" p •••• 
8yH"',..,I_', 

A LoNDO" L, .... I TH8AsPBRN PAl'BRS.etc. 
THB TaAGlC: Muss. 

a, A-u K,..". 
C .. STLB D .. LV. I J .. NBT·S Ho .... 
A YORII AND A LANCASTBR Rosa. 
OLDBURY. 

8, CM .. ", Ki"Ifru.,. S" Po os. 
8, D. Claris';' M",,",y. 

AUIM'R"CHBL I ScHWARTZ. 
THB WBAKEIl VassBL 
JOHNVALB·SGUABDlAN. 

8y M .... 01;,,,,,,,,, 
NBIGHBOURI OK THB GRRBN. 
Jo~ I A BIU.8AGUBRBD CITY. 
k.JltSTDM. 

B~ Cwlllt,. M. Y~. oS" p. S+ 

FAITH .. UL AND UNPAITHPUL By M. LBa. 
RaUBBN SACHS. By AMY LBVY. 
M.ss BUTHBRTON. By M .... H. WARD. 
LoUISIANA, AND THAT LASS o· LoWlUB'S: 

By FRANCIES HODGSON BURNETT. 
THB RING OP AMAS.S. By Lord LYTTON. 
MAROONED. Bv W. CLARK RUSSELL. 
HE FELL AMONG THIEVES. By D. CHRISTIS 

MURRAY aDd H. HBRMAN. 

U";I",.". witla tll6 a6.'IJ6. 
STORM WARRIORS; OR, LIFEBOAT WORK 

ON THB GoODWIN SANDS. By the Rev. 
10HNGILMORB. 

TALBS OP O,.D JAPAN. By A. II. M,TPORD. 
A YBAR WITH THE BIRDS. By W. W ARDB 

FOWLER. lIIuslrated by BRYAN HOOK. 
TALES OP THE B,RDS. Bytbe same. Ill .... 

trated by BRVAN HOOK. 
LBAvBS OP A Ln' .. By MONTAGU W,L' 

LIAMS, Q.C. 
LATKR LBAVES. By the same. 
Taus TALES FOR MY GRANDSONS. By Sir 

SAMUBL W. BAKBR, F.R.S. 
TALKS OF OLD l'RAVBL By H. K,NGSLBY. 

MACMILLAN'S TWO·SHILLING NO. 
VELS. Globe Bvo. BI. each. 

By tll6 A "t"" ... , "lola .. Hllli!IU, GI,.tu-." 
Two MARIUAGBS. I AGATHA'S HUSBAND. 
THB OGILVIBS. 

By M .... Oli,,,-,. 
THB CURATB IN CHARGB. 
A SONOP THB SOIL I YOUNG MUSG_VB.: 
HB THAT WILL NOT WHRN HE MAY. 
A COUNTRY GBNTJ.BMAN. 
HKSTBR. I SIR TOM. 
THB SacOND SON. I THB W,ZARD'S SOK. 

8y 1116 A.#l1uw _'" HOIf ..... M.P." 
HOGAN, M,P. 
THB HONOURABLB MISS FBRRARD. 
FLITTERS, TATTER.Iii, AND THB COUNSELLOR. 

WltBDS, AND OTHBR SKETCHBS. 
CHR.STY CARBW. I isMAy's CHILDRBN. 

By GlfIf'/IY FII",i"!f. 
A NILB NOVBL. I M,KAG .. 
THB HBAD OP MBDUSA. I VasTlG ..... 

8y M .... MtUV...;J. 
PATTY. 

By A-uK ... .". 
JANBT'S HOM.. I 
CLBMENCY FRANKLYN. 

OLDBURV. 

A YORK AND A LANCASTBR Ross. 

8yW.B.N.....u. 
Mv FRIBND JI". 

8, H...." I ...... 
CHRIS. 

DAISY MILLBR; AN INTBRNATIONAL' Epl' 
SODa i FOUR MEETINGS. 

R.ODBRICK HUDSON. 
THB MADONN .. OFTHBFUTUIlB, ANDOTH8B 

TALKS. 
WASHINGTON SQUAKB. 
PalHCBSS CASAMASSJMA. 

By F_ Hot/rutI B_It. 
LoUISIANA. AND TJlAT LAss 0' LoWRIB· .. 
IiAWORTIl'S. 
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MACMILLAN'S TWO-SHILLING NO. 
VELS-cOIIti"uetl_ . 

"By H"ffA C.,.way. 
A FAMILY AFFAIR. LIVING OR DEAD. 

:By D .. CArisH. Muway. 
AUNT RAcHEL. 

By H.te.. 7ac1u-. 
RAMONA: A STORY. ----
A SLIP IN THE FENS. 

MACMILLAN'S HALF-CROWN SERIES 
OF JUVENILE BOOKS. Globe Svo, 
cloth, extra. 2S. 6tl. each. 
OUR YE4-R. By the Author of '1John 

Halifax, Gentleman.·' 
LITTLE SUN~HINB'S HOLIDAY. By the 

Author of" John Halifax, Gentleman." 
WHEN I WAS A LITTLE Gnu.. By the 

Author of U St. Olave'so" 
NINE YEARS OLD. By the Author of 

II When I was a Little Girl," etc. 
A STOREHOUSE OF STORIES. Edited hy 

CHARLOTTE M. YONG&. 2 vots. 
AGNE.C; HOPETOUN's ScHOOlS AND HOL1-

DAYS. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 

THB STORY OF A FELLOW SOLDIER. By 
FRANCES AWDRY. (A Life of Bishop 
Patteson for the Young;) 

RUTH AND HER FRIENDS: A STORY FOR 
GIRLS. 

THB HBROES OF AsGARD: TALES FROII 
SCANDINAVIAN MYTHOLOGY. By A. and 
E. KEARY. 

THB RUNAWAY. By the Author of "Mrs. 
Jerningham's Journal:' 

W ANDERJNG WILLIE. By the Author 01. 
. U Conrad the Squirrel." 
PANSIE'S FLOUR BIN. IllustIated by ADRIAN 

STOKES. 

MILLY AND OLLY. By Mrs. T. H. WARD. 
IllustIated by Mrs. AI.MA T ADEliA. 

THE POPULAT10N OF AN OLD PEAR TREK; 
OR, STORIES OF INSECT LII's. From the 
French of E. VAN BRUYSSEL. Edited by 
CHARLOTTE M. YONG"- lllustIated. 

HANNAH TARNE. By MARY E. HU<.LAlL 
lllustIated by W. J. HENMESSY. 

By M .. s. MolesworlA. Ill ... trat.tl ill WtlJilw 
C....,... "ee P. 37. 

MACMILLAN'S READING .BOOKS. 
Adapte" to the English and Scotch Codes. 

Pr.mer • • • • • • • (4S PP'1 ISmo, otl. 
Book I. for Standard I. (96 pp- ISmo, 4'i
Book II. for Standard II. (z44 pp. ISmo, sa. 
Book Ill. for Standard Ill. ~I60 pp. 18mo, 6tl. 
Book IV. for Standard IV. 176 pp. 18mo, Btl. 
Book V. for Standard V. 380 pp. ISmo, II. 
Book VI. for Standard VI. (430 pp.)Cr.Svo, .... 
MACMILLAN'S COPY-BOOKS. 

... Initiatory Exercises and Short Letters. 
*2. Words consistin~ of Short Let~ez:s. 
"3. Long Letters .. ,!""h words contammg Long 

Letters. ~ 19ure5 • 
..... Words containing. LonJ Letters. 
4A. Practising and Revismg Copybook for 

Nos.ltO+ 

MACMILLAN'S COPY-BOOKS-conttl. 
"5. Capitals, and Short Half-text Words be· 

ginning with a Capital 
"6. Half-text Words beginning with a CapitaL 

Figures. 
..,. Small-hand and Half-text, with Capitals 

and Figures. 
"S. Small-hand and Half-text, with Capitals 

and Figures. 
SA. Practising and Revising Copybook for 

Nos. 5 to S. 
og. Small-hand Single Head Lines. Figures. 
10. Small-hand Single Head Lines. Figures. 

"II. Small-hand Double Head Lines. Figures. 
I •. Commercial and Arithmetical Examples, 

etc. 
IlOA. Practising and Revising Copybook for 

Nos. 8 to 12. 
The Copybooks may be had in two sizes : 

(I) Large Post 4to, ¢ each; 
(2) Post oblong, 2Ii. each. 

The numbers marked. may also be had in 
Large Post4to, with GOODMAKS PATENT 
SLIDING COPIES. 6d. each. 

MACMILLAN'S LATIN COURSE. PartL 
By A. M. COOK, M.A. 2nd Edition, 
enlarged.' Globe Svo. 3". 6tl. 

Part II. By the same. Gl. Svo. 21. 6tl. 
MACMILLAN'S SHORTER LATIN 

COURSE. By A. M. COOK, M.A. Being 
an Abridgment of U Macmillan's Latin 
Course, Part I." Globe Svo. ... 6tl. 

MACMILLAN'S LATIN READER. A 
Latin Reader for the Lower Forms in 
Schools. By lL J. HARDY. Gl. Svo. :u.6tl. 

MACMILLAN'S GREEK COURSE. Edit. 
by Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD, LL. D. GI.Svo. 
I. FIRST GREEK GRAMMAR. By the Rev. 

W .. G. RUTHERFORD; M.A Part I. Acci· 
deoce, 2$.; Part II. Syntax, 2$.; or in 
I vol. 3'" 64. 

II. EASY EXEliCISES ]N GREEK AcCIDENC& 
By H. G. UNDBRHILL, M.A. 2$. 

III. SECOND GREEK EXERCISB BooL By 
Rev. W. A. HEARD, M_A. 2$_ 64. 

MACMILLAN'S GREEK READER. 
Stories and Legends. A First Greek Reader. 
With Notes, Vocabulary, and Exercises, by 
F. H. COI.sON, M.A. Globe Svo. 3". 

MACMILLAN'S ELEMENTARY CLAS· 
SICS. ISmo. IS. 64. each. 
This Series falls into two classes :-

(x) First Reading Books for Beginners, 
provided not only with /"trodWCtiOlU tuUl 
NtJtes, but with Vocabularies., and in some 
cases with Exen:isu based upon the TexL 

(.) Stepping-stones to the study of par. 
ticular authors, intended for more advanced 
students, who are beginning to read such 
authors as Terence, Plato, the Attic Drama .. 
tists, and the harder parts of Cicero, Horace, 
Virgil, and Thucydides. 

These are provided with Introductions and 
Notes, but no Vocabulary. The Publishers 

'have been led to provide the more strictly 
Elementary Books with Vocabularies by the 
representations of many teachers, who hold 
that beginners do Dol understand the use of 

:fD~~die~~'!cl:;~he:h:!Oih~ ~s~ 
books is a serious consideratioD, advocate the 
Vocabuiary system on g>OUllds of economy. 
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MACMILLAN'S ELEMENTARY CLAS· 
SI~ti ..... d. 

It is hoped that the two parts of the Series 
fitting ioto one ALother, m~ together rulfil 
all the requirements of Elementary and 
:'1~~z:t!=Is, and the Lowei' Forms 

The following Elementary Books, .mIl 
/ .. ,rwlw;n-., NDI", tuUJ YtK"""lari", and 
in some casa with EXnTUII. are either 
rudy 'or in preparatiOD: 
LATIN ACCIDllNCB AND EXERCISES A •• 

aANGBD POR BEGINNERS. By WILLlA .. 
WBLCH, M.A., and C. G. DUPPIELD, M.A. 

£SCHYLUI.-PWOMBTHBUS VINCTUS. Edit. 
by Rey. H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A. 

ARRIAN.-SELBCTIONS. Edited hYJ,OHN 
BoND, M.A., and A. S. WALPOLB, .A. 

.lULUS GELLlUSl . STOIU .. PROM. By ReY. 
G. H. NALL, .... A. 

CAtsAL - TH. INVASION 0'" BRITAIN. 
Boing Selections from Books IV. and V. 
of the .. De Bello Gallico." Ada(lted for 
Beginnel'S by W. WELCH, and C. G. Du,.. 
.IELD. 

- THE HELYBTIAN WAR. Ilolected from 
Book I. of .. The Gallic War," arranged 
roJ' the use or Beginners by W. WaLCH. 
M.A., and C. G. DUPPIELD, M.A. 

- THIIGAILICWAR. Sceno.!'romBooksV. 
and V I. Edited by C. COLBECK, M.A. 

- THII GALLIC WAR. Book I. Edited by 
Rey. A. S. W ALPOLB, M.A. 

- THB GALLIC WAR. Book. II. and Ill. 
Ed. by Rey. W. G. RUTHERPORD, LL. D. 

- THB GALLIC WAR. Book IV. Edited 
by C. BRYANS, M.A. 

- THB GALLIC WAR. Books V. ud VI. 
(5Opanuoly). By the same Editor. 

- THBGALLICWAR. Book VII. Ed. byJ. 
BOND, M.A., and A. S. W ALPOLB, M.A. . 

CICBRO.-DII SBNIICTUTB. Edited by E. S. 
SHUCKeURGM. M.A. 

-DBA .. ,C,T,A. Ed. byE. S. SHUCKBURGH. 
- STORIItS 01' ROMAN HISTORY. Edited 

by Rev. G. E. JEANS and A. V. JONBS. 
EURIP'DES.-ALCESTIS. By the Rey. M. A. 

BAYPIKLD. M.A. 
- HECUBA. Edited by Rey. J. BOND, !'I.A., 

and A. S. W ALPOLB, M.A. 
- !'IEDKA. Edited by A. W. VBRRALL, 

Lilt.D., and Rev. M. A. BAYPIIILD, M.A. 
EUTROPIUs. Adapted for the use of BegiD' 

DerS by W. WBLCH and C. G. DuppJBLI). 
HOMBR.-ILIAD. Book I. Ed. by Rey. J. 

BOND, M.A., and A. i. WALPOLB, M.A. 
- ILIAD. Book XVIII. THE ARMS OP 

ACHILLBs. Edited by S. R. JAMBS, M.A. 
- ODVSSJ<1'. Book I. Edited by Rey. J. 

BoND, M.A., and A. S. WALPOLB, M.A; 
HORACB.-ODBS. BooksJ.-IV. Edited by 

T. E. PAGB, M.A. IS. 6d. each. 
LIvY. Book I. U by H. M. STBPHBNSON. 
- THE HAN'"BALIAN WAR. Being part of 

the ... t ""d .. nd Books of Livy. Adapted 
for Beginners by G. C. MACAULAY, M.A. 

M:I<t~!:'!!d.ELEMENTARY C.LASo 

LIVY.-THB 518GB OF SYRACUSB. Being 
part of the 24th and 2stb Books of Livy. 
Adapted for Beginners by G. RICHARDS, 
M.A., and Rey. A. S. WALPOLB, M.A. 

- Book XXI. With Notes adapted !'rom 
Mr. Capes' Edition for JlHlior Students, by 
Rev. W. W. CAPES, M.A., and J. E. 
MBLHUISH, M.A.. 

- Book XXII. By the SRme Editors. 
- LBGBNDS OP ANCIBNT ROMS, FROM LIVV. 

Adapted for Beginners. With Notes, by 
H. WU.IUN50N, M.A. 

LUCIAN, EXTRACTS PROM. Edited by J. 
BOND, M.A., and A. S. WALPOLB, M.A. 

NSPOS.-SKLBCTJONS ILLUSTRATIVB OJ' 
GRSBK AND ROMAN HISTORY. Edited 
by G. S. FARNELL, B.A. 

Oym.-SIII.IICTIONS. Edited by E. S. 
SHUCkBUKGH. M.A. 

- EASY SSLBCTIONS PROM OVID IN ELB
GIAC VBRSE. Arranged for tbe use or 
BegiDDers by H. WILKINSON, M.A. 

- STORIES FROM THB MBTAMORPHOS¥S.· 
Arranged for the use of Beginners by J. 

. BOND, M.A., and A. S. W ALPOLB, M.A. 
PHA<DRUS.-SELIICT FABLE.. Adapted for 

use of Be~ners by Rey. A. S. WALo 
POLK, M.A. 

THUCYDIDBS.-THB RISS OF THBATHBNIAH 
EMPIRE. Book I. Cb. 119-117 and .. 8-
138. Edited by F. H. CoLSON, M.A. 

VIRGIL.-GSORGICS. Book I. Edited hy 
T. E. PAGE, M.A. 

- GEORGIe.... Book II. Edited by Rev. 
J. H. SKRINE, M.A. 

- BUCOLICS. Edited by T. E. PAGE. 
- JENBID. Book I. Edited by Rey. A. S. 

W ALPOLB, M.A. 
- JENIIID. Book II. Ed. by T. E. PAGB. 
- JENIIID. Book Ill. Ediled by T. E. 

PAGB, M.A. 
- JENBID. Book IV. EdiL by Rey. H. M. 

STBPHENSON, M.A. 
- JENBID. Book V. Edited by Rey. A. 

CALVBRT, M.A. 
- JENBID. Book VI. Ed. by T. E. PAGB. 
_ JENIIID. Book VII. THB WBATH OP 

TURNUS. Edited by A. CALYBRT, M.A. 
_ JENBID. Book VIII. Edited by Rey. 

A. CALVERT, M.A. 
- JENBID. Book IX. Edited by R .... 

H. M. STBPHENSON, M.A. 
- JENBID. Book X. Ed.byS.G.OWSN,M.A. 
- SBLllCTIONS. Edited by E. S. SHUes:. 

BURGH, lrf.A.. 
XBIIOPHON.-ANAB<\SIS: Selections. Edit, 

by W. WBLCH, 1Il.A., and C. G. Du .. 
PIBLD, M.A. 

_ ANABAS'S. Book I., Chaps. i.-viii. 
Edited by E. A. WELLS, M.A. ' 

- ANABASIS. Book I. Edited hy R.eY. 
A. S. W ALPOLB, M.A. 

_ ANABASIS. Book II. By the same. 
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XEMOPHOM.-ANABASIS. Book llI. Edit. 
by Rev. G. H. NALL, M.A. 

- ANABASIS. Book IV. Edited by Rev. 
.E. D. STON.., M.A. ' 

- SBLBCTJONS FROM BooK IV. OP .. THB 
ANABASIS." Edit. by Rev. E. D. STONK. 

- SELECTIONS FROM II THE CvROPAEDIA.. .. 
Edi.ed by Rev; A. H. COOlCB, M.A. 
The following more advanced books bave 

'tJlmw;tUms, Ntltu, but no Y«ainI/4riu: 
CICBRO.-SELBCT LETTERs. Edit. by Rev. 

G. E. JEANS, M.A. 
HEROOOTUS.-SELBCTIONS FROM Booxs 

Vll. AND Vlli. THE EXPEDITION OF 
XERXES. Edi.ed by A. H. COOICB, M.A. 

HORACB.-SELBCTIONS FROM THE SATIRES 
AND EPISTLES. Edi.ed by Rev. W. J. V. 
BAKER, M.A. 

- SSLECT EPODES AND AR.C; POBTICA. 
Edi.ed by H. A. DALTON, M.A. 

PLATo.-EUTHYPHRO AND MSNEXBNUS. 
Edi.ed by C. E. GRAVES, M.A. 

TzRBNCE.-5cENES FROM THB ANDRIA. 
Edited by F. W. CoRNISH, M.A. 

THB GRBBlC ELEGIAC POETS, FROM CAL
LINUS TO CALLIMACHUS. Selected and 
Edi.ed by Rev. H. KYNASTON. 

TKUCYDIDES.· Book IV., Chaps. i.-Ixi. 
THB CAPTURE OF SPHACTBRIA. Edited 
by C. E. GRAVES, M.A. 

Otlrer Vo/",,", to 'ollinD. 

MACMILLAN'S CLASSICAL SERlES 
FOR COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS. 
Fop. avo. Being selec. portions of Greek 
and Latin authors, edited, with Introductions 
and No.es, for the use of Middle and Upper 
Forms of Schools, or of Candidates for Public 
Examinations at the UniveISities and else
where. 
iEscHINES.-IN CTBSIPHONTA. Edited by 

Rev. T. GWATKIN, M.A., and E. S. 
SHUCXBURGH, M .. A.. SSe 

.JEscHYLUS. - PERS.... Edi.ed by A. O. 
PRlCICARD, M.A. With Map. 28. 6tI. 

- THE "SEVEN AGAINST TmmBSo" Edit. 
by A. W. VERRALL, Litt.D., and M. A. 
BAYFIELD, M.A. 2$.6d. 

ANDOCID"':'-Ds MYSTBRlIs. Edited by 
W. ]. HICltI.., M.A. 28. 6ti. 

ATTIC ORATORS, SELBCTIONS FROM TRB. 
Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, 
and I,..,us. Ed. by R. C. JEBB, Litt.D. 5". 

CA<s4R.-TIm GALLIC WAD. Edi.ed after 
Kraner by Rev. J. BOND, M.A., and Rev. 
A. S. WALPOLE, M.A. With Maps. .... 6ti. 

CATULLUS.-SELECT POEMS. Edi.ed by F. 
P.SIMPSON,B.A. 3'.6tI. [The Tex. of this 
Edition is carefully adapted to School use.1 

ClCBRO..-THB CATILINB ORATIONS. From. 
the German of Karl HaIrD. Edi.ed by 
A. S. WILItINS, Litt.D. 28.6tI. 

- PRO I.EGB MANILlA. Edi.ed .... after Hahn, 
by Prof.. A. S. WILItINS, Li.t.JJ. .... 6tI. 

MACMILLAN'S CLASSICAL SERIES
_UUId. 

CiCBRO.-THB SECOND PHtLIPPICORATlON'. 
From the German of Karl Halm. Edi.ed, 
with Corrections and Additions, by Prof.. 
J. Eo B. MAYOR. 3'. 6tI. 

- PRO RosclO AKBRINO. Edited, after 
Hahn, by E. H. DoNI<I .. , M.A. 21. 6tI. 

- PRO P. SESTlo. Edi.ed by Rev. H. A. 
HOLDBN,.M.A. 31. 6tl. 

- SELECT I.JrrrBas. Edited by Prof.. R. Y. 
TYKRELL, M.A. 

DEMOSTHENES.-DE CoRONA. Edi.ed by B. 
DRAICB, M.A. Revised by E. S. Saucl<· 
BURGH, M.A. 3'. 6ti. 

- AnVERSUS LEPTINEIL Edited by Rev. 
J. R. KING, M.A. 2S. 6d. 

- THB FIRST PHILIPPIC. Edited, after C. 
Rebdantz, by Rev. T. GWATKI... ...6tI. 

EURIPIDBS.-HJPPOLVTUS. Edited by Pro( 
]. P. MAHAF .... and J. B. BURY. ... 6tI. 

- MEDEA. Edi.ed by A. W. VERllALL, 
Litt.D. 2I.6tI. 
~ lPHlGENIA IN TAURIS. Edited by E. B. 

ENGLAND, M.A. 31. 

-ION. Ed. by M. A. BAYFIELD, M.A. 21.6tI. 
HBRODOTUS. Book Ill. Edited by G. C. 

MACAULAY, M.A. 2$. 6d.. 
- Book VI. Edi.ed by Prof.. ]. STRACHAIf, 

M.A. 3'.6tI. 
- Book Vll. Edited bv Mrs. MONTAGU 

BUTLER. 3'. 6ti. 
HOMERo-iLIAD. Books I. IX. Xl. XVI.

XXIV. THE STORY OF ACHILLES. Ed. by 
J.H.PRATT,M.A.,andW.LBAF,Litt.D.5". 

- ODYSSEY. Book IX. Edi.ed by Prof.. 
]. E. B. MAYOR, M.A. 21. 6tI. 

- ODYSSEY. Books XXL-XXIV. THB 
TRIUMPH OF ODYSSEUs. Edited by S. G. 
HAMILTON, B.A.. 2.1.6J. 

HORAc&-THE ODEs. Edit...-d by T. Eo 
PAG.., M.A. 5". (Books I. IL Ill. and 
IV. separa.e1y, 28. each.) 

- THE SATIREs. Edited by Prot A. 
PALMER, M.A. 5". 

- THB EPISTLES AND AKs POETICA. Edit. 
by Prof.. A. S. WILItINS, Li.t.D. sr. 

JuvsNAL.-THlRTBBN SATIRES- Edited, for 
the use of Scbools, bf E. G. HARDY, M.A. 
5". [The Text of this Edition is carefully 
adapted '0 School use.1 

_ SELECTSATIREs. Edi.edbyProt].E.B. 
MAYOR. X.XI. 3'.6ti.; XlI.-XVI • .... 6tI. 

LIVv. Books II. and Ill. Edited by Rev. 
H. M. STEPHENSON, M.A. 3'. 6tI. 

- Books XXI. and XXIL Edited by Rev. 
W. W. CAPES. M.A. .... 6tI. 

- Books XXllI. and XXIV. Ed. by G. C. 
MACAULAY. With Maps. 3'.6tI. 

- THE LAsT Two KINGS OF MACEDO ... 
Extracts from the Fourth and Fifth De
cades of Livy. Selected and Edit. by F. H. 
RAWUNS, M.A. With Maps. ..... 6tI. 

LUCRETIUS. Books I.-III. Edited by 
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